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Phantom — Series loudspeakers from Acoustic Research —
the worlds only high-style, high-performance speaker
solution. Reflecting the lifestyle demands oían
evolved listening/viewing environment, Phantom'

1

speakers embody adesign philosophy dedicated
to integration of the speaker as an eye-pleasing
aesthetic component of contemporary living
spaces, while remaining true to AR's own
legendary notion of Higher Fidelity. By
way of exotic materials, leading edge
technologies and revolutionary design,
AR's Phantom — provides true
audiophile-quality sound in a
lightweight, slim-line enclosure
imbued with timeless styling.

And with wall- and standmount options, Phantom'"
speakers are invested with the
versatility to bring audible
and visual coherency to any
room configuration or

Phantom - Series speakers from Acoustic Research — delivering

choice of A/V components,

audiophile-quality sound never before heard in aspeaker

including high definition

so versatile, so slim, so... beautiful

and flat screen home theater
viewing formats.

l'or mote information about Phantom speakers, please visit ,ito web site at
www.acoustic-research.com or

•

Recoin Home Audio Inc

call

I-800-969-AR4U.

A RECOTON• Company 2950 Lake Ernrna Road take maiy. FL 32746
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've recently been rereading Mark
Lane's and Donald Freed's 1970s
screenplay cum novel, Executive Action,
which develops the theory that John E
Kennedy was açussinated by aconspiracy
between organized crime, expatriate Cuban Batistists, and Eisenhower's "militaryindustrial complex." Long predating Oliver
Stone's JFK, the book is fascinating, convincing stuff, from authors who had done
considerable research into what really happened in November 1963. But, like all conspiracy theories, it falls down on the hard
rock of reality: the more people and organizations are involved in aconspiracy, the
less likelihood there is of anything happening at all, let alone going according to plan.
Thus it has been with the much-heralded launch of DVD-Audio. With so
many entities involved in the development of this high-resolution multichannel
music medium, progress has been painfully slow, particularly when compared with
the speed with which Sony and Philips
have brought to market the competing
Super Audio CD. The preliminary specification for DVD-A was released for discussion as far back as the late spring of 1997;
the adoption of Meridian Lossless Packing
was announced in June 1998, and the
DVD Forum's DVD-Audio Working
Group 4 finalized the DVD-Audio 1.0
specification in October 1998.
But, as Meridian's Bob Stuart told me in
August '97, although there was agreement
among all the DVD Forum members on
the key components necessary to ensure
DVD-A's success in the marketplace —
video, three-dimensional sound, and the
highest possible fidelity —these were overshadowed by the recording industry's need
for reliable copy protection. It is that need
that torpedoed the format's 1999 launch.
As you can read in this issue's "Industry
Update" (p.15), Matsushita (Technics,
Panasonic), Nippon Columbia (Denon),
and JVC were alarmed by the cracking last
November by Norwegian hackers of the
DVD-Video Content Scrambling System
(CSS) encryption scheme. They decided
to postpone bringing their players to market until the "4C Entity" — aconsortium
of Matsushita, Toshiba, IBM, and Intel —
develops anew copy-protection scheme
for DVDs. 1 It was reported that, as a
result, Nippon Columbia had to trash
10,000 discs that had been produced in
time for the DVD-Audio launch.
The DVD-Video encryption involves
each manufacturer identifying its players
Stereophile, March 2000

with aunique 40-bit string, or "key." Each
DVD-V disc includes ashort in-the-clear
"disc key," which is also encrypted with
all the allowed player keys. When you
insert aDVD in aplayer, aconsiderable
amount of handshaking takes place, the
player using its key to descramble the
appropriate encrypted disc key before
playback is allowed. (Perhaps this is the
reason DVD players are so slow to load.)
The hackers got hold of aunencrypted
player key and used it to reverse engineer
the system. Their program, widely available on the Internet, allows anyone with
enough computer storage space to make
decrypted copies of the files that make up
aDVD movie.
So now that CSS has been cracked, the
DVD Forum had to choose between disabling all keys, thus turning the existing
population of DVD-V players into worthless junk, or developing astronger algorithm than CSS.
But why should the cracking of the
DVD-Video encryption have had such a
catastrophic effect on the launch of DVDAudio? From what I've read, the CSS algorithm was never intended to be astrong
deterrent to pirates. (Heck, afriend once
saw apirated video that had been made by
someone pointing acamcorder at acinema
screen!) Yes, the DVD-V protection may
have been hacked, but only afew computer geeks will have the time, patience, and
skill to take advantage of this.
Common sense says that the primary
protection against piracy is low pricing: At
current DVD-V prices, Joe Sixpack has no
motivation to do anything other than buy
legal discs. And, as Barry Willis points out
in this issue, common sense also dictates
that satisfying the need of the movie and
record industries to protect their copyrighted material is achimerical dream —
no matter how robust aDVD's encryption,
the unprotected datastream must eventually be exposed in order for the movie to be
viewed and the music to be heard.
But when so many entities are involved,
1Late-breaking news at the time of writing this column was that Pioneer intends to go ahead with its lateDecember launch in Japan of two IND-Audio players:
the high-end. $5000 DV-AX 10, which will also play
SACDs; and the less-expensive DV-S1OA DVD-V/A
player. Pioneer points out that while no IND-A software exists, these players will play IND-Vs. CDs, and
SACDs (I)V-AX10), and that purchasers will he able to
get their machines upgraded when anew encryption
scheme is announced. In the meantime. Pioneer might
also release copy-protection—free DVD-A discs; the
company has already released aDVD recorder!
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it becomes hard to get agreement on anything, even if it's just plain common sense.
And the record industry may well have
more to fear than the movie industry. The
sheer amount of data represented by an
MPEG-2-encoded movie makes aDVD
intrinsically hard to copy, but asingle cut
off aDVD-A, even if multichannel and
24/96, is an easily manageable amount of
data for anyone with amodest computer to
copy. According to Matsushita spokesman
Yoshihiro Kitadeya, as reported in aDow
Jones Newswire story on December 2,
"since music requires much less data than
video, it would be easier to copy individual
songs from aDVD-A disc... and distribute
them cheaply over the Internet."
That's the real danger behind the music
industry's paranoia — that the DVD-V
hacking will make it easier for people to
distribute their songs on the 'Net. Being
paranoid doesn't mean you don't have
people out to get you, and it explains the
music providers' insistence on encryption,
copy protection, and "watermarking" —
the embedding of coded identifying data
in the music that is sufficiently robust to
survive successive DIA and A/D conversions, and even the transmission of analog
versions of the music over AM radio.
One of the more depressing experiences
Ihad recently was attending workshops
and paper presentations at last September's
Audio Engineering Society Convention on
the subject of watermarking. The record
industry's need for the level of protection
to be "robust" means that the watermark
must be high in level. The only thing preventing its immediately being heard is that
it is encoded to mimic the recording's
noise floor, frequency-shaped so as to be
masked as much as possible by the music's
spectrum. Yeah, right. And now, according
to another "Update" story (p.17), TTR
Technologies and Macrovision are developing acopy-protection system to prevent
"casual copying" of music CDs. In my
opinion, the balance between music-lovers
and copyright holders is leaning far too
much in the direction of the latter.
When it comes to higher-resolution
music, my advice is therefore to ignore the
ill-fated, protection-hobbled DVD-A.
Buy instead the DVD-Video-based DADs
from Classic Records and Chesky, or
invest in one of Sony's Super Audio CD
players and the SACDs to play on them —
unless, of course, the music industry belatedly decides that even SACD offers inadequate protection against copying.
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God is in the Nuances
In the second part of this article, Markus Sauer

offers some turn-of-the-millennium
musings on what is important
when it comes to music reproduction.
Records To Die For
The dynamo, the man on the moon,
the Internet, Stereophile's R2D4...
Well, maybe those others were alittle
more important, but as we take thefirst brave
steps into the new millennium,
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we hope
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Since its introduction in 1996 Paradigm* Reference's
rise to prominence has been nothing short of
astonishing! Never before have a range of high-end
speakers been so quickly embraced by listeners
and critics alike.

ence

But even with the many raves and awards, our
engineers never ceased in pushing toward further
improvement And now the result is the next generation
of Paradigm® Reference. New speaker systems that are,
in aword, spectacular! Sound reproduction is even more
natural, detailed and clear. Imaging is more spacious;
localization, more precise. And — since high-end
speakers should be visually, and not just sonically,
arresting — sleek, elegant enclosures were created to
house the technological advances. Whether for music or
home theater, there is no more sonically coherent
choice than Paradigm*, Reference.
With all of the tremendous accolades it would have
been easy to become complacent, but we simply
refused to be lulled by success into astate of lingering
satisfaction. Why? The pursuit of perfection is relentless;
even excellence itself must be exceeded!
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Letters
Great work!
Editor:
Great work! Ilove the variety of information in Stereophile, especially Sam
Tellig's and Michael Fremer's columns.
Gaddy Haymov, M.D.
Bronx, NY
HCook14179 @aolcom
Dissed IA/ynton

Editor:
I'm glad to see awriter has the courage to
dis Wynton Marsalis in print ("Aural
Robert," December '99). Although
Wynton's technical abilities may be
excellent, it has been many years since his
music has been able to move me.
Reading the unending praise of each new
release has made me wonder if anyone
else also felt the emotional vacuum in his
music, especially compared to his less heralded brother Branford.
Rob Bertrando
rbbert@earthlink.net
Home Entertainment Expo 1999

Editor:
Does the Home Entertainment Expo
that took place in Newport Beach,
California at the end of October '99
replace Stetrophiles "traditional" HighEnd HI-FI Show? If so, I, for one, will be
very disappointed. Ihave attended every
West Coast Stereophile show and enjoyed
them immensely. Ialways found these
shows were awonderful way to celebrate
the art of high-end audio.
Ihave purchased hi-fi equipment and
greatly enjoyed listening to music in my
home for over 40 years. Home-theater/
multichannel sound holds little interest
for me. It saddens me that the days of
HI-FI Shows emphasizing two-channel
music reproduction seem to be an artifact of the past.
Roger Mullendore
Rwmullendo@aotcom
Home Entertainment 2000

Editor:
Iam writing to find out if "Home
Entertainment 2000" is HI-FI 2000,
and if so, when will info be available?
MichaelJohnson
opulencemajx2@earthlink.net
Indeed, Home Entertainment 2000—see the
advertisement on p.84 — is the Y2K incarnaStereophile, February 2000

an instrument, Iam avery critical listener
when Iwant to be (although Itry not to
because it is very fatiguing and gets in the
way of musical enjoyment, as most
Stereophile reviewers have stated).
Allow me to relate arecent listening
session to further illustrate: It consisted of
Suppé marches/overtures, Rossini,
Sousa, the Kinks, and the Who. Istarted
out with aDutoit CD on the London
label, and after afew minutes of The Light
Cavalry Overture, it was just not having the
desired effect (foot-tapping, arm-waving,
etc.). So Iwent to the black-vinyl archives
and pulled out the same music with von
Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic,
and wow! Yes, there was more hiss, but
who cares? This was what God intended
the effect of music on us to be.
Listening to Toscanini do the William
Tell Overture in mono on RCA Victor is
The future of music?
not the best sound either, but it surely is
Editor:
the most exciting performance that I
Ihave afew comments about Mr. Lawhave heard. If you think Sousa with
ton's second letter in the December 1999
band instruments sounds good, let me
issue ("Letters," p21), which was aperenlighten you: Check out the young
fect tie-in to "As We See le in the same
issue (particularly in matters of dynamic
Leonard Bernstein (when he didn't drag
everything out) and the New York
range, the sound of live instruments, and
musical performance). Mr Lawton, I Philharmonic on Columbia. A full symapologize for the bunch of angry phony orchestra may not be accurate for
Luddites who clogged your e-mail with
this music, but when The Washington Post
march is played this well, who cares?
unintelligent responses. Rest assured that
Is there amore involving live rock
Iam not one of them.
album than the Kinks' famous double
Iam not thrilled by "glorious mono"
one? Listen to "You Really Got Me"
per se, or feel that the pops, ticks, and hiss
and "Superman," and if you're not playof black vinyl are an essential part of the
ing air guitar before it ends, you better
musical experience. However having had
check your pulse. Lastly came the
an early background in classical music as
Who's Live at Leeds. The long version of
ateenager my ear was trained to listen to
the entire event. Although Ido not play
"My Generation" is the very essence of
rock, notwithstanding what Rolling
Stones fans may have to say.
J. Gordon Holes observation on perLetters to the Editor should be sent
formance and sound quality—that they
to The Editor, Stereophik, P.O. Box
are usually inversely proportional —holds
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
true today, even with all the digital
Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail:
advances. The absence of artifacts can
Letters@stereophile.com. Unless
never take pre-eminence over the event
marked otherwise, all letters are
on the recording. If the future of music is
assumed to be for possible publicalistening to boomboxes and/or computer
tion. If you have problems with your
speakers, then it is avery dark one where
subscription, call (800) 666-3746 or
quality of performance is concerned.
e-mail sreosubs@petersenpub.com.
Mr. Lawton's democratization of
Please note: We are unable to
good sound sounds like the lowest comanswer requests for information
mon denominator to me. John J. Plum
about specific products or systems.
Wnghtstown, m

tion of our annual High-End HI-FI Show.
But despite the name change; due to afeeling
that the "HI-FI" appellation was inappropriate in this new century, the Show will stillfeature, as it always has, the best in domestic
music reproduction: two-channel and multichannel, with or without apicture. Home
Entertainment 2000 takes place at the Hilton
Rye Town, Rye Brook, New York, May
11-14,2000. You can check what's happening at www.hiftshow.com.
Home Entertainment Expo 1999, by the
way, was the latest incarnation of the show primarily sponsored by Home Theater magazine Though it is also otganized by Petersen's
Events Division, this show is intended to mn in
parallel with Home Entertainment events sponsored in the main by this magazine and
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater.-JA
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Letters
Music &anti-music
Editor:
Iwas very pleased to read John Atkinson's comments on hi-fi and anti-hi-fi
recordings in December's "As We See
It." But many people with better hi-fi
systems, or even so-called "audiophiles,"
are not always able to distinguish
between musical and anti-musical
recordings.
For example, afriend of mine with a
decent system recently recommended
Sting's new Brand New Day CD as a
rather good recording. Listen to it, however, and after afew minutes you notice
that the recording is similarly compressed and as unsatisfying as Santana's
Supernatural.
Iguess most people either do not have
enough listening experience or have not
learned to recognize bad recordings. JA
accomplished one of the principal tasks
of ahigh-end magazine: to define and
defend real hi-fi sound. If Stereophile didn't do educational work on this subject,
who else would?
Matthias Baumgarten
ms.baumgarten@t-onlinede

music event where there wasn't some
sort of flaw, especially in comparison to
these squeaky-clean recordings we are
subjected to these days.
If the point of hi-fi is to bring the live
experience into our homes, then don't
we want just that?
Thad Aens
Lincoln, NE

not really attainable; enjoyment, however, certainly is.
Todd Spangler
tspangler@plastomeric.com

Crack asmile, John
Editor:
Always eager to test my mettle against
the learned ears of the Stereophile experts,
Itook acopy of Santana's Supernatural
Excellent
into my audio room for aspin on my
Editor:
$15k high-end system (never mind the
Excellent—I identified excessive com- parts list, Ilike it well enough). It came
pression as the thing Ihate most about as a bittersweet "Ah-ha!" to me as I
pop music awhile back, so Iread the found the same dynamic compression
December "As We See It" with delight. I and "loudness" that John Atkinson mensaw something interesting when Iwas tioned in his editorial.
making acompilation CD-R with my
Isay "bittersweet" because Ibelieve
PC-based recorder. Ipulled acouple of that Carlos Santana would wish ablisssongs by Green Day off of their album ful musical experience for all listeners to
Dookie— no, this is not representative of his music, and here Iwas finding disapmy normal taste in music — and looked pointment in its sonic characteristics,
at the waveform in Cool Edit. The result: especially when compared to my 1957
an almost solid block of noise! Visually, it Ben Webster LPs.
was very striking —obviously the result
Then it came to me: "Think out of
of pretty extreme compression, and the box, stupid!" Iput the CD in the
probably "bit-shaving" techniques. Thus Alpine CD changer in the trunk of my
the crisp but crappy sound of the album.
1990 Miata, put the top down, and headBut it made me wonder if you good ed down the highway as fast as those
Mistakes make the music
folks could publish peak/average levels four cylinders would go. Since it was
Editor:
along with record reviews. This would getting pretty cold, Ihad to put the
Being a24-year-old, Ishould be the per- probably be avery telling spec in pre- heater on, which probably detracted
fect candidate to write in with an abun- dicting how one will like arecording, from the lower octaves of the bass.
dance of negative criticism for John even though it sounds strange to include
Nevertheless, out poured the supernatAtkinson's December "As We See It." atechnical spec in arecord review.
ural strains of Supernatural in all their terThe fact of the matter is, Icouldn't agree
Agim Perolli rific loudness — played through an
with him more. Though Ihave not
agim.perolli@erols.com Alpine head unit, an Alpine outboard
heard Santana's Supernatural, Iknow
amp, and Boston separates. Musical bliss!
exactly what he was talking about. Iown JA's fit of pique?
The moral of the story, Ithink, is "It's
plenty of modern recordings that could Editor:
the music that matters." C'mon, Jolui —
be described in the same manner — I It would seem that John Atkinson crack asmile!
Michael GuntherMaher
feel his pain.
wrote December's "As We See It" in
gmaher@soficom.net
Ihave nothing but contempt for the quite afit of pique. The assertion that
major labels and the majority of popular there is nothing to be gained from play- The live reference?
bands affiliated with them. The labels ing the Supernatural album on anything Editor:
throw tons of money at agiven record- much better than aboombox is not rea- Irecently attended aconcert of Holly
ing, but after the millions are spent, they sonable. While the dynamics of the
Cole and her trio performing with the
have arecording that sounds anything recording may be poor, that is only one Vancouver Symphony Orchestra. Irecbut real — or, more important, human. aspect of the sound. Other factors such ognize the touch of heresy in doing so —
These recordings remind me of video as resolution, freedom from tonal col- is it possible to mix the two, or to make
games. It is obvious what they are por- oration, and stereo imaging are at least asymphony orchestra swing? The contraying, but it is also very evident that as important as dynamics.
cert was at our local Orpheum Theatre,
they are not the real thing.
Don't forget that this is popular which is known for quite good acoustics.
A lot of lesser-known musicians, music; the very reason for this record- It was with some dismay, therefore, that I
bands, whatever, don't have this kind of ing's existence is that vast numbers of noticed that the musicians were heavily
money, so their recordings sound cretins with crummy stereo systems tniked and there were dilapidated giant
rougher and sometimes reveal — dare I enjoy Santana's music, which has speakers hanging at either side of the
say it? — mistakes.
allowed him to become popular and stage. We were seated fairly close to one
How dare they? A flawed recording? continue releasing albums. Iwish more of these speakers.
Unheard of! Well, Ihate to be the of my own favorite recordings sounded
My fears proved correct. Thirty goodbringer of bad news, but humans have better — many are mediocre at best — quality microphones were used and there
been known to make errors in the past. but Iam still able to enjoy them because was at least aton of equipment, but the
Right, Mr. Clinton? These errors don't Ilike the material.
sound was mono, the bass was too loud
only occur in monogamous, committed
I'm not suggesting we throw quality with no definition, and the highs were
relationships, but in music too. What a out the window, but Ithink it's good to shrill. Holly and her trio came through
notion. Rarely, if ever, have Iseen alive remember that perfection in anything is loudly, but the orchestra was background
8
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mphoníe
Fantastique!
Berlioz wrote amasterpiece.
We play it with the same passion.
Asymphony worthy of the name.
High fidelity equipment worthy of the music.
Rotel's RCD-991, aCD player worthy of your attention.
Custom-wound toriodal transformers.HDCD® capability.
Twenty-bit Burr-Brown PCM-63 DIA converters. Adjustable
dither to fine-tune system sound. An analog stage carefully
crafted from the finest parts available. Balanced and single
ended outputs for maximum flexibility.
All this because Rotel listens. Just as Berlioz broke new
ground in percussive orchestration, we break new ground
with exceptionally detailed yet cohesive reproduction.
Regardless of whose music you want to hear.
Berlioz and Rotel. Prize-winning compositions.
Award-winning components.
Hi Fi Fantastique.

54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
www.rotel.com
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The Limited Edition MC2000

Visionary
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Stereo Vacuum Tube Power
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Ceramic tube sockets.Special
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"adequate" for any reasonable
demand. You would expect nothing less from this — the MC2000
USE

— the Monumental McIntosh.
LL

mush. With that many microphones
around, there was little choice but to
close-mike Holly. The result was exaggerated sibilance and explosive p's.
While Ienjoyed the performance,
many of its subtleties were lost through
the poor audio.
Iam sure that this could have been
done more effectively, with moderate
reinforcement for Holly and the trio
and none for the orchestra, but Isuspect
the roadies never considered that possibility for amoment.
The sound on Holly's CDs is far
superior. What is the point in attending
alive concert with amplification when
you can get better sound for less money
in the comfort of your own home?
Don McIntosh
Port Coquitlam, BC, Canada
mcintosh@bcsympatico.ca
Music reviews that last...
Editor:
Idon't spend much time reading record
reviews, but over the last several months
afew reviews that caught my attention
were so well written that Iread (and
reread) the entire review, and took note
of the author —Thomas Conrad in each
case. How about more and longer offerings from Mr. Conrad — interviews or
articles about artists, manufacturers, or
anything that might be found interesting
by your readers?
Dennis Schreier
denniss@madisonaudio.com
... but not of Diana Kroll
Editor:
Although Idon't recall you appropriating
space in "Letters" for commentary on
your music reviews or reviewers, Isubmit that fair and knowledgeable reporting of an artist and their music is important, if not fundamental, to all audiophiles. After all, it is about the music.
Reviewer opinions are at best subjective,
yet influence many readers in their purchase decisions. At worst, and without
forum for rebuttal, a"misguided" review
can do unjust harm to an artist.
Ergo, Ibeg to differ with the conclusions Thomas Conrad draws in his review of Diana ICrall's When ILook In
Your Eyes (October '99, p.227). Mr.
Conrad opens with lavish praise of Ms.
Krall, even acknowledging that When I
Look In Your Eyes "will probably win a
Grammy" — a view Icertainly share.
But following additional accolades, he
begins his search for "what needs [the
album] leaves unfulfilled," and it is at
this point Imust take issue with him.
Mr. Conrad takes license by first
asserting that "the jazz art form relentStereophile, February 2000

lessly demands that its practitioners push
themselves," and on the strength of this,
admonishes Ms. Krall for choosing "to
remain deep in her comfort zone." He
supports this with reference to how
"Cassandra Wilson reinvents herself with
every album," or "how Patricia Barber
dares explore the ragged existential edges
of our purportedly prosperous time" —
the latter phrase perhaps more for the
gratification of the writer than the
enlightenment of the reader. He closes
his review by stating, "Diana Krall will
not become an important jazz singer
until she acknowledges that woman can
not live by crème brûlée alone," astatement Ifind absolutely incredible and
deserving of an apology to Ms. Krall!
Does Mr. Conrad not realize Diana Krall
is already an "important" jazz singer (and
pianist), and has been for some time?
To be sure, Ihave no quarrel with the
talent of the artists he cites, but when I
want to relax, Idon't want to contend
with intellectual challenges, electronic
distortion, harmonic dissonance, or
pyrotechnical exercises. Give me "easy
listening," thank you, and save the "I
gotta be me" demonstrations for my
higher energy cycles.
As with all great artists, Ms. ICrall's
style is amatter of choice — hers, not Mr.
C,onrad's. It is built upon years of listening, learning, practicing, and performing,
and reflects, to the limits of her skill and
ability, her musical concepts. The listener
has only to hear anote or two from a
great musician to recognize their musical
signature. That's importance. And that's
Diana Kral].
John Gronemeyer
Charlotte, NC
Unfulfilled expectations
Editor:
Hello! Is anybody home? Stereophile is
supposed to be ahigh-end journal, not
PC Magazine or Stereo Review's Sound &
Vision. You can showcase on your covers
some of the most beautiful, luxurious,
and sophisticated equipment to come
your way. Instead, in December, you
chose aYamaha desktop receiver that
looks like aplastic air purifier!
Idon't have any qualms about you
doing ashort review on this kind of
product, but acover product it is not. A
magazine cover should grab your attention, make you do adouble take, and
entice you to pick it up. This one did the
opposite!
If we can't count on Stereophile to show
off the best the world has to offer, who
can we count on?
Harvey Bodashefsky
Courtic Ontario, Canada
harveyb@idirect.com

The Monumental MC2000
Is Available From these
Discerning Dealers
California
Audio Concepts:
San Gabriel, CA (626) 285-0011
Long Beach, CA (562) 434-1540
Gluskin's Camera AudioNideo
Stockton, CA (209) 477-5566
House of Natural Sound
North Hollywood, CA (818) 765-1991
Somoma Sound Masters
Santa Rosa, CA (707) 528-3130
Stereo HiFi Center
Torrance, CA (310) 373-6796

Florida
Cooper for Stereo
Clearwater, FL (727) 572-0052
Sound Performance
Coral Gables, FL (305) 446-8055

Illinois
Audio Consultants:
Chicago, IL (3 I
2) 642-5950
Evanston, IL (847) 864-9565
Hinsdale, IL (630) 789-1990
Libertyville, IL (847) 362-5594
Audio Image
Chicago, IL (773) 334-2400

New York
Audio Classics, Ltd.:
Vestal, NY (607) 766-3501
Audio Video Salon
New York, NY (212) 249-4104
Harvey Electronics:
Lyndhurst, NY (201) 842-0660
Fairfield, NJ (973) 276-1677
New York, NY (212) 575-5000
Mt. Kisco, NY (914) 241-1230
Greenwich, CT (203) 622-0324
Greenvale, NY (516) 625-4468
Paramus, NJ (201) 652-2882
New York, NY (212) 228-5354
Stereo Exchange
New York, NY (212) 505-1111

Own aPiece of Audio Heritage

Intintosh
THE

GREAT

AMERICAN

POWERHOUSE

McIntosh Sales Corporation
661 W. Redondo Beach, Blvd.
Gardena, CA 90247
(888) 979-3737
www.mcintoshlabs.com
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The conrad-johnson Anniversary Reference Triode preamplifier, with its novel
composite triode audio circuit, achieved astunning breakthrough in audio performance.

Works of ART

The ART earned top rankings from every critic who
reviewed it. In 1998, the ART won the Audio Video

Academy Golden Note award for Best Tube Component of the Year, and Stereophile's
coveted Product of the Year award. The composite triode circuit developed for the
ART is also featured in conrad-johnson's new and surprisingly affordable Premier 17LS.
In circuit approach, component quality, ease of use, and distinctive styling,
the Premier 17LS approaches near state of the ART, but at afraction of the price.
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conrad-johnson
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conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
www.conradjohnson.com •2733 Merrilee Drive •Fairfax, VA 22031 •Phone: 703-698-8581 •Fax: 703-560-5360

Letters
Exceeding expectations

[measurements] to accompany aset of
subjective impressions — these two
Inoticed that the number of dealers in aspects of asingle report sometimes being
December's Yamaha receiver review was at rather startling odds. In this respect,
"not disclosed." If any of my fellow read- Butler's objections are somewhat blunted.
ers are interested, this receiver is available
Iwonder, is it maybe time to declare
that, as matters now stand, subjective
from Crutchfield: www.crutchfield.com.
I've been using the RP-U100 for only procedure is both indefensible and irreabout amonth, but so far my expecta- placeable? I've every hope that, sooner
tions are far exceeded. There's definitely or later, somebody's going to explain
music coming out of my Solid HCM-ls. why — definitively why — I, for examName withheld ple, even with these old-guy ears, am
Nevedave@aol.com able to prefer components and tweaks
so unequivocally that I'd be distraught at
Unlikely expectations
having to do without any one of them?
Eilitoi:
Even from the most half-assed of scienSometimes areminder of why you're in tific perspectives, my way of coming to
this hobby comes from the most unlikely these decisions is invalid. And yet, here
Iam, living with this sounding agglomplace. Here's my advice: Go out immediately and buy acheap 200-disc changer. erate — system ABCD — believing that
I'm hearing better sound than with sysSony's lists for $199 (with TosLink digital
output!) —the best investment rve made tem WXYZ, even were Iunder proper
in my system in along time: lots ofjoy, lit- test conditions unable to tell you which
is better, which less good, amp vs amp,
de audiophile anxiety.
As my CD collection pulls up to the cable vs cable, tweak vs tweak.
This must surely sound lame, but it
700-disc mark, there are more and
more discs (not to mention tracks) that has to be said, or rather, repeated: Itry
I've forgotten about, or that don't to make these decisions under circumalways occur to me when Isit down to stances that resemble those under
do serious listening. So I've loaded the which Ilisten to recordings. That's
changer with 200 CDs, and have it validity enough for me (with culpatory
shuffle all of them. My Mark Levinson confession moments ahead).
Butler mentions networked cables.
No39 CD player happily stoops to conHere, Ifear, we encounter something
verting the sub-$200 TosLink data.
Yes, the Sony is not the transport that that ought to give pause, at least as aspethe Levinson is, but the Levinson can't cific example of alarger hazard. Stereosurprise me every five minutes or so with phile has top-rated apair of irrationally
anew track that I'd forgotten about. It's expensive networked speaker cables that
Iused, Iadmit it, with great satisfaction.
like having the ideal radio station.
You've got nothing to lose: Go to It may well have been pride of ownerwhichever local mid-fi warehouse offers a ship that provided me my long-term
no-questions-asked 30-day money-back high. (A hell of athing to admit, Iknow.
guarantee, buy the changer; and see if it Ihope the confession does some good.
doesn't reliably make you smile at five- It's also the kind of mistake I'm less likely to make now.) In any event, Iliked
minute intervals.
Fred von Lohmann
fird@vonLohmann.com what I was hearing, secure in the
embrace of aStereophile top-category recommendation — until, that is, Ihad a
Courage?
chance to compare the cables with aless
Editor:
It takes courage to publish aletter like expensive, un-networked pair interconCharles Butler's in the November issue nects too, no need to go into it.
One wonders sometimes about one's
(pp20-21). It's the one that concludes by
thanking Stereophile, tongue in cheek: own gullibility and its phantom satisfac"We all owe you adebt of gratitude for tions, along with Stereophilès sustaining
promoting the most insidious form of enthusiasm for these wires. But then
ignorance." The ignorance our Ph.D. again, over and over, we are admonished
speaks of is the pseudoscience, charlatan- in print, here in these pages, to judge for
ry, etc. with which, in his scarcely unique ourselves, presumably subjectively. What
Mike Silverton
view, high-end audio components are could be fairer?
Editor, LaFolia.com
evaluated and promoted to the gullible.
Hensteeth@aotcom
Butler's is but one of along parade of
objections to subjectivist evaluation, and
among the more persuasive. Elsewhere Bravo!
(and about as often), Jolm Atkinson com- Editor:
ments on the wisdom of and need for Bravo Stereophile and Thomas J. Norton!
Stereophile, February 2000

This is in response to your review of the
KR Enterprise Vacuum Transistor amplifier (November '99) and Mr. Kron's
particularly sour responses (December
'99). Please do not back off or shy away
from telling it like it is!
It's easy to publish glowing reviews.
It's easy to sidestep touchy issues with
products, especially if the product manufacturers are themselves customers of
the reviewing entity through advertising. However, your readers deserve
honest and realistic reviews.
I've been reading Stereophile on and off
for over 10 years. Mr. Atkinson's and Mr.
Norton's technical measurement and discussion sections of the product reviews
are very informative, sometimes much
more so than the subjective reviews.
In fact, the subjective reviewers need to
be more straightforward with their readers. Don't hold back, gloss over, or otherwise diminish product faults or blemishes. They are as important as what the
product does right!
Robert L Wohlers
bwohlers@cdecom
Explanations
Editor:
Riccardo ICron's "Manufacturer's Comment" (December '99, p.191) indicates
the need to explain (or re-explain) Stereophilès amplifier test procedure. If an
amplifier manufacturer such as Dr.
Kron cannot understand them, what are
the chances that the average Joe will?
Dr. Kron had difficulty understanding
why an amp without a2ohm output,
such as his, would be tested into a2ohm
load. The reason for this is that, since
speakers do not have flat impedance
curves, a"4 ohm" speaker's impedance
may actually drop to 2ohms at some frequencies. Your 2 ohm measurements
help predict how an amplifier would
handle such aload (very important for
those who own such aspeaker).
As for the simulated loudspeaker load
tests, they test an amp under conditions
that are closer to the way the amp is
actually used. It really doesn't matter
what that simulated load is, because
every amp is tested under identical conditions. If one amp exhibits, say, 4dB dips
and another exhibits only 1
dB dips into
the simulated speaker load, the second
amp will deliver more uniform power
into any speaker it is hooked up to. Thus,
it must have a lower output impedance/higher damping factor.
Ihope this explanation helps others to
better understand Stereophilès amplifier
testing procedure.
Alan Rauchwerger
South Hackensack, 1\g
alrau 1
@juno.cont
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Return again and again to the original musical event.
The new MRM-1 Reference Monitor from Mirage.

Our References
are impeccable.
Immaculaie
design.

Incredible
performance.

Impeccable
detail.

SEE
AUDITION TIIE AIRM -1

THE

MUSIC!

THE AUTHO RI
ZED MI RAGE DEALER IN YOUR AREA OR LOOK US UP ON THE W EB: www.miragespeakers.com

A DI
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ON OE AUDIO PROD UCTS INTER NATIO NAL CORP.. 3641 M cN it:01-L AVENUE, SCARBOROUG H,O NTARIO, CANADA MIX 1G 5
TE LEPH ONE (
41 6)321-1800

FAX (416)321-1500

Industry
US & JAPAN

Barry Willis
Audiophiles eager to try DVD-Audio
will have to wait just abit longer. Matsushita Industrial Electric Co. and Japan
Victor Company decided in December
1999 to hold back their new DVD-A
players, in the wake of the widely publicized decryption of the format's copyprotection scheme by aNorwegian computer hacker. The hacker published his
work-around of the encryption on the
Internet late last November.
Matsushita will delay its new players
for about six months while it attempts
to come up with amore robust encryption technology. JVC did not specify
how long it would wait to bring its new
players to market. Pioneer Corp. is also
questioning the wisdom of releasing
new players when DVD copy-prevention can be so easily defeated.
Electronics manufacturers arc responding to an alarm raised by the music
industry, which has always been sensitive
to copyright issues. Matsushita spokesman Bill Pritchard said his company's
decision was in deference to the music
industry, which expressed a"need for a
more robust encryption system than had
originally been proposed." The Consumer Electronics Association recently
named the DVD-Video player the most
successful new product in history, by far
outselling both the CD player and the

VHS videocassette recorder in its first two
years on the market. Pritchard mentioned
that manufacturers were hoping "to ride
the coattails of that interest in improved
video and enhanced sound." Reaching
early adopters —or "trendsetters," as Pritchard called them —is important in establishing anew product category.

Matsushita will delay
its new players for about
six months while
it attempts to come up
with amore robust
encryption technology.
The change in plans was particularly
abrupt for Matsushita, whose Panasonic
division had announced last August the
impending debut of aline of DVD-A
players. Matsushita had planned to
launch two new types of DVD-Audio/
Video players in December, one of
which was aDVD car-audio machine,
the other aDVD-A/V player to be bundled with widescrecn TVs. The players
being held back arc in the $1000-andup category —many of them pre-ordered by customers, according to the
Associated Press.
Pioneer had planned to release two

Update
high-end DVD-Audio players late in
December, one at about $5000 retail
and the other at about $2000. Plans for
the release of anew DVD recorder will
probably not be affected by the hacking
incident, said aPioneer spokesman.
The Norwegian hacker claimed to
have found an exposed "key" in software enabling computers to read files
from DVD players. The software was
made by Xing Technology Corporation, a company whose DVD license
has since been suspended.
The DVD-Audio delay will scarcely be
noticed by ordinary music-lovers —there
are almost no discs to play on the new
machines. Many observers of the copyprotection issue have noted that no matter how robust aDVD's encryption, the
unprotected datastream must be exposed
at some point in order for the format to
play back. Unprotected data can then be
picked off and saved as afile, which can in
turn be transmitted to another computer
anywhere in the world.
The copy-protection issue is the
entertainment industry's worst nightmare, involving complex engineering
problems and hard-to-enforce legal regulations. Most of all, it's atough marketing problem: How do you price recorded music so as to generate decent
profits while minimizing incentives for
pirates? A clue to the solution may be
forthcoming this year.

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where, and who to (212) 886-2810
at least eight weeks bore the month of the
event. The deadlinefor the April 2000 issue is
February 1. Mark thefax Attention Jonathan
Scull, Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax
back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
ARIZONA

• The Arizona Audiophile Society
sponsors monthly audio and hometheater meetings and events. For
information, call (623) 516-4960, or
Stereophile, February 2000

e-mail AzAudioS@aol.com.

atom.com/cas, or call Carl Richard at
(860) 745-5937.

COLORADO

• Thursday, February 10, 6-9pm:
Moondance Audio (1881 S. Broadway,
Denver) will host Mark O'Brien of
Rogue Audio for ademonstration of
Rogue's new remote-controlled NinetyNine tube preamplifier and the M-120
monoblock amplifiers. For more information, call (303) 777-4449.
CONNECTICUT

• For information about the Connecticut Audio Society, visit www.the-

FLORIDA

•Tuesday, February 1: The Tampa Bay
Listening Sock , will host Mike
Hobson from Classic Records and
Joe DePhillips from Clearaudio. Mike
will audition vinyl and 24/96 CDs
from Classic's catalog; Joe will demonstrate aBel Canto DAC-1 and aBirdland Audio Odeon-lite DAC, along
with a turntable, tonearni, and cartridge. For more information, call (813)
239-0700.
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DEFINING AFFORDABLE

HIGH

END

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES

Twenty years of avant-garde
manufacturing and engineering enables
KIMBER KABLE to offer the most
significant 'sane' loudspeaker cables
in High End audio.

The Monocle, BiFocal (biwire) and
TriFocal (triwire) cables allow signal to
flow untouched by external vibration
and RF influences. Each model
has been engineered and precisely
manufactured by KIMBER KABLE
to deliver the highest fidelity while
maintaining aconservative price.

Visit our web site or contact us for more
information and your nearest dealer.

Monocle X -$58o eight foot pair*
Monocle XL - 88o eight foot pair*

KIM3ER KABLE
I 11

e

e
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t

2752 South 1900 West •Ogden Utah 84401 • 801-621-5530 •fax 801-627-6980 • vvww.kimbercom
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UNITED STATES
Jon Iverson
Audiophiles have been hit hard lately, as
DVD-Audio's release schedule has succumbed to piracy concerns and Sony has
so far refused to allow digital outputs on
its Super Audio CD players. (Only digital outs for CD playback are allowed.)
You can listen, but don't touch. But at
least there are still no such restrictions on
CD players that would inhibit the use of
their digital datastreams ... for now.
TTR Technologies and Macrovision
hope to change all that. They announced
at the beginning of December an agreement to jointly develop and market a
copy-protection product designed to
thwart the copying of optical audio
media (audio CDs, DVDs, etc.). The
companies say the new product will be
based on TTR's MusicGuard technology, and on related Macrovision technology intended to inhibit what the companies call "casual copying" of music CDs
using dual-deck CD recorder systems
and PC-based CD-Recordable drives.
As part of the new relationship
between the two companies, Macrovision says it will purchase, subject to
the satisfaction of certain conditions, an
11.4% equity interest in TTR. On making the equity investment, Macrovision
claims it will also acquire an exclusive
license to TTR's CD and DVD signature technology, and related encoder
software used to embed signatures during the replication process.
Macrovision's John Ryan states that
"this agreement allows Macrovision to
leverage its existing CD copy-protection technology base and more than a
decade of experience in developing and
marketing copy-protection solutions to
the home video and multimedia soft-

ware industries, to address important
problems currently being faced by the
music industry on aworldwide basis.
This partnership will take advantage of
the collective skills, patents, and expertise of our two companies, and should
enable us to deliver a commercially
viable music-CD copy-protection sys-

Update

owners with just basic computer skills
to make replicas of any music CD for
the price of ablank disc."

UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
"Grab your MP3 files off the Net and cut
them onto vinyl!" was the extraordinary
claim made in an advertisement that recently appeared in British DJ magazines.
There are no restrictions
CD-burners: Eat your hearts out!
All vinyl fans owe abig debt of gration CD players that would
tude to the DJ scene, which has donc
much more than the hi-fi sector to keep
inhibit the use of their
the vinyl presses busy, even though the
less palatable side of that coin is that
digital datastreams
large numbers of younger, potential hi-fi
for now.
customers have turned their attentions
instead toward the DJ mix scene. This,
in turn, is creating amarketplace that is
tem to the music industry." TTR chairnow big enough to develop its own
man Marc Tokayer adds that "TTR's
technologies, and that might well outpromising new music-protection techgrow the current traditional hi-fi scene.
nology and Macrovision's sales and marWhether DIY vinyl cutting has any
keting ability in the global copy-protecreal relevance to the hi-fi sector is
tion markets are agreat combination for
doubtful, but the very idea of this
success ... and will be agood combination to drive widespread deployment of machine is nonetheless intriguing. It
began with the development of anew
the resulting system."
Macrovision will be responsible for vinyl compound that is softer than that
licensing the technology to music- normally used for commercial LP
releases, yet still lasts much longer than
rights owners worldwide. The compaacetates. And cutting direct to vinyl simnies also say that they intend to work
plifies the whole process dramatically,
cooperatively with encoder manufacavoiding the need for mothers, metalturers and CD replicators to implement
work, and the like.
the necessary manufacturing and qualiVestax is ahighly regarded Japanese
ty-control systems.
specialist manufacturer on the DJ scene.
"Digital signatures are acritical element of both Macrovision's and TTR's Their VRX-2000 disc cutter is expected
to cost around £5000 ($7500) and to be
computer-software copy-protection sysavailable early in 2000, though aworking,
tems," says Macrovision. "In addition to
mono-only prototype was demonstrated
the copying threat already posed by professional pirates and unauthorized
at the UK's fall '99 PLASA pro-audio
Internet websitcs, inexpensive CD- show. The technology does work, but
clearly still needs some refining. Tentative
recording technology now allows PC

Calendar
GEORGIA

•Sunday, January 23, 2-5:30pm: The Atlanta Audio Society is hosting aseminar
featuring Dan O'Grady of Nagra Kudelski, with auditions of the PL-P preamp,
VPA vacuum-tube power amp, MPA
solid-state power amp, and Nagra-D
multichannel 24/96 digital tape recordet
Guests welcome. For more information
and directions to the Dunwoody location,
contact Chuck Bruce at (770) 493-7105
or chucicsaudio@rnindspring.com.
ILLINOIS

• Saturday, February 12: Holm Audio
Stereophile, February 2000

(2050 W. 75th St., Woodridge) is hosting Ted Denney of Synergistic Research for adiscussion of Synergistic's
"Your Cable for Life!" technologies, and
demonstrations of Active and Discrete
Shielding and the Lifetime Passport
Protection trade-in program. Bring your
old cables for trade-in. Call (630) 6631298 for more details.

stokjoc@hotinail.com.
MASSACHUSETTS

• Sunday, February 6: The Boston
Audio Society will host Eugene Pitts III,
editor of The Audiophile Voice and former
editor of Audio, at its monthly meeting.
For more information, call (603) 8995121, visit http://bostonaudio.home.att.
net, or e-mail dbsystems@ibm.net.

LOUISIANA

•New Orleans' first and only high-end
audio dub holds monthly meetings to
discuss topics of interest and listen to
music. Join the fun by e-mailing

MICHIGAN

•Thursday, February 10: Stereo Center/
Front Row (2065 S. Linden, Flint) is
hosting Ted Denney of Synergistic
17
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Stereophile
Class A Recommended
Components
Grande Utopia
"this is truly the ultimate
desert-island loudspeaker"
Jack English
Vol.19 No.5

Utopia
"these are the best speakers
I've ever heard"
Jonathan Scull
o1.21 No.4

Mezzo Utopia
"the Mezzo Utopia's çreal
strenght is that
In so
many ways Just
t"
Paul Me
Vol.22 No.

I .

•

Grande Utopia
S70 000
Utopia

Mezzo Utopia

S30 000

$13 000

Ole

Mini Utopia
S6500

For more information call 1-800-254-2510 or 1-800-663-9352
I

UM() Plus Syr% ices P.O. Box 3047 Plattsburgh NY 12901

la: 450-585-5862 m

.audioplusservices.com

Canada: Plurison C.P. 537 Station Youville Montreal Qu 112P 2W1 450-585-0098
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.plurlson.com

Industry
advance details include aprice of £25 for
three blank discs, arecord/play time of 24
minutes per disc, and a£50 sapphire cutting stylus with alife of 80 hours.
US: CALIFORNIA
Jon Iverson
It is with regret that we heard of the
closing of Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.
Known to audiophiles since its inception in 1977, the company provided serious listeners with hundreds of remastered LPs, cassettes, and CDs (see "Aural
Robert" elsewhere in this issue).
Audiophile companies often live a
precarious existence, and, with the demise of akey distributor, MoFi was dealt
afatal blow. A press release from the
company says that in "September of
1999, the closure of MS. Distributing's
music division resulted in asubstantial
percentage of uncollectible receivables
for MFSL, plus the inventory it represented. Without access to the funds or
the availability of inventory for resale,
the financial devastation was more than
our small company could overcome.
Therefore, as of November 19, 1999,
the company that changed the way the
world listened to music, itself has closed
its doors." According to the company,
"extreme, but unsuccessful, efforts were
made to overcome the financial blow
dealt by the sale of MS. Distributing
Company this summer and the subsequent closure of its music division."
Herb Benzin, aco-founder of Mobile
Fidelity and aco-owner until his retirement nearly five years ago, states: "I am
deeply saddened with the knowledge
that the employee-owned Mobile Fidelity — which for so many years represented amajor symbol of quality in the
field of prerecorded music — was, in the
end, avictim of bigness and mediocrity.

I, along with all audiophiles everywhere, will deeply miss the musical
efforts of MoFi."
In making the announcement, MoFi
added that they "sincerely hope that our
memory and legacy will continued to
be enjoyed for many years to come
through the hundreds of classic LPs, aluminum and gold CDs, and even cassettes that Mobile Fidelity has lovingly
remastered for the enjoyment of music
lovers and for ourselves. It was awonderful ride while it lasted."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Net browsers might be interested in
clicking on www.wharfedale.co.uk to
check out Wharfedale's new E-marketing initiative. The company will offer
the first 50 pairs of each new loudspeaker model at a50% discount (but so far,
only to European Net customers). Two
weeks later, the 50 lucky (?) purchasers
will get to fill in adetailed questionnaire
that will tell Wharfedale exactly what
they think of their new acquisition, the
results to be published (uncensored?) on
Wharfedale's website.
US: THE INTERNET
Barry Willis
Loudspeaker manufacturer B&W has
been extremely aggressive in the past two
years in reining in abuses of its dealer
agreements. Last year, the company cut
off many dealers and stocking distributors
in an attempt to tighten control over its
distribution. Now, as aresult of aprogram
announced November 22, 1999 by
KnowleclgeLIN1C, many 13&W dealers
will be able to take sales online in complete compliance with their dealer agreements. Rotel dealers are also participating.
Denver-based Listen Up is one of the

Update

first to sign on with the "affiliate" program with GetPlugged.com, an electronics commerce site. Not just anyone
can participate: affiliates must have arequisite number of trained electronics
salespeople, and certain unspecified
hardware and software. Online sales of
B&W and Rotel products will be to
customers to whom the dealers can personally deliver, or who can pick up the
equipment in person. "No mail-order
delivery will be allowed," an announcement emphasized. Such stern warnings
would seem to forestall any possible territorial violations by dealers.
Many manufacturers and dealers are
wrestling with the problems and
opportunities the Internet presents.
Problems include how to adhere to
geographical limitations imposed by
what was essentially a 19th-century
model of distribution, while the Internet offers aglobal marketplace to anyone with anything to sell.
It seems likely in this reporter's opinion that within afew years most manufacturers will go to direct sales over the
Internet, an eventuality that will completely alter the traditional distribution
network. Some extremists believe that
local retailers are an extinct species, but
others see them coexisting comfortably
with their Internet counterparts. Affiliate programs such as the B&W/Rotel
arrangement with GetPlugged.com are
perhaps best seen as transitional steps
toward astill-uncertain future.
"We view this as amajor win-win
scenario for everyone involved," said
Sunil Mehrotra, CEO of KnowledgeLINK. "We are extremely pleased that
B&W and Rotel have decided to allow
their dealers to align themselves with
GetPlugged.com."
Peter Wellilcoff, president of B&W/

Calendar
Research for a discussion of Synergistic's "Your Cable for Life!" technologies, and demonstrations of Active and
Discrete Shielding and the Lifetime
Passport Protection trade-in program.
Bring your old cables for trade-in. Call
(810) 732-2220 for more details.
MISSOURI

• Tuesday, February 22: Best Sound
Company (227 North Lindbergh Blvd.,
St. Louis) hosts Gayle Sanders of
MartinLogan for ademonstration of
the new Prodigy loudspeakers. Call
Stereophile, February 2000

(314) 997-7644 for more information.
NEW JERSEY

• The New Jersey Audio Society welcomes anyone interested in high-performance LP and CD playback systems to
become members and participate in
their monthly meetings. Annual dues
are $20, and include asubscription to
the society's newsletter, The Source. For
more information, please e-mail your
mailing address and telephone number
to annalogg@aol.com or to markj
mills@earthlink.net

NEW YORK

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the
Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
• For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow), amonthly dub catering
to obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics
from September through June, call Roy
Harris at (516) 489-9576.
• Saturday, January 22, 12-5pm: Toys
From The Attic (203 Mamaroneck
Avenue, White Plains) will host asemi19
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"The G'CD-750's DIA converter is first-class."
Lawrence W. Johnson, forAudioVideo Interiors (January 1999)

"Vocals were simply terrific with the ADCOM."
Wayne Garcia, Fi (February 1999)

"The GCD-750 simply sounded musical"
Anthony II. Cordesman, AUDIO (March 1999)

GCD-7'
10 Timber Lane

Simply Outstanding.
Marlboro, New Jersey 07746

732.683.2356

C1999 ADCOM. All rights reseived

ADMIVI
delails you can hear

Fax 732.683.2358

www.adcom.com
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is mounted on the side of the enclosure
to maintain the slim front view that has
become very much aMission feature
and the height of current loudspeaker
fashion. The 782 is surprisingly light (31
lbs) and very compact (31.3" high by
6.5" wide by 11.6" deep). Pairs are mirUNITED KINGDOM
ror-imaged, allowing the user the
Paul Messenger
option of pointing the speakers inward
"ICeraform" is the name of anew cone
or outward, according to preference and
material that speaker manufacturer
room conditions.
Mission claims has agreater stiffness-tomass ratio than any other material used
Much more is found in the details:
The hardwired crossover has quite genfor loudspeaker cones. Keraform is atrue
US: THE INTERNET
de slopes, though a mild notch filter
ceramic material — much more so than
Jon Iverson
helps control the mid-driver's ultimate
Among the ingredients needed for a the surface oxide coatings sometimes
applied to metal-alloy cones — and has
breakup. The transverse folded cabinetsuccessful online consumer-electronics
work is complex, making full use of
been developed by Audax with Mission's
business, having well-known, soughtassistance over the past three years.
CNC routing to break up internal
after brands may be the most important.
Keraform is made by impregnating a standing waves between the 19mm and
Just in time for the 1999 holiday season,
fiber matrix with acompound of china 30mm panels. The tweeter is Mission's
Hifi.com announced that it has become
familiar mechanically decoupled soft
clay and resin, then curing it in an oven
one of a"select group" authorized to
dome. The entire 78 series will be finto create adriver cone light enough for
sell Sony Electronics products over the
ished in real-wood veneers.
Internet. This announcement comes on aclaimed 89dB/W midband sensitivity,
the heels of Celestion and Marantz join- yet rigid enough to keep the first breakNETHERLANDS
up mode comfortably outside the reing the mail-order retailer (see "Inquired passband. Just how well that
Peter van Willenswaard
dustry Update," January 2000, p27).
CD-recorders have begun selling masbreakup mode is damped is, of course,
As part of this agreement, Hifi.com
sively, at arate even higher than Philips
says it has developed aspecial shopping the other crucial question, which will
have to remain unanswered until this
had originally hoped for. In less than two
area called "The Sony Store@Hifi.com,"
years' time, CD-R(W) had taken 25% of
magazine gets its hands on aspeaker
dedicated to Sony home audio, video, and
Europe's over-9500 million € (€, prousing the new cone material.
digital imaging products. While this area
Keraform is making its commercial
nounced "euro," is very nearly $1 US)
does not represent the entire Sony catadigital recording market. Several of
log, audio items will include various CD
debut in the 525" midrange driver used
players, receivers, turntables, and raçsette
in Mission's new 782 prestige floor- Philips' competitors are reported to have
standing loudspeaker, which is effectivebegun preparations for the launch of
decks, as well as portable stereos and
ly areplacement for the long-lived and
their own CD-recorders to share in this
MiniDisc recorders and players. Home
highly successful 753. Keraform also
market (See also Barry Willis's "Industry
video products will include TVs, DVD
marks the next step beyond the AudaxUpdate," November 1999, pp29-30.)
players, satellite systems, and VCRs.
Philips attributes the abundant success of
Hifi.com's Michael Sullivan says that sourced Aerogel cones that various
CD-R(W) to the fact that the CD is the
"Hifi.com's agreement with Sony is tesMission 75- and 73-series models have
most universal digital sound carrier of all,
tament to our growing prominence in
used in recent years.
The three-way 782 is the first 78- and the most widely spread.
and commitment to the online conseries model to appear, and the third up
Philips introduced its first CDsumer-electronics category." The comrecorder, the CDR870, in late 1997, and
afour-rung ladder, with aUK selling
pany has also ended the year with an
aggressive off- and online marketing price of £700. Its 6.5"-frame bass driver six months later replaced it with the
Rote! parent Equity International, said
the Internet venture will aid, not hinder,
sales for his company's dealers. "B&W
and Rotel have always been committed
to supporting our specialty dealer network in helping them to build and
increase sales. We see KnowledgeLINK's site, www.GetPlugged.com, as
another vehicle to do just that, while at
the same time adhering to our strict
dealer agreement rules."

strategy, developing what it describes as
a "multi-million-dollar brand-building
campaign" that includes national television, radio, and print advertising, combined with exposure on several websites.

Calendar
nar featuring Mark O'Brien of Rogue
Audio and Vincent Bruzzese of Totem
Acoustic. Mark and Vincent will
demonstrate their new product lines,
including the new Rogue Ninety-Nine
preamplifier and the little Anti from
Totem. Representatives from Cardas
Audio and Lightspeed Audio will
also be on hand. For details, call (914)
421-0069, or visit www.tfta.com.
NORTH CAROLINA

• January 23, 1:30pm: The Charlotte
Audiophile Society is hosting Dennis Had
Stereophile, February 2000

of Cary Audio at the Presbyterian
Hospital Auditorium in Charlotte. Nonmembers welcome. Fantastic door prizes!
For more information on the meeting, or
on becoming amembe4 please contact
Tom Moore at (704) 543-0551 or
TMoore@American-appraisaLcom.
PENNSYLVANIA

•Tuesday, January 18: Northern Audio
Exchange (Pittsburgh) will host Per
Kirksaeter of Kirksaeter Speaker
Systems for ademonstration of his new
Silverline series and re-engineered

Prisma series. Call (412) 366-5055 for
more information.
WASHINGTON

•The Pacific Northwest Audio Society
meets the second Thursday of each
month. Usual start time is 7:30pm at
4545 Island Crest Way, on Mercer Island.
For more information, call Tom at (425)
481-8512 or Earl at (206) 907-8026.
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improved CDR880. In September 1998
the range was expanded with the
CDR765 dual-transport model, and the
CDR570 for bookshelf systems.
The current line of CD-R(W) products comprises four models, whose
prices range from approximately 9300
to 9600: the basic CDR770, the mini
CDR570, the dual-transport CDR775,
and the top model, the CDR950
recorder. All models feature asamplerate converter that accepts any digital input between 121d-lz and 56kHz; when
offered 44.1kHz, the DLR (Direct Line
Recording) function activates itself,
locking the recorder's clock tightly to
the source and allowing abit-identical
copy to be made —which, of course,
cannot happen when asample-rate converter is at work.
A clever improvement over earlier
models is the addition of athree-second
stereo signal memory. If the user starts
the recording process, hears the music,
then realizes that it isn't what should be
recorded, the machine can then be
stopped without having created anew—
now useless —track. The three-second
delay also allows so-called Synchronized
Auto Starts from analog sources. A
Synchronized digital auto start is simple:
the start of the track is clearly detectable
as the signal goes from digital "blank" to
"busy." But with an analog source, there
is always some noise —and hence digital
signal activity —after the A/D converter.
The three-second audio delay allows the
machine to detect the start of the musical
signal and start the recording without
missing the first note.
Though earlier CD-R(W) models
were already quite easy to use, Philips
has further improved the user interface.
Now, while the machines are being programmed, their displays show which
choices are to be made at the next step.
And special attention has been paid to
the sound quality of the top-of-the-line
CDR950, which includes high-quality
components and, at its analog outputs, a
patented new anti-imaging filter.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
In anticipation of the trend toward multichannel surround-sound music formats,
Iwas recently commissioned to review
eight "5.1-channel" speaker systems for
the UK's Hi-R Choke magazine. After
getting over the shock of discovering that
this meant forty cartons arriving at my
door, Ihad to confront some of the practicalities of the project—like getting five
sets of matching interconnects and
speaker cables.
22

A more serious difficulty then arose:
Ineeded three more speaker stands to
complement my Kudos S100 stands,
which Iregularly use to support stereo
pairs of stand-mounted speakers. The
S100 — which combines a cast-resin/
ceramic tripod bass with alarge, massloaded, pre-tensioned central column —

Mana's unique support
apparatus has provided
the framework for
development of its first
electronics product.
turned out to be the best all-around performer in a group test I conducted
about five years ago. However, the guy
who'd been making them had since
emigrated to Australia; one-time UK
distributor B&W suggested Icontacted
Neat Acoustics, asmall specialist speaker brand in the north of England.
I rang up Neaes Bob Surgeoner,
asked him what he knew about Kudos,
and was delighted to hear that Neat
(www.neat.co.uk.) had bought the
Kudos brand and designs and was
putting them back into production. The
less expensive S50 has already been
available for several months, and the
first new batch of S100s is just coming
off the line. Three of the latter were immediately dispatched to me, and look
rather better-engineered and -finished
than my earlier examples. Now I've got
a full hand to play 5-channel games.
Neat and Kudos products are distributed in the US by Toffco, who also distribute Exposure and Dynavector.
Neat bought Kudos because the
stands gave the best results under Neaes
original Petite stand-mount speaker,
which has something of acult following. Petites and Kudos stands are already
shipping to the US, but the Neat model
currently attracting the most interest on
both sides of the Atlantic is the Petite's
floorstanding variation, the Elite
(£1195). It uses the same drivers as the
Petite, including the planar tweeter, but
has double-chambered reflex bass loading — areal honey of aspeaker that I
recently had the considerable pleasure
of reviewing.
There are more enthusiastic Elite fans
among the Mana Acoustics crew
(www.mana.co.uk), who place them on
their special platforms with excellent
results. Indeed., the two companies have
decided to work together on Mana's

new Stealth high-end initiative. Neat
has been working on a"large" loudspeaker design — 5' tall, seven driveunits, 90-odd pounds in weight — for
the past couple of years, and this will
now be finalized and readied for production as aStealth loudspeaker, to accompany Mana's new electronics.
Mana claims that its unique support
apparatus has provided the subjective
framework for the five-year development program that has now resulted in
the company's first electronics product,
apower amplifier.
The attractively styled Stealth is available in stereo (MA-2) and monoblock
(MA-1) forms, at UK prices of "under
£4000" and £4800/pair, respectively.
The Stealth is based on an essentially
simple circuit with careful attention
paid to component selection, board layout, and grounding. Output power is
rated at 200W into 4ohms and is delivered by four bipolar transistors per
channel, backed up by a massive
500VA, tightly toleranced toroidal
transformer and 20,00011F of power
supply capacitance. But the numbers
game tells you little of real consequence;
this amplifier for the ears and the emotions has been tantalizing my psyche for
several days now.
Listening to familiar material, my first
reaction to anew product usually involves some uncertainty, but as the track
gets going Ifind myself getting sucked
further and further into the music. My
pre-production pair of MA-ls showed a
remarkable ability to unravel and make
sense of the most complex rhythms
across avery wide dynamic range.
Mana is now concentrating on the
design and marketing of its electronics;
a"silent partner" of considerable expertise and resources does the actual manufacturing. The amplifiers are made
using production facilities that conform
to ISO 9002 standards, and Mana is determined that the Stealth's build quality
will rival the very best, regardless of
country of origin.
Mana Acoustics products are distributed in the US by Flat Earth Audio,
(203) 387-0878.
US: WALL STREET
Barry Willis
For the first time in more than 10 years,
individual investors have a chance to
own apiece of one of the oldest and
most recognized names in the
American electronics industry. As of
November 1, 1999 RCA officially came
back on the stock market, when parent
company Thomson Multimedia made a
Stereophile, February 2000

Do Loudspeakers Reproduce?
Sure they do, but how well they reproduce music and adapt to their environment means the difference
•

between prosperity and extinction. It's natural then, for our new LM-1 loudspeakers to thrive everywhere.

gr'

With B&W's world-renowned acoustic engineering and superb styling they're the perfect species for
any room. Available in five colors, LM-1's blend into nearly any environment and can live
perfectly on bookshelves, affixed to walls, or hung from the ceiling via their
integral stand. This new breed of speakers reproduces music
accurately and they are perfectly suited to their
surroundings. We predict aworld-wide
population explosion.

Tel. 978.664.2870
Fax 978.664.4109
www.bwspeakers.com
LISTEN
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// marvelous

speakers"

CS7.2 /Stereo Sound, Japan, Winter '98/99

"dream speaker"

"all-time great"

(37.2 /Image HiFi, Germany, March/April '99

CS6/Fi Magazine, October '97

truly amazing"

"superb"

('51 .5/ Revue du Son, France, January '97

MCS1/ The Perfect Vision, May/June '99

"a breakthrough"

"outstanding"

CS7.2/Auctio, December '98

(32.3 /The Absolute Sound, December '98

-isaumw amillas,
otalw."

t

Fw in left to(Ight: SCS3, CS.5, CS2 .3, CS6, CS7.2, L.
Priced from $1,45 o$13,500 per pair. All are carefully hand crafted in
finishes from the world's finest woods.

THIEL

Ultimate Performance dudspeakers
For home music and video ound systems

Call or write for our 36-page brochure, review reprints, and the name of your nearest 1111EL dealer.
111EL • 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com •Web: www.thielaudio.com
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successful initial public offering of 21
million shares. The stock (NYSE: TMS)
debuted at $22.62 per share and closed
Friday, November 5at $2925.
Founded in 1919, the Radio
Corporation of America was the most
successful maker of radio receivers,
phonographs, microphones, amplifiers,
and other audio electronics in the first
half of the 20th century. RCA created the
National Broadcasting Company and
had its version of color television accepted as the national standard. The company name, synonymous with American
technological prowess, was ahousehold
word until the rise of the Japanese electronics industry in the 1970s.
Dominance of the consumer electronics market by Asian companies led to the
decline of the RCA brand, which in
1986 was sold to General Electric, then
in 1987 spun off to France's Thomson
SA, ahuge conglomerate partly owned
by the French government. GE, RCA,
and Zenith formed the triumvirate of
American electronics companies through
the 1960s. Neither GE nor Zenith now
has much presence in the consumer electronics field. Earlier in 1999, Zenith filed
for bankruptcy after an ill-advised venture with Divx players.

But RCA is coming back strong.
Under the leadership of Thomson
Multimedia CEO Thierry Breton, RCA
has closed high-cost manufacturing
plants in the US and Europe, and
opened production facilities in China,
Poland, and Mexico. An aggressive newproduct development program is under-

RCA is coming back

Update

during the first six months of 1999. In
addition to television sets (one of RCA's
most popular product lines), the company also makes DVD players, satellite
receivers, wireless telephones, and camcorders. RCA's MP3 player, the Lyra, is
making strong headway in one of the
audio industry's fastest-growing niches.
US: NEW YORK
Jon Iverson

Loudspeaker manufacturer Von Schweikert Research closed its doors in March
1999, after adisastrous flood hit the facleadership of Thomson
tory. Many thought this was the end of
the story, but last November, Dr.
Multimedia.
Edward Gonzaga, of the Gonzaga
Investment Group, announced the forway, and Breton has arranged partnermation of anew version of the compaships with heavyweight corporations
ny, to be named Von Schweikert Audio.
like Microsoft and Hughes Electronics,
The new company will reportedly
which operates satellite service DirecTV.
again be headed by speaker designer
Thomson SA has pumped almost 11
billion francs ($L75 billion) into the
Albert Von Schweikert, who has
revealed plans for the release of two allresurgence of the brand, according to
new speaker systems, the VR-5 and VREvan Ramstad in the Wall Street Journal.
7, scheduled to be shipped to consumers
According to Ramstad, Thomson
beginning January 15. In addition, the
Multimedia attained operating profitabilcompany says that service and updates
ity in the first quarter of 1999, ending "a
string of losses that stretched for over a will be offered for all former VSR speaker systems. (Information is available
decade." Thomson Multimedia earned
e-mail at albertvonn@aol.com.)
$53 million on $2.99 billion in revenue

strong under the

Perfect Harmony
The dream of awonderful "bi-wire" system is now reality

WBT has aperfect contact system!
This system allows the use of spade terminals
and banana plugs AT THE SAME TIME in any
combination with or without the NEW
WBT-0725 Biwire Bridge in place.
You don't need to worry that this system
conforms to CE and other international safety
standards, you don't need to know about the
Patented features. Pay no mind to the Made
in Germany precision. Don't bother reading
the rave reviews. Don't fret the fact that you
can change from spades to bananas and back
again on your speaker cables.
Your only requirement is the enjoyment of
perfect harmony, in both function and fidelity!

W T
WBT-USA -2752 South 1900 West -Ogden Utah 84401 - 801-621-1500 - Fax
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The Music You
Listen To Says A
Lot About You.

How

You Listen Says

Even More.

CAD-300-SE
Signature
15-Watt
Single-Ended
Mono-Blocs

SLP 50A
Preamplifier

••rimlir

An important event in music history
occurred when Beethoven gave us his love
letters in music.
Without adoubt, the most important
event in the history of Cary Audio was the
creation, in 1989, of the single-ended, class
A, zero feedback triode amplifier: the
CAD-300-SE. Ever since, the Cary sound has
given amuch greater meaning and purpose
to music reproduction in homes
throughout the world.
The distinguishing
characteristic of the Cary
sound is the ease, warmth,
and emotional impact
the music will have on
you, the listener. Cary
Audio is honored to
help you share
musical history.
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CAD2A3-SE
5-Watt
Single-Ended
Mono-Blocs
CAD-805C
50-Watt SingleEnded Mono-Blocs
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CAD-300-SEI
15-Watt
Single-Ended
Integrated
Amplifier

Ilse Aubio Amplifie> 8eyout) Compeousise
111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828
www.caryaudio.com

Sam's

Space

Sam

I

es been three years since the February 1997 issue, when Ilast talked
with Klaus Heymann, founder and
chairman of HHN, the parent company
of the Naxos and Marco Polo labels.
When Iheard that he'd be in New York
for avisit, Ijumped at the chance for
another interview.
Meantime, Ihave ashopping basket
full of Naxos recordings to recommend
for this "Records To Die For" issue.
Two recommendations? Nah. How
about twenty-four! Do your "R2D4"
shopping here and save money.
True, the price has gone up. Naxos
CDs used to list for $5.99 and retail for
$4.99. Now the "sulg:ested" list price is
$6.99. As usual, Isuggest you try to pay
less —about $6 per disc on sale. Even at
$6, you can often get three Naxos CDs
for what you might pay for one fullprice disc from the so-called "major"
classical labels.
But if Naxos' price has risen, so has
their quality — recording quality, that is.
(Performance quality has always been
good to excellent.) Today, new releases
on Naxos tend to be state-of-theart recordings.
Beginning informally at breakfast, I
spent nearly a whole morning with
Heymann, and found him in adecidedly
upbeat mood.
Sam Tellig: Taking in a lot of concerts,
Klaus?
Klaus Heymann: Nah. No time.
Restaurants.
Tellig: So what is happening in classical
music recording? 'Awe years ago when we
talked, the sky wasfalling.
Heymann: Well, recording activity, if
anything, has gone up over the past
three years. While the majors are recording alot less, there are many small
and miniature labels that sometimes record with public funding and sponsorship money. In any event, the industry is
still releasing 500 discs amonth. This is
counting reissues of back catalog. If
you're arecord collector —and Iconsider myself one — it's amazing all the stuff
that people record and release.
Tellig: And sales?
Heymann: Sales have come down
from their peak. But sales of what? The
Stereophile, February 2000

market, in my opinion, has split. You
have the traditional classical record
business, as we knew it in the 1970s
and 80s — recording interesting repertoire, discovering and developing new
artists. That specialist — or traditional
—classical market is today dominated
by the independents.
Then you have what Iconsider pop
classics, or crossover classics, which is
what the majors are engaged in. You
have movie soundtracks — the Three
Tenors, many of the things that Yo-Yo

Tellig

sales. Yet in other ramie, like your native
Germany, the total is more like 7%. Why is the
share in America so smal4 and shrinking?
Heymann: It has to do with cultural
differences. In Germany, every small
city has its own opera house; and every
town has atown music school, which
gets a subsidy from the city government. Germans are more exposed to
classical music training, or at least classical-music appreciation. This is the problem we have to face in the future. We

Ma does, all these funnyactually
concepts. That market is
quite
strong.

If you're arecord collector
—and Iconsider myself
one—it's amazing all
the stuff that people
record and release.
What has come down
is the majors' share of
the traditional classical
market, because, with
few exceptions, they
don't record any big
projects any more.
They seldom discover and develop
new artists. And
when they do,
they drop them
as soon as arelease doesn't
sell. They live
on a series of
one-offs. You no
longer see the
majors doing a
Mozart piano-concerto cycle or a
Haydn symphony cycle, for instance.
Tellig: Classical music's
market share — induding
CTOSSOVer — iS now down to
the point where it accounts
for less than 3% of record

Klaus Heymann, founder and chairman of HHN, whose Naxos label
has reinvented the rules for classical CD marketing.
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Sam's
will try to sell to younger customers
who have never been exposed to classical music, except for movie soundtracks
or maybe background music in abar.
As alabel, we invest alot of money in
educational activities. We have publications, like The A to ZofClassical Music. We
published abrochure on how to enjoy a
live concert, which we market to symphony orchestras. We have anew series
of discs coming out: Understanding the
Classics—analysis made easy. We take a
symphony, movement by
movement, and play excerpts —
main theme, development, second theme, exposition, coda, or
whatever the structure is. We analyze each movement, take it
apart, and then play it whole.
[Heymann then mentioned other activities, including a music-appreciation
course for colleges and aclassical-music
training program for kids, aimed at elementary school teachers and parents of
young schoolchildren.]
Tellig: The sound of many recent Naxos
discs is of demonstration quality. What's behind the improvement?
Heymann: A number of things. We
now have our own mastering and production studio in London: K&A Productions. We are co-owners, actually. K
is for Klaus, and A is for Andrew Walton, my partner in the studio.
We are able to record in better
venues. Venue costs have come
down because the major record
labels are no longer occupying the
spaces. And we are able to record
with awider range of top-class producers and engineers — the same people
who record for labels such as Chandos,
Hyperion, EMI, and so on. Plus, we
have some of the finest people in our
studio in London.
Tellig: Are all Naxos releases edited there?
Heymann: Everything is sent there for
alisten, and sometimes alittle doctoring.
We do all our guitar recordings in Canada — technically and musically, they are
to avery high standard. We record alot
of chamber music in Hungary, and send
it to London for final approval. Moscow
has its own recording team, and so on.
Tellig: One of your best-sounding new releases is the Rachmaninoff Symphony 1with
Alexander Anissimov and the National
Symphony Orchestra of Ireland. [See "Sam's
Personal Naxos Recommendations" below.]
How does aRussian conductor end up recording tvith an Irish orchestra?
Heymann: Anissimov has been Principal Conductor of the National Symphony of Ireland since 1994. We have recorded him in Moscow, too. The Irish orStereophile, February 2000
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Iwas talking with a conductor in
Nancy — that's asmall city in France,
the administrative capital of Lorraine.
The population is about 100,000. The
director of the regional orchestra there
told me that when he has an open position, he has 50 to 70 applicants, all superb, all wonderful players. And this is a
provincial French orchestra.
Conductors are more competent,
too —a lot more so than conductors of
50 years ago. They are well schooled,
0
and they all have access to the recorded
legacy. They all listen to records.
3
OW'
Tellig: But they all sound the same
seStk
Heymann: The idiosyncratic interpretations of the old conductors wouldn't
.os
be acceptable today — the Mengelteeing
bergs, Furtwânglers, Wein__MaUCAN CLASSIC s
gartners. Critics would say,
"He's distorting the music."
FERDE GROFÉ
Guild Cam on Suite
The greatest influence on
s.er •
music-making was Toscanini.
He said, `This is the way the
composer wrote it and this is
how it should be played.'
Whether or not Toscanini
played it as the composer
wrote it is open to question.
S.W..
..
Tellig: But there were some conThe.
o
ductors whose recordings people
Sound,.
collected.
Heymann: Yes; von Karajan sold,
and still does. He had asound. But
he wasn't the greatest conductor of
our time. Ithink he was areasonably
great conductor when he was a
young man. In his old age, there was
all this hype and this super-rich
Cinerama sound he created. But
today when you listen to [ahem], it's
ductors of the older
impossible to distinguish one from the
generation. He has conducted in Canother. Ican't tell.
ada, New Zealand, and Australia. But he
didn't have much of acareer. He's not a Tellig: So why not Anissimov on Naxosfor
one-third the price?
smooth, slick, fast-talking, fund-raising
Heymann: Exactly. Can you tell the
conductor. He has his own mind. But he
difference? Very few people can. The
is avery charming man and awonderful
Irish orchestra is fabulous. There are a
musician. [Sadly, afew days after this conversation, Mr. Tintner passed away at the age lot of young people in the orchestra,
fresh from music school and technically
of 821
Tellig: Are there any conductors today whose very competent. They play in awonderful hall, and they have aplenty of time
recordings sell briskly?
to rehearse. They have five or six reHeymann: I'm not sure there ever
hearsals for aconcert — which is alot
were many conductors whose recordmore than the London orchestras — and
ings always sold—von Karajan, certhen they record the work for us.
tainly. Bernstein. A few others.
Tellig: Is the situation with orchestras and Tellig: Naxos is known for unusual repertoire When you record Cannabich [see below],
conductors better or worse now?
does it sell?
Heymann: Ifyou mean quality, better—
Heymann: Yes, everything sells equally
much better than 20 or even 10 years ago.
Young people graduating from music well for the first year. Then the repertory splits into three groups. We have the
conservatories today are fabulously gifted,
hits—the Verdi Requiem, which sells
technically very competent—so much so
10,000 copies ayear. Then we have the
that it scares the wits out of musicians who
cash cows, which sell 3000 to 5000 cophave been in orchestras for 10 or 20 years.

chestra plays alot of Russian music.
Tellig: One of the most widely acclaimed
Naxos series is the Bruckner symphony cyde
with Georg Tintner. Any plansfor more Tintner recordings?
Heymann: Mr. Tinmer has become a
very busy man — too busy to record.
Tellig: Such afine conductor — how come
we never heard of him before?
Heymann: He is one of the best con-
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ics ayear steadily. Then we have the
water-carriers, which sell 1000 to 2000
copies ayear. With more obscure stuff,
sales drop off.
Tellig: Are you recording tvith American
orchestras?
Heymann: We did our first Berlioz
recording with the San Diego Symphony
a few years ago, and we've recorded
more Berlioz with them. We recently recorded a Hanson symphony with the
Nashville Symphony, our hometown in
the US. Several other US symphony or-

chestras are interested in recording for
Naxos, because they know our international presence. In ayear's time, we may
have relations with as many as five or six
US symphony orchestras.
Tellig: What determines whether an orchestra makes arecording qt.aparticular work?
Heymann: Ah, good question. There
arc sponsors. They want to have gifts to
give away, so they pay for the recording,
get their logo on it, then send out
10,000 copies for Christmas. This
doesn't interest us. Then there is the

vanity of conductors. A conductor
wants to document himself doing the
great masterworks. That's not reason
enough for us to record.
If an orchestra tours internationally
and aconductor wants to have an international presence, then recordings are
necessary. We can put CDs in record
shops around the world. Naxos is the
right place to go nowadays.
Tellig: I'll tell [a conductor ofa US symphony orchestra who is desperate to be recorded].
Heymann: We cannot afford to pay

Sam's Personal Naxos Recommendations
lelernann: Born four years before
J.S. Bach, Georg Philipp Telemann
(1681-1767) outlived him by 17 years.
When Telemann died in 1767, age 86,
Haydn was 35 and Mozart was 11.
And Klaus Heymann is right: Telemann must have written day and
night. Music de Table, Tafelmusik,
Table Music — whatever. This is great
stuff— the ultimate dining and baroque musical experience, in four volumes (so far), performed by the
Orchestra of the Golden Age. More
than four hours of delicious light baroque dining music. If you have achanger, load all four CDs (8.553724,
8.553725, 8.553731, 8.553732), and
Telemann will entertain you for the
whole evening. Want more? Try the
Suites (8.553791), with the Northern
Chamber Orchestra conducted by
Nicholas Ward. Enjoy. And listen for
the influence of Klezmer music!
Ever hear of German composer
Christian Cannabich (1731-98)?
(That's pronounced Cann-a-beesh, but
you can call him whatever.) Ihadn't
either, until Heymann sent me Symphonies 59, 63, 64, 67, and 68
(8.553960). A lot more great works
where those came from, he says. Spirited performances by the Lukas Consort, directed by Victor Lukas.
Often, aNaxos disc can be arevelation. Like Symphonies, VoL2, by
Joseph Martin Kraus (1756-92),
performed by the Swedish Chamber
Orchestra under Petter Sundkvist
(8.554472). Kraus was a Germanborn conductor who made his career
in Sweden, entertaining King Gustavus III. (Lars, take note.) The first
movement of the Symphony in C is
breathtakingly beautiful and superbly
recorded: 72:13 of bliss.
So many Swedes —it must be be-
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cause Klaus sells so many discs in Sweden. Finland, too. Don't let the
Swedes and the Finns monopolize this
disc. Bernhard Henrik Crusell
(1775-1838) is featured on 8.554144
with three clarinet concertos performed by Per Billman, principal clarinetist of the Royal Opera House,
Stockholm, accompanied by the Uppsala Chamber Orchestra with conductor Gérard Korsten.
Not aSwede this time: Bohemianborn Franz Krommer (1759-1831)
was once thought to rival Haydn and
Beethoven in popular esteem. Want to
hear why? Get Partitas for Wind Ensemble (8.553868), performed by the
Michael Thomson Wind Ensemble.
If you like darinet, ny Carl Stamitz (1745-1801): Clarinet Concertos, VoL2
(8.554339), with Kálmán Berkes, clarinet, and the Nicolaus Esterházy Sinfonia, Budapest. These are among the
first clarinet concertos ever written.
While we're in the 18th century,
you probably want the violin concertos of Viennese composer Leopold
Hoffman (1738-93), performed by
Lorraine McAslan (violin), Tim Hugh
(cello), and the Northern Chamber
Orchestra conducted by Nicholas
Ward (8.554233). You shouldn't listen
to Haydn and Mozart all the time, you
know. Many of this composer's works
survived in only single copies.
Do the Viennese have aspecial way
with music? Of course. Take the Vienna
Brahms Trio in the Piano Trios Opp.63
and 80 of Robert Schumann
(8.553836). This is the finest chambermusic release rve heard all year. The
Viennese capture so well what the liner
notes refer to as Schumarm's "vivid
sense of tonal colors."
Johannes Brahms arranged some
of his finest works for piano duet —

four-hand piano music. Get Vol.3
(8.553654), which contains a fourhand arrangement of my favorite, the
Sonata in Op34b, and the Variations
on a Theme by Joseph Haydn,
Op.56b. Vol.4 (8.553726) is nice too:
the two Serenades, with pianists SilkeThora Matthies and Christian Kohn.
Were there other late-19th-century
Czech symphonists besides Dvorák?
Well, yes —Zdenek Fibich (18501900), who wrote three symphonies,
the first two of which are heard on a
disc with the Razumovsky Symphony
conducted by Andrew Mogrelia
(8.553699). Iwon't say the music is
memorable, but it's worth alisten if
you like late Romantic symphonies.
"In one ear and out the other"
would also describe the music of
Alexander Glazunov (1865-1936).
Our friend Alexander Anissimov is
heard with the Moscow Symphony in
The Seasons and Scènes de Ballet
(8.553915). If you like Tchaikovsky, try
it. An even better-recorded Glazunov
disc is 8.553857, with Suite Charactéristique, Le Chant du Destin, and Préludes,
again with the Moscow Symphony,
this time conducted by Igor Golovschin. The Prelude Op.85 No2, in memory of Rinisky-lCorsakov, is amust
for all fans of Russian music.
We'll skip out of sequence to
Sergei Rachmaninoff. Naxos has
one of the great Rachmaninoff
pianists in Turkish-born Idil Biret I
think this is the finest recording in the
catalog of the Piano Sonatas 1and 2
(8.553003). Ms. Biret is wonderful
with Chopin, too.
Two more Biret/Rachmaninoff
discs: Piano Transcriptions &Arrangements
(8.550978) contains Rachmaninoff's
renderings of Bach, Schubert, Mendelssohn, and more. A wonderful disc,
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American union rates and sell at our
price—or UK labor rates, either. It
costs $100,000 to make arecording with
aUS symphony orchestra. We make 75
cents or $1 profit per CD. We would
have to sell more than 100,000 copies,
and, even at our price, we cannot sell
that many.
Tellig: So sponsorship makes the recording
possible
Heymann: Yes. In the US, sponsorship
tends to be private money. In the UK,
we have sponsorship from various

and worth having just for the 2:11 at
the end: the composer's transcription
of "The Star-Spangled Banner." He
first performed it in Providence,
Rhode Island on December 8, 1918, a
year after he fled Lenin and the Bolsheviks. The younger Rachmaninoff is
heard on 8.553004, which includes
the Morceaux de Salon, Op.10, written
in 1894, when the composer was fresh
out of the conservatory.
Imentioned Alexander Anissimov's
Rachmaninoff Symphony 1, with the
National Symphony of Ireland. This
may be the best-played and bestrecorded Rachmaninoff First on disc
(8.550806). A sweeping performance
of the Caprice Bohémien fills out the generous 69:14 playing time. Kudos for
this one to recording engineer Tun
Handley, who's engineered quire afew
Naxos discs.
Edward Elgar is John Atkinson's
favorite composer, and one of mine,
too. Falstaffmay not be Elgar's greatest
work, but 8.553879 might be the finest recording of it in the catalog — the
English Northern Philharmonia is
heard, conducted by David LloydJones. The music is alittle fattening.
For something leaner, try Richard
Strauss's Le Bourgeons Gentilhomme,
performed by the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra, conducted by
Michael Hálasz (8.553379). Ifind the
recording slightly opaque, but the
performance is exquisite.
British composer Arnold Bax
(1883-1953) followed in Elgar's footsteps. Never did quite fill Sir Edward's
shoes, perhaps, but Bax's music is
quite appealing nonetheless. Early in
his career he composed aseries of tone
poems, of which November Woods is
one of the most famous. It is heard on
8.554093, along with Symphony 2.
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trusts—the Walton Trust, the Delius
Trust, etc. On the continent, the radio
orchestras receive grants from the
regional or provincial government, and
sometimes sponsorship money. The
orchestra records as part of their regular
work — the musicians are on salary. Of
course, the recording fees do not cover
the real costs of the recordings.
Tellig: At least one American orchestra has
started its own record label — the St. Louis
Symphony and their Arch Media label. Do
you see that happening more?

The Royal Scottish National Orchestra again, conducted by David
Lloyd-Jones, the same chap who gives
us the splendid Elgar Falstaff Hats off
again to producer Tun Handley.
Don't let the last name fool you —
Gerald Finzi (1901-56) was one of
the most English of composers. Was
ever music so gentle, so easy on the ear?
His Clarinet Concerto is aspecial delight as performed by Robert Plane,
with the Northern Sinfonia conducted
by Howard Griffiths (8553566). Fillers
include A Severn Rhapsody. A must for
all fans of English music, produced and
engineered by Tim Handley.
Imentioned that Georg Tinnier
died at the age of 82. He should have
had amore illustrious recording career, but don't blame Klaus. With Symphonies 1, 3, and "00" still to be released, Tmtner's complete cycle of all
11 symphonies of Anton Bruckner
will be well worth owning. Start, perhaps, with Symphony 4, the "Romantic," in the 1878-80 Haas version
(8.554128). Tmtner conducts the Royal Scottish National Orchestra.
Hungarian Jena Jandó may be the
most recorded pianist of modern
times — possibly the most recorded
pianist ever. Klaus Heymann thinks
the world of him, as became apparent
at breakfast before our interview. 'Why
is Jandó so special? Part of it is the
pianist's full, rich sound. There are so
many Jan& discs on Naxos, all recommendable; agood place to start might
be Beethoven's Bagatelles and Dances,
Val (8.553795), which starts off with
asuperb performance of "Für Elise,"
one of the best-known melodies in
classical music.
This may be an audiophile crowd,
but can your system do Niagara Fulls?
Find out with a volume of Naxos'

Space

Heymann: It's not avery good way to
get distribution. You may sell a few
thousand copies locally, but that's it.
Tellig: Will Naxos adopt SACD or DVD?
Heymann: Ithink DVD-Audio will
win the day. Super Audio CD is too
expensive, and it's aone-format standard. In alittle while, DVD players will
play DVD-Video, DVD-Audio, and
CDs. These multi-format players will
not play Super Audio CDs.
We are prepared. We have been
recording for the past three years in six-

American Classic series: Orchestral
Works ofFerde Gmfé (8.559007), with the
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
conducted by William T Stromberg.
The disc indudes three suites: Mississippi, the well-known Grand Canyon, and
Niagara Falls, written in 1961, toward
the close of the composer's career. It's
the last that will excite audiophiles—
especially "Thunder of the Waters" and
"Power of Niagara." Lars and the Brass
Ear flipped when they heard this. Don't
crank up the sound too loud. Iwarned
you! This killer disc could literally take
out your system.
While awaiting 16 CDs of John
Philip Sousa's band music, Ihave
three other Sousa discs to recommend,
Keith Brion conducting the Razumovslcy Symphony on all three. On
Stage (8559008) features music for the
musical theater. Dig band 6 of the
1897 operetta, The Bride Elect it's called
"The Whiskies —Scotch, Irish, Bourbon, and Rye." At the Symphony
(8.559013) consists of marches and
other pieces, with agreat rendition of
"The Stars and Stripes Forever." I
sometimes send Marina marching off
to work in the morning with this disc.
And On Wings of Lightning (8.559029)
is mostly marches. Great film
If Idwell on Naxos releases, it's because they're so good, so cheap, and so
many of them tend to not get noticed;
little hype surrounds their release.
And many record stores do apoor
job of stocking Naxos, some adding insult to injury by jacking up the price
from $6.99 to $7.99. If you can't find
these discs in your local record store,
try ordering from your favorite Internet source. A 50-cent discount is sort
of cheesy —look for at least $1 off.
And happy listening!
-sam iksig
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structural bass. After all, isn't this the foundation your music and film sound system should be built on?
To learn more about REL subwoofers, please contact us or visit our web site at www.relnet.
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Sam's
Telemann wrote 600 suites. Most are
channel surround, which we can adapt
lost, but about 200 are still in existence.
to five-channel surround. Iam very
keen on the long playing times of He must have written day and night for
avery long life. You could theoretically
DVD-Audio in 16-bit/44kHz, because
have acomplete Telemann on 300-400
then we could put the Haydn string
CDs. We're not ping to do it, of course.
quartets on 4DVDs, saving dealers and
[I could tell, thougl, by the gleam in his eyes,
customers alot of space.
that Heymann had at least considered the idea.]
Tellig: Would this save customers money?
And then you have all those opera
Heymann: Sure. You have a sliding
scale: As time goes up, manufacturing composers. There is so much stuff— I
shouldn't say "stufP' — so much good
cost goes down, so you pass on the savmusic out there. Idon't think we will disings to the consumer. You charge for the
recordings by the hour instead of by the
disc, and give people adiscount:
one hour is $7, two hours are
,E'1 \\
I
$12, three hours are $16, and
111 Mosque de Ta,b. 10111.frilmusilo Va
so forth.
Tellig: Do you think most recordOrthrdra
thc leAdtn
ings will be two-channel 16/44?
Heymann: No, most will go
to 24-bit/96kHz. Twenty-bit
recordings can be adapted to
24-bit. We have alot of 20-bit
recordings already. From 16 to
20 bits Ihear an audible improvement. From 20 to 24, bits, I
can't hear any more. But surround
sound is a major improvement
over two-channel if it's well done
cover another Beethoven or
—if it's natural, not gimmicky surround.
Mozart, but there is still alot of wonIremember hearing some demonderful music. If you look at all the music
strations. Even 16-bit surround blew 20catalogs, you come to the conclusion
and 24-bit stereo out of the water. Drathat there are about L5 million hours of
matic improvement.
Tellig: Do you think surround sound will music composed, but only about 60,000
CDs of unduplicated repertoire out in
succeed?
the market. That leaves 1.44 million
Heymann- This time, yes. Last time we
hours of material yet to be recorded.
had surround, 25 years ago, there were
If you look at my recording plan —
different formats and a problem of
equipment. Today alot of people already it's a basket of ideas, really — Ihave
have surround sound in the home for 4000, 5000, or 6000 CDs Icould produce right way, if Ihad the money and
home cinema. Feeding surround-sound
the resources.
audio into those systems is easy.
Tellig: It's sad what's happened to most of
Tellig: You must have recorded everything.
the major classical labels. Will Naxos remain
Are you scraping the bottom of the barrel, or is
independent?
it time to re-record everything you recorded 10
Heymann: Our plan is yes. Ican't be
years ago in better sound?
sure of what will happen if Iam no
Heymann: We are doing the latter anylonger there. Anyway, Ihave time. In
way. We think some of the older recordour business, people live very long.
ings should be re-done —new versions
[Heymann is 63.] It's an old people's busiof the works. But that's not because we
ness. Isee another 10 good years ahead
are running out of things to record.
for myself, maybe more.
If you look only at the major comBut yes, Iam thinking about it: How
posers, there is no complete recorded
do we ensure the survival of what we've
Vivaldi, although we've recorded agood
built? We've sort of revolutionized the
many of the concertos. There's no comindustry. Iwould never sell to amajor. I
plete Mendelssohn. Idon't think there's
don't want investors who say Ican't do
acomplete Haydn yet No complete Telewhat Iwant to do — can't record this or
mann. We have alot of Cannabich, Staraitz, and Vanhal to record. Dittersdorf that because we have to make aprofit
every quarter.
wrote 110 symphonies. If you can conI'm not an idealist, mind you. But I
sider him the next Haydn, there's alot
am not in business just to make money,
of work for all of us. There are other
but rather to do something that's right. I
contemporaries of Mozart and Haydn,
told my wife the other night, "Mumand much of it is wonderful music.
Stereophile, February 2000
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my" — Icall her Mummy —"we are so
lucky that we can make adecent living
off something we love to do."
Tellig: You have ason, Henryk. Is he in the
business? [The "HNH" in HNH International stands for Henryk Nishizaki Heymann. Violinist and Naxos recording artist
Takako Nishizaki is Mrs. Klaus Heymann.]
Heymann: Unfortunately, my son is
not interested. He is into punk rock. At
least he plays and makes music; that's a
blessing.
Tellig: How old is he?
Heymann: He's 22. But we have
many talented people within our organization, at the national
level, running distrib.00
ution organizations. I
think we are in much
better shape than most
of the small independent labels.
Tellig: New projects?
Heymann: Always. We
are releasing acomplete
Schubert lieder cycle —
only German singers. We
are continuing with the
American Classics series
— this has been very successful. Barber, Ives, Schuman — and the complete Hanson,
including alot of works that have never
been recorded before. We are doing the
complete band music of John Philip
Sousa —16 CDs of band music with the
Royal Artillery in London, conducted
by Keith Brion. The first two volumes
have been recorded.
And then the historical stuff. We
have just been given access to the Paul
Whiteman Collection at Williams College, in Massachusetts — sound recordings and other material that Paul
Whiteman himself donated to the college in the 1930s and '40s. This includes alot of broadcast material that
has never been issued. In the meantime, we also decided to release out-ofcopyright Paul Whiteman Orchestra
and Band material, to be restored by
David L,ennick, in Toronto.
Tellig: That should be atreasure trove of
early-20th-century American popular music
— Bing Crosby and the like
Heyrnann: You're excited, huh?
[Heymann could see my tongue hanging out.]
Tellig: You bet.
Heymann: Me too. The material
stretches from the 1920s through the
1940s. Ihave heard the sound of some of
the later recordings, and it's quite good.
And on that happy note we concluded our
interview.
1;5
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Home theater speakers specifically designed to meet
the new demands of digitally recorded soundtracks.
Today's Dolby ® Digital and DTS ® encoding

unique advances in sound design with the

requires both low distortion and extended

ultimate flexibility in placement so that every

bandwidth sound from all speakers in ahome

seat in the house enjoys the most realistic

theater configuration. It was upon this

sound imaginable. High Definition Theater

inviolable precept that

developed the

from Mirage. The sharpest dialog. The most

Mirage®

incredible new HDT system. Timbre-balanced

explosive special effects. The most magnificent

L/C/R and rear speakers — all marry together

musical reproduction. All defining the true

seamlessly, integrating Mirage's latest, most

state of the art in digital home theater sound.

SEE

THE

MUSIC!

ALTDMON THE HDT HOME THEATER SYSTEM AT THE AUTHORIZED M IRAGE DEALER IN YOUR AREA OR LOOK US UP ON THE W EB: wwwattiragespeakers.com
A DIVISION OF AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORP., 3641 M CN1CoLL AVENUE, SCARBOROUGH, O NTARIO, CANADA MIX 1G5
TELEPHONE (416)321-1800 FAX (416)321-1500
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Michael
orry about starting an `Analog" column with an HDCD recommendation, but Iwas going through apile
of new CDs when the sound of one —
Evolution, from Modem Jazz Quartet veteran John Lewis on Atlantic —almost
immobilized me. The sonic presentation
on this solo-piano set, recorded in January
1999, is exceptionally natural: a wellorganized, harmonically and physically
convincing, three-dimensional picture of
apiano within the reverberant field of a
real performance space. Clearly, aminimally miked analog job, and spectacular
in its simplicity.
Itried to guess who might have engineered this. Jim Anderson? Jon Rosenberg? Joe Ferla? Kavi Alexander? John
Atkinson? But when Isaw the credit, I
thought Iwas hallucinating: E. Alan Silver. Ithought he was dead.
E. Alan Silver and Abe Vigoda are very
much alive. For those unfamiliar, Silver
was the recording director of the Connoisseur Society label, which, in the mid1960s, produced and issued some of the
finest-sounding LPs of that or any time.
Silver produced sensational recordings of
flamenco guitarist Manitas De Plata and
Czech pianist Ivan Moravec, among others, but as far as Iknow he didn't engineer
any of them; David B. Jones did that.
Silver the engineer? Who knew?
The music —just the introspective,
understated Lewis pouring out alifetime's worth of keyboard invention — is
worthy of agreat recording. MJQ fans
will dig the solo take on "Django,"
which eerily seems to leave the spaces
for drums, bass, and vibraphone. A great
disc, musically and sonically.

big deal about china and silverware.
What about the food?
Instead of arecord cut from aCD or
DAT in aperfect facsimile of the original gatefold jacket, I'd rather have a
well-pressed record sourced from a
master tape, or even acopy of amaster
tape. Iwouldn't care if was packed in a
brown paper bag. Would you?

There's almost no way
Simply Vinyl gets master
tapes for their reissues
of original American LPs,
of which they've
released many.

When, afew years ago, avinyl dealer sent me acopy of Simply Vinyl's reissue of The Byrds' Younger Than Yesterday
to audition, it sounded so unlike the
original pressing — so hard, bright, and
flat — that Ie-mailed Simply Vinyl to
ask about the source. Ireceived no reply.
But there's almost no way Simply
Vinyl gets master tapes for their reissues
of original American LPs, of which
they've released many. Their many Byrds
reissues certainly weren't from masters.
Stateside, Sundazed used the same original masters for their vinyl reissues of the
first four Byrds albums that Sony did for
its CD reissues. Both editions were produced by the meticulous Bob Irwin.
And what about Simply Vinyl's reissue of Dylan's Blonde On Blonde, fer
chrissakes — there is no two-channel
master tape. It's lost. Sony has gone back
twice to remix it for CD: once for the
Simply annoying
abortive Master Sound gold CD series
Have you heard any of Simply Vinyl's
(Dylan hated it), and, more recently,
180gm LPs? This British reissue label
again for aCD/SACD release, which
has almost 80 LPs in its catalog, and,
should be out by the time you read this
according to its website (www.simply
vinyl.com), makes a big issue out of (and which vinyl fan Dylan, my sources
quality control in the lacquer-cutting,
tell me, does approve of).
So what did Simply Vinyl use? Did
pressing, and packaging processes. It's
they have access to the first-generation
paid off—in my experience, Simply
dupes Columbia sent British CBS back in
Vinyl pressings are impeccable.
1966? If so, that would be areal coup, one
But there's not one word about the
you'd expect them to trumpet. Given the
"quality control" of the most critical inmuch smaller press runs in the UK, the
gredient: the source material. That's like
choosing arestaurant because it makes a tape would probably be about as close to
Stereophile, February 2000
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the sound of the lost master as you could
get. And "fastidious" is the UK's middle
name —especially in its record biz, as any
fan of British pressings will tell you. The
UK dupe was probably used carefully
and stored correctly —but there's nary a
word on the Simply Vinyl jacket, or anyplace else, about the source for that LP or
any others in the series.
A few years ago, JVC's XRCD label
announced it was going to reissue The
Band's second, eponymous album, but it
never did — no one could find the master tape. Recently, EMI UK issued The
Band on vinyl as part of its First Centenary series. The label says "Analog cutting from analog tapes." No doubt EMI
used the first-generation dupe Capitol
sent it in 1969. While the reissue is not
quite as good as a mint Bob Ludwig
green-label original, it's still very good,
and sounds very analog.
Recently, Iauditioned three more Simply Vinyl reissues:John Martyn's Solid Air
(British Island ILPS 9226), Nick Drake's
byter Layter (British Island ILPS 9134),
and Free's seminal Fire and Water (British
Island ILPS 9120). Even though the originals were pressed in the UK, if you look
on many pink-label and "sunray" originals, you'll see the Sterling stamp and
"LH" on the vinyl lead-out spiral. Those
were mastered in New York by Lee
Hulko. There must have been something
special about the plating and pressing in
the UK; the American versions with the
same stamp sounded pretty awful.
In any case, assuming Island head
Chris Blackwell got the tapes back when
Hulko was finished, you'd think Simply
Vinyl would have had access to the original masters for those releases, and for
others sourced from British labels. Yet,
again, nothing anywhere about sources.
At his invitation, Ie-mailed Virgil Waxman —Simply Vinyl's A&R guy, QC
guy, and all-around head guy — and
asked about the source material used.
Well, Waxman hadn't invited me personally, but amessage on the website had:
"Finally, since we appreciate feedback
from vinyl fans, please feel free to contact
Virgil anytime about, well... anything,
reallyr Itook the bait So &r, no Virgil.
So Isat down the other night and compared the new Simply Vinyl reissues to an
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So don't be surprised when you hear the PSB Alphas in a
home theater or music system -big performance, small package.

"What has always impressed me most about Paul Bartons'
designs (and Ireviewed many of his creations over the years)
is their musicality. The little PSB Alpha bookshelfspeaker....remains
abenchmark for sonic performance in the $200/pair range."
Lawrence B. Johnson
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Analog
original pink-label Fire and Water, an original "sunray" Solid Air, and alater, orangeand-blue-label Bryter Layter. Tonally, the
reissues are all very honest renderings of
the originals. But —and it's abig one —
all three LPs were spatially flat and
sounded kind of "thick," with none of
the focus, air, fine detail, and resolution
found on my originals (or, in the case of
the Drake, athird pressing). And those
particular attributes are what I(and, Isuspect, you) prefer about analog! There's
more there there, more detail, more depth
and instrumental layering, more information, more to listen to, and much better organization — especially when the
music gets complex. Though some are
better than others, overall the Simply
Vinyl reissues deliver less of all of those
attributes than do the original pressings.
So, Virgil, your company's conspicuous silence regarding its source material
seems to translate as "Whatever we can
get." If I'm wrong, please correct me.
"What's the big deal?" Ihear some of
you saying. "Thanks for alerting me, I
won't buy any." Or maybe you're saying
"So what? Ican't find any of the originals, so these well-pressed, well-packaged, decent-sounding facsimiles will
do just fine."
Well, think of this: How many of the
80-odd titles in the Simply Vinyl catalog
that you might like to own were actually
mastered from original analog tapes — say,
Van Morrison's Astral Weeks or Moondance,

In Heavy Rotation
1) Amadou et Mariam, Sou ni tile.,
Tinder CD
2) John Lewis, Evolution, Atlantic
HDCD
3) Tab Smith, Top 'n' Bottom, Delmark CD
4) Wilbur Harden/John Coltrane,
The Complete Savoy Sessions, Savoy Jazz CD
5) Johnny Nocture Band with
Kim Nalley, Million Dollar Secret,
Bullseye CD
6) Sibelius: Violin Concerto (
Jascha Heifetz, Fritz Reiner/
CSO), RCA/Classic LP
7) Built to Spill, Keep It Like aSecret, Up LP
8) The Remains, The Remains, Sundazed 180gm LP
9) The Clash, From Here to Eternity:
Live, Columbia import, 2LPs
10) The Police, Outlandos d'Amour,
Vivante Products, 180gm LP
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Transfiguration Temper Supreme phono cartridge

Working with Graham Engineering's
Bob Graham in the design and development of Graham's Nightingale —an integral armtube/cartridge combination —
Immutable Music's Setji Yoshioka has
rethought his Temper design, and now
sells the update as the Temper Supreme.
The price is still $3800.
The update includes silver coil windings, plus anumber of refinements to
the yokeless construction. Thanks to a
square, laser-cut hole, the former/coil
assembly sits directly inside the core of a
ring magnet. This intimacy allows for
accurate, efficient coupling of the magnet and coil, which means fewer windings are needed to generate an equivalent voltage, which means alower moving mass for the entire system.
The Temper Supreme is still the most
neutral-sounding, "characterless" MC
cartridge rve yet encountered, but the
changes have yielded far greater dynamic
performance, with more punch and overall sonic excitement. The Supreme offers
Temper Supreme
Back in July 1996 (Vol.19 No.7), I blacker backgrounds and improved
image dimensionality without sounding
reviewed the $3800 Transfiguration
edgy or "hi-fi"-ish. You get the outstandTemper moving-coil phono cartridge
ing detail of agreat moving-coil with the
from Immutable Music: "Tonally, the
relaxed feel of the finest moving-magnet
Temper was neutrant was neither warm,
and moving-iron designs.
nor cool, nor glassy bright, nor dull, nor
With its 25011V output, you'll need a
was it sluggish or fast or anything easily
quiet, high-gain phono section, but anyidentifiable." Its "ability to resolve the
one contemplating spending $3800 on a
timbral, textural, and dynamic character
cartridge will probably already have one.
of low-level detail was unsurpassed in my
experience." (Immutable Music is distribThe Supreme tracks extremely effectively at 1.8gm, and should be in anyone's
uted by Musical Surroundings, www.
short list of the finest MC cartridges you
musicalsurroundings.com.)
can buy. The Supreme's tonal neutrality
Two years later, in the October 1998
and freedom from edginess and artifiissue (Vo121 No.10), I reviewed the
ciality, while still delivering incredible
Lyra Parnassus D.C.t, which, while perdetail and low-level resolution, are unhaps abit more aggressive and not quite
ique in my listening experience.
as neutral as the Temper, certainly surYou can trade in your Transfiguration
passed it in its "ability to resolve the
timbral, textural, and dynamic character Temper for aSupreme, but it'll cost you
$1600. While you'll appreciate the
of low-level detail..." That's progress.

or Neil Young's After the Gold Rush? Now
that the market has been muddied with
vinyl cut from who knows what, how
likely is it that someone else will take a
shot at those titles using weed original
tapes? That's why Ihave aproblem with
Simply Vinyl. The good news is that
Classic Records will shortly be issuing the
Led Zeppelin catalog using lacquers cut
from the original analog master tapes.
They're supposed to be awesome-sounding.
Speaking of alerts: Avoid like adirty
needle the recent 180gm Stones LPs
issued by Capitol and pressed at RTI, including Sticky Fingers and Exile on Main
Street. Mud, baby, M-U-D. And don't
buy the excellent new Foo Fighters set
on LP either: more mud. Buy the CD (a
new first for this column).
Bob Ludwig was responsible for the
remastering of these LPs, so Ie-mailed
him about what Iheard. He's checking
out his cutting system.
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At Madrigal' the term Reference carries special meaning. In the literal sense, Mark Levinson"'
Reference products serve as benchmarks. They are designed to be the best available in their
product category — regardless of price. All Reference components feature amodular architecture that allows them to be updated as technology evolves. Our commitment to Reference
product owners is now amatter of record. Audition Madrigal's benchmark components at your
Mark Levinson dealer soon. It will change your point of reference.
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Analog
improvement, I'd wait until Ineeded a
retip before making the move ... unless,
of course, cash isn't aconcern.
For amore in-depth description, read
my original Transfiguration Temper review—the differences between it and the
Supreme are not profound, but the improvements are easily audible. If you audition the Temper Supreme and it doesn't
move you as it did me, you might consider the Lyra Parnassus D.C.t, which sounds
abit more vivid. According to the October
1999 "Recommended Components," my
friend Paul Messenger apparently finds it a
bit too "hi-fi." Idon't. Idon't see how anyone could be disappointed with either one.
The EMT cartridges
Perhaps after hearing a few of these
exotic, bodiless designs from Germany,'
you'll reconsider the desirability of
"neutrality." While these EMT cartridges are not dead neutral, their subtle
deviations yield some of the most pleasurable, intoxicating listening I've experienced in quite some time.
I've spent a few months shuttling
among four versions: the medium-output
(150mV) TU-2 with Super Fineline stylus, the ultra-low-output TU-2S (11011V)
with van den Hul stylus (both with aluminum cantilevers), and two low-output
(21011V) TU-3 models, both with boron
cantilevers. One version features the
Super Fineline stylus, the other aspecial
Swiss-sourced Geyger S stylus made of
sapphire instead of diamond, and which
undergoes multiple polishings before
being attached to the boron cantilever.
All of these hand-built "nude" cartridges share abasic design based on the
elnvic Ortofon SPU, and all use acrosscoil, soft-iron-magnet generator wound
with copper wire. The aluminum body—
what there is of it —is not milled but diecast, which the manufacturer claims is
more difficult and costly to do, but offers
better sound with fewer resonances.
The mounting flanges are not tapped,
so you have to use nuts. This makes installation — and even removal from the
wooden box — tricky and somewhat
dangerous, given the very strong magnetic field. Speaking of which, the recommended tracking force for all of
these cartridges is 2-3gm. That doesn't
stop Clearaudio fanatics from spending
$7500 on an Insider and tracking that
heavily, so Ididn't let it stop me either.
After all, valuable, vintage, out-of-print
LPs can always be replaced. (Just making sure you're paying attention.)
1Disnibuted in the US by Lauerman Audio Imports,
519 Noelton Drive, Knoxville, TN 37919. Tel: (423)
521-6464. Fax: (423) 521-9494.
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EMT TU-3 phono cartridge

The blue-bodied, higher-output, basic
TU-2 sells for $1795 and didn't sound
particularly impressive. It lacked the kind
of detail and resolution Iconsider essential —especially at that price—but its
frequency balance was lush yet detailed,
and it produced areally big soundstage.
Switching to the ultra-low-output van
den Hul version of the TU-2S ($2195;
also available with aSuper Fineline stylus)
greatly improved detail and resolution
while maintaining the big stage, but you'd
better have ahigh-gain, ultra-quiet phono
stage. The TU-2S has a1
dB dip extending from around 500Hz to 5000Hz, and
then atypical MC boost rising almost
4dB from the dip at 15kHz. But the TU2S sounds neither warm and soft like an
original Koetsu, nor bright like some
MCs with steep, rising top ends — even
unloaded at 47k ohms. This analysis is not
only the result of acute listening: each cartridge comes with an individual print-out.
With the TU-2S you get deep, fullbodied, very solid bass; lush, sweet
mids; and outstanding detail and snap
on top without brightness or edge — all
on anoticeably wide, deep, airy soundstage. There is an overall feeling of liquidity to the sound, and a soothing
background quiet that creates abuoyant, gliding sensation. Like many great
loudspeakers, this truly interestingsounding cartridge trades abit of analytical perfection for intoxicating
"musicality" — yet its ability to deliver
inner detail and delineate instruments
from within complex arrangements
was outstanding. And despite the ultralow output, if you've got ahigh-gain,
low-noise phono section, you'll find
you're not trading dynamics for detail.
The TU-3 adds $555 (with Fineline
stylus) or $800 (with Geyger S) to the
$2195 price of the TU-2S, as well as almost doubling the output. TU-3 coil
windings are hand-picked. Based on their
traces, both of these cartridges are some-

what flatter than the TU-2S, the 1dB dip
falling between 2kHz and 6kHz. Both
also feature 3dB rises between 15 and
20kHz relative to the mid/mid-high dip.
Yet neither TU-3 sounds bright, and both
sound like more refined versions of the
TU-2S, with greater midbass solidity,
overall three-dimensionality, and highfrequency clarity without added edge.
The Geyger S version was a sonic
knockout right out of the box. Iplayed a
Living Stereo version of Puccini's
Turandot, recorded in Italy by Lewis Layton, and the cartridge's portrayal of individual and massed voices was absolutely
stunning—as was the cartridge's capture
of the hall sound and the distance
between the chorus and the soloists. Ilistened to four out of six sides — and I
don't particularly like opera (though I
think Imay be finally growing into it).
In either version, but especially the
Geyger S, the TU-3 ended up being
among the most enjoyable cartridges
I've had the pleasure of auditioning. The
"gliding" sense evident with the TU-2
was even more present in the '3: ultrarelaxed yet extremely detailed, the TU3was as effective with the Clash's new
live two-LP set (From Here to Eternity,
Columbia import) as it was with
Classic's three new superb-sounding
Heifetz reissues (Sibelius and Brahms
violin concertos, Bruch's Scottish Fantasy).
How well the Geyger Sstylus treats
my precious vinyl when tracking at
2.5gm, and how many hours one can
expect to get from asapphire stylus, I
don't know — but if Ican convince the
importer, Lauennan Audio Imports, to
let me be their next guinea pig, I'll be
happy to find out and let you know.
Next month: Crown Jewel SE (FollowUp), Transfiguration Spirit, Grado
Statement, VPI 17F vs Nitty Gritty 2.5Fi,
and (I hope) amulti-cable DIN/RCA
shootout
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$2995. Our new PR-250B Processor is
thefirst to fiatwr the hot Motorola 56362
chip. Its 100MIPs processing ability is
tempered by human factoring that's so
simple, you'll be watching your favorite
film five minutes after unpacking it.

Arriving like arefreshing Nordic wind, Thule Audio of Denmark introduces
abrand new line of high-technology, ultra high-performance electronics.
At prices that may pleasantly surprise.
Denmark has asophisticated engineering and manufacturing base that makes it
ideal for producing high-end electronics. High precision and excellent reliability are key
features of our designs. Surface Mount Devices (SMDs) used throughout our product
range are tiny, high precision components that replace bulky, older-style resistors and

$2995. The PA-250B power amplifier
is similarly intelligent. 100W x5with
high current fir theater, when used with
the 250B processor, it will automatically
reconfigure itselfto 250W x2for music.

capacitors. Automated machines, guided by lasers, carefully layer the complicated circuits
with aprecision impossible to replicate by hand. The end result of all this high technology
are designs that are unsurpassed for sound quality and are offered at afraction of what
they would normally cost.

SUMIKO
SUMIKO IS THE EXCLUSIVE NORTH AMERICAN IMPORTER OF THULE AUDIO PRODUCTS
2431 FIFTH STREET, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94710

510.843.4500

843.7120 FAX

THE THULE AUDIO DEALER MAY BE SLIGHTLY HARDER TO FIND AT FIRST,
BUT BE PATIENT. THE EXPERIENCE WILL BE WORTH IT.
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ometimes Ienvy women who
marry mere mortals. To receive
adoration, they need only locate a
misplaced car key or apair of eyeglasses.
Life is not so easy for those of us
married to audiophiles. We're asked to
help locate everything from electronic
stylus gauges to interconnects. A recent
scene: The lost article is atube, and my
audiophile is in high-end anxiety.
"I thought Istuck them in the linen
closet, but maybe Iput them in the hall
closet. The guys are coming over soon,
and one of the tubes in the phono section is going microphonic."
Ilook on the dining room table:
CDs piled all over, magazines strewn
around, boolcmarked with various sizes
of screwdrivers, all tiny. But what's this
buried under the audio brochures ... ?
"I found one!"
My audiophile looks at me as if I've
just confined the Gap with Gucci. "No
no no no no. That's aChinese tube. I
need aBugle Boy."
Imove to the coffee table and look in
the big glass bowl where Ikeep my
matchbook collection. I find some
Tiptoes, atape measure, and ... "Hey,
honey...? What are these?" Ihold up
something that looks like abig bullet.
"Beaks." Clearly, this should explain
everything.
"You put them under components?"
"No, Beaks. You put them on top of
speakers. The Claws are for underneath."
Before he has time to discuss the appropriate installation procedure, Iretreat to the bedroom, where Ilook next
to the TV and between the VCR, laserdisc, and DVD players. No tubes, but I
discover ataped episode of The X-Files
that I've never seen.
Ipile up all the remotes on top of
the TV: seven remotes for four remote-controlled components. I'm
about to try to figure out which goes
with which when Ihear athump from
the living room. Irun in to find my
audiophile sitting on the floor, surrounded by piles of LPs.
"Is something wrong, honey?"
"I was looking for the tube on my
record shelves and Inoticed that my
RCA LSC-2346 of Respighi's Pines of
Rome was stuck in the EMI RachStereophile, February 2000
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the whine of the pump wouldn't interfere with his system. The plastic
tubing that once wound along the
kitchen baseboards, down the hall,
into the living room, and up to the
tonearm is now coiled up and
Under the kitchen sink
crammed into the Rubbermaid kitchen
organizer, along with boxes of Baggies
is the air pump for our
and Reynolds Wrap.
Ilook inside the refrigerator. No
old tonearm. This was
tubes, but acontainer of record-cleaning fluid. Having trained his hearing to
the perfect location for it,
identify any ambient noise, my audiomy audiophile explained
phile shouts, "Hon, as long as you've
got the fridge open, could Ihave a
when he installed it —
Diet Coke?"
Ibring the soda to my audiophile,
the whine of the pump
who by now has stacked even more LPs
on the floor. "I thought I'd better check
wouldn't interfere
the rock section too..."
Tune is running short—the guys
with his system.
will soon arrive. Our search heats up. I
throw open my clothes closet and rumAn inspiration leads me to the mage through the bottom, which is
kitchen. Okay, maybe it's hunger. I piled high with audio magazines stored
munch on some Tostitos fat-free taco there "temporarily" about five years
chips as Ipoke around. Acable break-in ago. No tubes, but Ifind apair of black
device is plugged into the wall socket pumps Ithought I'd lost.
Maybe the tubes are... under the
under my cookbook shelf. A cable
plugged into it hangs from aseltzer-bot- telephone table? Well, why not? Imove
tle nozzle. Maybe this is what's been the spare equipment platform that leans
making the seltzer flat...But no time against the table and —
"Ooohh, honey, look —I found your
for debating important issues — we
packing-tape dispenser." The packinghave atube crisis.
Ifling open the cabinets. %man, tape dispenser is probably the most imwhat's this on the top shelf? Leftover portant piece of equipment an audioHalloween candy? Yum. Even better — phile owns. Mine looks up. He's reorthere are some KitKat bars left! Ibreak ganizing his CDs, but somehow maninto the jingle as Irip one open: "Give ages to find something that needs imme abreak, give me abreak, break me mediate taping. The dispenser is ripped
from my hands.
off apiece of that ... "
Three hours later, Itake inventory:
"Did you say something, hon?" my
audiophile, aka the Fat Gram Enforcer, FOUND: X-Files tape, packing-tape dispenser, black pumps, three extra remotes.
shouts from the living room.
CONSUMED: Bag of taco chips, KitKat
Oops. Iquickly chomp down the
KitKat bar. "No, just humming along bar, Diet Coke.
STILL MISSING: Bugle Boy tubes.
with that great CD you've got on."
Exhausted, Icollapse on the couch.
"You like it? It's Chinese ceremonial
My audiophile sits down next to me.
music."
"Yeah! Love it!" Idown afew fat-free We listen to music for aminute. Then
taco chips to cover my chocolate breath he gets up, makes afew adjustments.
"Hmmm. Guess it was afalse alarm.
and return to the hunt.
Under the kitchen sink is the air The system sounds just perfect now."
I smile sweetly. I'm thinking of
pump for our old tonearm. This was
the perfect location for it, my audio- where Ishould hide his car keys and
phile explained when he installed it — eyeglasses.

maninoff section! Ihave to check the
whole shelf. It could be worse than I
thought — my entire classical section could
be misfiled."
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God is in
the

nces
In the second part of
this article, Stereophile's
German correspondent,
Markus Sauer, offers some
turn-of-the-millennium
musings on what is
important when it comes
to music reproduction
•

n the first part of this article I
Ideveloped the argument that
\ fr. the typical methodology and
mindset of audio reviewers cause
them to lose sight of what it is the
, equipment they write about is
actually supposed to do. That by
deconstructing a component's
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"The Model Eighty-Eight's sound is grade A."
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when the sound is forgotten." —Bob Harley3
performance in terms of how it does in various
There could be more quotes, but Ihope my
defined areas, its ability to convey music's message
point is made.
is overlooked. An audiophile cannot tell what his
or her emotional response to a component's
Sacred cows will get you nowhere
sound will be from adescription by acritical
Let's try to shoot some holes in afew favorite
listener, because that response is independent
topics of hi-fi reviewing. One of my pet hates is
of the conscious perception of its sound.
soundstaging. For some people, this seems to be
Ican't claim originality for my observations.
very important. For me, it isn't. When asked if
Other journalists seem to have had the same gut
the hardware he sells images well, Colin
feeling, even in the pages of this learned journal,
Hammerton — an expatriate Brit working as
which otherwise prides itself on its no-nonsense
British amp manufacturer Exposure's importer
stand toward sound reproduction. Starting with
in Germany — says, "I don't want to hear where
this magazine's founder and chief tester, here are
the musicians are on stage. Iwant to hear why
some quotes (and yes, Iknow that you can prove
they are on stage." Icouldn't agree more. Please
just about anything by quoting out of context; I
don't get the impression that I'm against soundwish to make it clear, therefore, that although
staging — it's nice to have. It just doesn't matter
these quotes were not made in the context of a
for my emotional reaction to music.
train of thought similar to my own, Ido think
Out in the real world, however, soundstaging is
that they are valid):
very important If areview would state that acomLarry Archibald: You're saying that there's a
ponent makes wonderful music but can't image,
complete disjunction between pleasure and
sales would be practically nil, at least among the
accuracy?
J. Gordon Holt: Yes.'
—Colin Hammerton very large part of the clientele whose buying decisions are influenced by what's said by magazines
"1) The only way to judge audio equipment is
and dealers (who rely on magazines as the most
to use it to play music which you love, no matter
important sales aid).
how 'poorly recorded' you mistakenly think it is,
The expression "sonic fireworks" is arecurring theme in hieven if you've never seen it mentioned by an elitist audio
fi journalism. It seems also to describe the listening exreviewer from Stereophile or TAS. Especially if you've never
pectations of acertain type of hi-fi customer. "Ooh, look there
seen it mentioned by an elitist audio reviewer from Stereophile
... and there, to the right, outside the right-side speaker... ooh,
or TAS.
and there, six yards behind the speakers ... and there, over the
"2) There is no music, no matter how well recorded, that
speakers —isn't that beautiful!"
will tell you what you need to know about apiece of gear as
This listening style could be called visual-oriented listening,
well as something you've listened to hundreds of times and
because it tries to describe sound in terms of visual experience.
still dig the most — whether it's Booker T. and the MG's, the
Visual-oriented listening is attractive because it allows aquantiGrateful Dead, or Shadowy Men from aShadowy Planet.
tative analysis ("The soundstage reproduced by the device under
Familiarity trumps recording quality every time.
test was this broad, this deep, and this high."), which must be a
"3) The harder you listen, the less you hear.
big help in developing, and describing the sonic performance
"4) Amanda McBroom sucks." — Corey Greenberg 2
audio components.
"Because audiophiles care about sound quality, we are often
It is also adefensible listening experience: We all know that
more susceptible than usual to allow interfering thoughts to
the so-called objectivists try to knock the so-called subjective
get in the music's way. These thoughts are usually concerned
with aspects of the sound's characteristics. Does the soundstage
3Stereophile, November 1992, Vol.15 No.11, p.7; Bob's "Listener's Manifesto"
lack depth? Does the bass have enough extension? Is the treble
is also worth rereading: Stereophile, January 1992, Vol.15 No.1, p.111; it is
grainy? How does my system compare to those described in
also available in www.stereophile.com's "Archives" section.
the magazines?
"Unfortunately, this mode of thinking is perpetuated by
high-end audio magazines. The descriptions of aproduct's
sound — its specific performance attributes — are what
make it into print, not the musical and emotional satisfaction to which the product contributes. The latter is ineffable: Words cannot express the bond between listener and
music that some products facilitate more than others.
Consequently, we are left only with descriptions of specific
sonic characteristics, apractice that can leave the impression
that... being an audiophile is about dissection and critical
commentary, and not about more closely connecting
with the music's meaning.
"...this experience precipitated a catharsis that
forced me to reexamine what music listening —
among other things — was all about.... Better sound
does result in more music, but paradoxically, only

"I don't

want to hear
where the
musicians

are on stage.

Iwant to hear
why they are
on stage."

1Sterrophile, December 1991, Vol.14 No.12, p25.
2Stereophile, July 1992, Vol.15 No.Z p.11. A personal comment Ana Caram
sucks, too.
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listeners. The latter have responded by turning
into observational listeners (another visual term),
relating an experience that other listeners can
duplicate if the test conditions are identical — a
prerequisite for gaining recognition as ascientific,
and thus reputable, branch of engineering. (It
must be hard to live your working life without
the recognition of your peers.) Everyone with
intact hearing will agree to reasonably identical
dimensions of the soundstage, and the location of
instruments in that soundstage.
However, there is no way yet to objectify the
musical pleasure acomponent gives. A different
listener will approach the same sonic demonstration with adifferent mood, different reactions to
amusical stimulus, and so on. The emotional
experience is not as easily transferable as the observational one.
A bonus of visual-oriented listening is that it is economically attractive. It allows listening irrespective of psychological
and physical condition, and thus opens up amuch larger part
of the day to the accomplishment of meaningful work than if
you could listen only when you were really in the mood for
some music. For people who make their living from sonic
judgments — designers, dealers, and journalists alike —I can
see that it may be imperative. Problem is, this is in direct
opposition to the listening experience of the paying customer,
who wants to unwind from aday's work with alittle musical
entertainment.
Since visual-oriented listening is something at which a
reviewer tends to get very good, it usually makes up alarge part
of areview's content. Magazine-reading audiophiles will be
influenced in their listening habits by those reviews (the "learning" part that Jürgen Ackermann was talking about in Part
One). They choose their systems and set them up so that the
visual-oriented listening experience is emphasized. Many such
systems, to me, sound boring. There's no meat on the bone.
An experiment Disconnect one speaker from your setup and
listen to the sound ofjust the remainingeaker, preferably with
amono source. I'm sure that few so-called high-end speakers
(and systems) will survive this test Many will sound bland and
anemic. Two such speakers sound just the same, but probably a
little fuller, because with the usual practice of mixing bass sounds
straight down the middle, doubling the radiating surface of the
bass drivers and doubling the available amplifier power gives
aperceived 3dB rise in relative bass level. But the speakers
don't become more interesting.

Another experiment: Listen to recorded voice.
My favorite material for this kind of test are comedy records (Eddie Murphy, Bette Midler, and
Bill Cosby spring to mind). Good comedy works
on much the same principles as music. Timing is
crucial, as are small inflections of the voice, speed
of delivery, and so on. You'll be surprised by how
few systems preserve intelligibility, an essential
prerequisite for this kind of stuff. Dynamics and
low-level resolution are much more important
than timbral fidelity here.
While I'm at it, I'd also like to diss timbral
fidelity. Of course, timbral fidelity is the essential
prerequisite for the accurate reproduction of
music in the home. It is also nigh on impossible
to achieve, for sound scientific reasons.
Modern multimiked recordings tend to
employ amicrophone for every instrument or, at
most, small group of instruments. The sound put down on
(digital) tape is that of instruments at close proximity.
In the concert hall, one tends to listen from amuch greater
distance. Even if one were to sit at the conductor's feet, only
afew instruments would be this close, the rest farther away.
Thus, what is recorded on tape can never be heard in arealworld situation.
There is also the question of radiation patterns. In the concert hall, the sound one hears from asolo violin is amixture
of sound waves radiated by the strings and the top and bottom
plates of the violin body, the latter two usually much lower in
frequency than the strings to which they resonate and thus
radiate with abroader radiation pattern. The close-proximity
mike picks up agreater proportion of the string sound than
would be heard live. The sound the microphone "hears" is
only afraction of the instrument's total sound that would be
perceived by the typical listener, who sits much farther away
than the typical microphone. This fraction wine prejudiced
toward the higher frequencies. If the microphone's output is
faithfully reproduced by all subsequent elements in the chain,
the resulting sound will be unnatural. (In contrast, rock, pop,
and blues music is usually amplified even when performed
live. The sound you get from arecording is, on acertain level,
faithful to the original.)
TI-DC has drawn our attention to the fact that room size
influences perceived tonal balance. Listening rooms tend to be
much smaller than the halls or studios in which music is recorded (this is even more true in Europe than in the US). Thus, if a
recording is true to the original event but is reproduced in a
smaller room, it will sound too bright —which, again, seems to
indicate that atruly flat system will sound bright4
These factors have long been known to audio designers. Having spoken to anumber of manufacturers of
drive-units, Iknow that it's relatively easy to make a
tweeter with aflat on-axis amplitude response. But the
loudspeaker designer knows that flat is not necessarily
right (a point I'll return to later). Celestion's SL series,
particularly the SL 600, was an international sales success and very well reviewed in all leading audio magazines, including this one. Its tweeter was shelved
down 2dB vis-à-vis the woofer, but it sounded pleasingly natural in typical living rooms.
Conversely, many speakers have an on-axis rise in
the tweeter's output to compensate for radiation pat-

The

loudspeaker

designer knows
that flat is not
necessarily
right.

4 Which brings to mind J. Gordon Holes famous "Down With Flat!"
essay, also to be found on wwwstereophile.com.
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4
terns and give aflat room-averaged response,
and to heighten the apparent level of detail a
speaker can reproduce. To my ears, such speakers have always sounded way too bright.
Summing up, Ithink it nigh on impossible to
design components, especially loudspeakers,
that will sound anything like their input in a
variety of settings.5
The third sacred cow waiting to be slaughtered is measurements. This magazine is working very hard to correlate the listening experience with measurements. Iremain to be convinced that conventional measurements tell us
much about whether ahi-fi component reaches
the heart or not. In loudspeakers, there seems to
be afairly good correlation between areasonably
flat amplitude response and fidelity of timbre. In
my own experience, low loudspeaker distortion
and areasonably flat phase response make for
ease of listening, in the sense that Ican listen for
long periods of time without listening fatigue.
Power bandwidth, perhaps more so for loudspeakers than amplifiers, will tell you if acomponent is apt to change its sound when the listening level goes up.
Ithink that good measurements are often an excuse for the
designer: It measures well, so Ihaven't done anything wrong.
Not doing anything wrong, however, does not automatically
mean that the component under test will do enough right. To
put it another way, Ihave yet to find ameasurement that tells
me if I'll want to listen to acomponent.
A final pet hate is detail. A proposal for the international
language of hi-fi reviewing: There should be adistinction
between detail and nuance. Just as afact is mere data without
an interpretable context, which only meaning can transform
into information, adetail is meaningless without its context
of musical direction, which transforms it into anuance of
interpretation.6 Dwelling on details like the audibility of a
microphone falling down, the direction taken by aLondon
underground line below the recording venue, or the chirping
of abird somewhere outside the recording venue, seems
counterproductive: Such aspects take my attention away
from the music and its meaning; they don't lead me to the
music itself.

to carry their musical meanings.
A typical observation seems to be that for
classical music, timbral fidelity, low-level
dynamics, and, yes, soundstaging are considered
important. (The soundstaging part Ihave never
really understood; yes, Iknow, in the concert
hall, the violins are seated on the left and the
double basses on the right, but hey, they have to
sit somewhere, and Ihave yet to read that a
composer —Stockhausen excepted, and you
never know if he's joking — specifies acertain
seating arrangement for artistic reasons.) For
rock music, essential aspects seem to be loudness, speed, rhythm and pace, and atonal balance that conveys power in music.
These prejudices are so widely held that
there must be something to them (although I
submit that if you listen to Ansermet conducting, pace and rhythm are very important for his
readings). And the dichotomy is so deeply
anchored in the minds of music lovers that it
seems almost insurmountable.
Yet it seems to me that for the reviewer, the
way out need not lie in falling back on asonic
description of the audio experience. He should
instead try to incorporate as many different styles of music
into the review as possible, and describe the emotional
impact these different styles have made. That means that the
reviewer must educate himself in the appreciation of these
different music styles.
In my estimation, the writing style that prevails in current
hi-fi journalism is an attempt to describe the sonic presentation as an abstraction from the listening experience, in an
attempt to produce results that do not depend on acertain
kind of music, but can be related to the perceived requirements of agiven style of music. If areview states that aspeaker has abrasive highs, it matters little if this observation was
made while listening to massed violins or to arock guitar.
The assumption is that the reader then translates this observation to his own listening experience and decides if this particular aspect of music reproduction is important to his
enjoyment of music or not.
But how do we know this assumption is true?
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Magazines
Areviewer who relates his listening experience in terms of the
emotional impact acomponent made on his enjoyment of
music has ahell of atime getting his point across. As is evident from this magazine's "Letters," alot of readers out
there don't have aclue what he is on about. Ican understand why: If the writer uses atype of music the reader
can't relate to, it's hard to translate the review into acontext relevant to his own preferred music. "Yeah, but how
would it sound on my kind of music?" is aquestion often
heard when discussing such reviews with readers. The
prevailing impression seems to be that different music
styles depend on different aspects of reproduced sound
5 For amore detailed discussion of some of these points, read J. Gordon
Holes -Space... the Final Frontier" in Stenvphiln March 1994, Vol.17 No.3,
p.61 (and especially p.67); www.stereophile.com -Archives."
6"God is in the details," said Mies van der Rohe. When 1look at his architecture, which to my eyes is cold, full of harsh black-and-white contrasts,
decidedly inorganic, and well-meaning but brutal in its treatment of the
buildings' inhabitants, he seems like just the man to suffer from this misapprehension. Maybe God is in the nuances.
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The way forward?
This article would be pretty pointless if it didn't
at least try to find away out of the dilemma we
have brought upon ourselves. A magazine, after
all, has to be useful (and entertaining) to its
readers if it wants to survive. Here's the question we have to answer: Are there aspects of
sound that are more important for emotional
appreciation than others, and if so, which? It's
clear that, however much Ihave derided sound
per se up to now, somehow emotional response
must be related to the waveform of the sound
reaching our ears. There is no secret medium
other than sound emanating from our speakers.
Let me introduce you to the thinking of
another searcher for a new direction: JeanMarie Piel, a45-year-old journalist living in
Paris, France. At the age of 15 Piel built his first
hi-fi chain, consisting of atube amp and Supravox speakers with asingle chassis per channel.
After earning his baccalaureat, the French equivalent of ahigh
school diploma, he began to study literature and philosophy.
He taught himself how to play the flute, which he taught for
13 years — beginning at age 23 — at the Conservatoire de
Fontainebleau. From the age of 20 he also worked as ajournalist for hi-fi and music magazines, among other achievements writing and editing the "Arts Sonores" section of
L'audiophile, the influential French underground magazine.
Since 1985 he has been responsible for the sound section of
Diapason, the largest music and sound magazine in France, as
ajoint editor-in-chief. He also writes regularly for Pan'sMatch. Jean-Marie Piel receives and listens to practically every
CD that is offered in the French market, selecting two to
four of these each month as musically and sonically outstanding. His knowledge of music, instruments, and musicians is encyclopaedic. He can eloquently explain the differences between instruments of different periods and why they
evolved in aspecific way. He writes:
"With his familiar ironic humor, Paul Valéry once said that
'the vice begins when one gives up the whole for the part' —
asentence that could be applied to alot of hi-fi enthusiasts
and that well [describes] the perversity that grips us when we
take our pleasure by listening to music with those devices

called loudspeakers. Modern miking techniques, which have atendency to run amok on
technology and to favor the detail at the expense of the ensemble, further push us in this
direction: that of fragmented listening, even if
one has to guard against overgeneralizations.
But the fact is, if 20 microphones are used for
recording an orchestra, there is little chance for
the cohesion of the ensemble to survive. We are
then reduced to hearing details, to take interest
in nothing else. But the music escapes the detail;
if the detail takes precedence, it is nothing but
sound, a piece of sound. The music passes
through it — if you stop to examine the detail,
the music has already moved on. Of course,
sound is the necessary medium for music. It's
the sound that makes the music, not the notes.
Still, by amysterious paradox, fidelity to sound
does not always coincide with fidelity to the
emotion, which is the soul itself of music.
'Therein lies the rub: If one wants to judge ahi-fi system,
one tends to erroneously concentrate on purely sonic details —
are the lower mids good and are the extreme highs easy on
the ear? As if one would ask such questions in aconcert. In a
concert, there is no woofer, no tweeter, there are only musicians playing. When listening to ahi-fi system, it is they and
only they one should be listening to. It is true that alot of
components, in all price brackets, do not invite us to do this,
and direct attention to the sound. We then have every occasion to think that the invisible link between notes that gives
them musical meaning is not being reproduced. There's no
necklace, just pearls ... they may be beautiful, just as sounds
made by certain sophisticated systems, which reproduce
sounds superbly and with acertain implacable coldness, yet
miss the soul of music, can be beautiful.
"All the difficulty lies in analyzing what is missing in the
sound when living music is not happening. For the beginning
of an answer we may turn our attention to certain chains,
sometimes somewhat colored, missing the bottom or the top
octave, which nevertheless reproduce the life and magic of
musical movement. Acertain timbral fidelity may be missing,
but in abroad midrange where the essence of musical energy
is concentrated (between about 200Hz and 41cHz), they are
capable of perfectly reproducing nuances: ie, the intensity
interrelations between sounds; or, to be more precise, the fluctuations of intensity within asingle sound. This is where the
life is. It's enough to analyze anote held by amusician to gain
consciousness of this fact. You know that this held note comes
from amusician and not amachine because there are infinitely small instabilities. The sound does not have aconstant intensity. Sure, the variations are very small, but
they exist. In the ability to reproduce these infinitely
small nuances is the answer to the question of whether
achain will let through the life, without which, evidently, the music is just dead notes.
"Another example: Listen to the way aviolinist like
Salvatore Accardo lets sounds develop in the
Beethoven Concerto. He attacks certain notes hard,
with abroad vibrato (variations in pitch and volume),
then progressively reduces the intensity, tying the
whole down (which in itself creates several levels of
nuance) until he flirts with silence. The way he lets
the note finish, or die, is so subtly progressive that
one doesn't quite know where the note ends and the
silence begins. From this uncertainty, which makes

Are there aspects
of sound that are
more important
for emotional
appreciation

than others, and
if so, which?
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7Quoted with Jean-Marie Piers permission; translation by Markus Sauer.
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4
us listen hard to save this fascinating passage
from nothingness, arises astrong emotion. If
superficiality enters into the reproduction — a
kind of oversimplification in the rendition of
nuances that gives the impression that the note,
instead of dying away imperceptibly, is brutally
cut off— the interpretation's magic is immediately destroyed. The artist leaves us indifferent
because he doesn't force us to train our ears to
the outer limits of audibility.
"The essence of an interpretation lies in
working on the infinitely small —be it an attack
on anote held back for afraction of asecond
(perceptible if the preceding note is reproduced
neither too short nor too long), or be it anote
that develops in itself or, on alarger level, a
crescendo or diminuendo encompassing several
notes — all of which gives music asense of
direction, its palpable dynamics, its quivering
life, and all of which, in the end, lies in the
nuances.
"Which explains, by the way, why certain
old loudspeakers with avery high sensitivity
and thus avery high precision in the rendition
of dynamics, especially of very small signals —
just like certain tube amplifiers with very simple circuits —
and despite more or less obvious colorations and the omission of an octave or two, manage to reproduce with disturbing fidelity all the emotional intensity of an interpretation.
Which should give our designers something to think about,
and convince them that the musically more important kind
of dynamics is that which loses itself in silence,8not the kind
that turns into noise."

One of the more intriguing facts about old
tube radios is the way they make use of their
enclosures. These are not designed to be as
acoustically inert as possible, as are most modern speakers, but are allowed to resonate with
the music, acharacter trait shared with many
old loudspeakers. The wood panels' size and
density are judged so that those inevitable resonances are consonant with the music. Music
seems to pass through them unscathed. If you
listen to the output of modern speaker cabinets (using an ear pressed to the box; or, for a
more dignified approach, astethoscope), most
sound horrible. The sounds emitted by an Altec Voice of the Theatre's cabinet can be much
less objectionable. 10
Another facet of this phenomenon is the
way the room is energized by aloudspeaker
using anoninert enclosure. Sound, especially
the lower frequencies, is radiated from the entire surface of the box, not just the chassis. This
seems to accomplish much the same thing as
using multiple drivers or dipoles. One of the
most convincing loudspeakers Ihave ever
heard is built according to principles having
more to do with the making of musical instruments than
with orthodox hi-fi loudspeakers.
Another aspect of old loudspeakers is that they tend to have
dimension ratios diametrically opposed to those of modern
speakers. Modern speakers typically have very narrow fronts,
the endosed space needed for areasonable bass-driver alignment being found by making speakers tall and deep. By comparison, old loudspeakers tended to be wide but shallow. This
has profound consequences for sound dispersion. Once the
baffle is narrower than the wavelength of atone emitted by
one of its chassis, the emitted sound is no longer reflected by
the baffle and projected by the speaker toward the listener,
assuming the listener sits in front of the speakers; instead it will
travel around the speaker and radiate to all sides.
Typically, low and middle frequencies are dispersed quite
evenly in the room, while high frequencies are projected in a
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Learning from our ancestors

Ithink it is no coincidence that Jean-Marie Piel would turn
to "old" technology for inspiration. Some old gear can still
hold up surprisingly well today. The American press, with
the occasional exception from Sound Praaices, has concentrated so far on triode amplifiers as "the new thing." Loudspeakers receive alot less attention. Ihave given my opinion
on triode amps and their qualities in this magazine,9 and of
late there have been anumber of articles on single-ended triodes. Instead of further amplifying this addiction to triode
amps (which, contrary to what you may have been led to
believe, are no panacea; if we have to talk about amps, I'd prefer to emphasize the role of the preamp), let me concentrate
first on another piece of the hi-fi chain in need of areevaluation: the loudspeaker.
Let's start with an unexpected item of old technology:
vintage tube radios. Those of the 1940s to 1960s often
have an astonishingly good sound quality. The frequency
range of their single driver is severely restricted, but they
have amagical coherence that more than compensates. All
the really good ones seem to have asingle-ended tube,
not necessarily atriode; an EL86 pentode can sound
wonderful in asingle-ended topology. (By the way,
Jean-Constant Verdier, designer of the best turntable I
have ever had the pleasure to hear, has ahuge collection of old tube radios.)
8To quote Keith Jarrett (Stereophile, April 1994, Vol.17 No.4, p.59): "Silence
is where music comes from." Jarrett meant this from an artistic point of
view, not from asonic one, but the parallel is striking.
9Sterrophile July 1994, Vol.17 No.7, p.19.
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10 Depending on the specific model and the execution of the cabinet.
There are bad ones and good ones.
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"Steal this system.
•

•

Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist
"$2,699 for acomplete system this good is not
just a'good value,' it's an outright steal!"
-Wayne Garcia, Etown.Com

W

'

hat have Idone to inspire this kind of larceny in
Mr. Garcia? Isimply listened to my friends.
They wanted ahigh performance home theater
system that delivered all the thrills and
chills of great Dolby Digital sound, but
they didn't want to spend awhole day
figuring out complicated bass management settings, or wondering which wire
went where.
Igot to thinking: 'There's no reason you
can't have an easy to use home theater system,
one that's abreeze to set up and still delivers
component-quality digital sound.'

S
OIdesigned one. It's something completely
new: the RM Digital Solution-1. Finally, a
home theater system that's easy to choose, easy to set up
and easy to use—with high-end performance that
will blow you away.
Matt Polk,
Speaker Specialist

"[The RMDS -1 is al
first rate performer... more
impact than you
will get in many
suburban cinemas."
-Daniel Kumin,
Stereo Review's
Sound & Vision, Oct. '99

The RM Digital Solution-1
feature award-winning
satellite/subwoofer
speakers, a Dolby
Digital preamp/
processor, and 500
watt multi-channel
amplifier—integrated

into asingle mien/. We engineered the high-end component
electronics to work specifically with the speakers. By optimizing
the complete system—from input to speakers—we not only
made it easy, we made it sound spectacular.
Now, my friends get all the performance they crave, and the
simplicity they want.
"The RMDS -1 is truly an oustanding value...
Iwant one!"
-Gary Reber, Editor,
Widescreen Review Magazine

I'm really proud of the RMDS-1. It does so much—and does it
so well—that it's no wonder it's created such astir in the industri. It's the first, hest and only high-end integrated home theater
audio system. Sound like something you'd he interested in?
Call (800) 377-7655 ext. 162 for more information
about the RMDS-1.
I'll send you afree brochure, and tell you where you can hear
one near you.
Icould talk about my new
RMDS-1 for hours, but with all
these great reviews coming in,
Ireally don't have to.
Ijust hope Gary doesn't talk
to Wayne, 'cause Iwas really
hoping to sell one to Gary"
NEW! The Polk Audio RM
Digital Solution system combines

award-winning loud-

speakers

with

a high-end,

separates-quality Dolby Digital
preamp/ processor, and a500
watt

multi-channel

performance,

easy-to-use

home theater. Find out where
you can hear one by going to
http://www.polkspeakers.com/
srmds/.

5601 Metro Drive
Baltimore, MD 21215
Customer Service

(800) 377-7655

Monday -Friday 9:00am to 6:00pm E.S.T. 4

www.polkspeake

power

amplifier to bring you high

The Speaker Specialists.

narrow angle. Thus the energy concentration at
the listener's point in the room is tipped toward
the high frequencies. Many designers compensate for this by introducing aslight clockward
tilt in the speaker's frequency response, agentle fall from low to high frequencies. The indirect sound, which in nondead listening rooms
makes up an important part of the overall
gestalt of the sound, the perceived tonal balance, will then be perceived as lacking in highfrequency energy The speaker sounds dull. To
prevent this, there will often be an on-axis rise
in the tweeter's top octave. Unfortunately, two
wrongs don't make aright. Old loudspeakers,
which have wider baffles, project more energy
at lower frequencies toward the listener and
have amore natural balance between mid and
high frequencies without that tilt in the frequency response.
Ithink that this factor, tonal balance, is another key aspect in which old gear has an advantage
over much modern equipment, and is as important as the low-level dynamics Jean-Marie Piel
was talking about. Jean Hiraga, aFrench journalist whose writings appear mostly in the
Nouvelle Revue du Son, has often cited the "Law
of 400,000"; The product of aloudspeaker's
-3dB points should always be 400,000. If a
speaker is down 3dB at 20Hz, it should be
down 3dB at 20,000Hz; if aspeaker is down
3dB at 40Hz, it should be down 3dB at 10,000Hz; and so on.
This law is simplistic, because it is applied only to the on-axis
response. Ideally, it should be applied to the room-averaged
response. Many modern speakers are flat or even tilted up in
the final octave, as we have seen above, without an adequate
bass fundamental to counterbalance this top-end extension.
Another aspect of old loudspeakers that seems important
to me is the drivers they employ. Old loudspeakers are all
about pneumatic coupling. When a loudspeaker chassis'
membrane is propelled forward by voltage and/or current
applied to the voice-coil, the air in front is pushed away.
Depending on membrane size and the length and speed of
the excursion, the air in front of the loudspeaker will react
more or less willingly to the input (the technical term is
acoustic impedance). There is afairly precise point when
the air will more or less fail to be impressed by the driver's stimulus, with an inverse

ratio between frequency and loudness on one
hand and membrane size on the other hand.
(Loudness is afunction of the air you move; to
achieve agreater loudness level, you have to
increase either the surface or the excursion of
the membrane.)
Put simply, to reproduce abass tone loudly,
you need afairly large membrane; for atreble
tone, amuch smaller surface will suffice (in case
you wondered why your tweeter is smaller than
your woofer). Above acertain frequency, the air
will effectively follow the membrane's movements, vibrating forward and backward. Below
that point, the air's inertia is too great to be influenced by the driver —compare the effect of
waving your hand with waving aping-pong bat.
There is also apoint where excursion cannot be
substituted for membrane size, because the air
will no longer couple efficiendy to the driver.
This acoustic impedance stuff is one of the reasons why horns were once so populat Ahorn can
be seen as an acoustic impedance transformer:
The air in front of the driver cannot escape to the
sides when stimulated by the membrane, but will
faithfully follow the stimulus. By gently broadening the canal through which the sound waves
travel, these air movements will be imposed on an
ever greater amount of air, until you come to the
end of the horn. In acertain sense, the air that is
present at the horn's outlet can be seen as the
effective driving surface of the horn driver; because it is this air
that couples to the rest of the room. The larger the surface, the
less excursion is needed to play at acertain loudness level; and in
speakers, the less excursion, the better.
A large bass driver needs alarge cabinet behind it, which
makes it impractical for many people. Ithink it's no coincidence that the small infinite-baffle speaker was invented
when stereo became available. One big enclosure, for mono,
can be tolerable enough, but two such behemoths are beyond what most people will tolerate in their living rooms.
Fine, Isay. Just be aware that there is asonic price you pay for
the small woofer.
There's one other component of the hi-fi chain Iwant to
comment on: the phono cartridge, for those of us who still listen to vinyl. Some time ago Ireviewed (for aGerman magazine) the latest iteration of the EMT cartridge, adesign that
started out in the early '60s. Listening to this cartridge after a
spate of newer designs made me realize anew that certain classic designs (whose number includes the Denon DL 103 and
the Ortofon SPU series) have an emotional rightness that
speaks powerfully to the heart and soul of the listener,
even if his head can discern some not-very-subtle deviations from linearity. The EMT has amuch more colored
sound than many modern cartridges do. Yet it is aheck
of alot more fun to listen to than those modern, oh-soflat, tread-carefully designs. When was the last time you
read that acartridge could really get down and boogie?

Asurprisingly
accurate first

approximation for

speaker placement
is to put them

where they do

the most visual

damage to aroom;
that's probably
where they'll

sound their best!

Yes, I'll listen to the future
Please don't think that I'm anti-progress, anti-technology anti-digital, or whatever. Far from it. Ihate
the expense and complication Ihave to go to to
obtain good sound —which to me means satisfying
sound: the rigors of speaker placement (a surprisingly accurate first approximation for speaker place55
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Systems, Ltd.

High Performance
Audio Components

It was just over ayear ago (Vol. 21 No. 12) that Stereophile called the Arcam Alpha 10
integrated amplifier "the answer to an audiophile's prayers". That statement was based
on both the Alpha 10's sonic performance and its unique modular construction, which
allowed the Alpha 10 to evolve and adapt to your changing needs.

Digital Converters
& Upsamplers

One might
think that
Stereophile
was going
out on a
limb. You
see, at the
Arcam Alpha 10 Integrated Amplifier
time of the
review, none of the upgrade modules had actually gone into production. Of course those
in the know (which does include the reviewers at Stereophile) were well aware of
Arcam's twenty plus year history of delivering on their promises. It turns out that the
Alpha 10 was no exception. Here we are, one year down the road, and Arcam has
delivered, and delivered in spades.

C, M & X Series
Loudspeakers
;
Loudspeakers

Since early last year Alpha 10 owners have been able to add Dolby Digital °and DTS°
home cinema capabilities. Since fall they've been able to enjoy music throughout their

Loudspeakers

SEARCH

Acoustic Energy
continues to establish
new performance per
dollar benchmarks with
the launch of the new
Aegis Three and Aegis
Compact loudspeakers.

CONTACT

AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD.
8709 CASTLE PARK DRIVE,
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658
VVVVVV.ASLGROUP.COM

"The Answer to an
Audiophile's Prayers"

CI

home with
the Alpha 10's
multi-room
d'eism
module.
And now,
e e
e
et, • e
with the
introduction
of the new
Arcam FMi A22 Integrated Amplifier
Arcam FMJ
series, that same modularity is available in an elegant new package that delivers even
higher levels of musical performance. In the FMJ A22 improved preamp & power supply
stages combined with the added...continued at www.asigroup.comffebruary/fmj.htm

Up Yours!
We know, it just
doesn't seem
possible. For some
time now we've
been telling you
about the dCS
Purcell Upsampler
that can take
standard 16bit/44.1kHz CD data
and upsample it to
24 bit/192 kHz with
astonishing results.
Imagine being able
to get performance
from your entire existing CD collection rivaling that promised by DVD Audio and DSD.
We can't blame you for being skeptical. But, one by one, all of the magazines are
coming out in support of the claims made by dCS. For example, in the November issue
of Stereophile Jonathan Scull...continued at www.asigroup.comffebruary/dcs.htm

ment is to put them where they do the most
visual damage to aroom; that's probably where
they'll sound their best), cables that positively
invite you to trip over them, the seemingly
unstoppable proliferation of small or not-sosmall electronics boxes, and so on. My ideal hi-fi
rig consists of asmall and preferably inexpensive
appliance that sits quietly and unobtrusively in
some corner of the room, but fills the room with
sweet music. Now that's what I'd call progress.
I'm also not saying that triodes are the only
way to go. Iremain unattached to any specific
technology. Iwould like to see more singleended transistor amplifiers. These should provide quite respectable specs, alow output impedance, aflat amplitude and phase response, and so
on. Judging from my experiences with tube
designs, Iwould caution against the use of parallel transistors in the quest for higher power outputs. Anyway,
the compromises inherent in this technology tend to show
up much more clearly in single-ended topologies than in circuits that split the signal.
Single-ended designs are necessarily class-A, so they'll never
be as energy efficient as I'd like my hi-fi to be. It could be
argued that it doesn't matter much on aglobal scale. Idon't yet
see aJapanese electronics giant bringing out inexpensive single-ended integrateds, so for the foreseeable future this exciting technology will remain the expensive preserve of the dedicated few. But Ihave to say that I'd be happier Wall of humanity could follow my path to audio truth without vaporizing the
polar ice caps. This aspect truly troubles me.

The High End
has become

too technocratic,
too sure of itself,

Ialso have great hopes for the Super Audio
CD and DVD-Audio formats. The present CD
format, after all, was laid down in the late 1970s
and relied on technology that was then cost-efficient to manufacture. If you compare apresentday computer to its late-'70s counterpart, the latter appears to be arelic of the Neolithic. The CD
standard seems just as antediluvian when compared with the new digital technologies.
A change in direction?

I'm sure that Fve raised more questions in readers'
minds with this two-part article than Ihave provided answers. However Ihope to ignite adiscussion
that may lead to abetter understanding of how
sound influences emotion, and how equipment
that doesn't get in the way of the emotion can be
designed. The High End has become too technocratic, too sure of itself maybe even alittle arrogant In my estimation, we have only scratched the surface of this whole matter
of music reproduction in the home. Some humility would give
amore accurate perception of our achievements in this worthwhile field. Personally, Fm usually very unhappy when someone
tells what Ishould and shouldn't enjoy.
In lieu of aconclusion, Ioffer this observation: There is aparadigm shift underway in the world of music reproduction. For
the last 40 years or so, the High End's aim could be summed up
in Quad's famous motto: "the closest approach to the original
sound." But there is agrowing movement underfoot that refuses to adhere to this motto, creating its own instead: the closest
approach to the original emotion.

maybe even a
little arrogant.

VA\DERSTEEN
AUDIO Vode 5

ATimeless Masterpiece!

In loudspeaker design, state-of-the-art is never static, it is inevitable
that the best of tomorrow will surpass the best of today . In the deep
bass, state-of-the-art is seldom realized, even in the best rooms,
every placement is acompromise
The VANDERSTEEN Model 5is the only loudspeaker with adjustable,
active multi-band low-frequency room compensation for perfect bass in
every room It is the only fully modular loudspeaker, completely upgradable
in your home using just aphillips screwdriver and soldering pencil The Model 5s
are built to be the best today and engineered to be the best tomorrow.
Call, write, or visit us on the web for complete information and the name of
your nearest carefully selected Model 5dealer. www.vandersteen.com

DVI-\S 0\AL
116 West Fourth Street, Hanford, CA 93230

RTY®
(559)582-0324

In Canada, call Justice Audio (905) 780-0079
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Don't even think of listening to another loudspeaker
until you hear this amazing story...

This story is true. The people,

replaced his expensive monitor speakers and their match-

the events and the astounding

ing woofers. And the mega-watt, mega-dollar electronics

conclusions are real.

had been replaced with aflea-power integrated amplifier.

My name is Jim Smith. I've
been a music lover and audio
perfectionist since 1970. Most of

Iput on one of my LPs. The music hit like atidal wave.
It just washed over me. Even CDs.
For the first time, Iwas experiencing the emotional

that time, Iran ahigh-end shop

impact of live music—from ahigh-end audio system! Fas-

devoted to providing musical ac-

cinating and involving, every piece of music spoke to me

curacy. Ialso made hundreds of

vividly, in away I'd never experienced before.

live recordings. And that's how
Idiscovered...

The Big Shoot-out
Next day Icalled Bill, my partner. We decided to get a

Live Music Was Causing a

pair of these German speakers to see how they compared

Problem

to Bill's "killer" high-end speaker system.

Compared to live concerts or

When the Avantgarde UNO Hornspeakers arrived, we

recording sessions, high-end

set them up immediately. Stone cold, with no break-in,

sound was apale shadow of the

they blew away his big ($78,000) system! At $8,970, this

live music experience. Even the

wasn't supposed to happen. Bill was flabbergasted. Iwas

very best high-end demonstra-

stunned.

tions Iheard didn't come close
to the emotional impact of alive
musical event.
As audiophiles, we struggled
to replace the natural emotional
response to live music with (expensive) improvements
in "focus," "transparency," "soundstage," "slam," etc.
But it never seemed to be enough. Being an audiophile had
become alot like work. Where was the fun?
Then, in the fall of '98, afriend told me about aformer
client who had gotten off the "improvements" merry-goround. He was actually having fun! When aconservative
guy makes radical claims, you listen. We drove down to
Gainesville, Florida, so Icould hear it for myself.
A Night to Remember
My former client still had his reference turntable, but
a pair of stunning horn speakers from Germany now
AUDIO ART—With six vibrant colors available in German
automotive metallic finishes, you'll enjoy just looking at them.

Everyone who heard them was dazzled.

literature, atechnical overview, test reports,

Finally, IGOT IT Music played through

and achallenging article called "The Concert

the Avantgardes made people smile, made
them dance, made them FEEL the music.
Just like live!
IKnow Exactly What You're
Thinking

SEVEN
SECRETS
TO
BETTER
SOUND

Listen, Iknow what some "experts"
say. Iwas one of those guys who dis-

Avantgarde-USA

Experience."
Plus, as long as my supply lasts, you'll also
get Seven Secrets to Better Sound—vital information I'll bet no one has ever shared with
you.
To get your FREE InfoPak, call Toll-Free
at 1-800-944-9537. Call me now. and I'll include our "Top Ten" list of CDs from our refer-

liked horns. To me. they were hopelessly

ence library. You'll have the whole package at

colored. But not the Avantgardes...

your door in afew days.

They're wonderfully transparent. astonishingly quick.
detailed and smooth. They can create an incredible soundstage. They're the only high-end speakers I've heard that
realistically reproduce live music's dynamic nuances—the
major source of music's emotional impact.
In fact, they do all the "audiophile tricks" supremely

Where to Hear the Hornspeakers
To find out where you can hear the Avantgarde Acoustic
Hornspeakers. call me Toll-Free at 1-800-944-9537.
If there's no demo site nearby, please visit me here in
Atlanta. Georgia. Call the Toll-Free number above to set a

well. But once you hear them, you'll forget about that

time and get directions. In the Atlanta area. call 770-777-

audiophile stuff, because with the Avantgarde Horn-

2095. Dancing attire is optional.

speakers, It's About the Music...

Thanks for listening,

But Don't Take My Word For It...

fie& Smith.

The Avantgardes—UNO, DUO, and TRIO—are receiving rave reviews worldwide from experts who never
even liked horns before. Check out excerpts from just three:

Jim Smith, President

UNO- -The way the UNOs reproduce music is so exciting and full of life that soon Iforget the loudspeaker
and just enjoy the musical event."
—M. Eichelsdorfer, Stereo, Germany
DUO--"So, to conclude, these speakers are simply the best
Ihave ever heard in my domestic system. Nothing else

It's About the Music—

has come close to recreating the power and finesse of a
full organ, or bringing afull orchestra into the living room,
and conveying the emotion of asolo performance."
—Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly, UK, Issue 03 1999
TRIO-- -They are unquestionably the finest loudspeakers Ihave heard in my home and, without any doubt.
one of the best loudspeakers in the whole blooming
world...and from an engineering standpoint the most
remarkable."
—Jonathan Valin. Fi, USA

Avantgarde-USA u.c
6445 Calamar Drive
Cumming, GA 30040

FREE Avantgarde InfoPak
Find out more about the amazing Avantgardes. Call
me to request your FREE InfoPak. It includes descriptive

770-777-2095
Toll Free: 1-800-944-9537
E-mail: hornguys@aol.com
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Die

ebruary 2000 — We are now comfortably past all the
millennial he, which, by New Year's Eve, really had
risen to anauseating fever pitch. But it's hard not to look
back to the times, the places, and, most of all, to the faces
and personalities that populated the last hundred years.
Johnny Thunders, Chesty Morgan, Bill Wyman, Wilt
Chamberlain (tie) Jimmy Stewart, Leroy Neiman, Jackie 0,
Winston Churchill, Alf Landon, Spike Jones, Ratso Rizzo,
Wendy O. Williams, Ed Norton, Blaze Starr, Fred Ganten (male
prostitute), the clever and now-rich person who invented the
CD opener, and, of course, Stereophile's intrepid, innovative, and
stylish writing staff all have had immeasurable effects on the
20th century.
When it comes to the contributions our staff have made to
human history, our annual "Records To Die For" feature looms
large. This year it takes on added
significance: for 2000, "R2D4"
ustrates what music the writers would drag with

them into the brave new future. Their only restriction was to
confine themselves to records that were in print during the last
30 years of the 1900s. Any genre or musical style was fair game,
although we did encourage them to steer clear of the Pokémon
soundtrack and records with tides longer than 90 words. (Sorry,
Fiona, the new one is out.)
So here, for your reading and, hopefully, listening pleasure, are
the discs for which we'd die.
—Robert Baird
Note: If a recording listed here has previously been
reviewed in Stereophile, the volume and number of the
pertinent issue appear in parentheses at the end of the
review. For example, alisting of "XVIII-10" means
that a review appeared in Vol.18 No.10 (October
1995). These citations include full reviews and the
shorter "R2D4" and "Quarter Notes" capsules.
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Speaker cable performance
takes aquantum leap forward
with Straight Wire's CCT.
From the affordable "Octave II"
through our Reference level
"Crescendo," CCT Technology
will amaze and excite you.
Visit your authorized
Straight Wire Retailer for alisten to
"Octave II" (level 2) through our
Reference level 4
"Serenade" and "Crescendo".
CCT cables will amaze and excite you.
We guarantee you will be impressed!
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SCHUBERT: String Quintet
Alban Berg Quartet; Heinrich Schiff, cello
EMI 66942 2(CD). 1983/1998. Gerd Berg, prod.; Johann Nikolaus Matthes, eng.
ODD. TT: 47:33

As Ilook back over the 75 or so new CDs I've heard this year, I
see that reissues account for about half— and the more interesting
half at that. When this performance was first issued some 15 years
ago, Ithought it as fine as any Iwould ever hear. The balance
between drama and lyricism was superbly struck, and the playing
was beyond criticism. The performance overall is unrushed and
deeply moving, particularly in the slow movement, where
Schubert's unique union of beauty and desolation are perfectly
captured. Later recordings, even the Emerson/Rostropovich, have
failed to dislodge this one from my favor. This is Schubert at his
absolute best, played as well as you will ever hear it. The recording comes from the early '80s, hardly agolden age for digital
recording, and the violins sound alittle harsher than on the LP, but
this disc is good enough for my desert island. A short CD (with
no exposition repeat, I'm happy to say), but given the choice,
wouldn't you take quality over quantity? (XVII-2)
BRAHMS: Sacred Works for A Cappello Choir & Organ
Jorg Straube, Norddeutscher Figuralchor, Lilted Smith, organ
Thorofon 2301/2 (2 CDs). 1998. Bemd Hanke, eng. ODD. TT: 2:23:28

When you think of most performing media — orchestras, string
quartets, opera singers, etc. — the level of accomplishment today
is not much higher than it was 30 years ago. Indeed, some would
feel the level has fallen. In choral singing, however, today's best
groups are far superior to what we heard in the previous generation. This disc of Brahms sacred works from Jórg Straube's
North German Figural Choir are superb in intonation and control, with no loss of involvement or passion. Compared to rival
recordings, chiefly those from the Berlin RIAS Chamber Choir
and the Arnold Schoenberg Choir, these are on the slow,
contemplative side, particularly in Warum ist das Licht gegeben. In
Straube's hands, the choral blend and beauty are top-notch.
The second disc is given over primarily to the organ works,
beautifully played by Ulfert Smidt He plays the 1885 Ladegast
organ at St John's Church in Wernigerode —a fairly thick-sounding
instrument. (We should note, however, that Brahms admired the
Ladegast organ in the Musilcverein concert hall in Vienna, so the
heavy sound here is probably consistent with Brahms' vision for
organ music.) Smidt plays with lots of rhythmic freedom and
registral changes (not indicated by Brahms) to give the music a
wide range of color. This is alovely collection, and preferable to
rival versions by Bowyer, Danby, and Nordstoga.

Stereopfule, February

Both discs are well recorded in an unobtrusive
way. The organ recording gets about the right reverberation and hall feel, but be warned that no Brahms organ
recording is likely to be the best demo disc for your new speakers.
The choral recordings balance the conflicting goals of clarity and
blend quite well. If your knowledge of Brahms is limited to the
orchestral music and the German Requiem, this would be alogical
next step.

JOHN ATKINSON

ELVIS COSTELLO with BURT BACHARACH• Pointed from Memory: The New Songs
of Bacharach & Costello
Mercury 314 538 002-2 (CD). 1998. Burt Bacharach, Elvis Costello, prods.; Kevin
Killen, eng.; recorded, mixed at Ocean Way Studio. AAD? Tr: 52:26

It's easy to become so familiar with greatness that you fail to recognize it. Thus it was with Elvis Costello when he blossomed
out of the English pub-rock scene in the mid-'70s. Sure, I'd heard
the carefully crafted Attractions singles, but it was just AM-radio
fare, know what Imean? Then Iheard Elvis's "Shipbuilding,"
sung by ex—Soft Machine drummer Robert Wyatt, and his "Girls
Talk," sung by Dave Edmunds. To my shame, Ihad missed a
major talent. Ihastened to play catch-up, following Mr. MacManus' ventures through the next 20 years into country, string
quartets — you name it, he tried it.
And then came this collaboration with one of the finest tune
crafters of the second half of the 20th century, aCD that has
hardly left my player since Ibought it. Bacharach's intricate yet
hummable melodies and Costello's thoughtful lyrics are allied to
sparse, intelligent arrangements that couple an understated
rhythm section with occasional highlighting and coloring instruments, and asympathetic recorded sound quality. But it is the
vocal risk-taking that had me coming back for more. Whatever
musical talent Mr. C. has in his genes, he didn't inherit the voice
of his dance-band singer father. But he wends his way along
these melodically wide-ranging vocal lines, sometimes only just
in tune, with surprising sophistication. My only regret is that the
duo's superb excursion on Bacharach-David's "I'll Never Fall In
Love Again" is not on this album. For that, you have to buy the
soundtrack to the awful The Spy Who Shagged Me.
MARY CHAPIN CARPENTER: Party Doll (and other favorites)
Columbia CK 68751 (CD). 1999. Mary Chapin Carpenter, John Jennings, prods.,
with Mark Isham, Blake Chancey; Ron Fierstein, exec, prod.; too many engs. to
credit; Bob Ludwig mastering MD? Tr: 72:55
It was the 12-string guitar in "The Hard Way," recorded live at
the Wolf Trap Farm Park in Virginia, that grabbed me first:
punchy, jangly, but essential to the song's development in the way
that George Harrison's and Tony Hicks' Rickenbadcers punctuated
so many Beatles and Hollies tracks. And the '60s comparison is
apt: as Idug deeper into this collection, the light dawned that I
was wrong these past years to have dismissed Carpenter as yet
another Nashville nightingale. This is not country music, but
pure 1990s pop with lyrics that transcend the inherent limitations
of the form and content, sung by awoman in full command of
her instrument Her handling of "10,000 Miles," orchestrated
and produced by Mark Isham and excerpted from the
Fly Away Home soundtrack, raises goosebumps even
after repeated listening.
Considering that every track on Party Doll was
recorded and mixed by a different engineer
between 1989 and 1999 —though the songs are
familiar, these are all live, soundtrack, or alternate
takes — there is a uniform excellence to the
recorded sound that Iassume is atribute to mastering engineer Bob Ludwig. In general, the balances are more open than the studio mixes, with a
more realistic handling of dynamics, particularly
regarding the drums. The 1994 BBC Radio
recording of "Stones in the Road" is one of the
most honest balances of singer, guitar, and piano I
have heard — deceptively, sensitively simple, yet over-
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whelmingly powerful as a result. And
"Down at the Twist and Shout," her
1997 Super Bowl XXXI collaboration with Beausoleil, has me
reaching for my dancing shoes every time Ihear it!
ROBERT BAIRD
TELEVISION: Marquee Moon
Elektra 1098-2 (CD). 1977/1984. Andy Johns, prod., eng.; Tom Verlaine, prod.;
Jim Boyer, eng. AAD? TT: 45:52

Ididn't choose this disc previously because, for one, Iexpeoxd other
writers—many other writers —to get there first and second, it seemed
like too obvious achoice. But after not seeing Ittee Moon pop up in
the last few "R2D4"s, Idecided it was time to sally forth and preach
the well-wom
1
of Tom Verlaine and this seminal session.
Besides Verrir's songs, what's still amazing about this eightsong collection of mid-'70s guitar rock is its creative riptide. It
smooths out the rougher punk-rock corners that made Television's live shows so great with inventive pop song structures and
gobs of tingly, knifelike guitar innovations, while rising miles
above the then-fashionable and sappy new-wave genre with risky
stylings, Verlaine's hound-dog voice, and dashes of punldike
urgency. It was Frank Sinatra meets the WCV/ in aFender factory, and it was, in aword, influential. Talking Heads and David
Bowie — along with, years later, hundreds of poorer alternative
bands — have incurred mountain's worth of bad karma for the
years they spent shamelessly mining this disc and its 1978 followup, Adventure. Sonically, while not pristine by any stretch, this
Seventies milestone has enormous presence and life.
LOU ANN BARTON: Read My Lips
Antone's ANT0009CD (CD) 1989. Paul Ray, Lou Ann Barton, prods.; Derek
O'Brien, asst. prod.; Stuart Sullivan, eng. AAD717: 50:03

If there's one thing that makes this nasty, put-up-yer-dukes collection of white-hot Texas electric blues singing essential, it's the
way Barton, once the female half of Stevie Ray Vaughan's Double
Trouble, pronounces certain words like "thang," "hips," and,
especially, "man." That, and the fact that no white woman blues
singer has ever possessed the dirty, growling, sexy-as-hell tone
that Barton routinely lays on tunes like the Excello classic "Sugar
Coated Love," the rocker "Mean, Mean Man," and Slim Harpo's
epic grinder, "Shake Your Hips" — in the last one, her snarl blows
the more famous Rolling Stones version off the map. Of course,
having players like Kim Wilson (harp), Derek O'Brien, Denny
Freeman, David Grissom, Jimmie Vaughan (guitars), and David
"Fathead" Newman (sax) behind you doesn't hurt. While the
occasionally murky, undefined sound could be better — even
though it seems like blues records should sound like this — this
session is sweet oil to pour on the flames of any riotous party.
LES BERKLEY

FAIRPORT CONVENTION: Babbacombe Lee
AtSM SP 4333 (LP), Island ILPS 9176 (LP). 1972/1995 John M. Wood, prod., eng.;
Simon Nicol, prod. AAA.
ANONYMOUS 4: 11,000 Virgins
Harmonie Mundi HMU 907200 (CD) 1997. Robina G. Young, prod.; Brad Michel,
eng. DDD. TF: 72:07

1999 was abad year for the arts in general. Many things threatened the very foundations of creative endeavor: left-wing
deconstructionists, right-wing religionists, and, of course, Thomas
Kinkade, The Painter of Lighte. Despite this, and the more serious
threat posed by competing media and nanosecond attention
spans, the good stuff continues to endure.
Babbacombe Lee was Fairporter Dave Swarbrick's concept album: the story of the celebrated Victorian convict
John Lee of Babbacombe. Sentenced to hang for a
crime he probably committed, Lee was brought three
times to the scaffold, and three times the mechanism
failed to work, even though it functioned perfectly
without him. Out of his story, Fairport Convention
fashioned amoving and beautiful suite of music. I
don't think it sold very well — it was probably too far
Stereophile, February 2000

out even for the folk-rock crowd — but I've played it
countless times over the last 25 years, and it never
fails to catch my interest. The original A&M release had gorgeous gatefold packaging, along historical account of the original events, and glorious, warm sound. The reissue keeps most of
the sound quality, anyway. If you see this at aflea market (I did
recently), grab it.
Iknew Iwas going to put an Anonymous 4recording in this list
eventually-, the only question was which one. "Go for the virginsr
Itold myself; and so Ihave. 11,000 Virgins is not necessarily the best
of Anon 4's efforts, but it's the one Ilike best, and contains some
absolutely stunning versions of works by Hildegard von Bingen
that really should be heard. Sound is as good as HM has produced,
which puts it right at the top. If you're wondering what all the
Anonymous hype is about, this will show you. (XX-10)
LARRY BIRNBAUM

BETTY CARTER: Inside Betty Carter
Betty Carter, vocals; Harold Mabern, piano; Bob Cranshaw, bass; Roy McCurdy,
drums
United Artists 5639 (LP). 1964/1972/1993. Alan Douglas, prod.; Bill Schwartau,
eng. AAA. TT: 25:43

Although she launched her career in the '40s, it was not until the
decade before her death in 1998 that Betty Carter was fully recognized as apremier jazz diva, amusician's musician whose
instrument was her voice. This reissue of a1964 LP (itself reissued on CD in 1993, together with seven previously unreleased
tracks from a1965 session) captures Carter in her early prime,
with brighter vocals and milder mannerisms than on her betterknown later recordings.
While relatively muted, Carter's stylistic trademarks —elongated
syllables, hornlike bends, phrases that rush or lag behind the beat,
suddenly soaring or swooping notes —are all on display here as she
turns aset of Broadway show tunes into ahypnotic guide to the
agonies and ecstasies of romance. Highlights include "My Favorite
Things," transformed from agenteel waltz to abreakneck 4/4 gallop,
and "Spring Can Really Hang You Up the Most," astilted ballad
reconstructed as an emotional roller-coaster. Mabern, Cranshaw,
and McCurdy provide exquisite accompaniment.
JUNIOR WELLS: Hoodoo Man Blues
Delmark DD-612 (CD). 1965/1990. Robert G. Koester, prod.; Stu Black, eng.
AAD.
45:40

This landmark 1965 recording helped introduce ayoung white
audience to ageneration of modern electric bluesmen, sparking
the blues-rock boom of the late '60s. Two years
after Wells' death, Hoodoo Man Blues sail
stands as one of the finest Chicago blues
albums ever, brilliantly showcasing not only Wells' gritty
vocals and soulful harmonica, but the icy-cool
guitar of his longtime
partner, Buddy Guy.
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Backed by the glove-light rhythms of
bassist Jack Myers and drummer Billy
Warren, Wells and Guy demonstrate telepathic empathy on material ranging from Sonny Boy Williarnson's "Good Morning
Schoolgirl" to Kenny Burrell's "Chidin Con Came." Wells chordes, moans, whoops, and growls, with and without his harp, while
Guy masterfully combines lead lines and rhythm chords.
Although the mood is generally low-key and laid-back, the music
sizzles with an intensity not found on shriller, brasher productions.
(XIV-1, XXII-2, XIX-12)
LONNIE BROWNELL

DAVE ALVIN: King of California
Hightone HCD 8054 (CD). 1994. Greg Leis; prod.; Paul duGré, Joe Peccerillo,
engs. MD? Tr: 54:49

Dave Alvin first appeared on the musical landscape as amember
of L.A. roots-rockers The Blasters. Although aflashy lead guitarist
and the group's primary songwriter, he left the singing duties to
brother Phil. (If you had abrother who sang like Phil, you would,
too.) Once solo, he had to face the music and sing. Although he's
no Phil, his croaky baritone works well with these tails of nearwinners and noble losers. This is his "unpin ed" album, and
even though he can be aroaring rocker, it's nice to have Dave's
detail-rich lyrics and precision picking front and center, all the
more so because the recording is so damned good. Check out
"Barn Burning" and see what Imean. Then put on "Blue Wing"
and just try to keep from crying in your beer.
DANIEL LANDIS:Acad.
Opal/Warner Bros. 25969-2 (CD). 1989. Daniel Lanois, prod, eng.; Paul Barrett,
Malcolm Bum, Mark Howard, engs. MD? Tr: 4103

If you've heard of Daniel Lanois at all, most likely it's as aproducer (U2, Peter Gabriel, Neville Brothers, Bob Dylan).
Surprise! He's also atalented musician, and this was his first solo
album. His trademark as aproducer is the ability to create a
strong aural atmosphere, and here the air is positively thick.
Lanois hails from Quebec, and this album was recorded in his
studio in New Orleans, so he's got connections to both ends of
the Acadian/Cajun continuum that figures so prominently in
these songs. He sings sometimes in French, sometimes in
English — sometimes both in the same song. The somber tunes
are positively spooky, but even the upbeat ones put you just a
two-step away from the swamp. There's amysterious charm to
these songs that mere words cannot convey — as Screamin' Jay
Hawkins might say, they've put aspell on me. (XIII-1)
DANIEL BUCKLEY

DON CHERRY: Brown Rice
Don Cherry, trumpet, electric piano, vocals; Frank Lowe,
tenor sax; Ricky Cherry, electric piano; Charlie Haden,
Hakim Jamil, acoustic bass; Moki, tamboura; Billy
Higgins, drums; Bunchie Fox, electric bongos; yema
Gillis, vocals
MM/Horizon 0809 (CD). 1976/1988. Corrado Bacchelli,
Beppe Muccioli, prods.; Kurt Munkacsi, Michael Mantler, engs. MD?
Tr: 39:17

In the wake of the global jazz-fusion experiments Miles
Davis released on Big Fun, former Omette Coleman trompeter Don Cherry, fresh from world-music encounters at
Woodstock's Creative Music Studio, turned out this seminal masterpiece under the keen ears of Philip Glass engineer
Kurt Mucacsi and Carla Blets trumpeter husband Michael
Mantler. Predating and pointing toward Cherry's later collaborations, under the name C,odona, with percussionist Naná
Vasconcelos and multi-instrumentalist Colin Walcott, the four
strong jams on Brown Rice pull every comer of the planet
together with pulsing energy. The tide track is amasterpiece.
Over afunky wah-wah bass line, sizzling electric bongos,
unearthly modal female vocals, and driving ostinato electric
piano, Cherry whispers nursery-rhymelike lyrics while Frank
Lowe sends it all to the stratosphere with scorching tenor-sax
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screams. Primal, groovy, and mysterious, it is among
the best of an exciting era in jazz, and there's plenty
more where that came from.
KING CRIMSON: Larks' Tongues in Aspic
Robert Fripp, guitar, Mellotron, devices; David Cross, violin, viola, Mellotron; John
Wetton, bass, vocals; Bill Bruford, drums; Jamie Muir, percussion
Editions EG 1506 (CD). 1973/1989. King Crimson, prods. Nick Ryan, eng. MD?
TT: 46:41

In the early '70s, avariety of bands — from Yes to Genesis,
Gryphon, and Gentle Giant —flew the "classical rock" banner,
creating extended electric soundscapes that were afar cry from
rock's R&B roots. But it wasn't until this crop of King Crimson
members — and this album in particular — that works of that
genre finally achieved alevel of sophistication to be placed
alongside the best in the contemporary classical literature. The
tide track is amonster instrumental, building from soft, tinlding
kalimbas and metallic percussion through brooding guitar and
string interludes to sudden and crushing tidal waves of sound
and fury. The virtuosity, textural richness, and broad-scope architecture of most of the six extended works on this disc make it
among the '70s' best in any genre. Lyrically, the three songs are
as strong as the instrumental tracks. For ferocity, sheer genius and
fine recording quality, this is alandmark recording.
JASON COHEN

PRIMAL SCREAM: Screamadelica
Creation/Sire 26714-2 (CD). 1991. Andrew Weatherall, Hugo Nicholson, Jimmy
Miller, prods. MD? TT: 62:54

You won't see it on any lists in this country, but across the pond,
Screamadelica is acinch as one of the top three records of the '90s,
and with good reason. How is it that the only record of the decade
to successfully wed ambient, techno, and house tropes to classic
rock'n'roll structure came out in 1991? Primal Scream were also
way ahead of the curve when it came to samples, collages, remixes, and ripoffs —the very things that most '90s music is about.
Screamadelica has it all: Muscle Shoals—inspired pop anthems and
gospel-tinged disco futurism, psychedelic chill-outs and groovyweird funk trips, ahoused-up Roky Erickson cover, and aheartbreakingly perfect ballad chipped off of the Rolling Stones'
"'Winter." Ifs aparty record, adrug record, and an art record, but
it's also asong record —unlike so much that has come in its wake.
YOU AM I: Hourly, Daily
Ra/Sire 31006-2 (CD). 1999. You Am I, George
Drakoulias, prods.; Wayne Connolly, Jim
Scott, Paul McKercher, engs. MD?
11: 52:12
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You Am Ibegan life as a'60s-influenced
combo with just enough punk, psychedelic, and garage elements that it never quite settled on aunified
sound. On Hourly, Daily, its third effort, the Aussie trio unzipped
the fly of its pop obsessions. Bandleader Tim Rogers describes this
fab little disc as a"beat record," and though it's possible he meant the
Easybeats and not the Beatles, that's exactly what it is —a jaunty,
horn-and-string-laden skiffle collection chock-full of hooks,
tremolo, and "whoo-000hs." From the stuttering chorus of
"Opportunities" ("ba-ba-ba-ba-ba-big opportunity") to the wistful
"If We Can't Get It Together," Rogers' high voice and craftily innocent tunes are as confectionery as (The) Raspberries and precious
enough to seem British. The record's overall demeanor is so genial
and teenage that one thinks of the Monkees —o4 doser to home,
the Swingers, famous for their role in the brilliant "hey-kids-leesput-on-a-new-wave-show!" musical, Starstuck. Of course, Hourly,
Daily coincided with You Am I's departure from Warner Bros. —
subsidiary Sire gave it aperfunctory release —making it one of the
decade's utterly minor, utterly wonderful lost pop gems.
THOMAS CONRAD

CHARLES LLOYD: Poke in the Night
Charles Lloyd, tenor sax; John Abercrombie, guitar; Dave Holland, bass; Billy
Higgins, drums
ECM 1674 (CD). 1999. Manfred Eicher, prod.; James Farber, eng. DOD. Tr: 68:23

In his 60th year, Charles Lloyd has reached alevel of expressiveness that communicates deep feeling from spare lines and fragmentary gestures. (Picasso didn't get there until his 80s.) It all
begins with Lloyd's sound, adirect welling-up of the spirit, dark
and rapt, with asheen of overtone on the surface like hope.
Voice in the Night, the sixth and latest in Lloyd's extraordinary
series of recordings for ECM, presents anew quartet. Pianist
Bobo Stenson —Lloyd's kindred spirit and co-pilot on many a
sublime space flight — is replaced here by guitarist John
Abercrombie, and the all-star team of Dave Holland and Billy
Higgins is the new rhythm section. This new ensemble requires
no learning curve. As one, they go directly to essences.
On Voice in the Night, Charles Lloyd reaches the music behind
the notes — the music that has always been there.
JOHN LEWIS & SACHA DISTEL: Afternoon in Paris
John Lewis, piano; Sacha Distel, guitar; Barney Wien, tenor sax; Pierre Michelot
Percy Heath, bass; Connie Kay, Kenny Clarke, drums
Koch Jan KOC-CD-8509 (CD). 1999. Donald Elfman, Naomi Yoshii, reissue
prods. MD? Tr: 43:34

Afternoon in Paris is not exactly amasterpiece, and it's atypical lowbudget Koch Jazz reissue. So why is it a"Record To Die For"?
It has an aura. Recorded in Paris in 1956, it
emanates aluminous innocence and joy of
discovery. For Frenchmen Sacha Distel,
Barney Wilen, and Pierre Michelot,
the jazz language was still pristine
and unspoiled. John Lewis, always
the most "Euro" of major American jazz musicians, revels in
their company. The single
notes of his piano lines glisten like individual pearls.
BRIAN DAMKROGER

LUCINDA
WILLIAMS:
Car
Wheels on aGravel Road
Mercury 314 558 338-2 (CD).
1999. Lucinda Williams, Roy
Bittan, The Tvvangtrust, prods.; Ed
Thacker, Steve Churchyard, engs.
AAD? Ti: 51:50

Carter, one part Warren Zevon, and maybe abit of
Chrissie Hynde and Tom Petty thrown in, but most of all it
sounds like adirect connection between her soul and her vocal
cords. In Car Wheels on aGravel Road she's crafted aseries of
evocative, sharply focused stories of loves and lives gone by, each
one as engaging as awell-written short story. The arrangements
vary from country to country-rock, but it's about as far from the
safe, mainstream fare of today's country pinup queens as is imaginable. The supporting cast is simply outstanding: Steve Earle,
Roy Bittan, and Ernmylou Harris. The band is tight, every note is
dead on, and Williams' performance is amazing—completely
honest and unaffected. Last but not least, the sound is wonderful
as well: detailed, warm, and rich —the sort that makes any system
sound good, and agood one sound fantastic. (XXI-10)
RICKIE LEE JONES: Naked Songs
Reprise 45950-2 (CD). 1995. Rickie Lee Jones, Russ Titelman, prods.; Dan
Kastin& Derek Featherstone, engs. MD? Ti': 69:28

Ridcie Lee Jones is one of those artists who needs to be heard
live to be fully understood and appreciated. It's not that her studio recordings aren't good, but that so much of her art is in how
she performs the songs, not just the songs themselves. Rather
than being liberated by studio tools and techniques, she seems
bound by them, truly coming to life only on stage.
Played on agood system, Naked Songs is as close to the live
concert experience as I've ever heard from arecording. Jones
covers gems from throughout her career, but brings in new
twists and turns on the fly, trading stories and songs with her
audience for alittle over an hour. Except for Rob Wasserman's
bass on acouple of tracks, this is asolo acoustic set, the performance is intimate, and the incredible sound will bring to life all
of it—performers, ambience, stage, audience — in your listening room. This is definitely one to listen to with the lights our,
it'll remind you why you got into high-end audio in the first
place. (XIX-3)
ROBERT DEUTSCH

AUCE RIPLEY/EMILY SKINNER: Unsuspecting Hearts
Varèse Sarabande 302 066 074 2(HDCD). 1999. Bruce Kimmel, prod, Vincent
Cirilli, Stephanie Gylden, engs. ODD. Tr: 5955

The musical may be going through some rough times, but it's
certainly not because of alack of talented performers. Alice
Ripley and Emily Skinner are two of the best. They starred as
Siamese twins in Side Show, and their voices blend so well you'd
swear they are sisters. Ripley can sing in asweet, legit soprano
style, which she demonstrates in "My White
Knight," but she can also belt with the best of
them. Skinner's voice has acenter of gravity
that's about a third lower than Ripley's,
which is just right for singing harmony.
The songs chosen for the CD are an eclectic mix of Broadway classics and more
obscure musical-theater pieces. "Unsuspecting Hearts," from the legendary flop,
Carrie, gets its first recording here, and, as
performed by Ripley and Skinner, it's powerful enough to make you
wonder why that show
flopped. Unusual
choices that work to
great effect include
songs originally intended to be sung

Lucinda Williams has one
of those unique voices
that, once heard, can
never be expunged from
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Records2 Die 4China, Bright Shers lovely collection of refined and

by men, like "Pretty Women" (which,
incidentally, Ripley and Skinner are), and
"Live With Somebody You Love," from Martin Guerre. Each
singer has some outstanding solo moments —I loved Skinner's
"Alto Lament," avery funny song that turns unexpectedly touching — and when their voices unite, in a number like "Old
Friend," it's pure magic. Varèse Sarabande's sound is still in the
up-close pop style, but, perhaps partly because of the HDCD
encoding, it's cleaner, less hyped than is usual for them.

THOMAS HAMPSON: Operetta Arias
Thomas Hampson, baritone; Franz Weiser-Meet, London Philharmonic
Orchestra; London Voices, Terry Edwards, chorus master
EMI 556758 2(CD). 1999. David Groves, prod.; Simon Rhodes, John Kurlander,
engs. DDD. TT: 60:11

Widely considered to be today's foremost American operatic baritone, Thomas Hampson has made numerous forays into the lighter musical-theater repertory, but his efforts have always struck me
as too stiff, too studied. However, he appears to be entirely comfortable and relaxed singing Viennese operetta, and seems less
intent on making sure that he sounds like aserious artist. His high
baritone is ideally suited to the music of Lehár, Johann Strauss II,
Kalman, et al, allowing him to sing some arias written for tenor as
well as the usual baritone pieces. He does alovely job with "Dein
ist mein ganzes Herz," floating the last note of the middle section
in the best Richard Tauber style, and sounds properly dashing in
"Ais flotter Geist" (known in English as "Open Road, Open Sky").
He gets filly idiomatic support from Welser-Most and the LPO.
EMrs sound is wide-ranging and offers agood balance between
singer and orchestra. Operetta is viewed by some as too sweet, too
romantic, and too far removed from reality. So be it. If you can use
some sweetness and romance, and if reality has got you down,
then this recording could be just what you need.
SHANNON DICKSON

YO-YO MA: Solo
Kodály: Sonata for Solo Cello. O'Connor: Appalachia Waltz. Sheng: Seven
Tunes Heard in China. Tcherepnin: Suite for Solo Cello. Wilde: The Cellist of
Sarajevo. Yo-Yo Ma, cello.
Sony Classical SK 64114 (CD), SACDSK 64114 (SACD). 1999. Steven Epstein,
prod.; Richard King, Todd VVhitelock, Mark Betts, Billy Rothschild, engs.; Gus
Skinas, DSD eng. DDD. Tr: 64:39

Solo is areal treasure for cello lovers, and one sure to convert
those not yet initiated into the breadth, power, and sublimity that
instrument can convey in the hands of one so skilled as Yo-Yo
Ma. This title is acollection of five carefully selected pieces
reflecting divergent cultures, each infused with a universal
thread of tone and texture that ties the album together into a
seamless sonic delight.
First is an adaptation for solo
cello of Mark O'Connor's wonderful Appalachia Waltz, originally
composed for solo violin, followed by Seven Tunes Heard in

intricate melodies that blend oriental and western flavors. English composer David Wilde contributes his powerful,
moving The Cellist of-Sarajevo, while Russian Alexander Tcherepnin's
Suite for Solo Cello —one of my favorites —is arich
of
influences from both occidental roots and his long teargrYstay
in mid-century China. Zoltan Kodály's well-known Sonata for
Solo Cello rounds out adisc that brims with Yo-Yo Ma's awesome virtuosity and range.
Sony Classical employed the new Direct Stream Digital
(DSD) process for this recording, then converted it to CD format using their new Super Bit-Mapping Direct noise-shaping
technique. The result speaks for itself. The cello perspective is
slightly larger than life (as is often the case on solo recordings),
but the clarity, consistency, and incredible dynamic range of the
new encoding system serves the music beautifully. Ifound it
interesting how very close in quality the stand-alone CD version
sounded to the DSD version on the SACD, once I'd properly
matched the levels of the two discs — more evidence that most
of the inherent benefit from the new high-resolution formats is
captured at the recording/encoding end of the chain.
LORNA HUNT: All in One Day
Lorna Hunt, vocals, acoustic guitar; Dave Pinch, acoustic bass; Danny Frankel,
percussion; Greg Leisz, pedal steel, lap steel, electric guitar, mandolin,
Weisenbom; Dave Jackson, accordion
Classic RTH-1015 (LP), RTHCD-1015 (CD), DAD-1015 (24/96 DVD). Lorna Hunt,
prod.; Michael Hobson, exec. prod.; Paul duGré, prod., eng., mix; Josh Turner,
prod. asst.; Thomas Matherly, tech. asst; Bernie Grundman, mastering eng.
A-D. Ti's: 58:45 (CD, LP), 65:31 (DVD)

Though comparisons to Joni Mitchell and Rickie Lee Jones
come easily to mind, singer/lyricist Lorna Hunt stands on her
own in this evocative and moving collection of songs about pain,
loss, and the vagaries of life, conveyed with the emotional intensity of one who's lived much longer than her relatively few years.
Save for killer covers of "Piece of My Heart" (popularized by
Janis Joplin) and Gre It: Allman's "Whipping Post," Hunt wrote
all the lyrics and music here. The three-day, June 1998 session
was recorded direct to two-track by accomplished recording
engineer Paul duGré in the excellent acoustic of the old LomPoc
movie theater, north of Santa Barbara. To help bring Hunt's creations to life, duGré assembled not only his quiver of vintage
mikes and tube recording geai; but also the services of the outstanding session musicians listed above.
The 24-bit/96kHz DAD version shows off the sonic advantages of the new DVD format, and offers one extra tune.
However, the levels on the CD version are 2dB louder than on
the DAD disc, and the LP is agood 4-6dB louder dian the DAD;
you'll need to adjust for this before making any comparisons. All
in One Day has become an invaluable reference disc for me, yet
one that Itreasure most for its seductive and engaging melodies.
DANIEL DURCHHOLZ

NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Will the Circle Be Unbroken
EMI America CDPB 7 46589 2 (2 CDs). 1972. William E. McEuen, prod.; Rick
Horton, Rex Collier, engs. AAD. TT: 119:30

When Iwas ahigh school student back in the late '70s, one of my
part-time jobs was as aSaturday-night deejay at acountry radio
station in rural Missouri. Country's Top 40 was utter check
then, as it pretty much is now, so every week I'd dig into
the station's archives for afew things to play that would
make it seem worthwhile coming in for another week.
Iwas delighted when Idiscovered Will the
Cirde Be Unbroken, the album that perfectly matched my reverence for classic country music with the idea that ayounger
generation might be receptive to it.
Cirdei of course, is the Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band's 1972 triple album (now available as
adouble CD), on which they connect musically and spiritually with their elders, an imposing
cross section of country music history including Earl
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Scruggs, Mother Maybelle Carter, Doc
Watson, Roy Acuff, Jimmy Martin, and
Merle Travis. The album is important for introducing songs such
as "You Are My Flower," "Nine Pound Hammer," and "'Tennessee Stud" to the Dirt Band's young audience, but also for proving that they could hold their own among such stellar company.
SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY ZS THE ASBURY JUKES: Hearts of Stone
Epic JE 35488 (LP), Epic/Legacy EK 35488 (CD). 1978. Stevie Van Zandt, prod.;
Jack Malken, eng. AAA/AAD. Tr: 34:24

Growing up in the Italian section of South St. Louis, Joe
Garagiola was amajor-league talent, but still only the secondbest baseball player in his neighborhood: A few doors down
lived future Hall of Famer Yogi Berra. Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes faced asimilar situation in the barrooms of New
Jersey, always playing second fiddle to Bruce Springsteen and the
E Street Band. The Jukes leaned on Springsteen through their
first couple of albums, recording such Boss songs as "The Fever"
and "I Don't Want to Go Home." In fact, Hearts of Stone consists
solely of songs by Springsteen and guitarist/producer Miami
Steve Van Zandt. But what songs they are — fiery tracks such as
"Talk to Me," "Take k Inside," and "Trapped Again," and the
title tune, akiller ballad. Southside Johnny's soulful delivery and
the Jukes' brassy arrangements are perfect, making this an album
for the ages.
MICHAEL FREMER

JASON FALKNER: Can You Still Feel?
Lovitt 016 (LP), Elektra 62205-2 (CD). 1999. Jason Falkner, prod.; Nigel Godrich,
prod., eng. ADD? ris: co 52 (LP), 46:27 (CD)

In the world Igrew up in, the handsome young Mr Falkner, aformer member of Jellyfish, would be declared asexy pop/rock
genius, would be on the cover of Rolling Stone, and would sell amillion copies of this superb, self-produced album, for which he wrote
all of the songs and on which he plays almost all of the instruments,
and well. But this is adifferent world, and since Mr. Falkner does
not sport visible tattoos, dress like aprofessional wrestler, rap, or
pepper his songs with the F-word, this tuneful, ingeniously entertaining, lushly produced set has not set the musical world on fire.
The album title says it all. If you value melody, hooks, intricate production craft, lyrical intelligence, and listening to music that makes
you feel good, even inspired —in other words, if you like The
Beatles — get this and you won't be disappointed. If Fallcner's
achingly gorgeous "Revelation" doesn't make you "feel" something, your answer to Fallcner's challenging question of an album
title would have to be "No" —in which case, you should seek professional help. For the rest of us, there's this great pop album. The
CD, mastered by Alan Yoshida at A&M, sounds decent, but don't
expect audiophile fireworks. For the usual unexplained reasons, the
LP, mastered from DAT, is much better-sounding, and features two
tracks not found on the CD, one of which is Fallcner's take on
Eno's "Burning Airlines Give You So Much More" —and there's
different cover art. Order online for $8 at www.lovitt.com.
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HIM: Sweat Eyes
Bubblecore BC-024 (2 LPs), Perishable PER009 (CD). 1999. Doug Scharin, prod.;
Brian Deck, eng. MD? ris: co 60:00 (LP), 55:23 (CD)

With labels like Perishable, Thrill Jockey, Touch and Go, Quarterstick, and Drag City leading the way, Chicago has quietly become
the unlikely center of American musical innovation and experimentation. Best known for blues, the Windy City today hosts such
post-avant-garde luminaries as Tortoise, Gam- del Sol (David
Grubbs and Jim O'Rourke), Isotope 217, June of '44, and many,
many others This mostly instrumental music is an enticing mix of
jazz, percussion, and electronica, with some folk thrown in for good
measure. Best of all for audiophiles, thanks to another local hero,
recording engineer and analog purist Steve Albini (also amember
of the rock group Shellac), the sound quality of almost all of the
releases by these groups is absolutely superb, with many of them
available on vinyl as well as CD. HIM revolves around drummer
Doug Scharin and cornetist Rob Mazurelc, who, along with guitarist
Jeff Parker and bassist Bundy K. Brown, produce here what can best
be described as "post-Bitches Breur jazz-rock, or maybe Miles meets
Eno. Though the emphasis is on rhythm and there's lots of sampling
and electronica, the overall vibe has aflowing, organic, minimalist
quality that is soothing, mesmerizing, and utterly pleasurable. The
five tunes work equally well as background and foreground music.
If you liked Tortoise's TNT, you'll like this too. If you don't know
from either, this is as good aplace to start as any. The two-LP set,
available directly from Bubblecore (www.Bubblecore.com) for $12,
stomps all over the good-sounding CD.
LARRY GREENHILL

EMMYLOU HARRIS: Spyboy
Eminent EM-25001-2 (CD). 1998. Emmylou Harris, prod.; Buddy Millet prod., eng,
mix; Dean Norman, Doug Dawson, engs.; Greg Droman, mix. AAD?
Ti: 6707

It helps to read this magazine. Ihave to thank Robert Baird for
choosing this CD as his December 1998 "Recording of the
Month." Since then, it has become my standard musical source.
Why? Harris's "birdlike soprano, fragile as spun glass," and the
"spaciousness and pristine quality of this live recording" — RB's
words —pull me into the music.
Examples of this CD's magic abound. The sinisterly throbbing, churning bass/synthesizer vortex that opens "Deeper
Wells" thrills me. Which is the real Harris: the open translucency on "Prayer in Open D"? the dark, rich, slightly nasal timbre
on "Calling My Children Back Home"? or the weary, too-thin,
broken notes heard on "The Maker"? Idon't know, but they all
pull me into the music. Right now, I'm most taken with that
final track, on which drummer Brady Blade erupts into one of
the most explosive percussion solos I've heard on alive album.
Yes, this one's akeeper! (XXI-12)
JEROME HARRIS QUINTET: Rendezvous
Stereophile STPH013-2 (CD). 1999. Jerome
Harris, Wes Phillips, prods.; John
Atkinson, exec. prod., eng, editor, mix.
DDD. Ti: 60:30
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Kenai 2Die 4audio system atad, here it is. But don't ask me to explain

Call me acompany man, but Ilove this
CD. Featuring the Jerome Harris jazz quintet, it's John Atkinson's
first nonclassical recording for the Stereophile label. Rendezvous has
extraordinary instrumental timbre and resolution of fine musical
detail, due in part to John's expertise and to the warm acoustic of
Chad Kassem's Blue Heaven Studios in Salina, Kansas. My
favorite track is Duke Ellington's "The Mooche," which I've used
to evaluate five different loudspeakers so far. Depending on the
speaker, "The Mooche" can sound sombet, dark, blurred, and distant — like atrain passing in the night —or focused, up-close,
energetic, and dramatic. The opening cymbal work shimmers on
the best equipment, but sounds like static on the others. Different
tensions of the tom-tom heads in Billy Drummond's kit can be
heard. Trumpet and trombone solos blossom into abiting, "brassy
blattiness." Soundstage width can be awesome, with vibes far stage
left to stage center, trombone just right of center, sax far right, bass
guitar and kick drum cente4 and drums spread across the room.
But don't take just my word for it that Rendezvous is agreat CD —
it's been shortlisted for aGrammy nomination in the "Best Engineered Album (nonclassical)" category.
JON IVERSON

JOHN LENNON: Anthology
Capitol C2 830614 2(4 CDs). 1998. Yoko Ono, prod.; Rob Stevens, prod., eng.;
Mike Rew, Chris Habeck Mike Anzelowitz, asst engs. AAD. TT: 4:27:40

There's no way amusic lover can pick only two albums each
year for the annual "R2D4," so Ithought afour-CD boxed set
might be away of sneaking some extra notes under RB's radar.
This monumental set appeared late in '98, but nothing Iheard in
'99 could dislodge it from the top spot. This is as much asentimental choice as anything else, and by now most folks know
whether they like John Lennon or not. Iwas just old enough
when the first of these originals came out to catch the various
points Lennon was making, and assumed that his brutal honesty
was the typical songwriter's standard. Ihad no idea how wrong
that would turn out to be. Hearing these alternate takes and
almost-released tracks reminds me how far away from truth most
songwriting has strayed. It's no wonder that millions were devastated when he died 20 years ago — these songs work right into
you, with such sincerity and simple logic that Lennon becomes
virtually aclose, trusted friend. Some of the takes are as lo-fi as
you can get, but there are acouple of dozen tracks that were
recorded clean as awhistle in 2", 16-track analog glory. The intimate perspective of much of these early-'70s recordings (before
gobs of digital reverb was available to drench vocalists) puts you
right in the studio watching as the sessions unfold. "He tried to
face reality," it says on the cover. Priceless.
SAMI WIMME SAARI: Gierran
Sarni VVimme Saari, vocals; Tapani Rinne, woodwinds, keyboards, percussion;
Jan Kokkonen, keyboards, programming; Matti Wallenius, ukelele, mandolin; Pauli, keyboards, programming Kajasto, keyboards
Northside NSD6023 (CD). 1999. Tapani Rinne, prod.; Pauli, Pekka Lappi, Niko
Paukkunainen, engs. ADD? Tr: 55:57

Out of the cold Nordic reaches of Finland comes one of the
most successful meldings of ancient and modern musical
forms to date. This is Sarni Wirnrne Saari's second album,
and features his stellar use of an ancient vocal technique
known as yoik. Couple this shamanistic chant style with a
wide instrumental dynamic ranging from pounding drums
and electronic bass to frosty ambient stretches of acoustic sound,
and you've got asolid set of tunes that grab you by the ears and
keep you locked in place. I've been doing an alternate-musics
radio program for the last 20 years at the local National Public
Radio affiliate here in San Luis Obispo (shameless plug:
Tuesdays, lOpm-1 am, KCB)Ç 90.1 FM, San Luis Obispo and
Santa Barbara Counties), and this disc never fills to light up the
phones. In fact, Itried it last night, and it still works: "What is that?"
came the chorus. So if your tastes mn alittle to the outside but you
want to ny something solid that will push your
Stereophile,
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what that is on the cover.

HYPERION KNIGHT

BENNO MOISEIWITSCH: Great Pianists of the 20th Century
Piano MUSIC of Chopin, Kabalevsky, Liszt, Medtner, Mendelssohn/Rachmaninoff,
Prokofiev, Rachmaninoff
Benno Moiseiwitsch, piano; conductor/orchestra in Rach. Concerto 2
Philips 456 907-2 (2 CDs). 1999. Tom Deacon, prod.; Alfred Kaine, Oliver
Rogalla, Mark Buecker, engs. ADD. TT: 2:21:23
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF: A Window in Time
Piano music of Bach, Chopin, Beethoven/Rubinstein, Gluck/Sgambati, Henselt,
Mendelssohn, Paderewski, Rubinstein, Tchaikovsky
Sergei Rachmaninoff, Ampico piano rolls
Telarc CD-80491 (CD). 1999. Wayne Stahnke, Robert Woods, prods.; Da-Hong
Seetoo, eng. DDD. Tr: 62:12

Two highly ambitious projects of piano reissues were realized in
1999. First, Philips completed its behemoth 200-CD Great Pianists
of the 20th Century series, almost inevitably sparking resounding
controversy regarding its choice of pianists, selection of repertoire,
and quality of remastering. While many of Philips' decisions made
during this project may have been dubious, anumber of volumes
were successful on all counts, in particular the set devoted to
Benno Moiseiwitch (1890-1963).
Due, perhaps, to his great humility, Moiseiwitch never sought
or achieved the fame of peers like Rachmaninoff and Horowitz.
But judging by his elegant, individual, and technically stunning
recordings, many collectors today rank him among the top dozen
pianists of the century. Shrewdly catering to both seasoned collectors and the uninitiated, Philips has included rare Chopin
recordings from the late 1950s, showcasing Moisiewitch's grand
romantic style in good sound reminiscent of Rubinstein in its
melting loveliness, but with the added spice of 19th-century
musical insight and freedom.
Of equally great importance is producer Wayne Stahnke's second volume of restored piano rolls by Rachmaninoff on Telarc.
While Ampico piano rolls (a vastly superior "player"-piano technology on which most of the great turn-of-the-century pianists
recorded) have been known to collectors for decades, the
mechanical, often jarring effect of the original reproducing pianos
left unfulfilled the dream of hearing aliving, breathing ghost
from the past Until now. By transferring the rolls electronically
for use by the B6sendorfer Reproducing Piano, Stalurke has
made it possible to feel Rachmaninoffs presence — or at least a
very close facsimile — in one's own living room. This is truly a
breakthrough for musical necromancers. Ihope that Telarc will
continue this series by resuscitating all of the great
pianists of the past!
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Records 2Die 4and other dance styles. Smooth, subtle, and fundaRICHARD LEHNERT

BRAHMS: Piano Concertos 1& 2
With: Variations & Fugue on aTheme by Handel, Op.24; Waltzes, Op.39
Leon Fleisher, piano; George SzeII, Cleveland Orchestra
Sony Classical Masterworks Heritage MH2K 63225 (2 CDs). 1956-62/1997. Opp.
24 8. 39 in mono. Howard H. Scott, Thomas Frost, orig. prods.; Louise de la
Fuente, reissue prod.; Kevin P. Boutote, Dawn Frank, reissue engs. ADD. TT:
2:17:42

Finally reissued after 15 years in limbo, Leon Fleisher's recordings of Brahms' Piano Concertos 1(from 1958) and 2 (1962)
strike, for me, the best balance between passion and austerity,
freshness and maturity. Fleisher's rich tone, flawless technique,
and sepia-tinted Romanticism are perfectly counterpoised not
only by conductor George Szell's rhythmic rigor and bracing
verve, but also by the Cleveland Orchestra's tightly astringent
ensemble playing, remarkable even by today's standards. In earlier releases, the sound was typical of Columbia's wretched
early-'60s engineering style, but the remastering sounds like real
music: aconvincing sense of venue, an amazing absence of
harshness, and, wonder of wonders, believable bass. This generous, sumptuous package also contains mono recordings from
1956 of Fleisher performing the Waltzes Op39 and the
Variations and Fugue on aTheme of Handel — both in fleet,
sprightly, idiomatic readings — as well as Fleisher's recollections
of the sessions, and reproductions of the original Epic LP covers
and inner sleeves. A terrific set. (XXI-5)
FRI FOT: Fritot
Per Gudmundson, fiddle, octave fiddle, Swedish bagpipes, vocal; Ale Moller,
mandola, natural flutes, hammered dulcimer, folk harp, shawm, vocal; Lena
Willemark, vocal, fiddle, octave fiddle, wooden flute
ECM 1690 (CD). 1999. Manfred Eicher, prod.; Jan Erik Kongshaug, eng. DDD. TT: 65:19

Icouldn't bully RB into making this"Recording of the Month,"
so an "R2D4" badge will have to do. Even if you're among the
few who know Swedish folk music, Idoubt you've heard anything like Frifot, atrio of Swedish musicians from various disciplines (jazz, folk, Greek blues) who have returned to their roots
and seem to have dug deeper than anyone knew was possible.
This dark, elementally northern music comforts even as it harrows.
It's played and sung with genre-defying, world-class musicianship, and was recorded in sound of aresonance sumptuous even
by ECM's own lofty standard, however genetically engineered.
PAUL MESSENGER

MASSIVE ATTACK: Blue Lines
Wild Bunch WBRCD I, Virgin 7 86228 2 (CD, also originally released on LP).
1991. Massive Attack, Jonny Dollar, prods., mix. ADD Tr: 4509

Today's dance-music genres seem to be becoming increasingly
ephemeral, disposable, and self-referential, but Massive Attack's
handful of albums provide asoundtrack to the
1990s that stand out as beacons of class and
originality. Usually referred too as "triphop," MA's music has
only a passing resemblance to hip-hop, rap,
big beat, drum'n'bass,

mentally laid-back, this is one for the chill-out room
—to put your feet up, relax into the groove, and actually get into
listening to music that, by pop-music standards, is unusually well
crafted.
I've picked Blue Lines because it came first and was enormously influential, but the subsequent Protection and the most recent,
the altogether darker Mezzanine, deserve just as close attention,
and might be easier to track down. The "band" is aflexible unit,
varying personnel from track to track around the songwriting
hard core of "Daddy" G. Marshall, A. "Mushroom" Vowles, and
R "3D" del Naja, though there are lots of guest appearances.
(Neneh Cherry is credited on "Hymn of the Big Wheel.")
The sheer variety of the music here makes it difficult to pin
down astyle or pick favorite tracks. The heavyweight "Unfinished
Sympathy" is the album's widely acknowledged "classic," but I
just
love the cheeky backbeat that drives "Daydreaming" along at a
beautifully purposeful walking pace —a real trucicin' track for the
'90s. Nine years on, Blue Lines remains fresh and fun musically, and
that alone justifies an "R2D4" appearance.
CHRISTY MOORE: Lise (at The Point)
Christy Moore, vocals, guitars, bodhran
Grapevine/PolyGram GRALP 203 (5 022769 391620, LP), GRACD 203 (5
022769 691621, CD). 1994. Christy Moore, prod.; Walter Samuel, eng., mix;
John Donohoe, eng.; Ray Staff, mix. AAA/MD? Tr: 55:57

Idon't regard myself as aparticular fan of folk music, or ethnic
music in general, but I've developed avery strong enthusiasm for
the music of Irish minstrel Christy Moore. His career stretches
back for decades, and this comes through both in his stagecraft
and in his ability to work with alive audience. Of along string of
albums going back 30-odd years, Live (at The Point) (The Point is
Dublin's premier venue) is my favorite, followed closely by its
immediate predecessor, Smoke and Strong Whiskey. Both are exceptionally well recorded, Live tending toward the dry and thin,
while Strom? Whiskey has arich, fat sound. Ilove the atmosphere
of agenuinely live recording and the tension this brings to aperformance, though some of the performer/audience repartee gets
abit tiresome when you've heard it ahundred times, and some
of the humor in the songs (tg, the exploits of the Irish soccer
team) has passed its sell-by date.
But there are still plenty of songs here that will stand up on
their own for years to come. Christy's agreat performer but an
even better songwriter, especially at the top of his form —which
is usually when he's having ago at the English. His wit can be as
sharp and barbed as anything Dylan wrote, and he knows how
to spin ayarn with an effortlessness that comes from three
decades on the road, and an Irishness that makes you want to
head for the Emerald Isle.
MICHAEL METZGER

MONTE WARDEN: Monte Warden
Watermelon CD1015 (CD). 1993. Dave McNair, prod., eng.; Mas Palermo, prod.;
Brian Gardner, eng. AAD? TT: 35:54

Monte Warden must tire of the endless comparisons to
Buddy Holly, but he brought them on himself with this
sweet'n'snarly collection of infectious roots-rock and country, released on here-again, gone-again
Watermelon Records. Using tried and
true rhymes about stars, heartbeats,
dreams, eyes, the skies above, and the
like, all wrapped around basic, evereffective, strummed rock-guitar chords
and hooks, Warden resurrects the
rock'n'roll that was once avoice of
exuberant innocence — without
sounding trite or hackneyed.
Ballads like "'Til She Walked
In," "Just to Hear Your Voice,"
"Everyday We Fall in Love," and
"All IWant is You" revisit the
77
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Records 2Die 4nine minutes of pure bliss; and the rousing "Hoe-

adorations and aches of first loves and
first rejections, presented in spare
arrangements and restrained vocals that prevent melodrama
from ever taking over. When Warden kicks up the tempo on
"Give My Heart aBreak," "Feel Better," "All IWant is You," and
"Car Seat," he keeps it clean and simple, allowing the urgency of
the backbeat and his sugary growls to grab and shake you. It's
rock'n'roll as it was once meant to be — and worth the effort to
hunt down this elusive disc..
MISSISSIPPI JOHN HURT: Today!
Vanguard VMD-78220 (CD). 1966. Patrick Slry, prod. AAD? Tr: 43:53

In the context of today's music world, Mississippi John Hurt
makes no sense. He was an old man singing old country blues
and playing an old acoustic guitar. His three-finger, bass-over-rhythm picking style was simple and elegant. His warm voice was
unhurried and unsentimental. Even when Hurt sang
blues, as he does on Today! in "Candy Man," his delicate pluckings on acoustic guitar and understated vocal phrasing imbue it
with stateliness. This is music to be relaxed into: one man's voice
and one man's guitar for aquiet, late night or ahot afternoon
when you're as unlikely to move as acool breeze is to happen by.
Whether it's the suggestive ode to Maxwell House in "Coffee
Blues," the story of murder in "Louis Collins," the expectant
redemption of "Beulah Land," or the jubilant yearning of
"Corrinna, Corrinna," Hurt shapes the lyrics with uncommon
ease and palatable warmth, making them into song-stories sung
by asmiling grandfather of the blues. His graceful music makes
no sense in today's world. That could be its greatest charm.
DAN OUELLETTE

THE BEATLES: Revolver
Capitol COP 7 46441 2 (CD). 1966/1988. George Martin, prod.; Geoff Emerick,
eng. MD. Tr: 34:59

Imagine a12-year-old kid weaned on mid-'60s AM radio unwrapping this baby and putting it on his parents' record player with the
10-year-old needle. Who cared about the sound quality emanating
from the tinny speaker (yes, one speaker for the cheaper-priced
"monophonic microgroove recording")? Bigger than any shotheard-'round-the-world since the JFK assassination, Revolver prepared me for alife of fascination with unorthodox musical colors,
shapes, textures, and styles. Istill get chills listening to John muse
on the mind-blowing "Tomorrow Never Knows" (one of my alltime favorite Beatles tunes), Paul wail on the horn-riffed "Got to
Get You Into My Life," George espousing love on the sitar- and
tabla-drenched "Love You To," and Ringo happy-go-luckying his
way through the jaunty fantasy of "Yellow Submarine." To this day,
Inever tire of spinning Revolver, the classic album that made me
hunger to swing open the doors and explore new musical vistas.
OLIVER NELSON: Trie Blues and the Abstract Truth
Oliver Nelson, alto 8, tenor sax; Eric Dolphy, alto sax, flute; George Barrow, baritone sax; Freddie Hubbard, trumpet; Bill Evans, piano; Paul Chambers, bass;
Roy Haynes, drums
Impulse! IMPD-154 (CD). 1961/1995. Creed Taylor, prod.; Rudy Van Gelder,
eng.; Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod. MD. TT: 36:35

Jazz in the late '50s and early '60s was golden. In 1959, John
Coltrane recorded Giant Steps and Miles Davis offered Kind of
Blue, while Omette Coleman shocked with The Shape ofJazz to
Come in 1960. A year later, Oliver Nelson recorded The Blues and
the Abstract Truth While saxophonist-composer-arranger Nelson
may not figure in the top echelon ofjazz artists, this album is
one of the idiom's best. Not only did Nelson enlist magnificent sidemen —including Eric Dolphy and
Freddie Hubbard, and the stellar
rhythm section of pianist Bill Evans,
bassist Paul Chambers, and drummer
Roy Haynes — he also premiered two
of his greatest compositions: the
much-heralded
and
oft-covered
"Stolen Moments," here delivered as
Stereophiie, February 2000

Down," as fun and sophisticated an uptempo number
as you're likely to hear. (XVII-2)

WES PHILLIPS

IAN TYSON: Old Corrals and Sagebrush & Other Cowboy Culture Classics
Bear Family BCD 15437 (CD) 1989 Ian Tyson, prod, Richard Harrow, eng. MD.
Tr: 69:05

Ian Tyson has produced the classic cowboy record here. His renditions of "Leaving Cheyenne" and "Whoopie Ti Yi Yo" sound
definitive, but the disc's true strength lies in Tyson's own songs
about life as aworking rancher in the West today (which he is),
as well as some well-chosen covers on the same subject. The
West Tyson sings of is defined by hard work and low wages, and
his love of the land and of the lore is overwhelmingly obvious.
He makes cowboying seem like ahigher calling—and reminds
me of my six-year-old dreams of life in the saddle. The sound is
as filled with natural glory as the landscape Tyson sings about.
This one's reference quality.
DAVID BROMBERG BAND: Reckless Abandon/Bandit in a Bathing Suit
Fantasy FCD-24748-2 (CD). 1977/1988. David Bromberg, Jim Price, Hugh
MacDonald, prods.; loe Tuzen, Phil Kaffel, engs. MD. TT: 74:44

The David Bromberg Band never did garner the respect it
deserved. Quite simply, the band could play anything, from Irish
fiddle tunes to Western Swing to low-down dirty blues — each
concert encompassed an amazing range of music.
Eclectic as their records were, no single release was capable of
reflecting the breadth of their stage shows — at least not until
Fantasy paired two of the best Bromberg Band studio outings on
this CD reissue. This one's got it all, from Jim Ringer's hilarious
take on the Staggerlee legend, "Mrs. Delion's Lament," to
Bromberg's delightful audience-response classic "Travelin' Man"
— and with reels, jigs, and jams galore. And it sounds good, too.
ROBERT J. REINA

HOLE: Celebrity Skin
Geffen DGCD-25164 (CD) 1998. Michael Beinhorn, prod.' Paul Northfield, eng.
MD? TT: 50:30

Although I've admired Courtney Love's previous work, Ifound
it lacked originality: it was too derivative of late husband Kurt
Cobain's material. Not so with this, her latest, in which Love has
created an intricately orchestrated and varied web of simple but
sophisticated pop tunes cloaked by her usual dark and cynical
lyrics. This CD is currently in permanent rotation on my car
audio system. Ican't drive any distance without hearing that
power-pop attack on musician sellout, "Playing Your
Song"; or Love's power
ballad, an apparent ode
to her late beloved,
"Northern Star"; or
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Records 2Die 4your life scrounging through dusty crates of singles.

the infectious attack on Hollywood
phonies, "Celebrity Skin," the catchiest
pop tune I've heard in adecade. Sound is relatively unprocessed,
considering the genre.

FRED FRITH: Eye to Ear
Tzadik TX7503 (CD). 1997. John Zorn, prod.; Benno Gordon, eng. MD? Tr: 55:48

Until now. (XIV-9)

UP BUSTLE AND OUT: One Colour Just Reflects Another
Señor Roody, flutes, field recordings; Vicki Burke, saxes; John Donegan, piano;
Clandestine On, drums, Rhodes 8. Hammond organs
Ninja Tune SDWOO1 (LP, CD). 1996. Señor Roody, arr., prod.; Clandestine Ein,
eng. AAA/AAD? Tr: 78:08

Fred Frith has been an icon of the downtown New York new
music scene for the last 20 years. Whether wailing ahigh-energy
guitar in aBill Laswell power group, engaging in free improvisation on "prepared" electric guitar in small ensembles, or providing
abass continuo to Naked City, John Zorn's erstwhile rock band,
he's demonstrated that no other guitarist has more catholic taste.
Since relocating to Germany in the early '90s, he has made his
mark as composer for European theater, art films, and TV This
showcase for Frith's versatility covers his favorite works for various
media recorded over the last decade. The delicate brass and woodwind chamber works for TV melodramas weave asophisticated
interaction of melody and harmony in the manner of Bernard
Herrmann, while Frith uses electronic synthesis, loops, and percussion to create abath of sound for the film pieces. On the other
end of the spectrum, the theater pieces jar the listener with dissonant, distorted guitar-percussion attacks over static electronic
backdrops. All of the works stand up very well on their own without the visuals, and the sound is uniformly rich and natural.

"It's organic!" I'd given up any hope of finding any trance/triphop/house/add-jazz/ambient music that didn't leave me absolutely
cold. Almost all of that crap breaks my cardinal mie of music: It's
gotta sound as if human beings had at least some hand in creating it.
One Colour.., is different It's amix of field recordings from Bolivia,
Peru, and Turkey set to modern, driving beats, and combined with
saxophones, timbales, flutes, bicycle horns, flamenco guitar, and
other real instruments played by authentic musicians. Heck, it's
drum sounds created by using actual ¿nuns! What aconcept. It's
of serious grooves, musical ideas, jazz, funk, soul, Latin ... ies a
mélange that works, and has kept its freshness well past the usual
shelf-life of current music.

RICHARD J. ROSEN

While there's still alot of time left, this magnificent recording is
an appropriate millennial nominee for "R2D4." First, the Ninth
is Mahlees final completed symphonic statement on fate and
human existence, and, at the end of his century, there is not yet
amore trenchant musical commentary. Second, this recording
represents the first release with alarge independent label and a
major orchestra by Benjamin Zander, an American conductor
who is becoming apremier interpreter of symphonic music.
Third, the recording of the symphony is accompanied by
Zander's illuminating guide to performing and listening to the
Ninth. Finally and, without doubt, most important, this is a
moving and soul-shattering performance.
My introduction to the Mahler 9was Bruno Walter's NYP
recording; Zander achieves asimilar engrossing continuity, and
with a much wider dynamic and expressive range.
Bernstein/Concertgebouw, my standard, treads dangerously
close to fervent excess. But while Bernstein forcefully pulls the
listener along, Zandees balance creates an even greater momentum. Instead of transitions, one feels an inexorable progression
of intensity that, ultimately, leaves one enervated but clarified.
The Philharmonia performs heroically, providing the execution one missed in Zandees otherwise fascinating earlier recordings. Telarc's transcription from the public performance and dress
rehearsal at the Barbican Centre is better than Teldees Inbal
series with the Philharmonia, and very much as Iremember the
orchestra sounding in concert. A bit of reticence in the treble is
noted, but, if memory serves, is somewhat welcome; and the
dynamic range, matching the emotional one, is staggering.

THE COMPLETE STAX VOLT SINGLES: 1959-1968
Atlantic 82218-2 (9 CDs). 1991. Steve Greenberg, reissue prod.; Bill Ingle, Dan
Hersch, digital remastering. AAD. Tr: 10:52:07

When Ibought the Stax box in 1991 — as soon as it came out —
Irealized that it was time to give in and get aCD player. In fact,
so many of my friends went digital because of this collection, it
might as well have come shrinkwrapped with aplayer as a
matched set. It still boggles my mind that the entire output of the
first nine years of the hallowed
Stax Studio in Memphis can
be comfortably carried in the
crook of my arm. To me,
that's like putting the Library
of Congress on the head
of apin, except way
more important.
You get the essential recordings of
Rufus and Carla
Thomas,
Sam
and Dave, Otis
Redding, et al.
And then, almost
as a bonus, practically every track is
backed by Booker
T & the MG's —
one hell of ahouse
band! Where else
are you going to
get acopy of Eddie
Floyd's "Big Bird,"
the official song of
the Empire State
Soul Club? It's an
instant record collection. As my friend
Hound so succinctly puts
it, "Rock'n'roll happened
on 45s. It just did not happen on LP." The only way to
get all of this indispensable
music has been to spend
Stereophile, February 2000

KALMAN RUBINSON

MAHLER: Symphony 9
With Commentary Disc by Benjamin Zander
Benjamin Zander, Philharmonia Orchestra
Telarc 3CD-80527 (CD). 1999. Robert Woods, David St. George, prods.; Adam
Philip, eng. ODD. Tr: 87:02 (Commentary disc: 76:42)

DICK CARY'S TUESDAY NIGHT FRIENDS: Catching Up
Directed by Dick Hamilton
!Clavier KD-77024 (CD). 1999. Jim Turner, prod.; Dick Hamikon, eng.; Bruce Leek,
mastering. DDD? Tr: 68:30

Iwould not have picked this one off the record shelves. Ihad
never heard of Dick Cary until Klavier sent this to me, and now
I'm amazed. Dick Cary, termed a"musical centipede" by a
Swedish journalist, produced over 3200 arrangements —performed on piano, trumpet, and alto horn on more than 100
Dixieland jazz recordings — and still found the inspiration to
compose more than 1800 original works. Following his passing
in 1994, "this recording is an attempt to `catch up' with the
remarkable Dick Cary — amusician's musician," and, while it
may be an homage, it is also infectious and delightful.
The tightly knit swing band performs 12 Cary originals and
81
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Records ZDie 4Comelade is aFrench jazz musician whose Haikus de

three arrangements, many of which, to
my great surprise, are quite familiar:
"The Albatross," "Black and Blue," "December Song," "Sea of
Cortez," etc. But Ididn't know Iknew them, probably because
they've never grabbed me and really forced me to tap my toes
before. The solos, fully attributed in the notes, are perfectly
inflected variations and comments on the melodies. Most delectable, and wonderfully apparent on "Recado," is the interplay of
rhythms that Cary wove into these arrangements. Everything
seems so natural and so right.
The sound is rich and detailed, with every instrument given an
appropriate presence but not aspotlight. For example, Ilove the
bmr of the brass, but Inever lose the sense that this is acohesive
ensemble. 'There's good balance and weight, too, although Iwould
have liked alittle more tightness and delineation in the bass.
MARKUS SAUER

ELIADES OCHOA Y EL CUARTETO PATRIA: Sublime Illusion
EMD/Higher Octave 800000 JCGD (CD). 1999. John VVooler, prod
Germain, eng. DOD' TT: 57:15

Clark

PASCAL COMELADE: Haikus de Pianos
Eva vvvvcx 2038 (CD). 1992. Pascal Comelade, Gereard Nguyen, prods.; François
Dietz, eng. MD? TT: 34:46

Lately I've been thinking alot about time. Living in reunified
Germany, I'm acutely aware that one aspect that separates the
collective life experience of people from the western and eastern
parts of Germany is the perception of time. Easterners used to
live aslow life in which change was subtle and gradual: The
same cars were produced on the same machines and painted in
the same colors for decades, making for an extremely stable
visual environment. The same was true of clothes, advertising
for eastern brands of goods, etc. Personal lives, too, were stable:
many workers never left the companies where they got their
first jobs. Only the divorce rate was slightly higher than in
Western Germany; women mostly had their own jobs, so were
not held back in unfulfilling relationships by economic dependence. But in Western Germany as in the US, the pace of life has
been subjectively accelerating since the '60s. So, in more senses
than one, reunification has meant bringing the Eastern part of
Germany up to speed.
The western world has its own unease about the accelerated
lives we force ourselves to lead. Milan Kundrea's The Discover),of
Slowness has been abestseller in anumber of countries; trip-hop
music has been ahugely successful counterpoint to the accelerated beat of modern dance-music styles. People are becoming
aware that life has arhythm, that different cultures have different rhythms, and that there will be times when the rhythm of
one's own culture is not the rhythm that one's soul needs. And,
of course, age plays arole: the obsession with speed and the
obsession with youth are interrelated.
Which may partly explain why old men from Cuba have
been such ahit with music audiences in the West: their music
radiates adifferent concept of time. Buena Vista Social Club, one
of my 1998 "R2D4" selections, has recently
several weeks
at the top of the German pop charts, thanks
Wim Wenders'
film of the same name. The album has spawned anumber of
spin-offs and follow-ups, but the best recent addition seems
to me to be this album by Eliades Ochoa, amember of
the Buena Vista grouping. His mastery of different styles
of Cuban music is perfect, his guitar technique flawless;
even when notes fly thick and fast, he sounds relaxed and
in control. His band is tight, the guest musicians (including
Ry Cooder on the closing track) adding variety without
diluting the spirit of this masterful record: joy, maturity,
serenity, and confidence. (XXII-11)
My second choice is very different musically, but it, too, disorients the listener
time-wise, and in a positive way. A
Japanese haiku seeks the most succinct and
elegant expression of a thought. Pascal
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Pianos appears on aJapanese label, appropriately
enough. He goes to the heart of the music you know in avery
different context, stripping it of artifice, often slowing it down
and revealing its substance. For example, the tiff from Deep
Purple's "Smoke on the Water," played on atoy piano, surprises
with its fragile beauty. Comelade's original compositions combine elements of French folklore imuinaire, jazz, classical music,
and pop. A record that warms your heart in winter and refreshes in summer.
JONATHAN SCULL

RUN LOLA RUN: Original Soundtrack Recording
Music by Tom Tykwer
TVT Soundtrax 8220-2 (CD). 1999. Tom Tykwer, prod.; Johnny Klimek, eng.;
Reinhold Heil, mix. DOD. TT: 77:19

Tedmo Art of Noise marries Morcheeba as David Lynch and
Angelo Badalamenti give away the bride under the watchful eye
of amoody German director thrown in just for laughs. There's
definitely some primeval connection between sound and emotion, and every time Ilisten to this recording, Ifeel it deep. It vividly recalls the experience of seeing the film, which is just as utterly compelling as the music. Powerful driving bass, awonderful and
engaging midrange that physically pulls me into the music, with
gorgeous highs beckoning seductively from above — always an
immersive and goosebump-inducing listening experience.
Commercial releases should all sound this good. Recorded in
Germany and the States, with Bernie Grundman working his
usual mastering magic. Just before the three-minute mark, listen
for abass crescendo that begins its rise through to astunning
sonic boom at around 3:54. The "instructions" read as follows:
"Track 1, 'Believe,' is the essence of the Run Lola Run soundtrack.
To re-experience the movie, listen to tracks 2-9. For an alternative experience, listen to tracks 10-16. Enjoy!" There's even a
bonus track not heard in the film. It's the pounding, international alternate-take universe, erotic and bursting with the creative
energy of the 21st century come to call at your door. Open up
with welcoming arms, you'll love it.
KRUDER DORFMEISTER: The KGD Sessions
Studio K7! K7073 (2 CDs). 1999. William Orbit, prod. DOD. TT: 2:06:51

Incredible — Ilove this two-CD set. 'Cruder and Dorfineister are a
couple of very cutting-edge and very talented mixmasters working out of Berlin. Their music'n'mixin' is beyond reproach for anyone who likes an easy, flowing, sensual, and rhythmic
trip-hop/electronic:a/dance/dub kinds vibe. It's very
international, with English, German, and French
lyrics peppered throughout Fm listening to it now
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Dk
on my office system, and Ican't stop my
head and upper body from noddin' and
goovin' along with the beat The flow, the connectivity, the easy
but interesting musical exploration take me far and wide in my
imagination. It's so easy to fall into the hypnotic, compelling,
utterly attractive flow of sound. It's easy to take, but it's real music
at the same time. Ifear I'll overplay these CDs and lose interest,
but Ikeep playing them, and continue to find them as fascinating
and fresh as the day Ifound them at Etherea in the East Village.
The recording is audiophile in every way: The encompassing
bass creates apowerful foundation over alush'n'Iovely midrange
and sweet highs with lots of detail. Idon't know about the majors,
but the recording values of these new-music recording houses
popping up in lower Manhattan are right up there with the best.
The soundstage, artificial though it may be, wraps way around the
listener —so very involving On abottle of champagne or a
good vintage wine, plop either &c in the player, and stare deeply
and meaningfully at your Love Interest of the Moment. Iabsolutely guarantee you afluid, sexy, groovin' good time.
DAVID SOKOL

STEVIE WONDER: Songs in the Key of Life
Motown 374 630 340 2 (2 CDs). 1976/1992. Stevie Wonder, prod.; John
Fischbach, Gary Olazabal, engs. AAD. TT: 104:42

as it is, Stevie Wonder was barely 26 when he released
this musical monolith, a21-song exploration that bridged the pop
and soul worlds with compassion and spirituality, was the rage in
the mid-70s, and continues to sound utterly fresh today. Although
Wonder was already amajor star (this was his 16th album, after
all), the scope of Son» earned him aspot beside Dylan, Lennon,
and McCartney as one of the great songwriters of his time. From
"Isn't She Lovely" (a love song to anewborn daughter) to "Sir
Duke" (a love song to the great Ellington) to"Black Man" (a love
song to human accomplishment) to "Knocks Mc Off My Feet" (a
just-plain love song), Wonder uses strings, brass, all kinds of percussion, achurch choir, his own divine voice, and an army of other
instrumentation to paint his masterpiece. One of those rare Gerald
Ford/Jimmy Carter—era recordings that still yields new subtleties
and joys with every listen, this is one to die for, again and again.
Sta14:cring

PAM TULLIS: Sweetheart's Dance
Arista 18758-2 (CD). 1994. Pam Timis, Steve Fishell, prods.; Mike Poole, eng.
AAD? TT: 32:52

Country music has become so generic and homogenized lately
that it's hard to believe that just five years have passed since Pam
Tiflis released this gem and was subsequently crowned the
Country Music Association's Female Vocalist of the Year. The
daughter of Music City journeyman Mel Tiflis, Pam grew up within spittin' distance of the Grand Ole Opry, but early in her career
discovered how to respectfully take the traditional country that's in
her blood and make it thoroughly contemporary. With her sweet,
righteous twang, she's untouched in her ability to convey heartbreak, compassion, and good-natured fun, and Sweet/wail's Dance
bursts with conviction and warmth. Half of its songs were hits,
though"I Was Blown Away" had the misfortune of bulleting
up the charts at the time of the Oklahoma City bombing, and
was voluntarily pulled off the radio. This collection assembles an all-star team of players that, besides guitarist Brent
Mason, steel guitarist Paul Franklin, and fiddler Sam Bush,
also includes Daddy Bluegrass Bill Monroe in agorgeous mandolin cameo. All this, plus guest vocals
from Kim Richey, Mary Chapin Carpenter, Vince
Gill, and Mel hirnsel£ make this the best mainstream country album of the 1990s.
CHIP STERN

HERBIE NICHOLS: The Complete Blue Note Recordings
Herbie Nichols, piano; Al McKibbon, Teddy Kotick, bass; Art
Blakey, Max Roach, drums
Blue Note CDP 8 59352 2 (3 mono CDs). 1997. Alfred Lion,
prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng. AAD. TT: 3:32:43
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"Herbie Nichols was my hero," Cecil Taylor said to
me of this jazz original, and it's more than likely that
Nichols would have found his audience, much as Taylor did. But
leukemia claimed this gentle giant at the age of 44, in April 1963.
Nichols was abridge between Jelly Roll Morton, Teddy Wilson,
Art Tatum, Mary Lou Williams, Thelonious Monk, Elmo Hope,
and Bud Powell on one hand, and Mal Waldron, Herbie
Hancock, Andrew Hill, Hasaan Ibn Ali, Cecil Taylor, and Gem
Allen on the other. With deep roots in New Orleans, Harlem
stride, and the European concert tradition, Nichols' music also
reflects aprofoundly African rhythmic aesthetic. His melodies
derive directly from complex root syncopations, and his innate
ability to orchestrate rhythm inspires heroic interplay with drummers Blakey and Roach, who treat his songforms like little drum
concertos. Rather than run changes, Nichols always deconstructed and recast his thematic ideas in aloping, two-handed orchestral style. His improvisations are aglow with edgy, elliptical harmonies, depicting adissonant, asymmetrical brand of counterpoint and an oblique melodic focus. His left-hand punctuations
inevitably find the cracks in time — it's like watching mercury
float. What's more, like Monk's, Nichols' tempos —whether on
amedium stroll such as "Lady Sings the Blues" or aminor gallop
like "Riff Primitif" — are as distinctive astylistic signature as are
his angular harmonies and melodies. The overall effect of these
excellent recordings from 1955-56 is darkly romantic and hypnotically swinging—it seems as if Nichols could keep extending
and elongating his melodic elisions for eternity.
JO JONES: The Essential Jo Jones
Jo Jones, drums; Emmett Berry, trumpet; Benny Green, Lawrence Brown, trombone; Rudy Powell, clarinet; Lucky Thompson, tenor sax; Freddie Greene, guitar; Nat Pierce, Count Basie, piano; Ray Bryant, piano; Tommy Bryant, Walter
Page, bass. Vanguard 101/2-2 (CD). 1955-58/1995. John Hammond, prod.
MD. TT: 78:30

Jonathan David Samuel Jones' place in jazz history would be
sacrosanct and secure if for nothing other than his role as the
drummer in the "All-American Rhythm Section" of the great
Count Basie Orchestra. On the first of six joyous selections here
from apair of August 1955 sessions, the rhythm team of Jones,
guitarist Freddie Greene, and bassist Walter Page is reunited one
last time with pianist Count Basie for arousing rendition of
"Shoe Shine Boy." Their collective dynamics, canny blues sensibility, coy minimalism, and telepathic brand of interplay is the
very essence of swing, but — as the delirious laughter that greets
their witty improvised coda suggests — there is ashared sense of
people, places, and things that is peculiar to them alone. Pianist
Nat Pierce carries on ably throughout the rest of the session,
which reprises the elegance and locomotion of the Basie band
with great spirit, particularly in the person of tenor saxophonist
Lucky Thompson. But it's the second session, apiano-trio date
from April 1958, that is altogether timeless and remarkable.
Philadelphia brothers Tommy and Ray Bryant, on bass and
piano, respectively, prove the perfect foils for Jo Jones' graceful,
commanding melodic gestures and orchestral percussive scope.
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Jones' impeccable rhythmic intuitions
and cultivated senses of tune, timbre,
tempo, and touch are unequaled, if one is to judge by his subliminal groove on the agonizingly slow "Spider Kelly's Blues,"
or his Picasso-like brushwork on the fiery tempos of "Bicycle
for Two." Of course, you'd be inspired too if you were playing
with the great Ray Bryant, apianist of formidable technical gifts
possessed of seemingly endless reserves of down-home blues
and sanctified soul — and asuperb composer to boot, as witnessed by the joyous Afro-Cuban changes of "Cubano Chant"
and the driving rhythm changes of "Splittin.' "But for all their
collective elegance and mentholated swing, the pièce de résistance has to be the sustained invention and grandeur of Jones'
feature on "Old Man River," perhaps the greatest recorded
drum solo in the history ofjazz — astorytelling marvel of epic
proportions. To hear is to peep why all the drummers in the
know call him Papa Jo.
ZAN STEWART

BILL HOLMAN BAND: Brilliant Corners
Bill Holman, arr.; Carl Saunders, Ron Stout, Bob Summers, trumpet; Andy
Martin, Bob Enevoldsen, trombone; Lanny Morgan, Pete Christlieb, BM
Perkins, saxes; Rich Eames, piano; Dave Carpenter, bass; Bob Leatherbarrow,
drums
NC XRCD NCXR-0028 (CD). 1997. Akira Taguchi, prod.; Allen Sides, eng. DOD.
Tr: 69:09

The title track, "Rhythm-A-Ning," "Straight, No Chaser," and
others — all crackle with Bill Holman's unique genius. He takes
someone as strong as Monk and makes the music his own. But
when all's done, Ikeep coming back to "Bemsha Swing." Max
Roach played trap drums and timpani on Monk's 1956
Riverside original; here, Holman keeps that low-end drum
thump via Bob Leatherbarrow's crisp, fat whaps, but inserts an
ear-catching device: aquasi—New Orleans second-line wobble,
an infectious beat that drives this piece through the roof. The
number keeps building as pianist Rich Eames, trumpeter Bob
Summers, and altoist Bill Perkins let loose; then comes the
killer: ashout chorus with screaming trumpets that is, absolutely, to die for. This XRCD remastering has awide soundstage filled with massive orchestral sounds that never
muddy, in which soloists can always be heard and
where you are definitely square in the middle.

DUKE ELLINGTON: Togo Brava Suite
Duke Ellington, piano; Cootie Williams, Johnny Coles, Mercer Ellington, Bumpet; Chuck Connors, Booty Wood, trombone; Russell Procope, Paul
Gonsalves, Harold Ashby, Harold Mineive, Norris Tumey, saxes, flutes; Joe
Benjamin, bass; Rufus Jones, drums
Blue Note 830082 2(CD). 1971/1988. Noel Walker, prod., eng. AAD. Tr: 67:04

This minor masterpiece was recorded live in England in 1971
and features some ace Ducal comrades. Tenorman Gonsalves
charges through "Cottontail," adds agritty cadenza, then slows
way down for the ethereal, crying-toned "Happy Reunion."
Trumpeter Williams emits his trademark growl on "C Jam
Blues," Ashby offers big-toned tenor on the four-part title track,
and Norris Turney's flute has bright moments there as well.
The maestro puts the piano up front on the succulently lyrical
"Lotus Blossom," a paean to his departed alter ego, Billy
Strayhorn. Then there's "Addi," the cut that got to me years ago,
and did it again this morning. This simple minor blues showcases the unheralded but magnificent altoist "Geezil" Minerve,
who delivers ripe, almost bursting notes and right-on-themoney ideas that make my head spin, my heart thump, and
always leave me stone cold on the floor. The CD sounds extraordinarily clear and rich for alive recording, with afront-row
soundstage and impressive detail.
DAVID VERNIER

BENJAMIN BRITTEN: Britten the Performer
Fauré: La Bonne Chanson, Op.61. Purcell: Five Songs (realized by B. Britten).
Schubert: Three Songs. Schumann: Liederkreis, Op.39.
Peter Pears, tenor; Benjamin Britten, piano
BBC Music BBCB 8006-2 (mono CD). 1958-59/1999. Ivor Walsworth, prod.;
Derek Horsman, remastering eng. ADD. Tr: 74:58

We are very fortunate to have such priceless musical treasures
as this document, recorded live, of one of this century's most
fruitful and mutually inspiring artistic partnerships. That something very special is going on in these performances is unquestionable; that the performers happen to be this century's greatest composer and one of its more atypical tenor voices only
adds to the mystique of their enduring collaboration. The music
is wonderful, and Pears is at the absolute top of his form —
especially evident in the four English folksong arrangements by
Britten, where Pears' rapport with his late-1950s Aldeburgh
audience reaches across 40 years to rope in anyone within
earshot of your speakers. And Britten knows every cue, every
nuance of phrasing that makes for perfect communication and
aperfect concert. Does this sound too close to artist worship?
What can Isay? Timeless, transcendent music-making
speaks for itself.
TYE:Three Masses: "Euge Bone," "Peterhouse," 'Western Wine
Paul Trepte, Ely Cathedral Choir
ASV 190 (2 CDs). 1999. Séan Farrell, prod.; David Wild, eng. ODD.
TI': 82:37

You know those recordings that somehow seem to perfectly capture atime and place — even an era? Dylan's Freewheelin; Hendrix's Live at Winteriand, The Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's
(you know how old Iam now). Well, here's one that convinces
me that I'm hearing the sounds that Ely Cathedral choirmaster/composer Christopher Tye heard way back in the 16th
century (I'm not that old). There's an aura surrounding this
recording that's attributable to the sublime singing of the modern-day Ely Cathedral choir — but most of all to the ethereal
music of these three masses, in which the centuries-old
Latin texts are infused with an otherworldly beauty that
few composers other than Byrd, Josquin, and Palestrina
have accomplished. The true test of timeless, classic music
is that you can listen over and over and never grow tired
or bored. This music has got all the characteristics of aclassic, and it's recorded in the kind of huge, eternally resonant
acoustic space that lets it bloom forever. Even if you're not
the religious sort, this music —and the glorious sound of this
choir and space —will win you oven
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TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracker
Valery Gergiev, Kirov Orchestra
Philips 462 114-2 (CD). 1998. Anna Bary, prod.; Jaap de Jong, ihijs Hoekstra,
engs. ODD. Tr: 81:03

This is the most analog-sounding classical CD Iknow. It was
recorded on Jaap de Jong's vacuum-tube equipment using a
minimal mike setup. (For history and details, see Stereophi/e,
September 1999, pp25-26.) String sound is very subtle, never
screechy, and you can almost touch the acoustics of the BadenBaden Festspiclhaus. There are afew better performances of
The Nutcracker, all from eastern European orchestras —maybe
Gergiev has been away from Russia alittle too long—but the
Kirov still teaches all western orchestras arespectable lesson in
how to play Tchaikovsky.
ARVO PART: Fratres, Cantus in Memory of Benjamin Britten
Tamás Benedek, Hungarian State Opera Orchestra
Naxos 8.553750 (CD). 1997. Prod., eng. not listed. ODD. Tr: 79:05

The first time Iheard the Cantus in Memory of Benjamin Britten, at
aconcert by the Rotterdam Philharmonic, Isat nailed to my seat.
Ithen went to arecord shop, compared the available recordings,
and chose this one. The Fratres, also new to me, came as apleasant gift — very, very emotional —but what the Hungarians do
with the Cantus is so moving that Ican hear it only on special
occasions. Sonies arc acceptable —not bad, but not better than
average. They don't stand in the way of the music.
BARRY WILLIS
JON IVERSON: Altemesia
M'A Recordings/Series Momentum M3 (CD). 1999. Jon Iverson, prod., eng.
ADD. Tr: 46:28

Jon Iverson, Stereophile's webmaster — or "webmonkey," as he
prefers to call himself— is not merely an excellent writer and

computer whiz. He's also an artist, musician, and
composer whose first commercial disc deserves a
spin by anyone who loves musical substance coupled with great
sound. On Alternesia, JI (aided by acouple of friends) plays his
own compositions on a variety of traditional Indonesian
instruments. The compositions, however, are anything but traditional. Some are even "structured like pop songs," he says. Part
science-fiction soundtrack, part hypermodern ballet score, and
part sonic dreamscape, il/temesia was recorded in real time on a
modified MCI JH100 2" 16-track analog tape machine. The
disc will challenge your musical complacency and your audio
system, but may be hard to find. MA Recordings can be
reached at (818) 907-9997. (XXII-9)
FIONA APPLE: Tidal
The Work Group/Clean Slate OK 67439 (CD). 1996. Andrew Slater, prod.; Mark
Endert, eng., mix; Claude Achille, Brian Scheubel, Jim Wirt, Niko Bolas, Troy
Gonzalez, Al Sanderson, engs. AAD? TT: 51:44

Certain artists seem to magically absorb all that came before
them, claim it as their own, and create something new, authentic,
and real in the process. Fiona Apple's influences pop up here
and there in her music — she thanks poet Maya Angelou in the
disc's accompanying booklet — but never more than as echoes
half-heard down adark, damp street. Tidal, acollection of her
own compositions, demonstrates that she has attained independence and maturity as an artist. Waif with an old soul, Apple
takes her brooding emotional complexity and self-doubt into
dark, subterranean territory with songs like "The Child is
Gone" and "Never is aPromise." Remorse over an intentionally lost love is the core of the ironically hard-driving "Criminal,"
asong that got alot of well-deserved radio play last year. It's not
all pain and suffering for Apple, however. "Slow Like Honey,"
conveyed in her smoky, wise-beyond-her-years contralto, is as
seductive atune as you'll ever hear. Fiona Apple is living proof
that astudent can surpass her teachers — all of them.

Power reinvented
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traits. That's why at Sound by Singer
we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.
How to Buy a $40,000 System for a
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-Nobody can get the gear you want into
your home easier than Sound by Singer.
Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you
get what you want now with a limited
initial investment. You can buy your dream
state-of-the-art component surrounded
with blue-chip demo components (fully
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Trade-Ins
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Meridian Digital
Reference 800 DVD/CD player: Internal ATAPI/IDE DVD drive. Sampling
rates: 32-96kHz, up to 24-bit resolution. DSP-based processing for up/
downsampling, error correction, resolution enhancement, gain control (with
72-bit resolution). Configuration as
tested: 5 RCA, 2TosLink, tape monitor
digital I/O (ID16); component, composite, and S-video video I/O (VE00);
coax and XLR analog outputs with
24/96 D/A conversion (0A20), 2AES/
EBU & 2 RCA digital outputs (0A20),
DVD-Video region decoder (DV10), RS232 controller (DV00), RS-232 &comm
links (C000).
Dimensions: 19" W by 6.5" H by 16.3" D.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
100085.
Price: 815,245-$16,195, depending
on options.
Reference 861 digital surround controller: Multimedia controller with video. DSP-based decoding for matrixed
and discrete multichannel sources.
Configuration as tested: 6 unbalanced
analog inputs (1A00), 3 AES/EBU & 1
TosLink digital inputs (ID30), 5 RCA &
2 TosLink & tape monitor digital I/O
(1E16), Video I/O (VS00), 4 RCA-connected digital outputs (0E12), 4 balanced analog outputs (0Al2), tape
monitor & headphone & second zone
outputs (TP00), digital speaker control
output (SLOO), RS-232 & comm links
(C000).
Dimensions: 19" W by 6.5" Hby 16.3" D.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
100484.
Price: 811,615-$19,080, depending
on options.
DSP6000 digital active loudspeaker:
Drive-units: 1" aluminum-dome, silver-voice-coil tweeter; 6" polypropylene-cone midrange; four 8" plasticcone woofers. Frequency response:
25Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. Inputs: 2 coaxial
digital. Amplifiers: 75W (HF), 75W (MF),
two 100W (LF), each with its own D/A
converter with 24-bit/96kHz capability.
Maximum output: >112dB SPL at 1m.
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Dimensions: 53.5" H by 11" W by
17" D. Weight: 143 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
D6K300747 A/B/C/D (left & right
head units &woofers).
Price: 819,950/pair.
DSP6000C digital active center-channel loudspeaker: Drive-units: 1" aluminum-dome, silver-voice-coil tweeter; 6" polypropylene-cone midrange;
four 8" plastic-cone woofers. Frequency
response: 25Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. Inputs:
2 coaxial digital. Amplifiers: 75W (HF),
75W (MF), 2 100W (LF), each with its
own D/A converter with 24-bit/96kHz
capability. Maximum output: >112dB
SPL at 1m.
Dimensions: 53.5" H by 11" W by 17"
D. Weight: 143 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
D6KC300129 A/B (head unit &woofer).
Price: 810,495.
DSP5000 digital active loudspeaker:
Drive-units: 1" metal-dome, silver
voice-coil tweeter; 6.5" polypropylene
cone midrange/woofer; 6.5" polypropylene cone woofer. Frequency response: 25Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. Inputs: 2
coaxial digital. Amplifiers: 75W (HF),
75W (MF), 75W (LF), each with its own
D/A converter with 24-bit/96kHz capability. Maximum output: >112dB SPL
at Im.
Dimensions: 36.5" H by 8.5" W by
12" D. Weight: 70 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
D5K202239 A/B.
Price: 86950/pair.
For all above:
System price as reviewed: $72,670.
Approximate number of dealers: 110.
Manufacturer: Meridian Audio Ltd.,
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows, Cambs
PEI 8 6ED, England, UK. Tel: (44)
01480-52144. Fax: (44) 01480-459934.
US sales & service: Meridian America
Inc., 3800 Camp Creek Parkway, Building 2400, Suite 122, Atlanta, GA 30331.
Tel: (404) 344-7111. Fax: (404) 3467111. Web: www.meridian-audio.com.
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am biased: On very little evidence, I
remain convinced that, in the near
future, high-quality music reproduction will be multichannel. While most
multichannel demos are still egregiously
and aggressively ping-pong, Ihave attended afew successful demonstrations
Stereophile, February 2000

Equipment
Kalman

Report
Rubinson

Theatre surround-sound music system

of discrete multichannel reproduction
that have impressed me so deeply that I
hunger to have all the music Ilove transported to me (and me to it) in this way.
One recent example was at aSony
preview of aprototype multichannel
Super Audio CD player. Not only was I
Stereophile. February 2000

convinced of the rightness of the SACD's
reproduction of sound and spatial cues,
but the skeptical person sitting next to
me was convinced as well. At first he
complained that the concert hall sounded deep and narrow, like ashoebox. Having seen adocumentary film of perfor-

mances in the very hall in question, Itold
him that it was, indeed, extraordinarily
deep and narrow. The recording had
transported us to the hall in Finland.
Amore pragmatic consideration is the
changing market. While the lo-fi masses
may not care about improvements in
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Restores harmonics & improves dynamics of any stereo/home theater system.
HRS makes your CD's sound better than ever by providing ahigher level of
focus, timbre. texture & dimension. Installs easily between your CD player or
Preamp & your system. Experience what the reviewers are raving about.
"The sound was richer, fuller, more dynamic. The soundstage was wider &
deeper -more dimesional. I'm keeping the HRS & have asecond unit on order."
Sam Te/hg. Stereophile. Aug.'98, VoL 21 #8
"It adds alevel of vibrancy & substance to the music that is completely intoxicating"
Sound Stage Magazine... July '98
"It unlocks the music! Favorite recordings sound like new-found treasures!"
Nathaniel Rosen. .workl famous Cellist
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MOD L MINI -PRO 1 - Nil scrubs & 1.1111/1111LV both sides simuhaneouslv
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM #-ANIT1.5F1
SCALL
Record Brush,Vae or Capstan Kit: ... $14.99 Purifier 2Cleaning Fluid 16oz.
$15.99
Dust Covers:
$19.99, $22.99 & $38.99 1/2 gal. Pure 2-$36.99 I1gal.Pure 2 $59.99
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aucJiotruth at audioquest cables!
Interconnects available Jade. Turguotse, Topaz, Coral, Opal 8 Onyx.
NEW CABLE
Speaker Cables available Type 4. GR8. CV4, Argent, Clear SE, Sterling SE 8 Dragon SE UNES!
All Digital & Video Cable also available!
PT-6 & PT-8 Tonearms
$CALL Binding Post Wrench
$7.99
UltraConnect 2 1w/cleaners) Ultra-high•purity contact cleaner. No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF 8 Digital Noise Filter (set of 4).Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $49.99
S.4 Silver Tonearm Cable NEW"
All Power Cords also available!
SorboGel Little Feet (set of 41 $39.99 New!
SorboGel Big Feet (set of 4) $59.99 New!
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Headphone Amps:

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc
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NOW ONLY $129.99

The ultimate burn-in and demagnehzation Disc! aCialMein
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HW-19JR Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm': SCall
•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': SCall
FREE expert
•Add Benz-Micro
n
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installation
Add The LIFT 8. get it installed for FREE'
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Please ask about our Package Piers For Nj. VPI Turntable

TURNTABLES:

HW-19 JUNIOR - :orally dead•solid acrylic planer, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dusicover.
Fully Upgradeoble to NW-19 Mork III (5599) /HW-19 Mark IV (51199)
I1W-19 MARK III -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor 8 ormboord, block acrylic
10th platter and spring suspension
11W-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb black acrylic platter.
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Meet
ARIES and NEWI ARIES BASIC - Near TNT performance! Requires only a 22' x 1
cALL
space. Aries Features TNT 3 platter, bearing 8 motor. Aries Basic features HW19JR platter,
bearing, 2 piece clamp 8 TNT 3 motor! Both with block acrylic finish 8 upgradoblilty!. $CALL

:
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TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by o solidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. Stainless steel motor assembly.
..:zes.44111
$CALL
TNT SERIES 3.5 & 5 -The ultimate in turntable technology.
*CALL

TON EARMS:

TF1E JMW MEMORIAL 10 & NEW! 10.5 -VPI has designed on
all-out affordable tonearm reference that is extraordinary in its
ability to extract information from on LPs grooves. Soundstoge is
wide 8 deep with air 8 separation between instruments. Feeling of
image solidity 8 top to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also
available in 12 8 12.5 version for TNT. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!
10 and 12 versions fully upgradeable to new 10.5/12.5.
NM LOWER PRICE! ASK AMORY OUR ARIRS/M1W COMMOI
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HW-17F -SCaIIIII
11W-17F 220v -Sara
Fully automatic, Bidirectional cleaning!!

HW- 16.5 -SO:111111
110 or 220volt
Semi-Automatic
Ltd. Time OfferlIl

Cooling fan

r
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ACCESSORIES:

POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter Ceur Lfromotli
$399.99
SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM -New flagship speed controller and power filter.
SCall
11W-19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
SCALL STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed.. $17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE$14.99 CROSS CHECK LEVEL(Newl) $ASS
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS, UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIESII

SUMIKO

CARTRIDGE &

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge

VISA

www.elusivedisc.com
(765)

Scat/

Output
Available
Good For So Little'

BASIS Turntables & Accessories

ElusDisceool.com

INFO

750 Or
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Models 1400, 2000 thru 2800 and Debut.

ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
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Authorized
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i1111111' 811111171( .11.
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13eTZ-MICRO MC CARTRDGES
RUBY II 0.3 or 0.6mV KALI.
REFERENCE 0.4mV $CALL
MC H20; M0.9; L0.4 .$CALL
MC GOLD 0.4mV
$350
MC SILVER 2.0rnV
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MC-20EII 2.0MV
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In-Stock orders shipped in

24
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TURNTABLE
TURNTABLES:
SCALL INEW' Pespedive, Wood Classic, Model 2 ..SCALL
SCALL) Pro-led t6.1, 1.2 Turntable
SCALE

1150+pager3°° U.S.A. /$5°° INTL.
[CATALOG) FREE WITH ORDERli

' DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
Methods available: U.S. Priority Mail, UPS Ground, 3-Day Select,
2nd Day Air, Ned Day Air. Cost is based on number of items and
• total weight Coll, E-Mail or Fax for quotes

Meridian
quality with the new SACD and DVDA discs —about which the High End is
all atwitter—they will definitely be
grabbing multichannel discs to exercise
their home-theater-based audio systems.
Tell me that there are enough two-channel
purists in the High End to fend off this
market pressure, and I'll ask you why
Sony and Universal Music aren't releasing
everything on vinyl. Multichannel audio
is coming. All our little minority can do
is hope for and support responsible producers who will use the new tools with
aesthetic rather than cynical considerations.
So, given my bias, and that I've never
had a multichannel system before, I
turned to Meridian, one of the very few
manufacturers of source-to-speaker
multichannel systems that has also
earned great respect among the highend coterie. What Iwanted was acomplete, no-holds-barred multichannel
system that had been designed to be put
in the service of music)
The Meridian Digital Theatre consists
of two DSP6000 front LIR speakers,
one DSP6000C center-channel speaker,
two DSP5000 speakers used for surround, the Reference 800 DVD/CD
player, and — the soul of the system —
the Reference 861 System Controller.
While the speakers and the disc player
are perfectly compatible with conventional two-channel digital systems, it is
the Reference 861 controller, with its
multichannel decoding, synthesizing,
and processing capabilities, that makes
this system completely different from
anything Ihave used before. In fact, afull
description of the technical capabilities of
the system would fill this entire issue of
Stereophlle. The reader is directed to
www.meridian-audio.com for details.
DSP6000 loudspeaker:
Good, old-fashioned stereo
The first big boxes to arrive contained a
pair of DSP6000 digital speakers and a
bonus 508-24 CD player. My intent was
to become familiar with Meridian's flagship speakers in the two-channel paradigm with which Iam experienced. The
508-24 was provided so that, while the
final touches were made on the production of the Reference 800 DVD/CD
player, Icould get comfortable with
Meridian's integrated systems approach.
Although these three units were installed
by Meridian's Marc Koval, Iwas easily
able to modify the setups and add afew
other sources. The DSP6000s were
placed about 8' apart and about 12' from
1No videos were funned in the making of this review,
although Idid patch in my laptop and alittle 5" color
monitor for to view Meridian's setup displays.
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Associated Equipment
Because, most of the time, Iused
the Meridian gear as acomplete
system, only limited comparisons
were made to specific reference
equipment. However, the resident
system at the time of the Meridian
auditions was as follows:
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs CL20 DVDICD player,
Meridian 508-24 CD player, Mark
Levinson No360 D/A converter.
Preamplifiers: IClyne 6L3.3P,
Sonic Frontiers Line-3.
Power amplifiers: McCormack
DNA-1 (with Rev.A modifications), Sonic Frontiers Power-2.
Loudspeakers: PSB Gold-i.
Cables: Interconnects: Cardas
Cross, Golden Cross; Straight Wire
Virtuoso; JPS Balanced SuperConductor 2. Speaker cables:
Straight Wire Maestro.
In addition, Iadapted my weekend system to 5.1 channels so that I
could try to learn more about the
effects of multichannel sound in
isolation from the system under
test. This much more modest and
quite different system consisted of:
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD/CD player, Pioneer PD-7700 DVD player, MSB
LinlcDAC, CAL Audio Sigma DAC.
Preamplification: Meridian 201,
Technics SH-AC500D digital processon
Front channels: Adcom GFA555 power amplifier (with regulated power supply), Paradigm Esprit
Bipolar loudspeakers, Straight
Wire Teflon-12 speaker cables.
Rear Channels: Parasound ZAmp power amplifier, Celestion
MP-1 loudspeakers, Straight Wire
Teflon-12 speaker cables.
Subwoofer: Canton SW-22 (active).
—Kalman Rubinson
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my listening position, toed-in so that
their axes converged at the listening seat.
The DSP6000 (the latest version of
the speaker that was reviewed by Robert
Harley in September and October 1991
and by J. Gordon Holt in June 1995) is
asymmetrically tapered, with its midrange and high-frequency drivers in the
top of its tall, slim main cabinet, which
contains the bass drivers, amplifiers, digital signal processors, and DACs. It's finished in glossy black, and is attached to
its partner speaker by ashort cable. The
main cabinet contains four side-mounted 8" woofers, driven by a pair of
100W amplifiers. The 6" midrange and
the 1" aluminum-dome tweeter are
driven by separate 75W amps. The
DSP6000 accepts only digital inputs to
its dual Motorola DSP56001 processors, which handle signal extraction
(which channel am I?) and control processing (volume, tone control, etc.) and
feed four Bitstream DACs. The crossover between the drive-units is implemented in the digital domain; the signals are not converted to analog until

Meridian 800 Reference DVD/CD, 861 Reference digital surround controller and
DSP6000 digital active loudspeakers
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they reach the amplifier inputs.
Lest one think that its lack of buttons
and knobs means that the DSP6000 is
inflexible, note that, in addition to volume control, the inbuilt processor offers
control of absolute phase, frequency tilt,
bass level, and loudness compensation.
Moreover, there are two quite unusual
adjustments possible: First, interchannel

Measurements:

Meridian

I ooking at the Meridian 800's performance as aCD player from its 0A20
digital/analog card, its output impedance
was alow 47.5 ohms from the single-ended outputs, and almost twice that figure at
94.8 ohms from the balanced XLR jacks.
The player didn't invert absolute polarity
with the absolute phase set to "1-," and the
XLRs were wired with pin 2positive.
Although the volume control operates in
ldB steps up to an indicated "99," the
analog output stage clipped with afullscale digital signal when set to "88." All
subsequent measurements were performed with the volume set to "87." At
this setting, the maximum output level
was 7.06V from the balanced outputs,
328V from the unbalanced jacks. The
well-documented setup program (which
runs under Windows 95 and NT) allows
the volume control to be disabled. The
player then has afixed maximum output
of 4V/2V, balanced/unbalanced.
The 800's frequency response was
identical from both sets of outputs, with
the bass extending to —0.5dB at 12Hz.
However, as shown in fig.1, there is some
upper-frequency passband ripple present,
which is unusual these days. In addition,
the player did not apply the proper deemphasis when playing a pre-emphasized disc. This can be seen in fig2,
which shows the responses from the unbalanced outputs for both anormal CD
(bottom trace above 11(Hz) and for apreemphasized disc (top above lkHz). Forewe* WOO. 1100111•0

balance is accomplished either by reducing the level or by delaying the signal in
one channel, thus correcting for the two
parameters affected by off-axis listening.
Second, the Axis control operates in a
manner similar to the balance control,
but only on the MF/HF drivers, acoustically "tilting" the system to adjust for the
vertical listening angle. As my usual lis-

noguonco Robono• • *MI el•
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tunately, pre-emphasized discs are rare;
still, this indicates either asample fault
(I'll check this with the Meridian setup
software) or amore general problem.
The Meridian played 96kHz-encoded DVDs without aproblem, but Idid
find an idiosyncrasy when checking its
performance using the Chesky test
DVD (CH DVD171): I mentioned
above that Ileft the volume control set
to "87" for all the tests, which is just below the analog stage's clipping level.
However, while the player performed
flawlessly with 44.1kHz- and 48kHzsampled material at this volume setting,
it stumbled when Itried to play 96kHzsampled squarewaves. The bottom trace
in fig3, for example, is the waveform of
a96kHz-sampled, 12kHz squarewave
with the volume set to "85," and has the
correct first-I-third—harmonic shape.
(The next harmonic, the fifth, at 601(Hz,
is above the medium's passband.)
But the upper trace shows what happened when Iincreased the level to
"87." The top of the wave in each cycle
hard-clips, Iassume in the digital filter
(a sinewave at the same peak level is reproduced without problem), followed
by some full-level RF oscillation. It is
extremely unlikely that the Meridian
will ever display this tweeter-destroying
behavior on 96kHz-sampled music, but
perhaps it would be agood idea to keep
the volume control below "87."
Channel separation revealed the
..wooph•• la* POO 1..1 'neon., ...Poo.. •
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tening position is decidedly below the
tweeter axis of these 53'e-tall speakers, I
found the Axis control essential.
The DSP6000 was damn good. From
initial turn-on, it was obvious that this
DAC/amp/speaker combination was as
open and transparent as any I've had in
my home. The DSP6000 never disappointed, offering the kind of perfor-

,1•• ,
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usual 6dB/octave decrease with frequency, due to capacitive coupling between the channels, but was still better
than 100dB below 3.5kHz with respect
to left-to-right leakage. However, crosstalk was 20dB worse in the other direction from both balanced and unbalanced outputs.
Fig.4 shows a'h-octave spectral analysis of the 800's balanced output as it decoded CD data representing adithered
11(Hz tone at —90dBFS. The noise floor
is free from power-supply or harmonic
spuriae, and there is avery slieit negative error visible. Extending the measurement bandwidth to 200kHz and
playing data representing a1LSB DC
offset gave the spectrum shown in fig.5.
The rise in ultrasonic noise due to the
Bitstream D/A converter's noise-shaping is only moderate, and the overall
noise floor is low in level.
The linearity (fig.6) is basically excel-
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0 00

Fig.3 Meridian 800, 12kHz squarewave with
volume control at "85" (bottom) and at
"87" (top), both with 96kHz-sampled data.
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Fig.1
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Meridian 800, balanced frequency response
at OdBFS. (Right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)

MOO

Fig.2

Meridian 800, unbalanced frequency
response at -12dBFS (top below lkHz)
and with preemphasized signal (bottom
below IkHz). (Right channel dashed,
ldB/vertical div.)

Fig.4

Meridian 800, 'ii-octave spectrum of
dithered lkHz tone at -90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae (16-bit data). (Right
channel dashed.)
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Meridian
mance that sent me scurrying to the CD
racks to haul out all my favorites, as well
as my torture discs. Using George Cardas'
CD-R sampler, Oregon Music, adisc of
disarmingly natural depictions, Ifelt
that the ladies of Bella Acapella were
standing shoulder-to-shoulder between
the DSP6000s as they performed "Mr.
Sandman." The clarity of their individual
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voices was nearly perfect, and there was
acomplete lack of any artificial aura
around them.
The bass, too, was exemplary. Remember, with 400W dedicated to atotal
of eight 8" drivers, this is apotent system.
Plucked and bowed bass, as presented on
King and Moore's "Man in the Oven"
on Oregon Music, was incredible, espedally

when played at levels appropriate to an
acoustic performance.
With bigger stuff- from Mahler to
Wagner and from Pink Floyd to Yello the DSP6000s handled everything I
threw at them, and always seemed to
have lots in reserve. In fact, Irarely set
the volume above "80" - and the scale
goes up another 19dB! Despite pushing

was also superbly low. The Miller Audio Research Jitter Analyzer gave afigure
of 144.7 picoseconds peak-peak, which
is vay low. And as can be seen in fig.10,
all the data-related jitter sidebands (red
numeric markers) lie below -121dBFS,
with the noise floor at or below
-130dBFS - the lowest Ihave ever
measured on this test.
Finally, although it uses aDVD transport, the Meridian 800 will play CDRs. Its error correction was excellent,
the 800 playing without dropouts

through track 35 of the Pierre Verany
test CD, which has 2.4rnm-long gaps in
its pit spiral.
Iunderstand that all the current Meridian 800-series digital components and
DSP-series loudspeakers use D/A stages
similar to that in the 800, so this set of
measurements should be representative
of all these components. Other than the
volume-control
idiosyncrasy
with
96kHz-sampled material, the 800's
measured performance represents the
current state of the art.
-John Atkinson

Measurements
lent, but with aslight negative error apparent in the -90dB region. The player's
reproduction of an undithered 16bit/1 kHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS
(fig.7) is correspondingly superb, the
three discrete voltage levels clearly visible. Harmonic and intermodulation distortions (figs.8 and 9, respectively) were
also very low in level -at the resolving
limit of the Audio Precision System
One, in fact.
As with the other Meridian digital
gear Ihave examined, word-clock jitter
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Fig.5 Meridian 800, 'h-octave spectrum of
-1LSB, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit data.
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Fig.7 Meridian 800, waveform of undithered
lkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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Fig.10 Meridian 800, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at -6dBFS with
LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, t3.5kHz.
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Meridian
the system to levels my neighbors surely
had to appreciate, the DSP6000s never
blocked up the room, as has happened
with lesser systems pushed to these levels; they just got louder and louder until
I, not the system, cried "Uncle!" Béla
Fleck's Flight ofthe Cosmic Hippo (Warner
Bros. 26562-2) was as well defined as it
had been on the potent Genesis 500
that Ireviewed in May '99, with its selfpowered woofers — but the Meridians
displaced even more air, and displaced
the G500s as the best low-bass reproducers I've used. The DSP6000s needed
no help from asubwoofer and got none,
even in the multichannel tryouts.
Although not lacking in depth, the
sonic images the DSP6000s presented
seemed always behind the speaker plane.
The effect was not unlike having awide,
open window into the recording venue.
Almost nothing separated me from the
orchestra and/or singer—the aural view
was defined by the picture-window aperture at the speaker plane. This window
was wider than those created by most of
the other speakers that have occupied
my listening room, but not so wide as
those offered by the Artemis EOS or
Apogee Duettas.
Ialso used the second digital input and
the volume control of the DSP6000s to
audition a few 24-bit/96kHz audio
DVDs from Chesky and Classic, played
directly into the speakers by my trusty
California Audio Labs CL20 CD/DVD
player. With the digital circuitry of the
Meridians, Iwas going full 24/96 all the
way to their power amps, and boy, it was
nice. The step up from 16-bit/44.11cHz
to 24/96 didn't so much change the
dimensions of the window through
which Ilistened as seem to bring the performance closer.
Compared to the EOS and the Duetta, the tonal balance of the DSP6000
was abit cool. The main cause seemed
to be aslight dullness in the 150-180Hz
range that Icould not correct with the
Bass or Tilt controls. Fortunately, this
fault was quite minor. Isuspect it may
have to do with my listening room's historic inhospitality toward speakers with
side-mounted woofers.
Finally, despite the quite effective Axis
adjustment, the visual effect of the tall
cabinets probably contributed to my continued perception of an elevated sonic
image: All sounds seemed to originate
above eye level. The effect was not usually bothersome, and then only when Isat
down and focused my attention.
But all of these points are directly
related to my specific listening environment. Contrasted with the DSP6000's
Stereophile, February 2000
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Meridian 800 Reference DVD/CD

did try the former as adirect-digital
source for two and three DSP6000s —
the supplied digital output card optionally encrypt 96kHz-sampled data — and,
via its D/A converters, as the source in a
Reference 800 DVD/CD player
more conventional system.
This is quite the biggest player Iknow of
Via the analog output from the D/A
but its size is required to contain all of its
capabilities. The actual transport is a plug-in, the Reference 800 was as good
as digital gets today. Its clarity and imcomputer DVD-ROM drive that, with
pact were beyond reproach, and it surits own tray and cover, lies behind Meridpassed the CAL CL20 in bass definition
ian's larger front panel. Opening the
and treble purity. Inoted its superiority
with 24/96 discs as well as with 16/44.1
CDs, but in the latter case, the fact that
The Reference 800
the 800 can upsample to 882kHz
placed the otherwise admirable CAL
was as good as
CL20 at afurther disadvantage. For the
same reason, Ialso preferred the Referdigital gets today.
ence 800 over Meridian's own 508-24,
although without upsampling there was
little to choose between them. Sure,
one could defeat the upsampling —but
drive reminded me of the jaws-withinif you've got it, why not use it? (It
jaws monster in Alien. The drive's output
is treated to three memory buffers and
would be only logical, by the way, for
three layers of error correction to minithe coming generation of high-bit-rate
players, regardless of format, to make
mize jitter and maximize data integrity.
use of their DSP engines to upsample
Although the drive is supposed to be
regular CDs.)
compatible with CD, CD-R, Video
The 800 replaced pairs of tiptop transCD, CDI, and DVD-Video media, it
ports and DACs, from mbl and Burhad trouble with some tracks of Oregon
mester, but Ididn't mourn their absence.
Music, which was playable on the 508Compared to the German duos, the 800
24 and totally unplayable on the CL20.
Reference seemed to differ less in sound
Meridian says that the DVD-ROM
drive was chosen for its high-speed relia- quality than in operation and ergobility, and because the 800's standard bay
nomics. The 800 requires no pucks or
mysterious trap doors; just hit Open on
can accommodate future drive rethe remote, insert the disc, hit Play, and
quirements. There also is room for anenjoy. Going back through all the discs I
other drive, and for multiple plug-in
cards for audio and video. This makes the
used to differentiate the Burmester, mbl,
and Levinson DACs that Ireviewed in
Reference 800 more than atransport:
December '99, Icould not find one that
there is the potential for analog inputs
(AID conversion) and outputs (D/A
was not completely satisfying on the
800. In consideration of its performance
conversion), gain/system control, and
as aplayer and its configurability as asysupsampling, as well as for future developtem controller, the 800 can be considments in multichannel audio and DSPbased room correction —and that's withered areally attractive value.
It's not surprising that the sound fed
out mentioning anything about video!
For the most part, Iused the Reference
directly from the 800 Reference's transport to the DSP6000s was the same as
800 as adigital source for the Reference
861 Digital Surround Controller, but I that via the 861 in its Direct or Music
otherwise pellucid reproduction, they're
relatively unimportant. Your mileage
may vary? Definitely.
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mode; Direct mode uses the 861 merely
for avolume control, and the Music simply provides asummed center channel.
Consequently, Irefer the reader to the
more detailed discussion that follows.
The 861 Reference surround
controller: Into the labyrinth
Now Iwas ready for the big step into
uncharted regions: The left and right
DSP6000s were augmented with acenter-channel DSP6000C, this placed
about 1' back so that all three were the
same distance from my listening seat,
and supplemented by a pair of
DSP5000s placed directly lateral to the
listening position. All were driven by the
861 Reference Digital Surround Controller, which, in turn, got its bits'n'bytes
from the 800 Reference DVD/CD
player/transport. Though the 861 was
clearly intended to be the brains of this
bunch, the 800 can be fitted with many
of its attributes to function as acontroller
as well. What's unique to the 861, however, is its inbuilt, reprogrammable
modes for decoding multichannel
sources (Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby Digital, D'TS, Ambisonic, etc.) and for synthesizing multichannel performance
from two-channel sources.
Setup for this ambitious system was
handled by Meridian vice-president Andy Regan and an assistant, but Regan
assured me that anyone purchasing this
system from aMeridian dealer can expect comparable physical and logical
assistance. The process began with the
connection of each speaker to the 861
with aMeridian coaxial digital data line
similar to aplain-vanilla S/PDIF cable,
and with a five-conductor Meridian
Comms cable to provide "intelligent
control" by the 861. Each pair of speakers —the front L/R DSP6000s and the
surround L/R DSP5000s — was daisychained to asingle digital output, while
the DSP6000C was linked to athird
861 output. The 800 Reference was
connected by similar but shorter cables.
Finally, my analog tuner (and, later, a
phono preamp) was connected to one
set of the 861's analog inputs.
But if you think that that's all there
was to it, you have no idea of the depths
of sophistication and complexity disguised by the 861's clean, smooth, black
front panels. Andy hooked up his laptop
to the RS-232 port and proceeded to
load into the 861 and the 800 aseries of
setups, presets, and defaults to suit the
system, the room, and, most important,
my preferences.
First, he told the system about the
speakers (how many, what type, their
Stereophile, February 2000

Meridian DSP6000 digital active left and right loudspeakers, and DSP6000C digital active center loudspeaker

positions) and the sources (how many,
analog or digital, etc.). Second, with me
seated immobile in my preferred listening spot, Andy's assistant carefully measured the distance from each speaker to
my nose, and programmed the 861 so
that each speaker's level was spot-on in
relation to the others. In addition, the
phase of the center and rear channels
was adjusted to match that of the front
speakers when monitored from my
couch. Third, each input was assigned a
default mode of signal processing. In the
case of the "Analog" source, the default
was, appropriately, "Music," but the input from the 800 DVD/CD player was
assigned multiple names, each with a
different default so that Icould go from
one processing mode to another. Regan
then downloaded acopy of all my setups into his laptop, and stole away into
the Manhattan night.
All of this took less than an hour, but
remember —I had acouple of ringers
doing the job. Ilater connected my laptop to the 861 and found the setup procedures extremely lucid, despite their
seemingly infinite flexibility. The 861 informs the program about the hardware
and current setup: Thus, one deals only
with relevant variables. The procedures
outlined above lost their mystery as I
stepped from one logical menu to another. For example, the user is prompted
for simple descriptive information about
the loudspeakers so that the 861 can
implement progressive levels of protection from dynamic overload. In certain
modes, the user can adjust the width,
depth, and even the perspective (subjective distance) of the source.

Meridian DSP5000 digital active loudspeaker

Of course, the expected parameters
for levels, balance, phase, DSP mode, etc.,
are accessible, and one can customize
them for one's situation and taste. A caution, however: The range of options is so
wide that it's best to live with and
become familiar with the setup provided
by the installer before wading in to further customize it. Along the way, as one
gets comfortable with the 861, one learns
to access all the functions from the front
panel or the Meridian system remote
without the need to plug in aPC.
So, what can the 861 do? As configured in this sample, it can accept both
digital and analog audio inputs, and has
multiple analog and digital outputs.
Thus, it can be used as an analog preamp/controller, adigital controller, and
103
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Meridian
as an A/D and MA converter. All signals are piped through the digital signal
processor, making it possible for volume
control, tone control, decoding, and
sophisticated signal control and routing.
The 861 can process two-channel
PCM input, Pro Logic, DTS, MPEG,
and M LP. (I had no suitable source
material for the latter two processes.)
Pro Logic, DTS, and MPEG were also
available in THX modes, supposedly
optimal for domestic listening. Both
DTS and MPEG come in "Music" variants. Compared to the original DTS, designed for theater use, DTS-Music has a

lower output from the low-frequency
effects (LFE) channel, but MPEG-Music is quite vaguely described. From a
PCM input (such as S/PDIF from a
Cl) or DVD player's digital output), the
861 can process the following formats:
Direct:

Plain vanilla two channel

Stereo:
Music:

As above plus subwoofers
Two channel plus an extracted

Infield:

center channel
As above except that the L/R
channels are reprocessed as well

Digital

Theater

ings made with coincident
microphones
MusicLogic: Multichannel synthesis with L/R
and F/R steering
ProLogic: Phase-amplitude matrix decoding for Dolby Surround
THX Cinema: ProLogic plus frequency
correction/EQ and rear channel
decorrelation
Either mono from center channel only or via all speakers

Mono:

Ambisonic: Transforms URI format matrixed
signals into 4-7 channels

(Party Mode!)
Academy: As above with additional EQ for
older mono soundtracks

Super:

TV Logic:

Similar to Ambisonic, for record-

Avariant of ProLogic affording

Measurements: Meridian DSP5000

A

lthough Kal used the DSP5000s as
rear-channel speakers, they are
respectable full-range speakers in their
own right. Ithus performed acomplete
set of measurements using the DRA
Labs MLSSA system, acalibrated B&K
microphone, and adCS 904 AID converter running at 96kHz sampling to
convert the analog test signal to digital.
As adigital-input active speaker, the
DSP5000 doesn't have ameaningful voltage-sensitivity rating. However, driving it
with anoise signal at —12dBFS and with
its volume control set to "70" (out of a
possible "99") gave aB-weighted level at
lm of 84dB(B), which implies that apair

will give SPLs well above 100dB.
The speaker's balance, with its tilt
control set to "0" and averaged across a
30° horizontal window on the tweeter
axis (fig.11), is basically flat, with small
peaks balanced by equally small dips.
The usual ultrasonic tweeter resonance
at 25kHz rises some 20dB above the
reference level. 'While this will never be
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1000.0
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excited by playing back CDs, it will be
by 96kHz-sampled material, which
might have an unpredictable effect on
sound quality. To the left of this graph are
shown the nearfield responses of the
woofers and the port, as well as their
complex sum. The port appears to be
tuned to 40Hz, but the overall bass alignment is higher than the normal fourth-
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1W

lc«

Fig.11 Meridian DSP5000, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer and port responses and their
complex sum plotted below 300Hz,
900Hz, and 300Hz, respectively.

Fig.13 Meridian DSP5000, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis, reference response, differences in response
5°-90° off-axis.

— -15.00
-10.00

—0.00
—5.00

1000

10000
Frecworxy eHz

Fig.12 Meridian DSP5000, effect of tilt control set to
±"107 normalized to response on tweeter
axis at 50".
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Display
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10000.0
log
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-11.91 dB, 2752 Hz (31), -15.000 deg
Fig.14 Meridian DSP5000, vertical response family at 50", from back to front: differences in response
15°-5° above tweeter axis, reference response, differences in response 5°-10° below tweeter axis.
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»BIOME LP CD DIV'S FOR 2000!

Point-&-click webstore now open! We will match all
Pictures, descriptions, sound bytes,
advertised prices!
secure, searchable and much more! www.elusivedisc.com

---
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GROOVE NOTE RECORDS PRESENTS:
Jacintha/Autumn Leaves:
Songs of Johnny Mercer
Featuring: "Here's To Life"
GRV-1006

0201
0202
0203
0204
0206
0207
0046
0051
0043
0038
0039

The

SW* etrelable ar du« leer MP!

"Legendary K.C. Bluesmanr
Jay McShann/What A
Wonderful World

A..

"A Blues classic is born?"
Roy Gaines/I Got The
T-Bone Blues GRV-1002

1st time on CD!
Illinois Jacquet/Birthday
Party GRV1003

all-analogue, direct to 2-track albums, recorded on vintage
Neumann tube microphones are available as 180g 2 LP Sets
(1 LP cut at 45rpm) for $29.99 or as 24K/24Bit Gold CD's for $24.99
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor
Dealer inquires invited.
These

Vivonts Productions 180g Import LP's
PLP003 1he Police /Oullantlas D'imour I. lasiqc
featuring the smash hit "Roxanne" now on 180g Vinyl!

ert
1

$29.99

VPLP003A Muddy Waters /Folk Singer The Legend is
back! Best Blues LP ever! Don't miss this classic recording!
VPLP002 J.J. Cale /Naturally

This is .1.rs finest album. The
"Blues-Master" singer/songwriter at his best!

VPLP001 Al DiMeola, John McLaughin & PacoDeLucia
Friday Night In San Francisco Live! Best Guitar Lp ever!!!

EMI UK MILLENNIUM 180g LPs

Mil ILS. MILLENNIU

EMIM47863
EMIM21185
EMIM47864
EMIM2 I184

$29.99

EUROM4661 R.E.M.: Document
EUROM467 1Frank Sinatra: Come Dance With Me
EUROM4701 The Specials: The Specials
EUROM4711 Talking Heads: Stop Making Sense

_wry

Rolling Stones: Sticky Fingers
Steve Miller: Fly Like An Eagle
Rolling Stones: Exile On Main St.'
Heart: Dreamboot Annie

eihroju el; wou

EMIM21276
EMIM99176
EMIM21692
EMIM47867

$22-sásr

REM: Document
Wings: Band On The Run'
Grand Funk: American Bond
Rolling Stones: Some Girls

r„tifi,.

SCall

SONY MASTERSOUND GOLD CDS

23.99

SIMPLY VINYL 180g LP's
SVLP* Aerosmith: Pump, Toys, Rocks, Vacation
SVLP* Bob Dylan: Blonde, Nashville, times, more!
SVLP12/50 Eagles: Hotel, Hell Freezes Over
SVLP' Fleetwood Mac: Pious, Rumors, Fleetwood Mac

Ja enese Im orts now available!

XRCD2: Sampler
John Coltrane: Settin' The Pace
Modern Jazz Quartet: Concord
Sarah Vaughan: Crazy & Mixed Up
Basic IS Peterson: The Time Keepers
Tiger Okoshi: Color Of Soil
Miles Davis: Bogs Groove
Bill Evans Trio: Sunday At The Village...
Steve Miller: The Joker
Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
Johnny Griffin: Little Giant

0045
0036
0047
0048
0049
0031
0050
0044
0052
0054
0055

Ernie Watts: The Long Road Home
The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
Miles Davis Allstars: Welkin'
Kenny Burrell 8. John Coltrane
Kenny Dorham: Quiet Kenny
Ella Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy
Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue
Tina Turner: Private Dancer
Hiroko Kokubu: Bridge
Ernie Wafts: Classic Moods
Sonny Rollins Quintet. Ploys For Bird

Over

Li

EUROM4631 David Bovee: Alladrn Sane
EUROM469 IDeep Purple: Book of Taliesyn
EUROM4641 John Lennon: Walls and Bridges
EUROM4621 Queen: A Day At the Races
EUROM4651 The Band: Music From Big_Pink

leerWfrriTireM7r,

xrcdEtxrcd2

105 titles now available including 24 titles from the Three Blind Mice label,
35 Japanese imports and more on the way! Contact us for acomplete list.
/Geld CD
1800 LP's & Gold Ms New Only $22.99*

GRV-1005

"Best Album of HIFI 98 "
Jacintha/Here's To Ben
GRV-1001

pvg_

u

SVLP Nirvana: Unplugged, Utero, Nevermind
SVLP30/46 Steely Don: Aja, The Royal Scam
SVLP24/25 Frank Zappa: Weasrrls
SVLP68 Pearl Jam: Ten

All titles now OUT-OF-PRINT! —
Order Before The re Gone!!
64410 DiMeolo: Friday Night in SF
64403 Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
cALL FOR
66226 Carole King: Tapestry
57206 Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
64368 Frank Sinatra: the Voice
64408 Dove Brubeck: Time Out
LIST
52944 Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues
53814 Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
64426 Roger Waters: Amused To Death 540.00 64421 Simon&Garfunkel: Bridge Over...
64274 Duke Ellington: Black, Brown & Beige
64425 Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand.

LP
2059
2067
N.A.
2066
2061
2060
2065
2062
101/
2069

/ 1126
/ 1130
/ 1133
/ 1129
/ 1127
/N.A.
/ 1128
/N.A.
101
/1132

Jethro Tull: Original Masters*
Judy Collins: Best Of....
Metalico:Master Of Puppets
Van Halen: Van Helen
Not King Cole: Greatest Hits'
Paul Simon: Paul Simon
Linda Ronstodt: Greatest Hits Vol 2
Paul Simon: There Goes Rhymin* Simon
Frank Sinatra. 57' In Concert'
Joni Mitchel: Blue
102/ 102 ESinatra: The Summit'

co,

u re,

i„,,

The following DCC Gold CD titles are now OUT-OF-PRINTIII $25.00
Many other titles now out of print! Coll for complete list be for ethey're gone!
GZS-1031
GZS-1056
GZS-1070

CCR: Cosmos Factory
Pot Benator: In The Heat Of The...
CCR: Willie & The Poor Boys

GZS- I062
GZS-I064
GZS-1063

Blondie Parallel LinesS35
CCR: Green River $30
Miles Davis: Workin'

MOBILE FIDELITY Gold CD's/SACD's: $22.99*
756
757
758
736
737
752
743
723
753
744

536
548
574

Art Garfunkel: Breakaway *SACD
Duke Ellington: Blues In Orbit 'SACO
Roy Orbison: Lonely and Blue 'SACO
Joe Cocker: Mad Dogs & Englishman
Moody Blues: Question Of Balance
Rob Wasserman: Trios
Tony Bennett 8. Count Basie: In Person
Stevie Ray Vaughn: The Sky Is Crying
Johnny Winter: Second Winter
Mahavishnu Orch: Inner Mounting...

Guns id Roses Gn'R Lies
The Who: Live At Leeds
CAT STEVENS
TewA.d It.
Tom Petty: Full Moon Fever
John Hiatt: Slow Turning
B,S8.T: Child Is The Father...
Toto: TotolV
The Who: Who's Next
The Pointer Sisters:The Point
Counting Crows: Recovering The Satellites
Joe Satrioni: Surfing With The Aliens

MFSL Out-Of-Print Geld CD Sale!!! $29.99
Elton John: Honky Chateau
B.B. King: Live At The Regal
Aretho Franklin: INever Loved A ....

MFSL SERIAL #50

208
216
238
201
202

748
755
735
741
742
747
754
749
750
751

570
564
565

UNDER 200G LP Sale!!!

Getz/Gilberto
Dave Brubeck. All Together for the first.
Joan Baez: Dramonds & Rust
Muddy Waters: Folk Singer
Pink Floyd: Atom Heart Mother

(lassie
DAD1032
DAD1031
DAD1030
DAD1023
DAD1028
DAD1007
DAD1008
DAD1029
DAD1025

Joni Mitchell: Wild Things Run Fast
Robert Cray: Strong Persuader
Tom Pe :Hard Promises

247
Billie Holiday: Body & Soul
258
Nirvana: Nevermind
262
Peter Frampton: Frampton Comes Alive
213
Allman Brothers: Brothers d Sisters
Most other Anadisq titles available, please call!

Records Audio DVD's Only $29.99 $46.99

tar er Pays :• er
Ellington/Armstrong: Great Reunion
Music By Ernest Bloch
Dr. John: Ploys Mac Rebennock
John Coltrane: Blue Train
John Lee Hooker: Mr Lucky
Glory: Original Soundtrack
Antill: Corrobree
Ravel: Works For Orchestra 2 Disc set

DAD1011
DAD1021
DAD1026
DAD1014
DAD1016
DAD1018
DAD1033
DAD1020
DAD1022

Jo n Lee Hoo er: Boom Boom
Prokofiev: Alexander Nevsky
Lou Donaldson: Lou Takes Off
Terry Evans: Blues For Thought
Hank Mobley: Roll Coll
Gershwin Collection: 12 Disc Set)
Casino Royale Soundtrack
Muddy Waters: Folk Singer
C. Adderl Somethin' Else

Classic /?ecord. LP/CD Sale! $12.99 or 10 for $100

LSC2134 Reiner: • erture! • erturet
D6009 Stravinsky: Petrus
LSC2135 Prokofiev: Cinderella Suites
CSCD6012 Rimsky-Korsokov: Tole of Tsar..
LSC2183 The Reiner Sound
CSCD6013 Debussy: Iberia
LSC2285 Walton: Facade Suite
i ,,,
2 CSCD6023 Ravel-Debussy: Ma Mere L'oye
LSC2298 Borodin: Symphony #9
Lr- S U'i CSCD6038 Tchikovsky: 1812 Overture
LSC2322 Shostakovich: Symphony #1
CD's CSCD6079 Debussy: La Boite A Joujoux
PREMONITION RECORDS - CD's: $14.99 / LP's: $27.99 '529.99
LSC2336 Sibelius: Finlandia
can be CSCD6191 Mendelssohn: Symphony *3
PREM -1919 Patricia Barber: Split (CD 8 180g LP) (1ST ALBUM)
LSC2400 Ballet Music From The Opera
•
.LSCD2225 Witches Brew
PREM -737* Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD 8 180g LP) LP OUT OF PRINT!!!
LSC2405 Sibelius: Sym.#5/Karelia Suite
i d LSCD2313 Venice: Solti
LSC2418
Elgar:
Enigma
Variations
LSCD2322 Shostkovich: Age of Gold...
PREM-741
Patricia Barber: Modern Cool (CD & 180g) LP NEW!!
LSC2419 Dvorak: Slavonic Dances
LSOCD6007 Harry Belefonte: Returns..Hall
162/179 Livingston Taylor: Ink
24/96 DVD's: $26.99 (I I[SKy , LSC2450 Schuman: Carnival...
r.
LSPCD1445 Alex North: North of Hollywood
165/175 Rebecca Pidgeon: Four Mar y,
CD's: 513.99
I-I
I . C2465 ftiolie:ieff: Piano Concerto •2
LSPCD2438 Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
166/176 John Foddis: Remembrances
....t.
, t: Carole leng/Tepeshlh
._ LSPCD2527 Sonny Rollins: The Bridge
N
b
,
164/174 Dave's True Story: Sex Without Bodies
t" TePPehn,LSPCD2612 Sonny Rollins: Our Man
NA /171 Super Audio Collection 8. Pro Test Disc
Willi. ell'°" ."."....t Sim°^ 110 ."..". 1/ LSPCD2712 Sonny Rollins: Meets Hawk
155/177 Sara K: Hobo
156/178 John Basile: The Desmo.
•
•
Bridge Over Troubled Water, CSN, Heileto VSCD4053 Ella Fitzgerald: Clop Hands...
185/195 Sara K-No Cover
184/194 Chuck Mangione: The Fr.r --; •: :(SC', Many new 45-ipm's sots on the wee VSCD8358 Johnny Hodges: Blues A Plenty

m xe

12[CORDS

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
1022

ROLLING

PENDLETON,

IN

BARREL

RD.

46064

e

ORDER BY FAX 765 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com
VISA
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO: (765) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 firs!"

150+pagels3e U.S.A. / 55013 INTq
CATALOG f FREE WITH ORDERII
DOMESTIC SHIPPING:(Average cost based on weight)
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 LP/CD: S5 (add. LP/CD .50e ea.)
UPS 3-Day Select: 1-3 LP/CD. S9 tadtl. LP/CD 51.00 each)
UPS 2nd Doy Air. 1-3 Items. S11(adtl LP/CD S1 50 each)

Meridian
greater intelligibility for studiobased TV

With all that to choose from, we set
up my Meridian remote with the following inputs:
CD:
LP:

Infield HS: data upsampled to
24-bit/88.2kHz, no rear speakers
Infield LS: no upsampling, no

TV:
Tape 1:

Direct: two-channel HS
Direct: two-channel LS

Tape 2:
Radio:

TrineId: LS plus rear speakers
Music

rear speakers

When Iselected Tape 1(two-channel, no upsampling) as my input, the

system sounded just like the original
two-channel system with only the 50824 and the two DSP6000s - and that, if
you've been with me all along, was pretty great. In fact, using Direct LS as a
baseline was equivalent to comparing
the processing modes and advanced
sources to current state-of-the-art audio.
The next step was to pop in a24/96
audio DVD, like Classic's DAD ofJohn
Lee Hooker's Mr. Lucky (Classic DAD
1007), and to realize that the 800/861
sounded like the CL-20 on super vitamins, with some considerable slam in
the bottom end.

Digital

Theater

But when Iwent back to the 16/44.1
CD and switched over to Direct HS,
letting the 861 upsample the CD to 24bit/88kHz for the DSP6000s, the results were surprisingly similar to the
DAD! Even though Idid hear adifference between the original and Kevin
Halverson's 24/96 remastering, I'm
hard put to express apreference.
Ignoring that forest for the trees, the
DAD and the upsampled CD sounded
equally detailed throughout the frequency spectrum, and each offered afine
sense of presence. The ambient field was
more acute in the DAD, but was also

Measurements

order reflex, with asteeper rollout. A
peak at 800Hz can be seen in the port's
output, but as this is low in level and the
port faces away from the listener, it
should have no subjective consequences.
The unusual tilt control can be set in
numeric "0.5" steps between "+10" and
"-10": fig.12 shows its effect on the onaxis response when set to its extremes,
with the latter subtracted out to reveal just
the action of the control It can be seen to
hinge the speaker's output around 2kHz,
with amaximum boost/cut of ±5dB. A
useful tone control.
The DSP5000 has excellent lateral dispersion, fig.13 revealing awide, well-controlled radiation pattern with just atrace
of beaming above 20kHz and at the top
of the woofers' passband, where it will
tend to compensate for the on-axis suckout in the same region. In the vertical
plane (fig.14), the speaker's balance doesn't change much over awide (±101 window centered on the tweeter axis, which
is alowish 33" from the floor.
In the time domain, the use of DSPimplemented crossover filters results in
an excellent, time-coherent step
response (fig.15). Note in this graph that,
even though the microphone was my
standard 50" away, the step doesn't start

until the 8.5ms mark - equivalent to an
extra time of flight of 4ms. The extra
4.5ms delay is due to the digital filters
both in the A/D converter Iused and in
the DSP5000, but it will be subjectively
inconsequential.
Other than the tweeter resonance, the
Meridian's waterfall plot on the tweeter
axis (fig.16) is very clean, as is asimilar
plot calculated from the output of asim-

pie accelerometer fastened to the center
of the cabinet sidewall (fig.17). A resonant mode is apparent at 383Hz, but this
is both low enough in level and high
enough in frequency to have little subjective effect on the sound. However, the
sidewall does appear to flex alittle at the
reflex port's tuning region of 40Hz,
which might make the bass sound very
-John Atkinson
slightly soft.

0.00
-0.60
1.26
1.97
2.53
3.13
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Feeeeee cy
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18.15 dB, 24592 Itz (554), 8.988 nsec (l)
Fig.16 Meridian DSP5000, cumulative spectral decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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Fig.15 Meridian DSP5000, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.17 Meridian D5P5000, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of
side wall. (MLS level, -3dBFS; volume control = "70"; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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hotter and closer. Both were
It was amuch different, if
more immediate than the
more complex, story with
original at 16/44.1.
discs that were recorded with
The issue of upsampling,
surround or rear-channel
however, proved to be only
information intended for
the tip of the 861 iceberg.
extraction from the twoSticking with traditional twochannel mix. With Dolby
channel sources, I spent
Surround discs, such as
weeks sampling all the suitStrauss' Also sprach Zarathustra
able (and some of the unsuitwith Lorin Maazel and the
able) DSP modes. The Music
Bavarian Radio Symphony
and Trifield modes use only
(RCA 68225-2), there was a
the front three speakers and
welcome sense of "place"; I
were always preferred in their
felt closer to and more intiHS (upsampled) variants, for
mately involved in the music.
the reasons described above
This effect was so enjoyable
Both the 800 and the 861 can be configured with avariety of optional cards.
and in J-10's treatise on the
that Ieven sat through all of
dCS 972 upsampler (StereoAndrew Litton and the Dalphile, February 1999). These three-chanspacious and wide-ranging. There was
las Symphony's new recording of Mahnel modes seemed, to varying degrees,
slightly less space in Trifield than in Dirler's Symphony 2 (Delos DE 3237),
narrower, less airy, and less capable of ect, but that space was better defined.
even though Ifind the performance torpinpoint localization than was Direct.
Instrument localization was definitely
pid and uninspired. Mahler's massive
Trifield, however, offered seductive
not enhanced by Trifield, although I forces were so much less constrained
tradeoffs that ultimately made it my
suspect it was no worse than it would be
with Pro Logic decoding.
default listening mode for normal two- in areal concert hall with the visual cues
Iused Delos' DVD Music Breakthrough
channel sources — including CDs, LPs,
eliminated. The Music mode was simi(Delos DV 7002) for many auditions
and radio.
lar to it, but abit too narrowed and
because it offers both Dolby Surround
George Faber's "Count the Tears," phasey to my ears. In other words, there
and Dolby Digital tracks. When Ilisfrom Sure Beats Workin' (PopeMusic
were too many tradeoffs, even though I tened to the Dolby Surround program
PMG2023-2), features astrong central
occasionally preferred Trifield with live
in two channels, the listening window
solo voice fronting asmall ensemble;
FM broadcasts.
was as wide as the room but far away.
Trifield gave the voice apresence and a
The only orchestral disc with which
Orchestra and soloists were arrayed
solidity Ihad not heard before, but did
Ipreferred Direct was the recent Na- widely, but extended back from the
so without making the voice any louder,
ture's Realm disc from Wolfgang Sawal- plane of the speakers. Violins had adisor upsetting the subtle balance between
lisch and the Philadelphia Orchestra
tinct edge, but reverberation and decay
the voice and the rest of the ensemble. I (Water Lily WLA-WS-66-CD). This
endowed each instrument with an aura
tried the switchover from Direct to Tri- spectacular recording was made with a of ambience.
field with many solo voice/instrument single crossed pair of mikes, and soundIthen switched the 861 into Pro
and combo discs, and the results were
ed right only with aBlumlein arrangeLogic and the change was amazing.
consistently successful. I guess Paul
ment of the two DSP6000s, each toedFirst, the instruments seemed less wideKlipsch was right all along. I'm old
in 45°. In either Music or Trifield mode,
ly spread out. However, they were more
enough to remember his HI-FI Show
the precision of instrument placement "naked," less cloaked by hall ambience,
demos, with aKlipschorn in each corwas obscured.
and the violins were less edgy. The best
ner and aHeresy at mid-wall: If you
part was that the listening window was
want solid center-fill, put a speaker
Synthesizing surround
now much closer to me; in other words,
there to do the job.
Meridian's 861/DSP6000 proved a Iwas "seeing" into more of the concert
Icame to regard the loss of air and
superb two-channel system, and the
hall. At no time was Idistracted by inapthe narrower soundstage as acceptable
addition of acenter channel (Trifield)
propriate signals from sides or rear. Still,
concomitants of the richer, tighter, betwas almost always an improvement. But
Iwas not so much "inside" the hall as
ter-defined central images. "Audiophile
what happened when, using normal
standing on its threshold.
air" began to seem an artifact rather
(nonencoded) two-channel sources, I
An older technology for achieving a
than an enhancement. With Trifield,
added the two remaining channels?
similar end is Ambisonics. These rethere also seemed to be more going on
First, Isynthesized asurround chancordings are made with asingle, "Soundwithin the ensembles on orchestral and
nel and added it to an L/R or Trifield
field" microphone and are usually
opera recordings. The listening window
front, but all that accomplished was to
labeled "UHJ encoded." So far as Iknow,
was cleaner, the instruments just abit make the sound blowsy and indistinct.
only Nimbus Records continues to regucloser, although the width of the winSure, Iwas more immersed in the
larly offer such recordings. Since Iam a
dow was abit narrower compared with
soundfield, but that soundfield was far
devotee of the Hanover Band's recordDirect. The soundstage was also quite
from realistic, and the effect was unings on Nimbus, Iwas anxious to hear
stable, with none of the contraction and
pleasant and unmusical. Adding the rear
them, for the first time, properly decodexpansion that often accompanies dychannels to Trifield meant going from
ed. Ipopped in the Band's CD of Weber
namic changes in volume.
palpability to vagueness. Ifiddled abit overtures (Nimbus NI 5154), which has
My old favorite, Bernstein's DG rewith the relative level of the rear speakafforded me great pleasure over the years,
cording of Mahler's Symphony 6 (DG
ers, but always found the optimum level
expecting to be overwhelmed.
427 697-2), is abit steely but extremely to be the minimum level.
Iwasn't. Certainly, as decoded by the
108
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Edge
of
the
Art
Ultimate Preamplification
Introducing the Spectral DMC-30 Reference Preamplifier...
The Reference in Remote Control Preamps

'The DMC-30's technical
specifications are mind-boggling.
Listener involvement and musicality
are almost mystical. It's hard to
describe. You must be prepared to be
'face to face' with your favorite artists."
Terry Menacker
President of Overture

1,..

SPE

neeiallise

Overture is pleased to introduce the long awaited DMC-30 Reference preamplifier. Serious music enthusiasts no longer
need to compromise performance for convenience. The DMC-30 gives us what we have been looking for in an "ultimate"
remote control preamplifier:

unparalleled clarity, dimension and musical realism, possible only through an

uncompromising instrumentation design, unique in the industry to Spectral.
Remote designs have had noisy processor control systems, attenuators and displays that pollute audio signal pathways
and degrade sonic performance, as well as problematic distortions and "sweet spot" tendencies where one loudness setting
sounds better than others. Spectral's three-year design effort headed by Keith Johnson has eliminated these problems.
Spectral's unique high-speed discrete circuit topology is combined with full remote convenience for the first time in an
instrumentation design, assuring pristine contamination-free amplification and control of audio signals. The result is an
unprecedented level of listener involvement and insight into the musical experience.

zeie.
sti,C4.44.
De4e.30

To audition the DMC-30, or to receive an in-depth essay by Keith Johnson on the
development of this breakthrough design, please drop by, or call us at 800-838-1812.

OVERTURE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •800-838-1812 •www.overtureaudio.com
Where Your Purchases Are Always Sales Tax Free

Until Someone Invents an Eargozmotron—
You'll Have to Settle for o HeadRoom Amp.

The RirHeed is the newest edition to the

In the some family os the Max and Maxed Out Home,

Headfloom Family. This little baby is ready
to travel, sit at home, or go to work--wherever you go. it goes. Finally, asmall, light-

o

the Cosmic is our best amp for portable use. Delivering

mew. 4
1
.6

audiophile quality sound on the rood, the Cosmic will
keep any traveler happy--even those spoiled by their

weight, affordable portable, that sounds

high-end system. $599

great. $179

The Supreme is supreme at creating
pleasant sound for the traveler.

If

your primary need is on amp for use
on the rood, the Supreme is all the
amp you'll need—plus it still fits in nice
at home with o high-end system.
1449

o

cos.u.

ni•oecror

•

"••••1•.,

The Uttle is our introductory home amp. It works great os osecond
system for various situations, such os at work or in the bedroom. The
little is budget friendly, has ogood upgrade path, and creates on
enjoyable listening experience. $249

The Uttle More Power is o sweet sounding amplifier This amp
utilizes the some power supply upgrade os the Home unit. We were
amazed at the quality of sound achieved with the oddition of the
More Power. $449

The Maxed Out Home looks like a Home
and sounds like oMax. If you ore looking for
the king of the HeadRoom jungle. the Max is
it, hands down. But, if you wont brown without fhlls, then we recommend oMoxed Out
Home. $999
Our former top of the line unit, the Home
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Be Of Sound Mind.

Meridian
861's Ambisonics mode, Nimbus' characteristically ripe reverberation was now
more enveloping and natural, but there
was aloss of immediacy with the instruments, which now were almost dwarfed
by an apparently immense recording
venue. One can adjust the 861 to simulate different seating positions with Ambisonic decoding, but although these
adjustments changed my proximity to
the instruments, none eliminated the
dominance of the reverb.
But all was not lost. The Test Discs
from Hi-Fi News &Record Review include
several UHJ-encoded tracks, both of
music and of sound effects, which were
greatly improved with proper decoding.
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Mike Skeet's infamous garage-door
slam-and-kick routine (HFN 003) was
spine-tingling — Ifelt as if I'd been
trapped in that garage. The small
"Feeny Poppers" cannons (HFN 015)
could be heard to have been placed in
an obliquely receding line as they were
fired in series.
Finally, Irecalled that the Cowboy
Junkies' The Trinity Session (BMG 85682-R) had been recorded with aSoundfield mike. What acoup! This recording
needs no introduction, but if you
haven't heard it decoded, you don't
know how eerily realistic it is. With the
861 on Ambisonic and five DSP speakers, Iwas inside that Toronto church on

that November night in 1987. All the
subtle little sounds (air conditioning,
footsteps, incidental instrument noises,
etc.) that audiophiles detect with relish
were not only revealed, but were part
and parcel of the band's enhanced presence. Add to that the greater immediacy
of the voices and instruments, and although I've heard this disc perhaps too
often, Iwas hooked into listening to all
of it again. Although there may be controversy about whether the Soundfield
mike was actually in Ambisonic mode
at this session, it was the most heartening indication I've heard so far that multichannel could be more than agimmick for audio.

rollout than is usual from asealed-box
alignment. The effect of the tilt control
appeared identical to that of the smaller
speaker, so is not shown.
The DSP6000's horizontal dispersion
(fig.19) was also similar to that of the

'5000, which implies excellent matching
of the two speakers in asurround-sound
system. And again, in all but very large
or acoustically dead rooms, the flare in
the speaker's radiation pattern at the bottom of the tweeter passband will tend to

Measurements: Meridian DSP6000

F

or logistic reasons, Imeasured only
the Center version of the DSP6000.
However, as this model differs from the
side version only in the angle of the
head-unit's sidewalls, this set of measured data should be representative of
all three speakers.
The DSP6000 appeared to be around
0.5dB more sensitive than the DSP5000
with the same noise signal at -12dBFS
and avolume setting of "70." The difference is inconsequential. The balance
averaged across a30° horizontal window on the tweeter axis (fig.18) was almost as flat as the DSP5000's, but with
slightly less energy in the mid-treble.
An alternative way of looking at this
balance would be to regard it as being
slightly forward in the upper midrange.
All things being equal, whether this or
the presence depression is perceived by
the listener will depend on personal
taste and the recordings played.
Again, the tweeter features alarge
rise at its ultrasonic resonance. In the
bass, the '6000 offers extension at full
level down to 30Hz, with then asteeper
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Meridian
The real thing?
In order to hear what the Meridian 861
could do with discrete, albeit compressed,
multichannel recordings, Iquickly compiled acollection of Dolby Digital and
DTS discs. Whenever possible, Ialso
picked up the standard two-channel version. Insertion of aDolby Digital or DTS
disc automatically switches the 861 into
the appropriate mode. Unfortunately, the
switch into DTS from any other mode
was usually accompanied by afew seconds of harsh transients, which should
have been muted; each time, Ihad to hit
the Repeat button to hear the beginning
of the music. Playing asecond EYIS disc,
or switching from DTS to any other for-

mat, was appropriately uneventful.
In every comparison of stereo and
multichannel releases, it became apparent that the masterings for the two formats had resulted in different balances,
thus rendering comparisons of limited
value. Consistently, multichannel discs
have an excess of bass, as if to appeal to
an audience in need of cheap thrills.
This can be cured, to agood degree, by
opting for the DTS-Music or Pro
Logic-THX alternative modes. The
majority of DTS discs also wreaked havoc on instrument placements, as players
and singers were scattered about the
room, shattering any sense of ensemble
and loudly shouting "This is multi-
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channel!' This wasn't atotal surprise, but
Iwas disappointed that so many respected producers had fallen into that trap.
Most of the DI'S recordings Iobtained, including many of my favorite
performances, were unlistenable. For
example, Ivery much like Lyle Lovett's
Joshua Judges Ruth, but aside from afew
neat effects on "Church," the DTS version has singers and instruments popping up all over the room instead of
playing together as an ensemble. The
DIS release ofJunior Wells' Come On In
This House (Telarc CD-83395-DTS) has
phenomenal impact and presence, but it,
too, puts the listener in the center, with
the players pulling at you from all tiirec-

Measurements
compensate for the lack of on-axis energy in the same region, resulting in aneutral perceived balance overall. Vertically
(fig20), the DSP6000's balance doesn't
change significantly as long as the listener's ears are between 51" (the tweeter
axis) and 39" from the floor. For astanding listener asudcout appears at the upper crossover frequency (2.51cHz), while
the treble tilts up. But in any case, the
speaker's optimal axis can be tilted down
by adjusting the relative time delay between the drive-units.
The '6000's step response (fig21) is
hard to interpret, and Iadmit Iwas alittle
surprised not to see the same time-coherent shape as in the '5000. But after I'd
inspected the step responses of the individual drive-units, Irealized that what
fig21 shows is first the beginning of the
midrange unit's positive-going step just
after the 8ms mark, over ,which is then
laid the tweeter's negative-going step.
The midrange step overshoots after returning to the time axis, its subsequent
positive-going recovery coinciding with
the positive-going woofer step. This is not
atime-coherent design -if that matters.
(The jury is still out.)
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Other than aridge of delayed energy
due to the ultrasonic tweeter resonance,
the DSP6000's waterfall plot on the
tweeter axis (fig22) is very clean, though
with aslight discontinuity at the top of
the midrange unit's passband. Despite its
large size, the speaker's bass bin is rigidly
constructed; on awaterfall plot calculat-

cd from the output of an accelerometer
fastened to the main panel, only one resonant mode is visible that could have an
effect on sound quality: the front. The
mode is both sufficiently high in frequency and low enough in level that it
should have no effect on the speaker's
perceived sound quality -John Atkinson
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Meridian
rions. Very disconcerting! To this list
could be added more than adozen others, all of which suffer from this blatant
abuse of multichannel's potential. What
makes this especially disconcerting is
that Irarely found amovie soundtrack,
auditioned on my weekend home-theater setup, with these faults. The reason
must be that the soundtrack has to make
dramatic sense in terms of the action on
the screen. Why can't music producers
display the same sense?
Mercifully, there were exceptions, and
playing those, the Meridian system gave
me the chance to see the true potential of
multicharmel. With these discs, the performers stay together and stay put where
they belong, whether on aconcert stage,
in asmall clubroom, or even in achurch.
Going back to Delos's DVD Music Breakthrough, selecting the Dolby Digital program, and switching the 861 into Pro
Logic, Ifinally achieved something close
to what I'd hoped for. Litton/Dallas performing Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue was
amarvelous experience. The somewhat
distant aural space they occupy no longer
had hard limits, and my listening room
was no longer merely "looking into" the
far end of the performing venue —it was
that venue's far end. Even though the
physical distance between us seemed no
less, Ifelt more intimately related to the
performers.
Another disc with multiple formats is
Mickey Hart's Indoscrub DVD single.
Both the Dolby Digital and DTS programs were more exciting and involving
than the straight 24/96 stereo mix. This
is probably aconsequence of my not caring at all for the music, so clearly limned
in the 24/96 mode, but Isuccumbed to
the spatial, multidirectional manipulation of the other mixes. Can Ichoose
between DD and DTS? Easily, given the
tools of the 861 to tame the bass of the
DTS mix so that its more explicit directionality could be enjoyed. The DD
tracks were great too, but seemed less
precise in all channels than the DTS.
Ibadmouthed one of Telarc's DTS
efforts above, but the Ray Brown Trio's
Summertime (Telarc CD-83430-DTS) is
an example of DTS done right. The ensemble is up-front, as they are on the
two-channel release, but now the window frame that limited the aural view is
completely gone, and the listener is in
the room with this trio-plus-one. Idon't
mean to suggest that the listener and
performer are any closer, but that they
now occupy the same ambient space. In
asimilar way, on the Yod Levi/Atlanta
performance of Hoist's The Planets (Telarc CD-80466-DTS), there is no longer
Stereophile, February 2000

alateral limit to the soundstage, even
though the orchestra spans little more of
it than on the conventional CD. Setting
aside the sound-effects tracks and overly
aggressive bass, Erich Kunzel and the
Cincinnati Pops' The Big Picture (Telarc
CD-80437-DTS) is asmashing example
of how five-channel reproduction can
bring the listener into the concert hall.

The Meridian system
gave me the chance
to see the true potential
of multichannel.
My three favorite multichannel experiences were with widely different music:
the DMP Big Band's Big Band Potpourri
(DMP/MAS CD-804), Smred Feast from
Gaudeamus (DMP/MAS CD-805), and
Sir Adrian Boult and the London Philharmonic performing Tchaikovsky's
Suite No3 for Orchestra (DTS 51031-2).
In each case, the depiction was of agroup
of performers in a characteristic and
defined space that acoustically subsumed
the listening room. In the DMP Big
Band disc, the performers' chairs were
arranged in aU with the mikes and the
listener at the open end. Thus, the performers were arrayed from my immediate left, forward and around to my
immediate tight Isat in the conductor's
podium and reveled in the flavors of the
instruments. On Gaudeamus, from Sacred
Feast, the acappella chorus is much more
distant, but it is the reverberation of the
chapel that engulfed me. How real and
clear the chorus remained, as the echoes
from sides and rear did not confuse their
sound! The Tchaikovslcy, drawn from recordings made in the Quadraphonic era
of the 1970s, gives us Boult/LPO in a
large hall. Iseemed to be seated in about
Row M, with the orchestra spread widely in front. Iheard the hall around me,
and felt that there was more space to the
sides and behind than in front.
The Meridian system and these three
discs showed that multichannel could
significantly enhance the musical experience in the home. Was there aprice for
this? Sadly, yes. None of the Dolby Digital or DTS recordings seemed nearly as
detailed and precise as their two-channel
siblings. This is not surprising, both surround processes involve aloss of data
compared to 16/44.1 stereo upsarnpled
by the 861 to 16/882. The loss of resolution might account for the raucous
effect of the improperly placed voices in
the rear channels on many discs. It might
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also account for the fatigue Iexperienced even with the best of the surround/multichannel recordings.
Because Iset up aparallel but much
less ambitious multichannel system in
my weekend home and heard the same
disappointments, Ican ascribe none of
these faults to the 861. In fact, the Meridian system made the more convincing
argument for the potential of multichannel by offering alternative modes of decoding and synthesis, and by permitting
optimum setup configurations. Nonetheless, Iusually listened to mukichannel discs, of any format, only when I
needed to critically audition multichannel. When listening to music, Ichose the
two-channel version. This disturbs me.
Condusions
There is no question that the Meridian
Digital Theatre system auditioned here
performed admirably, and that its individual components were equal to the
best obtainable conventional devices.
The system was beyond significant reproach in its reproduction of two-channel discs, and the realization of multichannel material was limited only by
the source. As an obsessive audiophile,
I'd be very happy with the Meridian
system, but wonder if another amplifier
might have made the speakers sound
warmer, or if Icould somehow pipe my
LPs to the speakers' amps without
intervening AID and D/A conversions.
As amusic-lover, Icould live blissfully
with this Meridian system for the foreseeable future.
One could reasonably compare the
DSP6000 with any combination of Class
A-rated DACs, amps, and speakers.
What one sacrifices in being able to mix
and match, one gains in synergy, and simplicity and flexibility of control. One also
saves big bucks on speaker cables and
interconnects! The DSP6000's sound
was transparent and tight, with great bass
power. It can be optimally tailored with
its DSP-based tone controls, but Ithink
the DSP6000 will appeal to devotees of
precision more than to those who prefer
warmth. Extended listening is required if
you are considering it you're auditioning not just anew speaker system, but
new amps and DACs as well. Considering that it includes an entire system, less
only the digital source, the decidedly
serious asking price of $19,950/pair is far
from unreasonable.
The 800 Reference is as perfect a
transport/player as I've experienced
with present-day sources, and its architecture, including programmable DSP
and plug-in cards, seems as future-proof
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direct and reverberant sounds to two
front channels. How can all of the collapsing echoes of an acoustic sound
come from the same direction as the
original sound?
I've begun to think of two-channel
audio as similar to watching afootball
game from aprivate "sky box." It's comfortable, and the ability to hear and see
detail is superb, but the event is going on
"out there," not "in here." The players,
the crowd, and the stadium announcer
are all in front, their sounds coming to
you through the front window. If you
move to the front of the box, the aperture (soundstage) subjectively widens
but still circumscribes the event.
But move out of the box and into the
stands — or, better yet, down to amidfield seat — and the entire experience is
transformed. Sure, the sounds (and
sights) of the players are still in front of
you, but much more widely spread, giving you agreater resolving power. The
crowd is now all around you; using directional cues, you can more easily distinguish them from the sounds of play.
Finally, the stadium announcer booms
overhead, and you hear the echo
bounce off the stadium's opposing
walls. Where's my beer and hot dogs?
Having multiple channels can do
away with this separation between listener and musical event. Telarc's DTS
discs and Delos' Dolby Digital 5.1 music
recordings are perfect examples because
Ican compare them with same producers' two-channel versions. By removing
the constraining soundstage window
and encompassing my listening room
within the reverberant soundfield, these
recordings provide agreater sense of
presence, place, and reality in multichannel than they do in conventional
The big picture
Even with the best recordings and stereo. Iam less aware of the acoustic
equipment, two-channel stereo means properties of my room because these are
that the direct sound of the performers is superseded by the injected ambience. In
spite of this, the performers are not
mixed with the ambient cues from the
side walls, the rear walls, and even the bloated, nor do they surround me. Deceiling, and is directed at you from apair spite the resolution limits of DD and
of speakers. The result is that music and DTS, Ican hear great intricacy and richambience are heard through an aperture, ness in the music.
Multichannel reproduction gives the
or soundstage. Thus, the entire musical
event takes place just beyond the speak- same inunersive experience in the musers, and one listens from aroom whose ical event. Idon't want to sit in the midown relatively short reverberation times dle of astring quartet, symphony ormake little contribution. As two-channel chestra, or big band. Ido want to hear,
stereo has advanced, we have enjoyed in my listening room, what it sounds
progressively wider and clearer windows like in the concert hall or club room.
into that soundstage, and this has permit- More than ever, Iam convinced that the
ted us to resolve more of the direct future of high-quality music reproducsound and environmental cues. But tion is multichannel. The Meridian Digdespite the inspired work of recordists ital Multichannel/Surround System is
and mixers, we remain hopelessly sepa- ready now. How long must we wait for
rated from the event by the conflation of the software to catch up?

as can be. Whether used as atransport
in the context of aMeridian system or
as aplayer with other components, I
usually preferred the 800 when comparing it to other digital sources — it
was sometimes an equal but never an
inferior. As with the DSP6000, the $16k
price of the 800 Reference buys alot of
functionality, as it includes an excellent
upsampler and system control facilities.
Oh, Ialmost forgot: it does video, too.
The 861 Reference is, to my knowledge, the most flexible and capable device in audio. It can accept any analog or
digital input, provide any analog or digital output, configure and control twochannel to 7.1-channel audio systems,
and its DSP brain can recognize and
process all known audio-signal formats
except HDCD. The DSP engine
seemed to neither add nor subtract anything from the music, and its digital volume control was as transparent at all
levels as those of the dCS Elgar and the
Z-systems rdp-1.
In its two-channel modes, the 861
gave me as good an experience as Ihave
obtained from each source, and the enhancements of Trifield were even astep
beyond. With Ambisonic and Dolby
Surround sources, the 861 provided the
tools for maximizing performance and
minimizing distractions. Performance
with Dolby Digital and DTS sources
seemed limited only by the compromises of the media themselves. Add to that
the potential to encompass as-yet-unknown processes via DSP programming
and plug-ins, and it offers as much insurance against the winds of technological change as is possible. It is aformidable machine.
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Bill Evans has been

called "the poet of jazz piano." Evans' unique combination

of strength and sensitivity influenced a whole generation of jazz pianists, from
Herbie Hancock to Keith Jarrett. Using a subtle dynamic range, his playing was
full of constantly shifting color and beauty.

Interplay
VICJ 60172

These seven recordings capture the
intricate

phrasing

and

emotional

depth of Bill Evans at the peak of his
career in the late 50s and early 60s.

errir

Mun Sum
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;

r

Moonbeams
VICJ 60214
featuring Chuck lsraels and Paul Hoban
In Moonbeams Evans did some of his most
introspective playing, his loss of
bassist LaFaro (killed in an auto
accident the previous year)
apparent but relieved by Israels'
power and empathy.

MORE BILL EVANS ON XRCD:
(

te

featuring Jim Hall. Freddie Hubbard,
Percy Heath and Philly Joe Jones
Interplay adds trumpet and guitar to
Evans' usual trio format creating an
unusual quintet alignment concentrating
on standard tunes and brighter tempos
than generally associated with Evans'
playing.

Sunday At The Village Vanguard )
JVCXR-0051
featuring Scott LaFaro and Paul Motian
Bill Evans Trio At Shelly's Manne Hole -)
JVCXR-0036
featuring Chuck lsraels and tiny Bunker

,oteor.r.

»mood

Everybody Digs Bill Evans I)
JVCXR-0020
featuring Philly Joe Jones led Sam Jones

e.:

Explorations
VICJ 60140

How my heart sings!
Bill Evans Trio

Portrait In Jazz
VICJ 60139
featuring Scott [afar') and Paul Motian
"*****Evans is one of the freshest things
to happen to the piano in years. Here is an
album with meaning. Here is the truth."
-Don De Michael—Down Beat

POIrrakrr IN .1 V/.
BILL EVANS .1I; 10

How My Heart Sings
VICJ 60373
featuring Chuck Israels and Paul Motion
This session (recorded at the same time as
Moonbeams), is by Evans classic "second trio."
While Moonbeams is more ballad orientated,
How My Heart Sings bubbles with energy on a
program including "I Should Care." "In Your Own
Sweet Way" and "Summertime."

Wre for Ditty
••

Rill Enna T.,
•
rr— •-• •
•

Waltz For Debby
VICJ 60141
featuring Scott LaFaro and Paul Malian
This, one of Evans' most celebrated recordings,
is the second of two albums recorded on June 25,
1961 at the Village Vanguard. "The trio is adeftly
integrated unit"-Leonard Feather-Down Beat

Green Dolphin Street
VICJ 60372
featuring Paul Chambers and
Philly Joe Jones This rare session,
taped in 1959, while Evans was still
with the Miles Davis group, includes
stunning performances of the
standards "Green Dolphin Street"
"You. The Night and the Music"
and "My Heart Stood Still."

featuring Scott LaFaro and Paul Motion
This recording, made when Evans'
classic trio with LaFaro and Malian had
been together for afull year. brilliantly
captures his innovative concept of
"simultaneous improvisation" with
bassist La Faro.

Equipment
Brian

Report
Damkroger

Thiel CS7.2 loudspeaker

IN

hen I describe the Thiel
CS7.2 to friends, the word
that gets the biggest reaction
is "simple." Veteran audiophiles protest, noting the big Thiel's multiple drivers, complex cabinet, and elaborate,
zillion-element crossover. Nonaudiophiles just glance at the 5'-tall speaker,
smile sympathetically at Bonnie, and
roll their eyes.
But in the world of ultra-high-end
loudspeakers, the CS72 is actually quite
simple. The other super systems I've
used — big Infinitys, Genesis 200s,
Audio Artistry Dvoraks, and the like —
have been bi- or even tri-amped. There
are four towers, external crossovers, and
abrigade of amplifiers to deal with, and
cables everywhere. With the CS7.2
there are only two speakers, one stereo
amplifier, and one set each of interconnects and speaker cables.
But when Isay "simple," what Ireally mean is the engineering. Though its
execution may have ended up being
complex, the CS72's design principles
are elegantly simple. Jim Thiel begins
with the premise that, to communicate
musically, it's necessary to achieve fidelity in four areas: tone, spatial resolution, transient reproduction, and dynamics. This gives rise to anumber of
technical requirements, which in turn
lead to aset of design goals. It is against
these goals — uniform frequency response, accurate time and phase response, low energy storage, and low
distortion — that all decisions and
tradeoffs are judged.

Description: Four-way, floorstanding,
reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Drive-units
(all anodized aluminum, midrange
three-layer sandwich construction): 1"
(25mm) dome tweeter coaxially
mounted in 3" (76mm) cone midrange; 6.5" (165mm) lower-midrange
cone; 12" (305mm) cone woofer; 12"
(305mm) passive radiator. Crossover
frequencies: 200Hz, IkHz, 3kHz.
Crossover slopes: all acoustic firstorder. Frequency range: 23Hz-20kHz.
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Thiel CS7.2 loudspeaker

Frequency response: 25Hz-17kHz,
±1.5dB. Phase response: ±10°, minimum. Sensitivity: 86dB/2.83V/1m.
Impedance: 4 ohms nominal, 3 ohms
minimum. Recommended power:
100-500W.
Dimensions: 55" (1400mm) H by
14" (360mm) W by 19" (480mm) D.
Weight: 168 lbs each.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
153, 154.
Finishes: Standard: walnut, black

ash, white oak, natural cherry, black
laminate; other finishes available at
extra cost.
Price: 813,500/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 27 (not all 70
Thiel dealers stock the C57.2). Warranty: 10 years.
Manufacturer: Thiel Audio Products,
1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington,
KY 40511. Tel: (606) 254-9427. Fax:
(606) 254-0075. E-mail: mail@thiel
audio.com. Web: www.thielaudio.com.
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E=mc2
In that light, everything about the CS72
makes perfect sense. Multiple drivers
are the simplest way to ensure uniform
frequency response and radiation. The
sloping baffle time-aligns the voice coils,
and the first-order crossovers give you
phase coherence. The rigid, 1"-thick
cabinet, complex inner bracing, 4"-thick
cast mineral baffle, and custom-built
aluminum drivers all reduce energy
storage and distortion — as do Thiers
short-coil/long-gap motor assemblies,
which ensure that the voice-coil operates entirely within alinear, consistent
magnetic field.
Each of these design elements is a
direct outgrowth of Thiers original
premise, technical requirements, and
design goals. Each does, however, pose
its own set of engineering challenges.

The idea of arigid cabinet is simple, but
Thiel's bracing scheme and baffle are
not. The same is true for low-distortion
drivers: simple concept, difficult execution. Because of the considerable overlap between drivers, first-order crossovers must be complex to incorporate
all of the factors necessary to achieve a
seamless blend. The coaxial midrange/
tweeter poses its own challenges, overcome here by acomplex, three-layer
sandwich construction and acarefully
engineered cone shape.
Sure, if you just look at the details, the
CS72 is complex. However, if you follow the process — start with the desired
performance attributes and move forward into the CS72's design and implementation — it becomes obvious that
each element is only as complex as it
needs to be to do the job.

Updating aclassic
The CS72 is visually indistinguishable
from its predecessor, the Class A-rated
CSZ reviewed by Tom Norton in October 1995, with aFollow-Up by Wes
Phillips in January 1996. It is 55" tall,
with a 14" by 17" footprint, sloping
front baffle, and full-length grillecloth.
Other than in front, the speaker is
entirely encased in luscious veneer — in
the case of the review samples, agorgeous dark cherry — and connections
are via asingle pair of heavy, gold-plated, 5-way binding posts on the unit's
underside. All aspects of the 72's construction, fit, and finish are outstanding.
The CS72's basic configuration, too,
is identical to the CS7's. They're both
large, floorstanding, four-way designs,
with the drivers arrayed vertically in a
massive, curved, cast-mineral front baf-

reveals the tuning of the passive radiatot
implying excellent low-frequency extension. My estimate of the Thiel's Bweighted voltage sensitivity was 85dB/
2.83V/lm — slightly lower than specified, and ruling out the use of amplifiers
of less than 100W, in my opinion.
The impedance traces were free from
resonance-caused wrinkles, and an investigation of the cabinet walls' vibrational behavior revealed just two resonant modes of any consequence (not
shown). These should have only minimal subjective consequences; their relatively high frequencies, 350Hz and
535Hz, indicate avery well-braced cabinet, considering its size.
Assessing the amplitude response of a
physically large loudspeaker featuring
first-order crossover slopes is an enterprise fraught with difficulty due to the

significant overlap between the driveunits, which gives rise to interference
effects. Please bear this in mind when
you examine fig2, which shows the
CS72's quasi-anechoic response averaged across a30° horizontal window on
the tweeter axis, spliced to the complex
sum of the nearfield radiator, woofer,
and midrange responses below 500Hz.
The speaker's bass extends down to
25Hz, below which it rolls off quite
steeply. There appears to be alack of
energy in the upper midrange, but this
might be due to interference in the
crossover region between the two midrange units at the relatively close (50")
microphone distance Ihave to use.
Howevet what are undoubtedly real
aspects of this response are the narrow
but quite intense peak just below 61cHz
and the large peak at 21kHz. The latter

Measurements
Like most Jim Thiel designs, the CS72
features quite alow impedance over
most of the audio band (fig.1), with a
magnitude dropping to below 2.7 ohms
above 8kHz and ranging between 2.9
ohms and 42 ohms between 60Hz and
8IcHz. The electrical phase angle is generally low, howevet meaning that agood
amplifier rated into 4ohms will be able to
drive the speaket The minimum value at
24Hz in the magnitude trace in fig.1
elegeyedee in., CS,
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Fig.1

Thiel CS7.2, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed). (2 ohms/vertical div.)

Fig.2 Thiel C57.2, anechoic response on tweeter
axis at 50", averaged across 30° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with the complex sum of the
nearfield midrange, woofer, and passive
radiator responses plotted below 500Hz.
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Fig.3 Thiel CS7.2, vertical response family at 50", from back to front: differences in response 15*-5°
above tweeter axis, reference response, differences in response 5*-15* below tweeter axis.
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Thiel
fie. On top is acoaxial midrange-tweeter, with the 1" dome tweeter mounted
deep in the throat of the 3" midrange.
Below the tweeter-midrange are a6.5"
lower midrange and a12" woofer. As in
other Thiel models, the woofer is
loaded with apassive radiator rather
than aport
All of the drivers and crossovers,
however, are different from those in the
CS7. Thiel Audio now builds all of its
drivers in-house; according to Jim Thiel,
this has allowed the company to achieve
both increased output and reduced distortion. "The biggest differences are in
the midrange and tweeter. We learned a
lot from designing the tweeter for the
CS6, and its high end was much better
than the CS7's... We also got alot of
new ideas for the midrange, the engineered shape, and the three-layer sand-

wich construction. In the meantime, we
went to manufacturing our own drivers,
so they're built exactly to spec. The 72
takes full advantage of this fact."
Although the CS72's midrange/
tweeter is acoaxial design, it's not asingle-motor/mechanical-crossover design
like the one used in the CS23 that I
reviewed last January. "We're still considering it for aCS73," Thiel said, "but
right now, the mechanical crossover is a
way to get 98% of the performance for a
drastically reduced cost. It's still not
quite as good on acost-no-object basis,
so it's not appropriate for the CS72."

is due to the tweeter dome's "oil-can"
resonance and, despite its closeness to
the audio band, should have no audible
consequences. With program material
possessing energy in the 61cHz region,
however, the lower-frequency peak will
be audible as asteeliness or alack of
mid-treble clarity. When Iauditioned
the speaker for myself, Iwas surprised at
how unobtrusive this resonant problem
was for much of the time — it is very
narrow, meaning that it will be excited
only if significant program energy exists
between 5and 61cHz. But Brian does
talk about atouch of treble "hardness"
that occasionally intruded; Iimagine that
this peak was the cause of this comment.
In the vertical plane (fig.3), the
midrange rapidly recedes as the listener's ear rises above the tweeter axis. As
this axis is quite high (40" above the

floor), this should not be an issue
except for standing listeners. Moving
below the tweeter axis, the high treble
starts to shelve down, but the balance
otherwise remains unchanged to any
significant extent.
Fig.4 shows how the CS72's response
changes (in 5° steps) as the microphone
moves 90° to either side of the tweeter
axis. The dispersion is superb even up to
about 2.5kHz, with then some very
slight beaming before the speaker's radiation pattern widens again as the uppermidrange unit takes over. An off-axis
notch develops in the exact region of
the on-axis peak, which might work
against its audibility. Probably most
important, the tweeter becomes quite
directional between 111cHz and 161cHz,
presumably because of the modifying
effect of the very slight flare of the

Maybe not so simple:
Systems and setup
Being aThiel veteran, Iconfidently set
up the 72s firing down the long axis of
my 18' by 27' listening room, and

-90.00

dB

CS7.2

hooked up the VAC Renaissance 70/70
amplifier. The rest of the setup included
aVP! TNT/JMW Memorial/Grado
Reference analog rig, Sonic Frontiers
Phono 1and Line 3preamps, an Ultech
UCD-100 CD player, and cables from
Nirvana, Synergistic Research, JPS Lab,
and MIT Bright Star isolation products
and AC delivery by Nirvana, PAC, and
MIT products completed the system.
After burning in the CS72s for aweek
with the Sheffield/XL0 Test & Burn-in
CD (Sheffield Lab 10041-2-T), Icued
up Diana ICrall's Only Trust Your Heart
(GRP GRD-9810) and sat back.
Pure, yes. Sweet? Absolutely. Lush...
you bet. But transients were noticeably
softened, as if the musicians were
encased in aslightly viscous liquid. I
found myself snapping my fingers to a
beat slightly faster than the music's, urg-

upper-midrange cone. Brian did comment on the CS72's lack of high-frequency air, as the speaker actually has a
slightly rising treble response on the
tweeter axis, Iimagine he is responding
to the lack of top-octave energy in his
room's reverberant field, this due to the
tweeter's directivity in this region.
This can be seen in fig.5, aspatially
averaged response centered on the listening position, the measurement taken in
Brian's room. If you compare this with
the quasi-anechoic response (fig2), you
can see that the measured lack of on-axis
energy in the upper midrange has disappeared, and that the in-room balance
from the middle of the midrange to the
mid-treble is impressively flat. The onaxis peaks at 5.61cHz and 211cHz continue to make their presences known.
However, note how well this graph correlates with Brian's subjective comments
about the CS72's overall balance: somewhat elevated low bass, recessed lower
mids, neutral midrange and low treble,
and alack of top-octave energy.
10
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Thiel
mg it to pick up the pace. But no matter
how Itweaked and twisted, the music
just wouldn't break free from the languid aquascape. Seventy watts, no matter how good, weren't going to cut it.
The results with Larnm's 100W ML1monoblocks were similar to those with
the VAC setup, so Idecided to bring up
the heavy artillery. In addition to my
VTL Ichibans, Ilined up aKrell KSA250 and pairs of Mark Levinson No20.6
and Sonic Frontiers Power Three monoblocks. All worked well, but none was
excessive, and the CS72s clearly revealed
each amp's characteristics. Iended up
preferring — and doing most of my listening with — the Levinsons.
Other changes followed. Iswitched to
MIT cables and power delivery and
installed the Wadia 830 CD player. In
went the Adcom GFP-750 preamp —

CS7.2

but for digital, Iran the Wadia directly
into the Levinsons. Finally, Itore everything down and flipped the entire setup
90°. The new setup, with the CS72s
backed up to asolid brick wall and firing
down the short side of my listening
room, was noticeably better. In their final
placements, the Thiels sat approximately
3' from the front wall, 8' from each other
and the side walls, and were slightly toedin. My listening chair was set about 1' off
the back wall, putting it approximately
12' from the speakers.
Iexperimented with room treatment
and ended up using five floor-to-ceiling
ASC Tube Traps: two in the corners,
two more at the side walls' first-reflection points, and the fifth centered between and slightly behind the speakers
(see the sidebar). Ithen added Echo Busters: Double Buster diffusers on the back

wall, behind my listening chair, and a
pair of Echo Busters reflectors as wings
on either side of the central column.

at 5.6kHz and 21kHz, as expected, but
also one at 4.1kHz —exactly the frequency of aresponse notch. Again, Iatr
mn
a
zzled why this resonant behavior
its
presence known only sometimes.
The Thiel CS72 combines some fine
measured performance attributes —
time coherence, excellent bass extension, and wide, even dispersion — with

some that leave me perplexed, such as
its mid-treble resonant behavior. Its use
of first-order crossover slopes with the
attendant overlap between drive-unit
passbands and its limited top-octave dispersion will make room setup more
arduous than usual. But with care, the
speaker can — as Brian found — be
made to sing.
—John Atkinson

Use and listening
In my review of the Wadia 830 CD
player (Stereophile, October 1999), I
mentioned that the system — Wadia
830, Mark Levinson 20.6es, Thiel
CS72s — was the best I'd ever had, and
that Iwas staying up nights listening to
music for the first time in quite awhile.
Back then, Iconcentrated on the
Wadia's resolution and accuracy, which
both improved the system directly and
allowed everything else in the chain to
be optimized. The Thiel's contribution,
on the opposite end of the chain, was
similar and equally profound. By reproducing everything — every tone, every
harmonic, every nuance, every detail —

Measurements
Jim Thiel's Coherent Sound speakers
all have excellent time coherence, and
the CS72 is no exception. The impulse
response (fig.6) has acoherent shape,
though the tail is overlaid with ringing
from the two HF resonances discussed
earlier. The step response (fig.7) has an
almost perfect right-triangle shape,
though the 6kHz ringing can be seen
and there is alittle too much overshoot,
this partly due to the measuring microphone but mainly due to the slightly rising tweeter response on-axis. As aresult, the acoustic phase response (fig.8)
is flat, with aminimum-phase characteristic, over almost all the audio band.
(The phase error due to the CS72's departure from aflat response has been
subtracted from this graph.) But note
the wrinkles in this so-called "excessphase" response around 6kHz, which I
assume are associated with the resonant
peak in this region.
Finally, the Thiers waterfall plot (fig.9)
reveals agenerally clean decay, marred
only by ridges of delayed energy not only
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with precision and purity, the CS72
similarly allowed every aspect of the system to be improved and optimized, as
well as making its own, direct contribution to the performance.
Thiel speakers are known for excellent bass, but the CS72 was even better
than I'd expected. From the mid-20Hz
range on up, it was fast, clean, powerful,
and very natural — in other words, dead
on. Detail was excellent, as was the
recovery of ambience and spatial cues.
On "Saturn," from the Zubin Mehta/
ISO reading of Hoist's The Planets (London/Classic CSCD 6734), Icould clearly hear the individual double basses
lined up at an angle. The walls beside

and behind them were solidly located,
and there was agreat sense of the space
between the instruments and the walls.
Fast, melodic bass lines — Ray
Brown's Sosilar Energy (Concord Jazz
CCD-4268), for example — were sweet,
clean, and bouncy. But what really
struck me was the 72's reproduction of
bass drums, and the breathtaking drive
and impact that it added to orchestral
pieces. My notes on the second movement of the Reiner/Chicago performance of Prokofiev's Lt. Kijé (Chesky
RC10) say it all: "Wow — incredibly
realistic, with afast initial transient followed by aseismic, blooming weight...
all the while maintaining aclear pitch,

harmonic structure, and distinct skin
tone. Fantastic! I've never heard bass
drums like this outside of aconcert hall."
The only nit I'll pick is that the 72
slightly emphasized the very lowest bass
relative to the upper bass and lower
midrange. This didn't come across as an
imbalance or discontinuity, however,
but as if Ray Brown just wasn't playing
quite as loudly at the top of his range as
at the bottom.
The CS72's top end was clear, sweet,
and detailed, without any of the brightness and overetching that some Thiels
have been accused of in the past. Inner
details, like the pattern of brushes moving against acymbal, were beautifully

Room Tuning: ASC Tube Traps & the MATT Test

of the challenges 1faced in
optimizing the Thiel CS7.2s'
O
performance was controlling and tunne

ing their interaction with my listening
room. Intuition, experience, trial and
error —all came into play, as did several of the procedures and calculations
covered by Jonathan Scull in his "Fine
Tunes" column.
Ieven had expert guidance — in
the form of visits from Bruce Brisson
and Joe Abrams of MIT, and Art
Noxon of Acoustic Sciences Corporation (ASC), who led me through a
two-step process. First, we concentrated on getting smooth overall response and good, even articulation.
Then we dialed-in depth, dimensionality, and ambience.
One of the most powerful tools we
used in the first process was the Music
Articulation Test Tone (MATT) test,
Track 19 on Stereophiles Test CD 2
(STPH004-2). The test was created by
Art Noxon as away of characterizing
an audio system's response and articulation. "It's basically amusic intelligibility test," he explained. "Home theater installers have standards for intelligibility, and pro sound people have a
standard. But, oddly enough, high-end
audio, where we pride ourselves on
superb sound, has no such standard."
The test consists of a tone that
ramps at 16Hz per second from 28Hz
to 780Hz and back again. Instead of
being constant, however, it turns on
and off rapidly, creating 1
/
1
6th-second
tone bursts, each 2Hz higher (or, on
the way down, lower) than the previous burst, interspersed with %ail-second periods of silence. The test not
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28Hz

Fig.1

780Hz

28Hz

The results of aMATI test performed in BD's listening room, without room treatment. Note
the reduced level and articulation at approximately 360Hz (a), and the greater articulation
(thicker trace) at 550-600Hz (b).

28Hz

780Hz

28Hz

Fig.2 The results of aMAT!' test performed in BD's listening room, treated with Tube Traps and
Echo Busters panel absorbers. Note overall improvement in articulation compared to the
setup in fig. 1. Articulation is still minimal at approximately 360Hz (a), but significantly
improved over the untreated room.

only characterizes asystem's frequency response by the average level at any
frequency, but also its articulation —ie,
how cleanly it turns on and off.
The test can be conducted by listening or by watching the needle on a
sound-level meter, and noting the
times when the level varies or the
pulses aren't cleanly reproduced. Because the tones ramp up linearly, time
can easily be converted to frequency
to isolate the problems. The most
graphic method, however, is to use the
level meter's output to drive achart recorder or computer data-acquisition
board. The trace's average levels indicate the system's frequency response,
and the width of the trace shows how
effectively and cleanly the system
turns on and off.
It's significant to note that the test
characterizes the entire system, includ-

ing the listening room. In fact, the
room interactions typically dominate
the test. If the room is removed, either
by listening to the test through headphones or by holding the level meter
close to aspeaker, the results are nearly perfect — crystal-clear reproduction, or aflat, fat trace indicative of flat
overall response and consistently good
articulation.
Fig.1 shows the results of aMATT
test in my listening room without
any room treatment, but with the
CS7.2s carefully positioned for the
best overall sound. It was an excellent-sounding setup, but fig.1 shows
that both the level and articulation
varied somewhat, with both being at
aminimum at around 360Hz (a),
and the system being its most articulate (fattest trace) in the 550-600Hz
region (b).
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Thiel
reproduced. On the minus side, dynamic
contrasts weren't quite as large in the treble as in the midrange or bass, so highpitched, massed violin crescendos never
quite balanced the power of the rest of
the orchestra. There was also abit less
detail up top; individual violins weren't as
distinct as cellos or woodwinds.
There also seemed to be aslight lack
of air and extension. For example, the
72 seemed to properly balance the
celesta's dense, bell-like ring and the
surrounding halo of overtones. Triangles, on the other hand, were sweet
but atiny bit muted. Lastly, atrace of
hardness crept in on afew occasions
when the tweeter was driven hard, as at

We then experimented with ASC
Tube Traps, beginning with them oriented as absorbers. Using the MATT
test to check each configuration, we
added columns of Tube Traps in the
corners for bass control, at the side
wall's first reflection points, and between the speakers, to make the
soundstage coalesce/cohere better.
Fig2 shows the MATT results for our
final configuration, which added Echo
Busters absorbers behind the listening
position. While there's still aminimum in both level and articulation at
about 360Hz, fig2 shows that the dip
isn't as severe with this setup, and that
the articulation is much better throughout the frequency range covered by
the test.
The sonic effects were more subtle
than the measurements would suggest, but still noticeable. The Thiels
had had excellent focus and precision
before; with the room treatment, they
became truly extraordinary. The same
was true of their pure, uncolored
sound: outstanding before, truly exceptional in the treated room.
The second part of the process —
expanding the soundstage's width and
depth, and adding ambience by incorporating reflected information — was
accomplished by asystematic process
of rotating the Tube Traps to expose
their reflective sides. This was done in
stages —first the corners, then the side
walls, then the area between the
speakers — checking the effect at each
step. We'd play Dire Straits' "Private
Investigations" (from Money for Nothing, Warner Bros. 25794-2, CD) and
listen for how far out and back the
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CS7.2

were outstanding, their performance
easily traceable to Jim Thiel's premises
about musical communication. Start
with tonal fidelity: Thiel speakers are
known for their pure, uncolored sound,
When Igot to the
and the 7.2 was outstanding in this
regard. Although it didn't sound permidrange, Ithrew away my fectlyfiat in my room, it did sound uncolored. Instruments and voices were clear
caveats. The 7.2's mids
and pure, with the proper balance of
fundamentals and harmonics.
were outstanding.
Other speakers might emphasize a
certain portion of the frequency range,
of any Thiel speaker I've heard, and very or have apervasive character that superimposes acertain sameness on different
good on any scale.
But when Igot to the midrange, I instruments. Through the Thiel CS72,
threw away my caveats. The 72's mids oboes were distinctly oboes, clarinets

the end of an explosive, flying piccolo
run. But these were minor deficiencies.
The CS72's top end was easily the best

marimbas were. Other tests were the
muted, distant trumpet at the opening
of Prokofiev's Lt. Kijé (Chesky RC10,
LP) and the walls beside and behind it,
and how clearly delineated were the
Turtle Creek Chorale's three tiers of
voices on John Ruttees Requiem (Reference Recordings RR-57, LP).
'Without the benefit of astraightforward graphical analysis like the
MATT test, the process of adding ambience was much more qualitative. It
wasn't amatter of simply more —
more depth, more width, more ambience. If too much was added, or too
much was reflected directly toward
the listener, the coherence of the
soundstage was lost. The instruments
no longer seemed to be playing in a
single acoustic space, or even in similar
spaces. Even individual instruments
were discontinuous — upper registers
or overtones would spread across a
much wider space than their bottom
ends or fundamentals. The result was
atwo-layered effect, with dramatically
different image sizes above and below
the break.
We ended up with very little energy reflected directly outward or at the
listening position. Instead, the energy
on each side was directed toward the
center of atriangle formed by the
front corner, the side wall's first reflection point, and aTube Trap centered
between and behind the speakers. We
ran another MATT test to ensure that
we hadn't changed the system's response (we hadn't), but we didn't really need to — our ears told the story.
The sound was fantastic.
Where there was depth before,

there was now acrystal-clear, tangible
portrayal of the instruments at the rear
of the stage, and of the surrounding
walls of the recording venue. Image
dimensionality had become holography, detail bordered on reality, and
notions like "speed," "precision," and
"articulation" faded away, leaving only
the performers. The system wasn't
changed per se; it was simply optimized. All of the CS72's strengths
were apparent and consistent throughout, but the room tuning honed them,
coddled them, merged them into a
more cohesive whole. Before the tuning, the system sounded very, very
good; after, it was phenomenal.
I unconditionally recommend
ASCs Tube Traps, and the Echo Busters products that we used. What I
really recommend, however, is the entire package: system, room treatment,
tuning process, MATT test, and expert
support from Bruce Brisson, Joe
Abrams, and Art Noxon. Even before
asingle Tube Trap had arrived, Art
Noxon had looked over drawings of
my listening rooms and made recommendations for placements.
"This isn't just special treatment for
you because you're areviewer," he explained. "I'll do this for any ASC customer." And while he probably won't
personally visit and supervise the
process, part of ASCs service is to review MATT test results and support a
customer through just the process we
used in my room. All it takes to start is
acopy of Test CD 2and aRadioShack
SPL meter. Give it atry — you'll be
glad you did.
—Brian Dantkroger
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obviously clarinets, and violas unquestionably violas. In fact, Inoticed how
obvious overdubs and edits became
with the Thiels: the speakers revealed
subtle differences in an instrument's
tuning, or its position with respect to
the microphones and surroundings.
The CS72s' imaging—or "spatial
fidelity," in Thielspealc — was similarly
outstanding. Ifind myselfjudging most
speakers' imaging in terms of tradeoffs:
coherence vs detail, for example, or continuity with the surrounding space vs
image dimensionality and boundary
definition. With the CS72s, there were
no tradeoffs. Images were richly and
naturally detailed, and almost holographic in their dimensionality, but
were never overetched or discontinuous
with their surroundings.
In addition, the instruments' positioning, hall boundaries, and surrounding ambience were always consistent, both internally and with respect to
the listening perspective. The boundaries between images and the surrounding space were continuous, and
ebbed and flowed naturally, without a
hint of vagueness or blurring around
the edges of instruments or sections.
My Audio Artistry Dvoraks, for example, are wonderfully continuous but
have nowhere near the Thiels' specificity and precision.
The most striking thing about the
Thiels' imaging—and it was striking—
was the uncanny density of those images.
It was as if the Thiels took all of the
energy that other speakers spread into a
diffuse orb around an instrument's position, and coalesced and condensed it into
the image itself. Focus, precision, specificity ... all these words are accurate, but
don't do justice to the effect, or its

impact on the listening experience.
Switching from my Dvoraks to the
CS72s wasn't like adjusting the focus; it
was more like getting glasses for the first
time — and simultaneously acquiring
depth perception.
I'm certain that part of this focus,
dimensionality, and density stems from
the CS72's superb performance on
transients. The temptation is to say that

Ican thank
the Thiels —and
the rest of the system —
for creating another
audiophile music-loyer
that night.
the CS7.2 is fast, but that's not quite
right. It certainly sounded fast when the
music demanded it, but actually the
CS72 was incredibly precise and accurate. If Ilistened carefully, it was obvious that notes were starting and stopping very sharply, with anoticeable
lack of dulling or softening, and never
ahint of ringing or overshoot. John
Atkinson commented that "the notes
start and stop so quickly... it's really
quite striking."
If I
just listened to the music, however, the CS7.2's transient fidelity came
across as an energy or immediacy that
made everything seem more realistic
and alive. Ioften found myself digging
out live recordings and listening late
into the night, just because the Thiel's
immediacy made the performances so
riveting. Ricicie Lee Jones was afrequent

Associated Equipment
Analog source: VP! TNT Mk.IV
turntable, JMW 12" Memorial tonearm, Grado Reference cartridge.
Digital source: Wadia 830 CD
player.
Preamplification: Sonic Frontiers
Line 3 and Adcom GFP-750 line
stages, Sonic Frontiers Phono-1 phono
preamp.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No20.6, VTL Ichiban, VAC Renaissance 70/70, Lamm ML-1, Sonic Frontiers Power Three, Krell ICSA-250.
Cables: MIT 330 Shotgun and MH750 Shotgun, Nirvana S-L and S-X,
JPS Lab Superconductor 2, Synergis-
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tic Research Designer's Reference.
Accessories: MIT Z-System, PAC
Super IDOS, Nirvana AC isolation
and AC delivery systems; Nordost
ECO3 and Music Fidelity DiskSolution CD treatments; ASC and Echo
Busters room-treatment products;
Sheffield/XL° Test and Burn-in CD,
Stereophile Test CD 2& Test CD 3;
Bright Star isolation systems, Tiptoes;
VP! 16.5 record-cleaning machine,
Immedia Needle Nektar styluscleaning fluid, StyLAST stylus fluid;
Bright Star, VPI, Merrill equipment
stands.
—Brian Damkroger

late-night companion, via Girl at Her Volcano (Warner Bros. 23805-1B) and
Naked Songs (Reprise 45950-2). But
Jones's Friday Night in San Francisco (Columbia KC 47152) was the stunner. I
could stack up the adjectives — tangible,
dimensional, intimate, immediate —
and still not really describe what the
Thiels did for live recordings.
Perhaps aGen-X friend from work
said it best. Christian stopped by one
evening 'to hear Miles Davis' Kind of
Blue on agood system." Iput on the
Classic reissue (Columbia/Classic CS
8163), and within seconds he was mesmerized. At the end of "So What" he
turned to me and said, "I've never heard
anything like this. It's like being at a
concert — it's like it's happening right
here, right now." Ithink that, more than
anything else, it's the CS72's precision —
its dynamic fidelity — that gives rise to
this feeling of immediacy.
As aside note, Ican thank the Thiels—
and the rest of the system —for creating
another audiophile music-lover that
night. Christian and Ilistened to jazz for
hours, chatting and alternating between
my favorites and discs that he'd brought.
He'd always loved music, and had been
aware of the High End's existence, but
had never looked into it. "Listening to
recorded music," he said, "just never
worked for me. It's just never been
compelling, something Iwould just do.
But this.., this is different." Christian's a
grad student, so buying apair of CS72s
is simply out of the question; but he did
end up buying a nice system (Rega
Planet CD, Luna amplifier, Meadowlark Kestrels), and now spends his
evenings listening to music.
Jim Thiel's final design goal, dynamic
fidelity, goes hand in hand with the
CS72's excellent reproduction of transients. Inoted earlier that dynamic gradients might be slightly larger in the
bass and midrange than in the treble. I
also noticed that while the 72 can effortlessly reproduce huge, explosive dynamic gradients and can differentiate
very fine dynamic shadings at low to
moderately loud levels, it lacks the last
bit of dynamic resolution at its very
loudest levels. Full orchestral climaxes,
for example, didn't have quite the impact of the explosive guitars on Friday
Night in San Francisco, or the immediacy
of Rickie Lee Jones' soft, breathy voice
on "Chuck E.'s In Love." But Idon't
want to make too much of this; it's a
minor point that has as much to do with
my room and the partnering amplifiers
as it does with the CS72 itself.
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Summing up
As Thiel Audio's current flagship, the
CS72 is the fullest realization to date
of Jim Thiel's process and goals. To
understand those goals — achieving
tonal, spatial, transient, and dynamic
fidelity —is to understand this speaker
and its characteristics. The CS7.2 is
absolutely superb in these areas. It
combines and exceeds all the positive
attributes of other Thiels I've auditioned, while ameliorating most of
their shortcomings.
The CS72 is also an absolutely topflight speaker by any standard. It is the
finest loudspeaker I've had in my system, which, over the years, has housed
large designs from the likes of Infinity,
Audio Artistry, Magnepan, and Genesis. Even if I expand the circle to
include speakers I've heard extensively
but have not owned —Aerials, Hales,
Duntechs, Quads, Wilsons — the CS72
would remain my choice because with
the CS72s, I've spent less time thinking
about tradeoffs and compromises and
more time listening to music.
The CS7.2 requires a substantial
commitment to realize its full potential. Although it works reasonably well
with minimal effort, "reasonably well"
isn't what such speakers are about. For
optimal integration, it needs careful
positioning in a medium-to-large
room, and possibly some room treatment. It must also be mated with the
best possible components, and really
needs to be driven by asuperb, very
powerful amplifier. Even then, the
CS72's transparency and resolution
will clearly reveal the characteristics —
good and bad — of the setup and
upstream components. Get it right,
however, and the CS72 is as good as
anything available.
The bottom line: If Icould afford to
buy the CS72s, Iwould. I'm going to
miss the level of performance my system has reached during their tenure
here. As it is, Ienthusiastically recommend them to anyone who's seeking,
and willing to commit to, aviable candidate for the best speaker available.
$13,500/pair may seem expensive; but
in the world of cost-no-object super
systems the CS72s' performance places
them in, it isn't. Add the construction
quality, the simplicity and ease of use,
and the associated savings in amps and
cables, and the Thiel CS72 is actualld
good value.

THE ULTIMATE HOME THEATER
WIRED DISCOVERS INNOVATIVE AUDIO
"I've entered Nirvana.

\\>

Only, Idon't know the price of admission. Elliot

Fishkin, president of

New York's Innovative Audio Video
Showrooms, ahigh-end AN mecca,

, Ullurtatc
Homelhcatel

has ushered me into the Room. The

1%Imes On*,
Caplet le

walls of the Room are hung in peach
velvet. The carpet glows asoothing
golden hue. The Room has no
ambient quality. It's dead quiet. I
see other salespeople through the
glass door. Their lips move, but I
cannot hear aword.
Elliot seats me in the Chair in the
center of the Room. I'm 15 feet from a
small screen you might find in the smallest theater in the biggest

multiplex of the nearest mall. Speakers the size of refrigerators tower over cables as thick as
anacondas. Inod at Elliot with the exaggerated gravity of aduelist. He raises atiny remote
and pushes Play.
The Filth Element appears on screen. Madhouse cartoon images flash by. My jaw drops.
This is the very incarnation of the much promised home4ideo revolution. The picture has
no grain. No lines. It looks like film -warm and smooth, with none of the coldness of video.
The colors are as sharp and luminescent as those on the screen at the Ziegfeld Theater in
New York or Le Grand Theater Lumiere in Cannes. The sound is clearer than that at
Carnegie Hall. What's more, this has nothing to do with HDTV. This is just avideo signal
blown through cutting-edge technology made bigger and cleaner by the application of
money. Iturn to Elliot, amazed. He smiles complacently
"The sound," Elliot saw, "runs around $75,(X10. The picture, $85,000. And that doesn't

must honor the
truth: It's worth every stinking penny. "
include designing the room." Against my better judgement, I

—Wired Magazine. June 1999, Article

by DaMd N. Meyer 11

To read the full content of this article on the web, link to
up://wuv.wired.com/wired/archive/7.06/home_theater.html
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Equipment

Report

Michael

Fremer

Audio Research Reference
phono preamplifier

A

udio Research's long-promised
"final statement" phono preamplifier has finally arrived, and its
price is $3500 less than the originally
rumored $10,000. That's apleasant deviation from the audiophile norm, but at
$6495, the Reference phono still boasts a
steep ticket. That's more than twice the
price of the $2495 PH3 SE, AR's previous best —a class sonic act itself.
The cost-no-object company kept
the Reference's sticker price down not
by skimping on the parts or build quality of its original vision, but by leaving
out the variable equalization feature it
intended to include.
For those of you new to analog playback (yes, even at this late date, there are
happily many new converts): In order to
increase the amount of music on an LP
side and to make tracking easier, bass is
rolled off in the disc-cutting process,
while high frequencies are boosted. In
playback, an inverse curve is applied to
the signal that restores overall flat response and lifts the music well above
the LP's noise floor.
During the LP's early days, many
labels devised their own compensation
curves. In fact, many early phono preamps included various user-selectable
curves. Eventually, the RIAA (Recording Industry Association of America)
standardized acurve that the American and many foreign recording industries adopted.
Audio Research concluded that including the costly variable equalization
feature was not awise move, given that
the vast majority of LPs played by most
potential Reference buyers are encoded
with the RIAA curve. Why ask them to
pay more than $3000 for afeature they
wouldn't be using and that the company claims potentially degrades the
sound? (Ironically, as Iwas preparing
this review, Ireceived acall from an
importer of avery expensive Japanese
phono preamp that includes the variable EQ feature. The designer's research told him that, even among labels
adopting the RIAA curve, there are
variables that affect the sound.)
Nonetheless, Audio Research — and
most other electronics manufacturers
Stereophile, February 2000

Audio Research Reference phono preamplifier

offering premium-priced phono sections — have focused their attention on
the difficult task of getting the RIAA
curve right and leaving it at that. FM
Acoustics is one of the few companies
to offer variable EQ in its phono sections; owners of large collections of
pre-RIAA LPs and 78s should consider
avariable-EQ unit.
For the rest of us, though, there's this
end-of-millennium gift to chew on: a
14-tube, no-compromise phono section
from one of America's premier highend electronics manufacturers. Review
time well spent!

Description: Vacuum-tube phono
preamplifier. Tube complement:
eleven 6922/E88CC, one 5AR4, one
6L6GC, one 6992 in power supply.
Frequency response/RIAA accuracy:
±0.15dB of RIM, 10Hz-60kHz; 3dB
points below 1Hz and above 250kHz.
Voltage gain: 48dB (low), 69dB
(high) at lkHz. Input impedance:
280 ohms (High Gain); 47k ohms
(Low Gain). Hum and noise: 0.56pV
equivalent input noise, IHF weighted,
shorted (low gain) input (65dB ref.
ImV IkHz input); 0.055pV equivalent input noise (high gain) (65dB
ref. 0.1mV lkHz input). Distortion:
0.005% at 500mV RMS output at
IkHz. Output impedance: 200 ohms
unbalanced. Recommended load:

Design
Design is about choice, and Audio
Research has chosen to go with atubebased power supply that includes a
5AR4 rectifier tube. According to AR
engineer Rich Larson, atube power
supply is "easier on other tubes." For
one thing, there's an inherent time
delay, so the heaters warm up together.
According to Larson, there's also greater
headroom and less ringing. Regulation
throughout the circuit is solid-state.
While many designs (including AR's
PH3 and PH3 SE models) use solidstate-based "head amps" to boost the

50k-100k ohms in parallel with
100pF (10k ohms minimum and 2nF
maximum). Rated output capability:
500mV RMS (10Hz-60kHz) into
100k ohms (maximum output capability is 30V RMS output at 0.5%
THD at lkHz).
Dimensions: 19" W by 7" H by 15.5"
D. Weight: 28 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
99001620.
Price: 86495. Approximate number
of dealers: 60.
Manufacturer: Audio Research,
5740 Green Circle Drive, Minnetonka, MN 55343-4424. Tel: (612)
939-0600. Fax: (612) 939-0604.
Web: www.audioresearch.com.
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Mai
Ella Fitzgerald and Louis
Armstrong /Ella And Louis
LP .AVEC 4003 $30.00

oing.

El

The Oscar Peterson Trio /
Night Train
LP .AVER 8538 $30.00

Getz /Gilberto
LP •AVER 8545 $30.00

Ben Webster
Ouintet /Soulville
LP =AVER 8274 $30.00

SWAN L.1.

DECCA

N,,ERNIET

SPECIAPREING

Bach — The Musical
Offering /The Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra /
Karl Münchinger
LP =ADEC 2204 $30.00

Gabriel Faure — Pelléas et
Mélisande (Suite). Pénélope
(Prélude). Masques et
bergamasquest Claude
Debussy -Petite Suite /OSR
/Ernest Ansermet
LP ADEC 2303 $30.00

Beethoven — Complete
Incidental Music to Goethe's
Egmont /Pilar Lorengar /
Klaus-Jurgen Wussow /VPO
/George Szell
LP =ADEC 6465 $30.00

Tchaikovsky — Swan Lake
(ballet) /L'Orchestre de la
Suisse Romande /Ernest
Ansermet
LP =2107/8 $55.00 12 LP)

Maria Callas -Operatic
Recital/Arias /Philharmonie
Orch./Serafin
LP =AEMI 1231 $30.00

Bruckner -Symphony No 4/
PHO/ Klemperer
LP =AEMI 2569 $30.00

Strauss - Don Ouixote /Op.
35 /Till Eulenspiegels /
Berlin Phil. Orch. /Kempe
LP =AEMI 326 $30.00

EMI
5PE-üa; PRE55 ,,+G

Jacqueline Du Pré —
Cello Concerto /Janet Baker — Sea Pictures
/Sir John Barbirolli /LSO
LP .AEMI 655 $330.00

APO

J'amie Loe
RIXIINSON

Vouslini
_
`. 1.0
Jimmy D. Lane /Legaci
LP .AAPO 2005 $25.00
CD =CAPO 2005 $16.00

mm eLee Robinson /
Remember Me
LP AAPO 2006 $25.00
CD .CAPO 2006 $16.00

Little Halai
Little Hatch /Gain Back
LP =AAPO 2007 $25.00
CD .CAPO 2007 $16.00

Excludes Jimmy
Lane Legacy
Eomot RaSun /Three Days
Walkin'
LP =AAPO 2008 $25.00
CD =CAPO 2008 $16.00

The Complete Music &Video Library System
. Wiik..1116
A convenient,
innovative solution
for keeping track of
all your recordings,
videos or anything
you want to catalog!

Me,

Eill/UN 11M10110111
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ultra-low voltages produced by some
moving-coil phono cartridges, the Reference uses apair of premium Jensen
transformers to give the High Gain
input an impressive 69dB of gain (63dB
is available as afactory-installed option)
with ultra-low noise specs — and no
transistors in the signal path. The Low
Gain input, which bypasses the transformers, gives 48dB of gain (43dB is
available as afactory-installed option).
Both inputs are compatible with moving-coils, and while AR gives you a
guide as to which input to use with an
MC cartridge of given output, some
models will fall in between, in which
case use the input that sounds best.
Eleven dual-triode 6922 (6DJ8) tubes
handle the amplification. Passive HF
equalization is applied to the first group
of tubes, while the LF boost is achieved
through an active feedback circuit. According to Larson, this design achieves
the "best balance overall, but it requires
more tubes." The high tube count improves the sound, according to Larson,
because each tube is not working as hard,
and the number allows for more cathode
followers, which give better isolation and
improved high-frequency response.
Iasked Larson why 6922s and not
the other obvious choice, 12AX7s. In

his opinion the 6922 sounds better, has
lower noise and microphonics, and is a
more consistent performer [and, ofcourse,
Audio Research has along history with the
61,38 tube and its derivatives, such as the
6922, since its SP8 and SP10 preampleas of
1984 — Ed.]. Designers using 12AX7s
will, of course, beg to differ.
Setup and use
The AR Reference is shipped with the
tubes out, packed in foam inside the
chassis. The user has to remove 20
Phillips-head sheet-metal screws (AR
includes ahigh-quality screwdriver) to
access the inside. There are two vertically mounted circuit boards, one at the
front for the power supply and one at
the rear, adjacent to the input and output jacks for the EQ and amplification
circuitry. Each tube (including all eleven
6922s) bears alabel indicating where it
should be plugged in, and the tubes arc
fitted with damping rings (see sidebar).
Installation is easy, though you must be
careful not to break off or bend any
heatsink fins when installing the lower
row of tubes. Then it's time to replace
those 20 screws — unless you wish to
use the supplied resistors to change the
factory-set loading. According to Larson, tube life should be in excess of
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4000 hours, so you shouldn't have to
remove the top cover too often.
The low-gain inputs are factory-set
for the moving-magnet standard of 47k
ohms of resistive loading and 180pF of
capacitance. The high-gain input is set
for 280 ohms, which might create problems for "true believers" in wide open
(47k ohms) MC cartridge loading. For
those wishing to further load down the
High Gain side, there are posts near the
inputs to which you solder the supplied
resistors. (Various combinations of these
yield 30, 60, 100, 200, and 800 ohms.
AR can supply other values.) You can
also change the Low Gain's 47k ohm
setting (don't for MM cartridges), or increase the capacitance.
Ihave long been as doctrinaire about
the need for loading down MC cartridges as some of you probably are
about not doing so. Most MC cartridges
suffer from rising high-frequency response due to undamped resonances in
the audioband. Yet some listeners prefer
the "air" and "spaciousness" of an undamped MC.
I've had long, involved discussions on
this subject with many cartridge and
phono-section designers, and, unfortunately, there is no consensus. When I
challenged one advocate of 47k ohm

Measurements

T

he review sample of the Reference
phono preamplifier came to my lab
via the manufacturer, where they resolved what had been the cause of the
occasional noise problem noted by
Michael. Ireinstalled the tubes and let it
break in for about four hours before I
did any measurements.
Voltage gain was slightly higher than
specified, at 50.9dB (Low Gain inputs)
and 71dB (High Gain). Both are relatively high figures, implying good compatibility with low-output moving-coil
cartridges. Depending on the overload
margin, however, there might be some
problems with very "hot" moving-magnet models. The input impedance was
also slightly higher than specified, at
48.5k ohms and 290 ohms, respectively,
but the differences are negligible. The
output impedance was to spec at alow
201 ohms. The Reference didn't invert
signal polarity via either input.
Via the Low Gain inputs (fig.1, top
traces), the RIAA error was superbly
low. However, via the High Gain inputs
(fig.1, bottom traces), aslight low-frequency rolloff (-0.5dB at 20Hz) can be
Stereophile, February 2000

seen, as well as amore severe high-frequency one (-3dB at 11kHz). Isuspect
that this was due to interaction between
the Reference's transformer inputs and
the Audio Precision System One with its
25 ohm source impedance. (Typical
low-output MCs have asource impedance around one tenth of that figure.) To
check, Ilooked at the Reference's spectral balance in my own system using my
Linn Arkiv cartridge, the pink noise
from the Denon Test LP, and an Audio
Control SA-3050A V3-octave analyzer.
The result was as flat as that shown in
fig.1 from the Low Gain inputs.
Ihad some problems measuring both
the preamplifier's noise levels and the
crosstalk. Physically tying the inputs to
ground with an RCA shorting plug gave
superbly low noise levels, and channel
separation that remained above 80dB
over most of the audio band. Fig2, for
example, shows aspectral analysis of the
Low Gain inputs' noise floors referenced to 5mV at lkHz, this equivalent
to asignal/noise ratio of 87dB measured
over a wide (10Hz-500kHz) bandwidth. However, instead of shorting
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Fig.1

Audio Research Reference, RIM error into
100k ohms at 5mV/1kHz input, Low Gain
(top), and High Gain (bottom), driven by
Audio Precision System One with 25 ohms
source impedance. (Right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.2 Audio Research Reference, Low Gain,
spectrum of noise floor ref. 5mV input
at lkHz, inputs physically shorted (right
channel dashed).
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loading to view on an oscilloscope the
rising high-end frequency response of
an undamped MC cartridge —proof to
me of the need for loading — he responded that he could prove to me that
even the best 'scopes ring under such
test conditions, thus rendering the
results essentially meaningless. [All oscilloscopes can be adjusted not to ring on squarewaves, so Iam alittle puzzled by this aigument. —Ed
Most of the people with whom I
spoke conclude that to load or not to
load is more amatter of trial and error
and of cartridge/phono-section interaction than anything else. So, all true
believers in 47k ohm loading for lowoutput MCs: Before you dismiss this
gem as "unacceptable" because it forces
you to load your expensive little treasure down to 280 ohms ... read on.
With separate Low Gain and High
Gain inputs selectable via a switch
mounted between the two, you can
have two turntables connected to the
Reference simultaneously. Of course,
there's an IEC jack, so you can play with
power cords. (I used an Electra Glide
Reference Fatboy.) Front-panel controls
include On/Off, Operate/Standby,
Stereo/Mono, and Operate/Mute.
It takes at least an hour from power

up for the Reference to sound its best,
so leaving the unit On and in Standby
mode is agood way to go if you don't
want to wait the hour. In that position,
voltage is applied only to the tube
heaters. You save tube life, yet the unit is
partially warmed up. Moving from

While no acute listener
will ever mistake the
Audio Research Reference
for the PH3 or PH3 SE,
all three phono preamps
are cut from the
same basic cloth.
Standby to Operate, there's about a30second auto mute before you can begin
playback. To avoid potentially dangerous thumps, the Mute switch should be
activated whenever you lower or raise
the pickup arm or change the input.
Sound
While no acute listener will ever mis-
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take the Audio Research Reference for
the PH3 or PH3 SE, all three phono
preamps are cut from the same basic
cloth. That's agood thing —consistency
is the mark of asurefooted company. If
you object to the PH3's overall tonal balance as being too open, or even bright,
you might not like the Refs sound.
Conversely, if you've listened to agreatsounding phono section at the other end
of the sonic spectrum — Conrad-Johnson's Premier 15, for example — and
found it too dark, stuffy, bloomy, and
noisy, the Ref might just be your ticket
to analog happiness.
The Reference can handle very-lowoutput MC cartridges, such as the new
Transfiguration Temper
Supreme
(02mV, see this issue's "Analog Comer"),
and deliver both dead-silent backgrounds
and asense of unrestricted dynamics —
with, of course, gain to spare. Credit the
use of step-up transformers for this level
of quiet with 69dB of gain.
That said, Idid encounter one annoying buzzing sound on the High
Gain setting using both the very-lowoutput Temper Supreme and Parnassus
D.C.t cartridges. Although it sounded
like agrounding problem, Iwas unable
to eliminate it with acheater plug or
anything else Itried. And it was only on

Measurements
RCA plugs, Iconnected the Audio Precision's grounded outputs to the preamplifier with 6' of shielded Canare cable.
Though this is theoretically identical in
electrical terms, peaks in the noise now
appeared at 16kHz and 32kHz. It
turned out that the Reference was picking up this noise from atelevision that
had been left switched on but without
an input signal in the Stereophile lab.
These noise peaks were visible as HF
hash on the oscilloscope display. Isuspect that the Reference is susceptible to
picking up stray RFI on its inputs. This
means that while some cartridge and
interconnect combinations might work
well, others will be more problematic.
Despite the low measured noise floor
in fig2, what noise was present was of
very low frequency, and visible as a
slight "bounce" in the trace on the
'scope screen. As aresult, running a
THD percentage vs frequency sweep at
a moderate 2.9mV/1kHz reference
level into the Low Gain inputs gave
what appeared to be an alarming
amount of distortion (fig.3, top pair of
traces). But almost all of this measured
Stereophile, February 2000

percentage is due to the contribution of
the noise; the actual distortion level is
much lower. Repeating the measurement at a10x higher 29mV/11d-lz reference level (fig.3, middle traces) revealed that the distortion hovered between 0.1% and 02% over most of the
audio band, rising only in the high treble and above due to the lack of overload margin at this very high input level.
Surprisingly, the Reference was
slightly more linear via the Jensen transformers (fig.3, bottom traces). Fig.4

shows the spectrum of a50Hz sinewave
input to the High Gain RCA jacks at a
very high level (equivalent to 10V out).
The highest-level harmonic appears to
be the second at 100Hz, which lies at
-70dB, which is appropriately low.
However, the graph is confusing:
most of the peaks that can be seen are
not harmonics. The very-low-level
peaks that can be seen at 120Hz and
180Hz are supply-related spuriae, for
example. But two peaks are apparent between 120Hz and 180Hz, one of them
as expected at 150Hz, the third harmon-
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Fig.3 Audio Research Reference, THD+noise
(%) vs frequency at 2.9mV at IkHz, Low
Gain (top); at 29mV at IkHz, Low Gain
(middle); and at 2.9mV at IkHz, High
Gain (bottom). (Right channel dashed.)
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Fig.4 Audio Research Reference, High Gain,
spectrum of 50Hz at 10V RMS into
took ohms.
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Audio
the High Gain setting, so it seemed
unlikely to be agrounding problem.
Nor was there any other source of hum
near the transformers.
At the end of the review period I
returned the unit to Audio Research. A
factory modification to the grounding
circuitry (included in all future production) eliminated the buzz which apparently occurred with only afew low-output MC cartridges. Owners of premodification units who encounter the
problem when switching to anew cartridge should contact Audio Research
for the update.
If you're worried about hardness or
ringing from the transformers, you
needn't — these are not inherent sonic
characteristics of step-up transformers.
Whatever the resonant frequency of
these Jensens, it is obviously way out of
the audioband.
The 6922 tube has asignature sound
(as does the 12AX7); if you know it,
you're halfway to knowing the basic
sound of the Ref without apersonal
audition — or reading this review, for
that matter. The 6922 does not sound
"tubey"; it's awideband, low-noise, relatively neutral device, and that is the
overall tonal balance of the Reference
phono preamp, though the character of
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Rear panel of the Audio Research Reference phono preamplifier

that sound is in the ear of the beholder.
If you want "bloomy" and "lush,"
you'll have to look elsewhere. If you
want "plush," you'll get plenty of that
with the Ref. By "plush," Imean atactile rendering of instrumental attack that
was fast and detailed without ever
sounding hard or etched. The Reference exuded arelaxed, top-to-bottom
ease without sounding sluggish, congested, timid, or bulbous — even as it
portrayed macrodynamics with breathtaking authority.

The PH3 SE, good as it is, cannot
match, among other attributes, the Refs
overall tonal neutrality; its airy, extended,
yet etch-free highs; its ability to sort out
individual instruments on the soundstage
(particularly toward the rear); or the ease
with which it unraveled instrumental
lines and portrayed impossibly low-level
microdynamic gradations without clogging up the sonic picture — one of its
most important sonic achievements.
After hearing the Reference, the PH3
SE's consistent midrange bloom, while

and High Gain inputs, respectively. As I
mentioned in connection with fig3, it
is actually infrasonic noise that most
contributes to the measured distortion
figure. That noise dominates the lowlevel readings is revealed by the downward-sloping nature of all the traces in
these two graphs: as the signal level
increases, the noise becomes acorrespondingly smaller proportion of that
level. The minima in these curves actually indicate the point where true distortion makes its presence known,
which for the 20Hz and 1kHz traces is

between 10V and 20V output!
The lowest distortion on both inputs
is achieved at 20Hz. But note that these
graphs confirm that the Reference has
less dynamic range at 20kHz than it
does at lower frequencies. In the midrange and above, the Reference has very
high overload margins. At 1kHz, the
Low Gain input doesn't clip until
26.4dB above the 5mV reference level,
while the High Gain input is almost as
good at 25.6dB. At 20Hz, the relevant
overload margins are 26dB and 24.6dB,
respectively. But at 20kHz, these excellent margins drop to I2dB (Low Gain)
and 143dB (High Gain). This will not
be aproblem with conventional or lowoutput moving-coil cartridges. Use the
High Gain input for ultra-low-output
models, and the Low Gain input for
MCs that you suspect are "hot." But the
Low Gain input is marginal for use with
high-output moving-magnets, Ifeel.
Fortunately, it's unlikely that the Reference will be used with such cartridges.

Measurements
ic of the test signal at about 84dB down.
The fourth harmonic, at 200Hz, can
also be seen, at exactly -100dB. But
there is apeak present at 162Hz, another peak 54Hz higher at 212Hz, and
another at 266Hz, again agap of 54Hz.
Ihave no idea what these peaks are due
to, but Icouldn't remove them no matter how Ifooled around with grounding
or different physical test-gear arrangements. Color me puzzled.
Finally, figs.5 and 6show the Reference's THD+noise percentage plotted
against output voltage for the Low Gain
teenteene
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Fig.5 Audio Research Reference, Low Gain,
distortion (%) vs output voltage (V) into
100k ohms with (l—r) 20kHz, IkHz, and
20Hz signals.
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Fig.6 Audio Research Reference, High Gain,
distortion (%) vs output voltage (V) into
100k ohms with (I-r) 20kHz, IkHz, and
20Hz signals.
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—John Atkinson
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attractive, sounds like aslight coloration
or congestion.
The Ref didn't bloom in the midrange, but delivered convincingly rich
instrumental harmonics in that allimportant area while more accurately
revealing the essential sonic nature of
the recordings it reproduced. Yet some
listeners may well be left unmoved by
the Refs midband performance because
it isn't "bloomy."
There was never atrace of hardness
or congestion from this phono preamp.
Nor did it err in the opposite direction
with an overly soft, ripe presentation.
With its vanishingly low noise floor and
superior microdynamic delivery, the
Reference was, in my listening experience, the champion at resolving inner
detail, doing so without spotlighting or
highlighting. Details were just there.
I've listened to Nat King Cole's Live
at The Sands (Capitol SMAS 2434) a
hundred times. Ithought Iknew every
applause, whistle, and vocal outburst on
the record. Yet through the Ref Iheard
afew raucous tables in the back of the
club that till now had gone missing in
action. More important, details of Cole's
fabulous piano playing — his right hand

in particular — that had formerly been
lost in the haze of what sounds like
post-production artificial reverb, were
also now there, right below his voice.
And the timbre of the piano's upper

Overall, the Reference
is among the most
effectively balanced
products I've ever heard.
octaves was fleshed out more effectively
than I've ever heard.
The Reference's tonal neutrality, clarity, background quiet, and seemingly
unrestricted bass response and dynamics
ave it the ability to delineate, more
clearly than I've ever experienced, the
differences not only between familiar
cartridges, but also between new ones
under review: the touch of bass emphasis
imparted by the EMT TU-2, the slight
dynamic constriction of the far more
tonally neutral Crown Jewel SE, the
Grado Statement's romantic uppermidrange "warm zone" and slight lack of

Audio Research Tube Damping Rings
udio Research Corp. has avery
Afocused
design philosophy: rigid

rings to the general public — ie, not
just to ARC product owners — for
design parameters and standards, $5/pair, how could Inot afford to try
with listening evaluations being the them on the 6DJ8s in my Audible
final critical step in the design process Illusions Modulus Ll line-stage?
before anew product is released. The
The effects of the rings on the
company is also not beyond develop- Modulus Ll's performance were
ing its own stable of accessories, if it's not subtle. On all recordings tested,
determined that the accessories cur- Inoted that, with the rings applied:
1) bass was tighter, cleaner, deeper,
rently available in the marketplace
don't meet ARC's standards. ARC and more dynamic 2) transient atreleased their proprietary intercon- tacks were more coherent, as in a
live performance; 3) high frequennects (still available on custom order)
adecade ago, and now offer for sepa- cies were more crisp and extended,
rate sale the tube damping rings that but without atrace of hardness; and
encircle the tubes in all ARC pre- 4) there was improvement in the
amps and in the input stages of their reproduction of subtle gradations of
low-level dynamics.
power amplifiers.
Fm impressed that Audio Research
ARC felt that the rubber used in
most such rings did not damp with has developed such an inexpensive
ideal efficiency the resonances gen- tweak, and that it can achieve asigniferated in tubes' glass envelopes. The icant improvement in sonic perforcompany then developed apropri- mance. I'm even more impressed that
etary polymer material that, in their ARC has demonstrated the integrity
view, most efficiently converts kinet- and courage to sell an accessory that
ic energy to heat. Idiscovered these can potentially improve the perforrings when they were included as mance of competitors' products. I
part of the Mk.II update of my urge all owners of tube gear to give
VT100 amplifier. And when I ARC's tube rings awhirl; the cost is
learned that ARC was selling the minimal.
—Robert J. Reina
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low-bass definition and extension. The
Reference revealed more of the cartridges it was amplifying and less of itself.
Give this phono preamplifier the best
source material, such as Classic Records'
45rpm reissues of Belafonte at Carnegie
Hall (LSO 6006-45) or The Royal Ballet
(LDS 6065-45), and it will distinguish
itself from the rest of the pack by its
seemingly unrestricted dynamic range,
bass control and extension, its ability to
separate instruments in space and portray them as three-dimensional entities,
and its complete freedom from amusical
artifacts. This phono section behaves.
Will the Audio Research Reference
phono section be the ticket for every
analog lover? Inevitably, no. One man's
neutrality is another's stingy midband.
Some may prefer a more taut, less
voluptuous bass line (though no one
could ask for better extension), or
crisper transients, or less extension on
top. Some may prefer aslightly more
lush overall presentation, or one with
more weight on the bottom, or an overall greater sense of solidity. This is one
phono preamp that, with its ultra-high
gain and wide dynamic range, can handle resistive loading. Iwould urge anyone buying it to try 100 ohms if the 280
ohm setting isn't warm or rich enough.
For my tastes, with either the Sonus
Faber Amati Homages or the Audio
Physic Virgos, Ifound the 280 ohm factory setting just about right with either
the Temper Supreme or the Parnassus
D.C.t cartridge.
Overall, the Reference is among the
most effectively balanced products I've
ever heard. It holds together extremely
well, never letting its seams show. If it
has any glaring weaknesses or deficiencies, Ididn't discover them. Its ability to
pass on the sonic character of the cartridge it is amplifying was unmatched in
my listening experience.
Conclusion
In my July 1999 review of the ConradJohnson Premier 15, Iwrote: "you'll find
some phono preamps that are somewhat
quieter, some that offer slightly greater
transparency, afew that deliver ashade
more extension at the frequency extremes or are better able to resolve lowlevel detail and perhaps yield slightly
greater depth — but few will be as wellbalanced and musically satisfying as the
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15."
Well, the Audio Research Reference
offers all of those things: more quiet,
greater transparency, more extension at
the frequency extremes, and better resolution of low-level detail. Yet the first
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Associated Equipment
Analog source: Simon Yorke, Basis
Debut turntables; Graham 2.0, Immedia rpm2, Simon Yorke toneamis;
Crown Jewel SE, EMT TU2, Lyra
Clavis D.C., Parnassus D.C.t, Transfiguration Temper Supreme, Grado
Statement cartridges.
Preamplifier: Ayre K-1.
Power amplifiers: Ayre V-1, KR
Enterprise VT8000MK, Musical Fidelity Nu Vista 300.
Loudspeakers: Sonus Faber Amati
Homage, Audio Physic Virgo, Audio
Physic Rhea subwoofer.
Cables: Hovland phono cable (on
Graham arm). Interconnects: Yamafew weeks Ispent with the Ref were
underwhelming. Its lack of "character"
left me unimpressed. I looked for
greater excitement. Iexpected it to pass
on to me heretofore hidden musical
truths from my system and my favorite
music. Iwaited for it to break in and
bowl me over, blow me away. Iwaited
for it to stop time.
It never did. Over time, though, I
came to recognize that the Reference's
greatness was in its ability to let through,
unimpeded, what was coming from the
cartridge connected to it. The sonic step
up from, say, aClavis D.C. to aParnassus D.C.t was revealed to be far greater
through the Ref than I'd previously
experienced with any other phono section. The Refs bass extension and
dynamics, while setting new performance standards in my listening experience, revealed their greatness only with
acartridge capable of pushing those
boundaries. In short, the Reference
added nothing.
Before and during the review period,
there were many upheavals in my system and in my life: Ireviewed the most
expensive loudspeakers and amplifiers
I've ever had in my system, the Sonus
Faber Amati Homages ($20,000) —
and Ibought them. Ireviewed the
$25,000 KR Enterprise VT8000MK
amplifiers — clearly the finest amps I've
ever heard. And Imoved to anew, larger listening room.
Through all of this Ihad the Reference and my reference: the phono section built into the Ayre K-1. Before
completing this review, Imade sure to
refer back to the Ayre, and to put my
previous reference loudspeakers, the
Audio Physic Virgos, back in the system.
(I've since sold the Virgos, but consider
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mura Millennium 6000, Cardas Neueat Reference and Golden Reference,
Electra Glide, QED. Speaker cables:
Yamamura Millennium 6000, Cardas
Neutral Reference, QED Silver Spiral. AC cords: Yarnamura Quantum,
Electra Glide Reference Fatboy.
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation platform,
VP! SDS and Walker motor drives,
Finite Elemente Pagode and Z,oethecus equipment stands, A.R.T. Q dampers, D..J. Kasser Black Diamond
Racing cones, Walker Valid Points,
Harmonix feet, ASC Tube Traps,
Shakti Stones.
-Michael From«
them to be one of the best hi-fi investments Iever made.)
Idid not confuse the superior performance of the Amatis or the KR amps
with what Iwas hearing from the AR
Reference. Much to my chagrin, in
comparison to the $6500 Ref, the
Ayre's built-in $1600 phono stage — a
really fine performer —sounded smaller, dynamically constricted, and tonally
and texturally incomplete. Given the
price difference, why should Ihave expected anything else?
I've gone back to reviews I've written
of other phono sections and found some
of the same words and phrases I've used
to extol the virtues of the Reference. Yet
from where Isit now, the Refs performance is probably superior in most regards. Without having all of those products here now to listen to on my current
system, it's hard to be sure. In the final
analysis, taste plays amajor role here.
Though it has less gain and is noisier
overall, some may prefer the C-J 15's
emotional portrayal of the music.
The only product that Istill think
betters the Reference is no longer available: Peter Mares' Connoisseur, a
$10,000 hand-built, solid-state unit with
point-to-point wiring. That phono section made time stand still. But who
knows what it would sound like in my
current system? Ah, the vagaries of the
review process...
In any case, the Audio Research Reference is aserious contender for the
best phono preamplifier currently available. It certainly is among the very best,
and an impressive achievement. If AR
chooses to make the Reference its last
statement on analog sound reproduction, the company will have gone digital
on avery high note.

Synergistic is aY2K compliant company

• A new
state-of-the-art
backward
compatible
technologyActive
ShieldingTM
• Enhanced
performance
levels throughDiscrete
ShieldingTM
• A free guide
for matching
cables to your
systemExplorer's Guide
2nd EditionTM
• Free Cable
Matching ServiceOn-Line Cable
Diagnostic
Program .
"'"
• Lifetime
upgrade programLifetime Passport
Protection Plan TM
ynergisoc Research 501 Superior Ave.
Newport Beach CA
Tel: 800.578.6489
Fax: 949.642.2900

1nel: 949.642.2800
Net: www.
Synergisticlicsearch.com
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Accuphase V-2000 monoblockpower
amplifier &P-1200 Clean Power Supply
ust after Iagreed to review the
Accuphase M-2000 monoblocks,
importer Arturo Manzano began
urging me to take the Accuphase P1200 Clean Power Supply as well.
"Arturo, who's gonna pay $27k for a
pair of monoblocks, then another $8200
for apower conditioner?"
He looked at me as if Iwas making a
bad joke. Ioften do.
"That's atrick question, right, J-10?
Uh ... all of them?"
That gave me something to think
about. If occasionally you wonder just
who in the world is buying this ultraultra stuff, consider that there must be
enough of them to keep these manufacturers turning it out! That, and the
manufacturers' desire (which most seem
to harbor) to build cost-no-object statement products that embody their best
efforts. Then there's the trickle-down
factor: In the High End, improvements
at the $27k level very quickly flow back
down the line into $2700 gear.
So let's turn our beady-eyed attentions to the device in question: the Accuphase M-2000 monoblock. And, yes,
the P-1200 Clean Power Supply.
$27,000 build considerations

"Yeah, and for that price," Ihear you
hummin', "it better be made outa gold."

M2000: Solid-state monoblock
power amplifier with analog output
level meter featuring logarithmic
scale (-60dB to 3dB and directly in
watts). Continuous average output
power, 20Hz-20kHz: 250W into 8
ohms (24dBVV), 500W into 4 ohms
(24dBVV), 1000W into 2 ohms
(24dBW). THD: 0.05% with 2 ohm
load, 0.03% with 4-16 ohm load.
Intermodulation distortion: 0.003%.
Frequency response: at rated continuous average output, 20Hz-20kHz,
+0/-0.2dB; at 1W output, 0.5Hz160kHz, +0/-30dB. Voltage gain:
28.0dB. Damping factor: 400. Input
impedance, balanced: 40k ohms unbalanced, 20k ohms balanced. Input
sensitivity: 1.78V for rated continuous
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Accuphase M-2000 power amplifier

Actually, the M-2000 is built to avery
high specification. When the Japanese
are into something, they're into it.
The M-2000 monoblocks punch out a
claimed 2000W into 1ohm, 1000W
into 2 ohms, 500W into 4 ohms, or
250W into 8 ohms. If you're powerhungry — and, let's face it, these are
power-hungry times —the M-2000 can
be run bridged for four times the power
delivery. A bridged pair per side yield
4000W into 2 ohms, 2000W into 4
ohms, and 1000W into 8ohms. However, being a person of modest de-

average output, 110mV for 1W output. S/N ratio (A-weighted): 120dB
with input shorted, ref. rated continuous average output. Power consumption: 180W idle, 950W in accordance
with IEC-65.
Dimensions: 18 "/16" W by 9 5/
1
6" H
by 21 '16" D. Weight: 110 lbs net, 132
lbs shipping.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
L7Y033, L7Y034.
Price: S27,000/pair.
P-1200 Clean Power Supply: US version. Rated output capacity: 1200VA
continuous. Rated output voltage:
120VAC, ±2.4V. Rated output current:
10A. Instantaneous peak current capacity: 120A. Output waveform THD:

meanor, Imade do with but asingle pair.
The M-2000 is strictly aclass-AB
amp: no wasted energy. It did, however,
become fairly toasty after a hard
evening's listening session, and idled
warm to the touch. The amplifier is
powered by a huge 1.6kVA toroidal
power transformer. Accuphase reminds
us that toroids offer low impedance,
efficient operation, and "compact size."
Idon't know what they're talldn' about:
The M-2000's Super Ring transformer
is HUGE! It features anear-circular
core and circular windings, offering "a

≤0.3%. Input voltage range: 108132VAC. Input capacity: 1500VA at
rated output. No-load power consumption: 60W.
Dimensions: 18 i16 W by 91
/
2"H by
20" D. Weight: 82 lbs net, 103 lbs
shipping.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
E8Y327.
Price: $8200.
H '

Both: Approximate number of dealers: 25.
Manufacturer: Accuphase, Japan. US
distributor: Axiss Distribution Inc.,
17800 S. Main St., Suite 109, Gardena, CA 90248. Tel: (310) 329-0187.
Fax: (310) 329-0189.
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MCD500 CD Player
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Gyro SE
"Your ears will be as pleased as your eyes!"
-What Hi Fi magazine
"The GyroDec remains one of the biggest bargains in Hi-Fr
-Ken Kessler. Hi -Fi News & Record Review
"The standard Michell GyroDec SE is a super performer billich
excels at conveying the scale and power present on modern vinyl
It may have been along time coming. but the Spider was
well worth the wait."
-David Price. Hi -Fi World
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Accuphase
high packing density resulting in low
flux leakage and reduced vibration." In
addition, Accuphase explains, the smaller diameter of the ferrite core and the
copper windings with "high specific
gravity" make for low magnetic losses
and low inrush currents.
The incoming balanced signal is connected directly to inverting and noninverting input stages for true differential
operation. The "modular construction"
output stage features newly developed
high-power transistors that Accuphase
says have excellent high-frequency re-

M-2000

& P-1200

sponse, current amplification linearity,
and switching characteristics. Couldn't
find out much from the documentation
about what lay between the input and
output stages, but there Ifound 22 output devices run in parallel push-pull configuration mounted directly to big aluminum heatsinlcs.
The M-2000's feedback loop uses
signal current rather than voltage. Accuphase describes it thus: "At the sensing
point of the feedback loop, the impedance is kept low and current detection is
performed. An impedance-converting

amplifier then converts the current into
avoltage to be used as the feedback signal. Since the impedance at the current
feedback point is very low, there is
almost no phase shift. 'Heavy feedback,'
with all its associated disadvantages, is
no longer required. Phase compensation
can be kept to aminimum, resulting in
excellent transient response and superb
sonic transparency." You know they
were staying up late sweating the details.
Last but not least, every millimeter of
the signal path is gold-plated. That includes the copper traces on the circuit

(not shown) was essentially identical.
The small-signal 10kHz squarewave
response in fig2 is respectable. There is
aslight overshoot at the leading edge,
but no ringing, and agood risetime.
This overshoot is also visible in the otherwise excellent lkHz squarewave performance (not shown).
The THD+noise vs frequency result
(fig.3) shows exceptionally low distortion below 10kHz, with some increase
at higher frequencies. The only exception is into a2ohm load, where the distortion rises significantly at high frequencies, if still to only slightly above
0.1% — arguably, an audibly insignificant level. To get arecognizable distortion waveform out of the noise, Ihad to
use ahigher output level than normal.

Fig.4, at 20W into 2 ohms, indicates
that the distortion is predominantly
third-order, though higher-order components are also present. The result is
similar at 10W into 4 ohms (not
shown), though the noise is more evident due to the lower level of the distortion. At 20W into 8ohms (not shown)
the predominant harmonic becomes
second-order, with some evidence of
higher-order harmonics plus noise.
The M-2000's output spectrum to a
50Hz input at 335W output into 4
ohms is shown in fig.5. This is asuperb
result all of the distortion components

Measurements

A

full set of measurements was taken
in the Accuphase M-2000's balanced mode, with selected measurements repeated in the unbalanced configuration. Unless otherwise noted, the
measurements presented here are of
balanced operation.
Following the M-2000's 1
à-power,
one-hour preconditioning test, its heatsinks were merely warm. The input impedance measured 49.4k ohms (24.4k
ohms unbalanced). The output impedance was aextremely low 0.035 ohm at
1kHz, increasing to ameasured maximum of 0.038 ohm at 20Hz into an 8
ohm load, and 0.063 ohm at 201cHz into
4ohms. Such low values indicate that
the amplifier's frequency response into
actual loudspeaker impedances should
be the same.
The amplifier's voltage gain into 8
ohms measured 28dB as specified, balanced and unbalanced. DC offset fluctuated between 0.0 and 0.1mV —essentially unmeasurable. Signal to noise (ref 1W
into 8ohms) measured 952dB over a
22Hz-22kHz bandwidth and 88.1dB
over 10Hz-500k1z, both unweighted,
and 97.4dB A-weighted. The corresponding unbalanced S/N measurements were 93.7dB, 87.5dB, and 95.6dB.
The M-2000 is noninverting from its
unbalanced input. In balanced mode,
pin 3is positive. (The normal AES convention is pin 2positive, but many Japanese products, and afew others, choose
to make pin 3 positive. If the rest of
your components are pin-3 positive, the
signal fed to the speakers will not be
inverted. If only the M-2000 is pin-3
positive, the output will be inverted.)
Fig.1 shows the M-2000's frequency
response. It is very flat across most of the
audible range, with an audibly insignificant rise of less than 02dB from 201cHz
to 30kHz. The unbalanced response
Stereophile, February 2000
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Fig.1

Accuphase M-2000, balanced, frequency
response at (from top to bottom at 6kHz):
2W into 4 ohms, 1W into 8 ohms, and
2.828V into simulated loudspeaker load,
(0.5dB/vertical div.).

Accuphase M-2000, THD+noise (WO vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at 6kHz):
4W into 2ohms, balanced; 2W into 4 ohms,
balanced; 2W into 4 ohms, unbalanced;
2.83V into simulated loudspeaker load,
balanced; I
W into 8 ohms, unbalanced;
and 1W into 8 ohms, balanced.
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Fig.2 Accuphase M-2000, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into 8 ohms.

020

Fig.4 Accuphase M-2000, lkHz waveform at
20W into 2 ohms (top), distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental
notched out (bottom, not to scale).
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Mr. Gayle Martin Sanders,
founder and president
of MartinLogan
will introduce and demonstrate
his revolutionary

Prodigy speaker system
in its New York Premier
at Stereo Exchange.

M ARTIN LOGAN

Wednesday, February 9"
Please call for time.
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Accuphase
boards, the bus bars on the ground
plane, and the power transistors, input
jacks, and speaker terminals. See? It is
made outa gold.
Each M-2000 is about the size and
density of aYBA Passion monoblock —
Sumo wrestler substantial, but not outrageously huge or heavy. The chassis and
heatsinks are clad in attractive, darkbrown Nextel, and thus ringeth not.
There's anice tactile quality about them,
the subtly textured finish adding atouch
of class to the thick, burnished, goldenhued faceplate and handles. Reinforcing

M-2000
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the Lush Life image, the action of the
Meter On and front-mounted Power
On buttons is nicely weighted.
The M-2000's tear apron is bracketed by
asecond set of grab-bars for easy schleppage. Each amp weighs 110 lbs, so Ifound
the bars acivilized and welcome touch.
Between them are ahuge pair of... knobs.
(Where's Bill Maher when you need him?)
These huge, robust, custom-made speaker terminals were easy to use; they're
made of extruded, high-purity brass, and
gold-plated (isn't everything?). The large,
easy-to-grip molded plastic caps made a

breeze of tightening down even the most
willful and ornery of cables. (Really,
some of them are like mythical serpents!)
The capacious "insertion passage" (ahem) between the supporting posts and
the screw-down cap lets even the largest
spade-lugs settle in comfortably.
The rest of the rear panel reflects the
engineering aesthetic so endemic to
Japanese culture, as Desmond Morris
might point out. There are single-ended
(RCA) and balanced (XLR) input connectors, with an associated input selector and polarity switch. In its uninverted

below -80dB (0.01%). The same is true
for the measurement taken at 168W
into 8ohms (not shown).
The lIcHz, THD+noise percentage vs
power curves for the M-2000 are shown
in fig.7. Because of the amplifier's extremely high power output and the limitations of our test load, no attempt was
made to measure the M-2000's continuous power into 2ohms. The amplifier
clipped (1% THD+noise at lkHz) at
439W (26.4dBW) into 8ohms (114V
line), and at 774W (25.9dBW) into 4
ohms (112V line).
John Atkinson used the Miller Amplifier Profiler to examine the M-200's
output power on a slow-duty-cycle
lkHz toneburst, which is more like a
typical music waveform. The results are
shown in fig.8. Specified at acontinuous
250W into 8ohms, the Accuphase acta-

ally didn't clip until 524W (black trace),
with 1007W available into 4ohms (red),
1938W (blue), and 3602W (green)! The
distortion level remained low into all
these loads until reaching the distortion
"knee." (Note that these figures are alittle higher than implied by fig3; this is
because JA had to use aline preamplifier
to get enough signal to drive the M2000 fully into clip.)
The Accuphase M-2000's test-bench
measurements were outstanding, the
only possible exceptions being the slight
squarewave overshoot and the distortion
into a2ohm load—and those stand out
not because they're particularly bad, but
only because of the exceptional performance surrounding them in all other
respects.
-Thomas). Norton

Measurements
are well below -90dB (0.003%). Measuring the intermodulation products resulting from an input signal consisting
of an equal combination of 19kHz and
20kHz (fig.6), also at 335W into 4
ohms, proved an exercise of equal frustration: All of the artifacts are at or
ST01.0•1.0
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Fig.5 Accuphase M-2000, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 335W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.6 Accuphase M-2000, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 335W
into 4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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DYNAMIC OUTPUT 111.111mi-Fig.7 Accuphase M-2000, distortion (°/0) vs
continuous output power into (from
bottom to top) 8 ohms and 4 ohms.
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Fig.8 Accuphase M-2000, distortion (%) vs IkHz burst output power into 8 ohms (black trace),
4 ohms (red), 2 ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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state, the M-2000 adheres to the rather
arcane standard of pin 3hot, pin 2neutral; unless you're running afull Accuphase system, you'll want to run it inverted. When Iran the amps uninverted, ie, 180° out of absolute phase, the
sound darkened abit, extension at both
ends suffered, and imaging was less precise. An L/R Channel Selector switch
can be left in either position for the present, adigital input module is planned
for the future. Lastly, there's astandard
IEC AC fitting with a 20A circuit
breaker in the line.
Up front, the M-2000 is "very luxions," as K-10 described it. The substantial, beautifully finished faceplate is
set off by alarge peak-reading power
meter "under glass." The look is classy
and upscale. Idid most of my critical listening with the meters off, but did
check them initially while getting to
know the amps — what Isaw wasn't
always what Igot. To some extent, the
meter reading must be interpreted in
terms of the speaker load. The meter is
calibrated in decibels and watts referenced to a2ohm load: -60dB to 3dB. If
your speaker presents a4 ohm load,

halve the reading; with an 8ohm load,
quarter it. Einstein was right: everything's relative. After a while, Ijust
turned 'em off.

Accuphase specs the
M-2000 at acontinuous
average power of 1000W
into 2ohms, 500W into
4ohms, and 250W
into 8ohms.
Peering into the M-2000's décolletage
through its mesh top, Iwas struck by the
size of the central-mounted Super Ring
power transformer, surrounded by sleek,
black, soda-can-sized capacitors.
When Ibacked up to consider their
general form, the plush-looking M2000s exuded a confident, refined,
handsome aspect — in the Japanese
idiom, one might say.
Neither aheadbanger nor amissy be
Accuphase specs the M-2000 at acon-

tinuous average power of 1000W into 2
ohms! Into the JMIab Utopias (3.36ohms), the amps must yield something
on the order of 325-350Wpc-plus
headroom. And, relatively speaking,
that's how they sounded.
Listening to Kruder and Dorfmeister's The KEID Sessions (!K7 K7073),
Inormally get off on the deep, powerful
bass crunches that take off and pound
down the alley. For best effect, an
amplifier has to pump out asolid foundation, on which the enveloping soundstage and vocals can be built. Listening
carefully, Itracked through this great
two-CD set at room-pulsing levels, the
M-2000s putting their broadest shoulders to the task. The result was power
and control in the bass near in quality to
the Forsell Statement, itself good for
about 350W into aload of 4-6 ohms.
The bass was good, nicely pitch-differentiated, quite deep-going, fairly well
controlled, and just transparent enough
to get away with its slight plumminess.
The Linn IClimax, monoblock, specified
at 500Wpc into 4ohms, gets the power
transfer just right and sounds altogether
more tight, snappy, and tuneful.

Accuphase P-1200 Clean Power Supply
eiglung in at 82 lbs and $8200,
W this
is one serious power condi-

tioner. It resembles the M-2000 in
general form, though with asimpler
chassis. Up front, asmall, round, elegant meter is set into the golden faceplate, along with a meter-setting
switch and asubstantial on/off toggle.
Accuphase claims the following feature set for the P-1200: AC voltage stabilization based on Waveform Shaping
technology, superior Waveform Compensating Power, excellent current
capability, and highly effective interference rejection. Basically, like the PS
Audio Power Plant reviewed in
December 1999 by Robert Deutsch,
the P-1200 regenerates clean 60Hz AC
to power the components plugged into
it. There are four high-quality, threeprong AC receptacles on the rear panel
above an IEC mains receptacle. Up
front, just below the faceplate, sits an
additional pair of receptacles for easy
cable routing. Turn it on, the meter
lights up, and a three-second delay
allows all circuits to stabilize.
The meter displays output power,
input/output voltage, or input/output
waveform distortion. Output power is
shown in watts for convenience, but in
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tact shows the consumption of all connected components, expressed in voltamperes (VA). Normally power is expressed in watts (W), calculated by
multiplying voltage (V) by current
(A). For DC, Accuphase points out,
the formula W=VicA is fine for representing actual power consumption.
But in the AC (alternating current)
universe, it's more complex: power
supplies aren't purely resistive, and,
because of the effects of capacitors and
coils, there are always reactance components to deal with.
Most audio gear indicates its effective power draw in watts, but the P1200 indicates the actual voltage and
current draw, which Accuphase calls
"apparent power," or VA ("applied"
voltage multiplied by current flow). As
aresult, the reading may be higher
than the power draw in watts as specified for the various components connected to the P-1200. The moral:
Leave some headroom. In any case, as
the name implies, you're good for
around 1200W.
Front-end components remained
powered by aPower Wedge Ultra 116,
or direct into our dual-quad 20 amp
hospital-grade sockets. Using the P-

1200 as adedicated power conditioner
for the M-2000s, Ileft its selector
turned to "watts" and noted that, as
suggested in the manual, the reading
bounced around with volume. Iwas,
however, surprised at how steady and
unruffled the P-1200 proved when
powering the M-2000s; my ears gave
out way before the P-1200 even
thought of yelling "uncle." Of course,
the JMIab Utopias are arelatively efficient load (in the low 90dBs); your
mileage may vary.
If you're using more components
and asking too much of the P-1200,
"the power switch/circuit breaker will
start to resonate, and ahumming noise
may be heard." Mi-mi-mi-mi-mi... unplug that last component! If you're
within its bounds, you can use the P1200's power switch to turn other gear
on and off. If you exceed the limit during play, acircuit breaker closes the
show until the fault is cleared or the
offending component removed. The
unit incorporates acurrent limiter so
power surges won't bobble it, and if
DC is sensed in the output, the limiter
slams shut so that the DC won't get into connected components.
It was interesting to compare
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When I listened to the involved,
meandering acoustic bass intro on "Use
Me," from Patricia Barber's Companion
(Premonition/Blue Note 522963 2), the
Accuphase proved somewhat less "grippy" and authoritative, abit softer, with less
overall impact and dynamics, than the
Linn. Not ponderous by any means —it
could sound huge and encompassing —
but less lithe, quick, and pitch-differentiated than the wee Scots tykes. Understand, the M-2000 was anything but
wimpy. But in HyperExpensive SuperAmp Land, Ilike it the Linn way: tight,
tuneful, and Ms
.t, bay-bee.
So — getting beyond the lighter,
slightly less punchy bass that my spoiled
self has become accustomed to, Inevertheless found much to enjoy in "Use
Me" 's superb acoustic bass intro. It was
rich, deep, satisfying, and involving, the
full harmonics not sounding so vibrant as
to muddy the waters. In general, with a
wide variety of material, the basso profundo always sounded under control, finely
turned and intricate, never bloated or
excessive: not bombastic, but subtle.
The profile of the typical M-2000
owner will likely include an appreciation

incoming and outgoing voltages, flipping the meter and watching the AC
become serene, calm, and collected.
This could easily be seen when looking at the percentage of distortion riding the incoming AC — which, of
course, disappears in the output of the
P-1200. But having to get down on
my chubby, recalcitrant knees to peer
at the small, fershlugginer meter soon
made me give up the pastime of
Meter Spotting.
Household power lines are often
polluted with distortion on the order
of 3%, which can result in clipping of
the AC waveform. The 02% "ideal"
waveform produced by the P-1200
makes for aclean, well-shaped sinewave. Interestingly, one significant
cause of clipping is the load reactance
of the AC line, "especially as caused by
capacitors," Accuphase points out.
Here's how they spell it out: In atypical power supply, rectifiers convert
AC to DC, and one or several smoothing capacitors store the "pulsating" current. The AC signal is apulse-type
waveform, current flowing only around
waveform peaks. Almost no current
flows at the rising and falling edges of
the waveform, but any resistance
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of nuance, elegance, and style — most
emphatically not aheadbanger, but a
midrange-loving sort more Beta than
Alpha. If you're looking for arich, lush
tapestry in the mids — where the music

The profile of the typical
M-2000 owner will likely
include an appreciation
of nuance, elegance,
and style.
lives, they say —and you don't want to
bother with tubes (a misguided sentiment, in my view), then look no further
than apair of these. That is, if you can
handle the freight.
The M-2000 delivered what I'll call
the New Midrange: not thick, euphonic,
or glazed-over, but rendered whole by
the sheer quantity and quality of information. The natural, unforced detail
allowed harmonics to develop, bloom,
and fade to black. In that way, the M-

(which, Accuphase points out, invariably exists) in the wiring leads to avoltage drop when strong current flows —
like at the pulse spikes. And there's
your clipping. Though amplifiers suffer this effect, they can, ironically, be
seen to be its prime cause!
Clipping adversely affects sound
quality because of the unwanted frequency components that are produced. These unwanted harmonics —
"impurities," Accuphase calls them —
can cause intermodulation distortion,
which is experienced as degraded
sound quality. As the output waveform of the P-1200 is almost distortion-free, undesirable effects like these
are drastically reduced. Presto — better sound.
Iused the M-2000s with the P1200 on the same and on the second
leg of positive phase available in our
listening area. Ilistened to the amps
directly into the wall supply on the
same and on separate phases of positive, and tried that again with API
Power Wedge Enhancers in-circuit.
After lots of auditioning and note-taking, Iwound up preferring the M2000s plulesd into the P-1200, itself
plugged into the same leg of positive
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2000 was YBA-like, atouch Zen and
serene in its presentation, like atranquil
contemplation garden. The midband
worked its magic on everything from
the lush-sounding "Casino" on Run Lola
Run (TVT Soundtrax 8220-2) to the
gorgeous, plaintive flute in Debussy's
Srinx, and his Cello Sonata 1(Musique de
chambre, Calliope CAL 9837). During
the Sérénade, Ifell under the spell of the
delicacy and shimmer of the strings as
they spoke eloquently of mystery and
romance. It all hung together beautifully,
finely crafted and inviting.
Continuing my search for meaningful
midrange, Ispun my favorite tracks from
Cellissimo (DG 439 863-2). We'll overlook the unbelievable getup that some
insane art director must have coerced
cellist Mischa Maisky to wear—if only
for the manifest skill and soul with
which he invests the works of Bach,
Handel, Schubert, Schumann, Debussy,
and Bloch, among others. Iluxuriated in
the sound, letting the intimate ambience and rich, burnished tonalities overcome me. Heady stuff.
Fanciers of female vocals are home
(not exactly) free with these amplifiers.

as the rest of the system, if on its own
separate 30 amp line back to the
breaker box.
As refinement is the M-2000's middle name, in this case more refinement is better. With the P-1200, the
M-2000s sounded "more" in many
ways: quiet, expressive, subtle, refined.
The bass became atouch tighter and
more transparent, the mids glowed
even more invitingly than before, the
highs were that much more sweet. I
achieved aslightly more punchy, more
dynamic sound when running the M2000s from the wall directly, but it
was definitely less sweet and refined. I
got even more punch using different
phases of positive ("Poor Man's Balanced Power," "Fine Tunes," October
1999), and aslightly sweeter, more coherent sound with both amps on the
same-positive-phase dual-quad 30A
sockets. Going into the wall direct, the
API Enhancers made a subtle yet
noticeable improvement. In the end,
the best, most refined sound was with
the M-2000s into the P-1200 on the
same phase of positive as the rest of
the system. And that's how Ireviewed
them.
—Jonathan Scull
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The Final 0.3 hybrid electrostatic was
born out of achallenge to create atruly
high performance compact loudspeaker.
We feel success has been achieved.

Let us be clear,
we are first and foremost
music lovers
Yet, never to be forgotten, the art of
creating visual pleasure will always
remain aconstant source of inspiration
for Final's team of industrial designers.

Hi -Fi Forum proudly introduces the Final electrostatic 0.3
Dimensions: (H xW xD)
• 120 x27 x40 cm •47" x10" x15" inches
Choice of finish:
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•mahogany
•hi-tech aluminum (shown)
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Accuphase
The ladies were always rendered extremely palpable and dimensional, lit up
from within almost as if by single-ended
triodes. Listening to The K&D Sessions
again, Iwas captivated by their seductive
sound. While enjoying the pounding Run
Lola Run, the English, French, and German vocals physically pulled me into the
music, while the entertainingly populated
soundstage wrapped around me in the
Ribbon Chain Notes: "It's astruggle not
getting vertigo! The loft is gone, I'm in the
virtual world of filmmaker/composer
Tom Tylcwer."
If you've astrong romantic streak, the
skill with which the M-2000 lays out the
babes is just phenomenal. Late one night
Iwent through all three of Patricia Barber's recordings, enjoying them for the
sheer quality and presence of her voice. I
was attracted to ahighlight in the treble
that cut through the rich harmonics and
nicely balanced the overall presentation.
It was so involving that way.
Male vocals were also finely rendered.
Try "Introduction (Remix)" on Lola. It
starts with afantastic, trance-inducing
monologue in German that always nailed
me to the listening chair. Translation:
"Man — the most mysterious species on
our planet /A mystery of open questions: /Who are we? /Where do we
come from? /Where are we going? /
From where do we know what we believe we know? /Why do we believe at
all?" (Sounds very audiophile!) The voice
was shockingly present and powerfully
real, super-ambient and dimensional via
the M-2000s. Ineeded adrink.
Set atop the midrange like crown
jewels, the upper midrange and treble
tended toward the sweet side of life. If
there was any charm at all in aparticular
recording, Icould count on the M-2000
to find it, especially when supplied a
quality signal from components like the
upsampling dCS gear and the Mark
Levinson No32 preamplifier.
But let's limn the treble with some
vinyl. How 'bout Red &Ross (Concord
Jazz CJ-90)? Enjoy the musical conversations between Red Norvo and Ross
Tompkins in the middle cuts on each
side —they're almost as fine as that greatest of musical chats, "Rent Party," from
The Timekeepers: Count Basie Meets Oscar
Peterson (Pablo 2310-896 and JVC
XRCD2). Red's vibraphone is not nearly as ambient and wet-sounding as most
of Milt Jackson's oeuvre on early
Atlantics, but the piano is sharply and
beautifully rendered. Red's background
with the wooden-barred xylophone
shows through his handling of the vibes
in this 1979 recording. He's apurist, I
Stereophile, February 2000
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guess, and doesn't use motor-driven sustains. It's aclub date and the crowd loves
them both — it's very participatory. The
sound was gorgeous and revealing on the
M-2000s, especially through the Insid-

monically fleshed-out than Red's. Iprefer this classic old sound to the slightly
dryer mix of Master Norvo, even while
applauding the M-2000 for laying it out
so effortlessly.

If there was any charm

Bottom-Line-San
During the time they powered our system, the Accuphase M-2000s impressed
me most with their expressiveness: the
way they rendered the bass — and the
rest of the audible frequency range —
and made available the small, certain
turns of phrasing and timing, the very
construction, texture, and nuance of the
music; more simply put, that which
makes the music live.
Another inescapable truth about the
M-2000 was its subtle sense of refinement. Over time, Idiscovered this
to be the secret of its entire presentation.

at all in aparticular
recording, Icould count
on the M-2000 to find it
er/Forsell/ML No32.
Flipping to the seminal Bags Groove
(0JC-245), Iwas immediately awash in
Rudy van Gelder's closer, more burnished, more wet recording of Bags'
exquisite vibes. As expected, his sound
was more bell-like, textured, and har-

Paging George Cardas!
any component of high-end
LIke
pedigree, the M-2000s took time

to know and set up correctly, and the
fine performance they eventually
turned in Chez 10 has aserious caveat
attached: They sounded their considerable best only when wired up qstern-wide with Cardas Golden Reference interconnects—all balanced—
and Golden Cross speaker cables.
(Designer's Reference Squared power cords still populated all IEC sockets.) If you own these amps and opt
for other than Cardas, Fm sure your
dealer will happily supply appropriate wires. All Fm saying is, the Cardas Golden Reference/Gold Cross
worked better than anything else on
the M-2000s. All other cables imparted an unattractive mechanical,
electronic coloration to the sound.
Drop the Cardases in and, ahhhh,
now vee dance!
George Cardas explains (in his
laid-back way, dude) that the top-ofthe-line Golden Reference is an
extension of his (already excellent)
Neutral Reference line. This is New
York —it's anoisy town, lots of RFI.
Golden Reference interconnect,
$917/m, shrugs it all off with three
separate types and layers of shielding. The Golden Reference is
claimed to be alow-energy-storage
cable with "constant impedance
transfer" characteristics. Composite
thin-wall tubing surrounds urethane
enamel-coated copper Litz conductors, smaller in diameter near the

center of the conductor bundle. It
orts alow capacitance of 7picosports
per foot.
It's been my observation that cables are voiced, consciously or unconsciously, to mirror the tastes of
their makers. Cardas the man talks
and sounds just like his cable! George
just wants you to enjoy, to let your
cares and angst disappear in the flow
of the music. In that way, the Golden
Reference gave me the color, air,
transparency, and liveliness I so
much enjoy, while banishing any
and all mechanical/electronic effects. Golden Cross speaker cables
are, for the record, $1428 per 5' pair,
and perfectly complemented the
Golden Reference interconnect in
the system.
Cardas cables in place, Idiscovered
agorgeous palette of tonal colors,
even if not presented with the most
razor-sharp focus. But at some level
of transparency and detail, the magical ingredient gets through and
you've got music. The Cardas Golden Reference excelled at conducting
tiny, finely turned morsels of information that integrated tightly and
effortlessly into the weave of the
music. It popped the performance
out of aquiet noise floor and planted
it, fully formed, in our listening
space. Relaxed, forgiving, but entirely
virtuoso about its work, the Golden
Reference can work wonders in the
right setup.
—Jonathan Scull
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Last week, Iwas in bed with my wife and she whispered
in my ear "what turns you on?" Ithought carefully about
my answer. "The new Sunfire Theater Grand Mk II.
It's truely mondo-cool!" She laughed, "Stop! Now...what
REALLY turns you on?" Think man, think. "Uh...the new Ah!
Tjoeb 99 CD Player? Five Stars from Audioreview.com!"
According to her, Igot two wrong answers. But they're right to me,
and this sofa doesn't feel too bad. If you're an occasional sofa-sleeper,
you're my kind of audiophile. Here's some more woody material.
A P.5.—Don't forget. We seek out special buys and show pieces at great prices to
get you back into the "big bed."

Tube Upgrades:
Riihre _

Largest selection in North America of rare vintage

tubes. From Amperex to Telefunken.The finest current production too.The
best testing and matching in the industry. Testing including a $21,000
Spectral Dynamics FFT Analyzer and Tektronix 570 curve tracer.
"My other tube discovery showed, yet again, how much those of us in Tubeland
rely on good, no make that great dealers. I've mentioned Kevin Deal of
Upscale Audio before in this column, and here he's come through again."
—Tom Davis, Positive Feedback Magazine
Audible Illusions Mod 3A new improved version of
Class A pre-amp in 23k gold, black and silver in stock.

1this adds up to what is clearly one of the finest sounding, best-built preamps in the world—and
reviews from around the world reflect that."
—Michael Fremer, Stereophile vol 9no 2
BAT VK-50SE—The 6H30 Supertube Pre-amp
"You may find it the most revealing audio experience
of your life. Highly recommended."
—Jonathan Scull, Stereophile vol 22 no 12

AUTHORIZED
DEALER:
Audible Illusions,
Golden Theater,
Balanced Audio
Technology, B&K,
Benz, Golden Tube,
PSB, Anthem,
Sunfire, Sonic
Frontiers,Tannoy,
Speakercraft, Ah!,
Meadowlark, Rega,
Coincident Speaker
Technology, Chang
Lightspeed, Basis,
Nordost Flatline,
Kimber, Magnum
Dynalab, Grado,
Manley, Harmonic.
Technology and ..we
others by order. ‘;

Upscale Audio has all BAT in stock as well as the finest stock of 6H30 tubes available.

AH!Tjoeb (Tube) '99 CD Player—$475
6922 TUBE Output Stage with Dedicated Toroidal Power Supply
MARANTZ based, modified in Holland •Finest grade Burr-Brown
op-amp for lowest noise •Quality Teflon insulated wire in signal
paths • Adjustable output level assures perfect system matching
"My guess is that you'd have to spend on the order of another kilobuck to find a CD player with comparable resolution and clarity." —Dick Olsher, Enjoy the Music
www.enjoythemusic.com
Upscale Audio exclusive! Order online...

U\UPSCALE
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L.Libs • F
ligheet fidelity

vvww.upscaleaudio.com
2504
VOICE

Spring Terrace • Upland, CA 91 784

[909] 931-9686

• -- [909] 985-6966

Associated Equipment
Analog source: La Luce turntable,
SpJ tonearm; ICoetsu Rosewood Signature Platinum, Forsell Air Force One,
van den Hul Grasshopper IV Gold,
Clearaudio Insider phono cartridges.
Digital sources: dCS 972 D/D converter, dCS Elgar DAC at 24-bit/
192kHz; Burmester 969, Forsell Air
Reference CD transports.
Preamplification: Mark Levinson
No32, BAT VK 50SE, Burmester
808 Mk.V.
Power amplifiers: Linn Klimax Solo
500, Forsell Statement, McIntosh
MC2000.
Loudspeakers: JMlab Utopia.
The M-2000, you might say, was refinement personified. This richness of texture was evident throughout its operating range; it excelled at reproducing
finely formed, delicate, nuanced dynamics and tonal shadings. It wasn't so
much the master of detail per se; rather,
it seemed to coalesce many finely crafted
smaller events into alarger whole. And
while Iwouldn't describe the M-2000s
as paragons of dynamics or transparency,

Cables: Interconnects: Cardas Golden Reference. Speaker cables: Cardas
Golden Cross, Neutral Reference.
Power cords: Synergistic Designer's
Reference Master Couplers Squared.
Accessories: ASC Studio Traps; Argent RoomLenses; API Power Wedge
Ultra 116, Ultra Enhancers; Electra
Glide Fatboy Gold; PolyCrystal amp
stand, equipment racks, cones, cable
towers; Signal Guard platforms; Black
Diamond Racing shelves, cones; Nordost Pulsar Points; Bright Star Air
Mass/Big Rock combo.
—Jonathan Scull

GE

ASSEMBLAGE SET-300B:
• Single Ended 3008 Output Stage for awhopping 7-8 watts of power in STEREO.
or may be wired as aMONO block for 16 watts of power.
• Zero global negative feedback.
• 4, 8and 16 Ohm output taps.
• Tube rectified B+ using 2Nullard CV378/G237s.
• Custom designed output transformers.
• Mute switch included, attenuator is optional.
• Upgrade kit available. Multi Caps. Black Gate Caps. Vishay Resistors etc...
Starting at
$799 kit; $999 Assembled
+,V4p./...- Upgrade: 8299 1M e 'entailed)

ASSEMBLAGE DAC 2.6:
• HDCD plus 24 Bit -96kHz sampling rate capability, with 24 Bit DAC resolution.
• 4inputs -AES/EBU (XffR), S/PDIF (RCA/BNC Coax. Toslink Optical)
• Potted and encapsulated toroidal transformer: two low jitter Digital input
pulse transformers, low ESR/ESI. filter capacitors; ultra-fast, soft recovery
diodes; 4adjustable and 7fixed regulated P/S stages.
• 4layer PCB with both SMT and thru-hole components.
• Analog Devices OPA604 op amp add as DC offset servo for 1Al stage.
• 4layer PCB with both SMT and thru-hole components.
• Upgrade Kit available, Multi Caps. Sanyo-Oscon Caps. Caddock Resistor etc...

')/,j 1JJ f111

fl

ASSEMBLAGE DAC 3.0:
• HDCD plus 24 Bit -96kHz sampling rate capability, with 24 Bit DAC resolution.
• 6inputs -FS. AES/EBU 0(LR). SPDIF (RCA/BNC Coax). ST &Toslink Optical.
• Fully Balanced and Unbalanced high drive OPA627A and BUF634 0/P stages.
• Digital VP transformer isolation on all the wired digital signal inputs. 9pulse
transformers in total, and three toroidal transformers on separate P/S PCB.
• Automatic or Manual digital Input selection.
• 3.4 layer PCBs with both SMT and thru-hole components plus 1two layer PCB
• Upgrade kit available, including optional DF1704 24-96k Digital Filter.

THE PARTS
CONNECTION
«M.» ••111:11

MIMmeamimue.
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75"H x27" D
15" W;
330 lb. each
ricr-h

their soundstage always managed to
sound large, airy, and well populated.
Bottom Line: Expensive. Sleek.
Seductive. Capable. Civilized. Refined.
For even greater heights of refinement,
at the cost of asmidgen of drive and
oomph, add the P-1200 conditioner. In a
well thought-out and acoustically tailored system — likely where'd they'd
wind up anyway — the M-2000 is highly recommended.

11SSEMB[11

Starting at
$699 kit; $749 Assembled
+
week 5159 (1.4 or ..,talied)

Bigger is
Better.

(For bass that is.)
While some speakers
attempt to get low bass out of
small enclosures by using pons,
vents, or the like, which can
result in aboomy, muddy bottom end, Dunlavy Audio Labs
knows that in order to get bass
that is fast, tight, and extremely
accurate, a properly sized and
damped sealed enclosure is
required.
So if you want deep, realistic bass, there's no substitute for
big.
"You owe it to yourself to listen to this speaker (SC-V) to
hear how tight and deep bass
can go and how clean it can
be."
Anthony Cordesman, Audio,
March 99

DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS, INC.
Starting at
$1499 kit: $1599 Assembled

efte . httpitanaw.sonicfrontlers.comITPC
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville. Ontario, Canada Li514 574
Telephone (905) 829-5858 Facsimile (905) 829-5388
Toll Free Order Line 1-800.769-0747 (1E98 Canada only1
TPC 0 sorsclronters.corn

PO It
Colorad) springs. CO NS)
P11011C: — 19-592-1159
Fax:7'19-í92-0859
email:1023ni.2026@nimptiscrve.com
www.durdavyaudio.com
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Established 1979

you're

turntable

Le. :1

doesn't sound better

Y 800.229.0644

then your CD player,

1111

Jerry & Brigid Raskin

"If

Over 600 Web Pages! www.needledoctor.corn

you have the wrong
turntable!" -J. Raskin

ittp //www needledoctorcom •e-mail info@needledoctorcom •612.378.0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th Ave S.E, MPLS MN 5541

à

Analog Product Of The Year!
-Stereophile
12/99
Analog product of the year runer up Stereophile 12/99
"Solid, stable, brawny, runs at precisely 33 1/3 and 45
as it's supposed to, and just plain looks like it means
business," Mikey said. When combined with the Rega
RB 600 tonearm. it offered "a level of background '
blackness' you usually hear with far more expensive '
umair
L.:
tables." With the Stogi S tonearm ($700), he found
"focus, weight, and image stability were outstanding,"
and felt that the combination was "an astonishingly Pro-ject Perspective
"This turntable is a real head turner. The looks and
good value." He adds, "No suspension means that care"Like the 9, the planar 25 produced the kind of deep,
tight, authoritative bass and rich, buttery highs Iusually associate with far more expensive tables. "Say no
more! -Stereophile Analog Product of the year '99'!

ful placement is critical."
Class B 10/99

Sam's favorite "table! "A beautiful, brilliant piece of engineering," he says. "The same goes for the RB600 arm,
which is usually installed on the 'table. Once you set it
up, you can forget it. Nothing tweaky here. Rega turntables have an exceptional reputation for reliability" In
fact, he thinks this will be the last turntable he ever

-Stereophile Rec. Comp.

J.A. Michell
GyroDec MKIIII
Limited
$2150

low price get you hooked and the sound keeps you
coming back again and again." -J. Raskin

Pro-ject
1.2
$319

Includes Sumiko
Oyster Cartridge

buys. MF adds "dynamic, exciting sound. Compact and
easy to use." (Vol.22 Nos.3&5) -Stereophile Rec.
Comp. Class B 10/99

Rega
Rega
Rega
Rega
Rega

Planar 3Class D $$$
Planar 2 Class D
Planar 78
Wall Shelf
Spacers 2 or 4 mm

$695
$499
$499
$159
$15 each

"Two synergistic mixes of no-nonsense deck with
superb arm (included). Lack of environmental isolation
may be problematic (see "Letters" in Vol. 16 No. 10).
However, "outstanding performance," MF crowed about
the Planar 3. 'It's quiet, dynamic.., free of obvious tracking distortion or other supposed analog problems,
extremely well-balanced top to bottom, offers very deep
and reasonably tight bass, and will do no damage to
your precious records.' Then he threw down his analog
gauntlet: 'If you're an all-CD kind of audiophile, here's
the kicker: Ithink the Rega 3 will blow your mind, even
if you have a very-high-priced spread.' Stereophile
Rec. Comp. Class D $$$ 10/99
Rega Cartridges are made by
design to be played on Rega
turntables.
Rega Exact Class C
5595
Rega Super Elys
$395
Rega Elys Class D
$225
Rega Super Bias
$175
Rega Bias
$125

J.A. Michell Gyro SE

33/45/78 RPM
Fully automatic
w/ cartridge

Free Analog
Catalog!

Established 1979
JERRY RASIONS
EBERLE DOCTOR

e-mail, fax,

V

mail, call or download
for you're copy today!

80

.2 2 9 .0 6 4 4

Over 600 Web Pages! www.needledoctor.com

Left to right: Michael Fremer,
Derick Wood, Steve Lauerman

ittp://www.needledoctorcom •e-mail info@needledoctor.com •612.378.0543 •fax 378.9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E., MPLS MN 55414

HURE

THE STANDARD
THE LEGEND

o

V15VxMR

$276

twow
,

,
Stereophile Rec
Comp Class C
55$ 10/99

;hure M97xE
;hure M94E

$94
$65

Shure MP94E (T4P) .$65
Shure M92E (T4P) ..$25

;hure M7OBX

S25

Shure M78S (Mono) .$60

ears." -Stereophile
Rec. Comp. Class B SSS
1/99 Michael Fremer
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VIBRAPODTM

orlofon

MC 2000 MKII
List

$1500

Reference
Reference
Reference
Reference

•

Class B $$$
Master
Sonata Class C
Platinum Class C SSS

Gold ....$180
Silver . .$150
Red
$110
Blue
$80
Green . $60
Black
$40

$1200
$800
$500
$300

coo
Silver Streak S150 .5m pr
$360 2m pr
Hero
$115 .5m pr
$190 2m pr
PBJ
S69 .5m pr
S96 2m pr

9

$225

4TC
$7 foot
4TC-Banana ..$252 8' pr
4TC-Postmaster S252 8' pr
4TC-WBT
$252 8' pr

$190 10' pr $288 12' pr
$230 10' pr $258 12' pr
S319 10' pr S338 12' pr

audioquest

8

>1434
Planet
VIBRAPOD

OD-0
$400

Sale $200

Sale $100
ADC MK HI
DCC LPs

569
522'1

..rolect Wood Classic Turntable
L•est $750
Demo Sale $550
ThorensTD-295 White Lacquer
33/45/78 rpm
List $1100
Demo Sale $699
Gemini XL 200 Turntable
List S300
Overstock Sale $300
Goldring 1042 Cartridge
List $300
Repack Sale $200
SEA MC High Out-put Cartridge
List $300
Overstock Sale $99
ADC XLM MKII Improved Cartridge
List $200
Overstock Sale $69

WP, KR, and
ST are
unanimous in calling these the
best dynamic headphones
they've ever heard. "The only
ones with which Ihave ever

Ikeep a box of them around so

been physically or sonically

that no component goes without" •Stereophde Rec Comp

comfortable." says KR."

Super Companion 6outlet Strip
List 5150
Overstock Sale 579"

Kimber Digital X 1.5m
List $65
Overstock Sale $59

Companion 6Outlet Power Strip
List $30 ....Overstock Sale $14"

Kimber Digital X 1m
List $70
Overstock Sale $49

Kimber Hero 2m pr WBT-0108 RCA
List $260
..Overstock Sale $179

-Stereophile Rec Comp
Cisco A IC
15

Kimber Hero 1.5m pr WBT-0108
List $235
Overstock Sale $165
Kimber Hero Irn pr WBT-0108 RCA
List $210
Overstock Sale 5149
Kimber Hero 2v, pr WBT-0144 RCA
List 5190
Overstock Sale $135

Vansevers Power Conditioners

Kimber Hero 1.5m
WBT-0144
List $165 ...Overstock Sale $115

Model #83 Power Conditioner
List $575
Overstock Sale $399•1

Kimber PBJ XLR .5rn pr
List $59
Overstock Sale $46

Model 11 Digital Power Conditioner
.Overstock Sale $199°

Kimber KC-1 1.5m pr Interconnect
List $114 ...Overstock Sale $69"

1-Double Pandora Power Cord
List $425
Overstock Sale $299.

Kimber Digital X 2m
List $110
Overstock Sale $77

List $325

Free $150 Kimber Kable
Silver Streak with purchase! The Silver creates
a magical synergy.

Bass Definition and Depth

late and enhance performance.

$220

S795

$349 ,'

Ambiance. Clarity

A KR favonte....Vibrapods iso-

440ML

HD-600

Dynamics. Detail Resolution
Soundstaging Video Images

audio techoica
List

$6 each

VIBRAPOD Isolators Improve

audio technica

List

$290 1.5m pr
S640 4m pr
$165 1.5m pr
$290 4m pr
$87 1.5m pr
S132 4m pr

$300 10' pr $348 12' pr
$340 10' pr $388 12' pr
$429 10' pr $468 12' pr

L-"#18.1.11
9

$220 1m pr
S500 3m pr
$140 1m pr
$240 3m pr
$78 1m pr
S114 3m pr

8TC
$12 foot
8TC-Banana ..$252 8' pr
8TC-Postmaster $252 8' pr
8TC-WBT
$252 8' pr

MC 25 Fl

$450

1
1
,111111111111111111111111

..10

orlofon

List

II

SENNHEIZER
1

Sale $750

Saie

KIM3ER KABLE

e -ee
le
"BEST Buy"
Sound 4 1/2
Value 4
-Hi-Fi Choice,
Grado Gold

'The Grado brought out most
of the tonal accuracy and
excitement and, though I've
heard better, that was only
with cartridges costing ten
times the price."
-Gramophone. Grado Black

,
our

MIMI

The
is among
STATEMENT
the finest car$2500
tridges I've
ever heard at
any price?
-Stereophile 3/99 M F. The
Statement
"The finest fixed-coil cartridge I've ever heard, and
one of the finest-sounding cartridges I've ever heardespecially in the midrange-regardless of design," said
NIF. -Stereophile Rec. Comp. 10/99 Grado Reference

Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige

'he first thing MF notice
vas "how well it handled
arge and small dynamic
wings.' which he felt is
vhat spells 'the difference
retween hearing canned
nusic and the illusion of
me." ..."You won't believe

/NM

GA 0

LW
Ilb

5

A. R-050 43 lb .. ..$195
27.6"h x 14.2"cl x 18.1"
Z560 55.1
. .$350
35.4"h x142'd x18.1w
B. Z524 19.8 lb ....$125
24.1"h /6.7"d x6.3"w
Z518 17.6 lb ...$125
18 2-h x8 rd x7 5"w
List $32

Demo Sale $19'

"But at a whisker under CV-4 ..$24 Stereo Foot
$800, it is an astronomical "New cable with outstandhighend bargain."
ing price to performance
-Stereophile Rec. Comp ratio and aimpressive new
Class B SSS 10'99
look ,- -J Raskin
List $60

Demo Sale $39

AO Video/Digital 2 1.5m
List $99
Demo Sale $59 .

AO Laser Guide CD TreatmentS29"
List $40 ... Overstock Sale $29"

Kimber Digital X 1m

AO Video S-Z 2m Interconnect
List $109
Sale 569"

WBT-0660 Sandwich Spade 4pc
List $84
Overstock Sale $59

AO Type 6 10'pr Speaker Cable
List $165
Demo Sale $99"

Monster AV POD 403 S 2m
audionrideolS-cable kit
List $80
Repack Sale $49"

WBT-0700 Pole Terminals 2pc
List $120
Overstock Sale $89

AD Type 425' pr Speaker Cable
List $170 ..Overstock Sale $119"

AO Quartz XLR 1.5m pr.
List 6260
Demo Sale $159"

AD Type 4 Speaker Cable 10' pr
List $95
Demo Sale $79.

AO Ruby 2m pr. Interconnect
List $165
Overstock Sale $115

AO Type 2 Speaker Cable 10' pr
List $69
Demo Sale $45

AO Ruby I.5m Pt .Interconnect
List $145 ...Overstock Sale $115

AO GLC 20' Roll
List $30
Overstock Sale $19

AO Ruby 1m pr. Interconnect
List $125
Overstock Sale $99

AO Sorbathane Big Feet
List $69
Demo Sale $39"'

AO Ruby .5m pr. Interconnect
List $105 ....Overstock Sale $85

AD Sorbathane Little Feet
List $45
Demo Sale 1.29^

AO Jade 1.5m pr. Interconnect

AO RF Stoppers SR

Prices subject to change without notice Some pictures are representations of products

Monster M550I 1m pr Interconnect
List $50
Overstock Sale $40
Monster 2 GHZ 3Way Soldier
List $20
Overstock Sale $16
Monster 2 GHZ 4Way Spline
List $25
Overstock Sale $20

Monster DB-25 to 6 RCAs & Digital
List 5100
Repack Sale $69

Goenz Sapphire 2m pr
List $619
Repack Sale $449 -

Monster DB-25 to DB-25 8 Digital
List $90
Repack Sale $59

Goertz Tourmaline 15m pr
List $105
Repack Sale $79 -

Monster M1000V 2m Video
List $60
Overstock Sale $48

XL0 ERS 3m pr Interconnect
List $89'
Overstock Sale $63

Monster M1000V .5m Video
List 530
Overstock Sale $24

XLO ER5 3m pr Interconnect
List $89" ....Overstock Sale $63

Monster 1.41000SV .5m S-Video
List $45
Overstock Sale $36

List $119

Monster M1000VF 1m Video
List $50 ,,, Overstock Sale $40

XL0 ER 10 5' Power Cord
List $115 ...Overstock Sale $89"

Monster M550I 5m pr Interconnect
List $45
Overstock Sale $36

Audio Prism Wave Guide
List $150 •.. Overstock Sale $99

XL0 Pro 100 lin pr Interconnect
Overstock Sale $39 -

Aetna4
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M ARTIN LOGAN

P RODIGY

Over 42 years of success
makes Almas HI-FI, Stereo,
& Home Theater the smart
choice for all your audio and
video needs. For this reason
MartinLogan and Almas
together are unveiling the
newest ultimate loudspeaker
system, the Prodigy.

miss

the Michigan premiere of
Prodigy. Descended from the

incomparable MartinLogan Statement E2, Prodigy is advanced
to breakthrough levels—from its ultra low mass electrostatic
diaphragm to its radical ForceFor ward"' bass alignment and
compact design. Prodigy sets anew standard for living with sound.
Mr. Gayle Martin Sanders, founder and president of MartinLogan,
and the knowledgeable Almas staff will introduce and demonstrate
the revolutionary Prodigy speaker system.
Be there to rediscover reference level audio.
Wednesday, February 16, 2000
at our Farmington Hills location.
Call for more details.

www.almashifi.com
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo Inc.

Almas Hi-Fi Stereo Inc.

29325 Orchard Lake Road

32498 North Woodward

Farmington Hills, MI 48334
tel: 248.553.4360

tel: 248.549.8090

Royal Oak, MI 48073

Almas Hi -Fi Stereo Inc
15031 Michigan Avenue
Dearborn, MI 48126
tel: 313.584.1860

MARTIN LOGAN
www.martinlogan.com
785.749.0I SI
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y the end, they'd released over
300 different Original Master
Recordings series LPs and 250
Gold Ultradisc CDs. Their eclectic catalog ran from Duke Ellington to Guns
'N Roses. And as audiophile remastering triumphs go, they squeezed more
rich sound and spacious presence out of
Kurt Cobain's masterwork, Nevennind,
than anyone had ever dreamed possible.
But now, sadly, Mobile Fidelity Sound
Lab is no more. (See "Update" also).
"A victim of bigness" is how Jim
Benz, former vice president of the 22year-old reissue label, characterizes
what happened to this pioneer of audiophile recordings, which closed on November 19, 1999. "We looked at where
we were and where we needed to be to
remain current with our suppliers, and
it was either we do what we did or wait
for people to come after us."
According to Benz, the forces that
eventually drove Mobile Fidelity out of
business had been coalescing for awhile.
"Five years ago we were shipping
more product, billing more than ever —
the company was having its greatest success. There were more places to buy and
sell records: mom-and-pops, local record
stores, hi-fi shops, chain record stores
and nontraditional retailers, Circuit City,
Best Buy, and bookstores like Borders.
"But more places didn't mean you
were selling more music. We really didn't
need all these outlets. Our product was
everywhere, which in marketing terms
meant we were also in the same arena as
the big boys. Tower Records charged
MoFi the same for one cut (an advertising
term for each item advertised within a
single ad) as it did Time Warner. "At the
same time, there was an acceleration of
other things to spend your time and
money on: the Internet, home theater,
computer games."
Already stretched thin, the mostly selfdistributed MoFi began to take financial
hits from the bankruptcies or closings of
retail record chains like Wherehouse,
Camelot, and Nobody Beats The Wiz —
and, on the wholesale side, the Alliance
one stop. The final nail was the sale of
MS. Distributing and the closure of its
audio division. In its December 10, 1999
issue, Billboard said it had obtained docuStereophile, February 2000

ments that showed that MS. (based in
Hanover Park, Illinois) owed MoFi
$128,000. On November 5, 1999, armed
with acourt order, MoFi reclaimed about
$100,000 worth of product from the M.S.
warehouse. But it wasn't enough.
"MS. was our largest debtor," Benz
says. "They were 20% of our receivables." Rather than allow the wolves to
start howling, the employee-owned MoFi reluctantly decided to call it aday, just
as the company's DVD reissues of Merle
Saunders and Jerry Garda's Bluesfrom the
Rainforest and the SACD of Duke Ellington's Blues In Orbit hit the streets.
The powerhouse that would become
MoFi began life in 1977 in agarage in
Spokane, Washington. Founded by Brad
Miller and Gary Giorgi, both of whom
have since died, the fledgling venture
soon moved to Chatsworth, California,
on the outskirts of Los Angeles. In 1980,
Herb Belkin, who had been running
ABC Records and from whom Miller
and Giorgi had licensed several titles,
came aboard as president. Five years
later, the company moved to Petaluma,
in California's Sonoma County, before
finally settling in nearby Sebastopol in
1991. Belkin retired from MoFi in 1994.
The first four Mobile Fidelity releases
were music that Brad Miller owned.
Three featured the dreamy styling,s of
the Mystic Moods Orchestra, and the
fourth was asound-effects disc of thunderstorms and steam locomotives. Initially, the discs were sold via audio hardware dealers, but soon mom'n'pop record stores climbed aboard, followed —
ominously, as it turned out—by the big
chain record stores.
According to Jim Benz, the philosophy behind MoFi's remasterings of previously issued LPs and CDs was always "to
re-create the experience that sound engineers or artists have in the studio.
"We spawned aslew of imitators," he
says. "But Ican honestly say that none of
them went to the lengths that MoFi did.
We used original master tapes, halfspeed mastering, protective packaging
in the form of rice-paper sleeves, and
we pressed on aspecial vinyl that was
developed for quadraphonic sound by
JVC. It had anti-static properties and
was relatively noise-free."

Baird

It was this vinyl — or, more accurately, the lack of it when JVC stopped
making the stuff in the late 1980s —
that drove Mobile Fidelity out of the
LP business for atime. In 1992 MoFi
built its own pressing plant in Sebastopol and tried to re-introduce their LP
line, but, says Benz, the financial pressures of being the plant's only customer
eventually stopped LP production for
good in 1996.
In recent years, the most frequently
asked question concerning MoFi had to
do with the company's often baffling licensing choices. More than once, my
response after opening an announcement of upcoming MoFi releases was a
puzzled "Why?" Is there really aburgeoning market out there for Moody
Blues gold CDs? Did the world really
need Johnny Winter's second album
dragged back into print? Ihad always
assumed that the company's catalog was
hamstrung by record labels that wouldn't license their real treasures. But according to Benz (who says he wasn't
directly involved in licensing decisions),
licensing material from labels wasn't a
major problem. He says that though the
company went through "phases" when
licensing was more difficult, and that
labels were generally more cooperative
when it came to licensing for reissue on
LP than on CD, most licensing snags
were caused by legal problems with the
repertoire or missing master tapes. All
of which leaves one with the sense that
poor judgment in deciding which recordings to reissue played asignificant
part in the company's demise.
That said, the image Iretain is of
wide-eyed hordes eyeballing the company's displays at the always-jammed
MoFi booth at Stereophile's annual HI-FI
Show, ponying up for armfuls of gold
CDs or cut-out LPs. It tells me that the
company's passing will be felt for some
time to come. On apersonal note, I'll
miss working with one of the best publicists in the biz: Karen Thomas, for
whom Iwish only the best.
In the press release that announced
the company's exit, Herb Belkin said it
best: "I, along with audiophiles everywhere, will deeply miss the musical efforts of MoFi."
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The Easiest Way To Get High-End Audio!
You do enough running around already. The last thing

aselection of music reviews and audio news

you need is to turn your search for high-end audio and

you won't find anywhere else.

video gear into yet another chore. Take aseat instead

For 20 years, Audio Advisor has been

and browse the Audio Advisor website at www.audioadvi-

serving over 200,000 satisfied cus-

sor.com/sf for the kind of selection and information you

tomers in more than 100 countries.

won't find in any walk-in store. We feature over 1,500 of
the most in-demand, must-have audiophile components,
racks, accessories, and more.

We're the largest direct mail and
online retailer of high-end audio
gear. Visit our website or call

Order online via our secure server.
Or cruise our site for detailed

us and you'll see why.

Go to: www.audioadvisor.com/sf

product info, then call
(800) 942-0220 to talk to
one of our resident experts.
Besides our vast product invento-

Audio Advisor, Inc.

ry, the Audio Advisor website also
features daily updates of terrific
deals on demos, "B" stock items,
and discontinued products. Read
about our newest products, then cruise
eAA. AUDIO ADVISOR, and design are

4717A Broadmoor SE
Kentwood,M1 49512
Phone (616) 656-9585
(800) 942-0220
FAX (616) 656-9592
registered trademarks of Audio Advisor. Inc

Ls131
The X Series:
Supersymmetric Design
US Patent # 5,376,899
2 Gain Stages
No Feedback
Flat to DC
156 dB (26 bit) Dynamic Range
X1000

1000W Mono

X600

600W Mono

X350

350W Stereo

Pass Laboratories, 24449 Foresthill Rd,
Foresthill, CA 95631.
tel 530-367-3690, www.passlabs.com
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Recording of the Vonth
merely playing its tune and chord
progression, Jarrett and Fahey
somehow make you hear it as if
for the first time.
We're used to thinking of songs
like Gershwin's "Someone to
Watch Over Me" and Heymanes said that apoem should
Levant's "Blame It On My Youth,"
always risk, but never sucboth of which Jarrett covers here,
cumb to, the sentimental — je,
as inexhaustible wells that even
unearned emotion. Practitioners
improvisers of average talents can
of the art ofjazz-standard balladry
essay successfully, and they remain
up that ante: they take as raw
so on this disc. But "My Wild Irish
material songs that, in words or
Rose"? "Shenandoah"? Jarrett plays
music or both, almost always are
the former as alullaby, the latter as
sentimental themselves, and try
ahymn. The challenge he's set
to make of them something
himself here is one of restraint, and
more, even as they leach away
he meets it on every track but the
excess sweetener. ICeith Jarrett has
Ellington. This is the paradigmatic
often been accused — mostly
example of the "more" that less is
falsely, Ithink — of burgeoning Emotional risks? Restrained chops? Profound quietness?
Its the new Keith Jarrett.
so often claimed to be.
sentimentality, particularly in his
There's also an exquisite hesitancy here that I've never
improvised solo concerts, but he has never risked that
cheapest of emotions as fully as he does in his new solo- heard in Jarrett's playing before. He has spoken often of
how important it is to be "in the moment" when improvispiano disc, The Melody at Night, With You.
With Gary Peacock and Jack DeJohnette, Jarrett has al- ing, but that feeling of hearing him discover, second by secready released no less than 16 CDs' worth of selections ond, note by note, what the mie nature of each of these
from the Great American Songbook, including two songs is, has never been so literally palpable — listening to
re-recorded here; you'd think he might have little left to this record, it seems as if one is inside Jarrett's fingers as
say. But the tracks on Melody at Night make music of asort they touch the keys, still not sure which ones will be
very different from that of the more ebullient Standards pressed. Isometimes had the eerie feeling that Iwas afly
trio. These are deeply intimate, interior, ruminative medi- on the walls of the rooms in which Jerome Kern or Oscar
tations ("Meditation" is the title of the disc's single Jarrett Levant or George Gershwin gave birth to these songs,
original) on what seem these songs' very souls, and it's their fingers fumbling occasionally, stopping time to linger
remarkable to hear someone with chops as awesome as over achord, letting it ring while waiting to hear what the
Jarrett's so consistently not use them. The one exception, next chord or note might be. Remarkable.
The sound, too, is different from any Jarrett has received
Ellington's "I Got It Bad and That Ain't Good," on which
Jarrett rips off some effortlessly long, graceful runs, is vir- in his nearly 30 years of recording for ECM. This very
tuosic in away that sounds, in this context, almost wrung. close, very dry recording was engineered by Jarrett himself
Which constitutes atestament to the delicacy and pow- at his home studio, with none of the sumptuously wet reer of the mood Jarrett creates here. Those familiar with his verberation so loved and so well deployed by ECM
catalog will find on Melody at Night an entire disc that shares founder-producer Manfred Eicher. That sort of sound
the special tenderness and quiet of "Over the Rainbow" (La would have been as wrong for this session as would abravScala, ECM 1640) and "Hourglass, Part 2" (Staircase, ECM ura display of digital pyroteclmics: Jarrett was clearly play1090/91). Though he does play harmonic and rhythmic ing to the room. This is chamber music.
Jarrett has dedicated the album to his wife, Rose Anne
variations on at least some of these well-worn tunes, the
overall impression is more one of Jarrett simply playing Jarrett. It does sound like alove letter, teetering constantly
through each song several times, each time at alevel of on the edge of the sentimental abyss without once falling
musicality and spareness more quiet, deep, and profound. in. The Melody at Night, With You is Keith Jarretes smallest,
It's hard to imagine even Bill Evans, to whom Jarrett is most bravest, most elemental recording, one that seems deteroften compared, playing this simply or this quietly this well. mined to not bowl anyone over — its only virtuoso turns
At his best, guitarist John Fahey also achieves this kind of are those of silence. It wasn't until I'd heard it three or four
stillness, whether playing folk, blues, or old Protestant times that Ibegan to realize it just might be the best thing
hymns: While seeming to do little more with asong than he's done.
—Richard Lehnert
KEITH JARRETT: The Melody at Night,
With You
Keith Jarrett, piano
ECM 1675 (CD). 1999. Keith Jarrett, prod.,
eng.; Manfred Eicher, prod. ODD. TT:
55:18
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2
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So begins Philip Glass's newly composed soundtrack for Tod Browning's
famous 1931 film, Dracula (starring Bela
Lugosi), performed with precision,
PHILIP GLASS
depth, and abundant richness by the
Kronos Quartet. Even given Glass's reDracula: Soundtrack
cent stretch of powerful works, this is
Kronos Quartet: David Harrington, John Sherba,
handily his best string quartet to date,
violins; Hank Dutt, viola; Joan Jeanrenaud, cello
and may well prove awork pivotal to his
Nonesuch 79542-2 (CD). 1999. Judith Sherman,
Michael Riesman, Kurt Munkacsi, prods.; Bob Levy,
future output.
eng.; Judy Kirschner, assistant eng. AAD? TT: 67:05
No stranger to film, Glass has comPerformance ****
Sonics ****1/2
posed scores of variable quality for
rom nowhere, a quick, urgent, Mishima (also with Kronos), The Thin
two-note cello theme pierces the Blue Line, Kundun, Koyaanisqatsi, Powaqsilence like the double fangs of a qatsi, and The Secret Agent. In the last decvampire. Beneath it, the rest of the quar- ade, Glass has also revisited and artistitet plays softly agitated, cartwheeling osti- cally interpreted atrilogy of films by
natos. The two-note theme sounds again Jean Cocteau, sometimes by re-scoring,
and again. There is about it adirk, heavy sometimes by creating entirely new
air, asense of emergency, and an atmos- works inspired by the film.
phere of insanity and supernatural power.
Like many film scores, Dracula is best

F

The compositional Renfield: Philip Glass

appreciated by first seeing the film (the
version with Glass's score is out on
Universal VHS at the moment, and was

Why Dracula? An Interview with Philip Glass
//

I

fIlooked at the picture carefully, Isaw that most of the
scenes were in drawing rooms
or gardens or living rooms," says composer Philip Glass of the 1931 Universal Pictures production of Dracula.
"You could imagine that, just outside
the range of the camera, there would
be astring quartet playing. That's what
you'd get in adrawing room. The idea
of abig orchestra becomes unsuitable.
Idecided to treat it in the erotic,
romantic vein — macabre, but still a
love story"
Glass's recently released score to the
1931 horror classic, performed by the
Kronos Quartet, is one of his finest
works for film to date (see above).
Glass was contacted by Universal,
which had decided to commission
music for the reissues of three of its
vintage horror films: Dracula, The
Mummy, and Frankenstein, none of
which had original film scores.
"The reason they didn't very likely
was that the exhibitors in those days
didn't have the equipment," Glass explains. "This was the very early days
of the talkies."
Glass had atough time choosing
which to tackle. "I was torn between
Dracula and Frankenstein, but Iwas won
over by Bela Lugosi. He is such afabulous, charismatic characten I
just couldn't resist that And there were other
things intriguing about the story To me
it's acombination of the Orphée story
and the Faust legend—the pact with
the devil. It's implied and very explicit-
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ly acted out that he loses
his soul in exchange for
this deal he has of transforming human blood to e
eternal life. On top of that,
there's this quasi-erotic
character to it. In the same
way that we don't see any
blood, we don't see any
overt sexual passes made.
But you can't miss the fact
that here's this older guy
with these younger girls.
He's surrounded by young
girls —the undead three
girls from the beginning
and the two girls he gets
involved with
later on.
"Of course,
that's part of
the outrage of
the young suitor —that there's
this hairy old
guy after his
young fiancée.
So there's that
overlay of eroticism that makes
it unbeatable.
"I went back to the original noveL It's
quite good. You don't think of it as a
gothic novel. It's avery eccentric ghost
story in away, and so beautifully done."
The more Glass watched the film,
the more it resonated for him on multiple levels. "When Igot the film, I
took it rather seriously," he says. "I didlilledàf by 11111.1? GI.ASS
tualooµ QuAltiet

Despite hundreds of
challengers since, Bela
Lugosi remains the
ultimate Count Dracula.

n't just put together ascary horrormusic score for an old silent movie. I
was looking for the underlying issues
of the piece — what was being
addressed both by the novel and the
film. Ithink it's awonderful cast, from
Lugosi to Renfield to the professor
with the Coke-bottle glasses.
"It looked to me like aplay that had
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due out on 1)VD by Christmas 1999).
From that experience one gains an
appreciation for the way the 26-section
score echoes the rhythms of the film's
images, the flow of its editing, the rise
and fall of its dialog, and its overall dark,
foggy atmosphere. One of the most appealing elements of the score is its frequent use of Bartókian bitonal and polytonal elements to represent the story's
mysterious Transylvanian overtones. But
there is as much dark, Gothic romance
to the music as there is eerie, unsettling
material. And Glass's propulsion system
of gear-shifting ostinatos ideally conveys
the urgency of each scene.
Glass's thematic treatment of Renfield, Dracula's vampire slave, is particularly brilliant. Always in pizzicatos, Renfield's scenes have a peculiar quality
about them, conveying both the outer

been converted into amovie. Irelated
to it very much that way. It looked like
they learned the scenes, set up the
camera, and filmed it just as if it was a
theater piece.
"And some of those line readings are
incredible — like, 'Good evening intoned
in mock-Lugosi strains. Kronos and I
have been performing it live, and of
course we know all the lines. When we
do asound check, one of us will recite
the line to introduce the scene. We
have ourselves in stitches. Especially
with the Lugosi lines. Just some wooden boxes.' [laughter] In some respects,
scoring this film was easier than doing
acontemporary piece.
"I knew it wouldn't be re-edited the
way some films are, so what Iwas looking at would be my final timings," Glass
says. "I still began at the beginning,
looked at each scene, and when Igot
the idea for the music, Iwrote it down.
Ihad the luxury of being able to look at
the scene and play it with the piano.
There are 26 scenes. Iprobably did a
scene aday for amonth. It was fairly
straightforward —the music came easily. The themes presented themselves
without any effort."
Glass's long-term association with
Kronos likewise streamlined the process.
And amore recent experience —watching director Martin Scorsese edit Kundun —likewise helped Glass to echo
Draada's various rhythms.
"He edited Kundun in New York,"
Glass notes. "It was only asubway ride
from my house, so whenever Icould I
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world's view of the fly- and spider-eating
Renfield's madness and his ultimate control by Dracula. Once the film has been
seen, one can better appreciate the
superb craftsmanship, artistic range, and
organic conception of this complex,
darkly dramatic score.
-Daniel Buckley
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Fratres, Tabula Rasa, Symphony 3
Gil Shaham, violin; Adele Anthony, violin (Tabula
Rasa); Roger Carlsson, percussion; Erik Risberg,
prepared piano; Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra,
Neeme Iâvi
Deutsche Grammophon 457 647-2 (CD). 1999.
Lennart Dehn, prod.; Michael Bergek, eng. DDD.
TT: 58:31
Performance ***
Sonics ****
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fyou sit in the woods quietly and
long enough, things will come to
you; your attention will move from

was there for the editing. Ibegan to
learn about the rhythm of imagery and
the rhythm of music. It's adance that
has to be done together. Marty is an
expert at that."
Glass can't even recall the first time he
saw Dracula —whether as achild, or later
on TV But revisiting the film stirred his
artistic souL "People had told me, Bela
Lugosi is not that good,' "he recalls. "I
thought they were completely wrong. k's
amazing how much he communicates
without saying anything. He knew how
to strike apose, how to make you look at
him. He really is poetry in motion.
"It's such an elegant portrayal of
that character. You pity him, you're
sorry for him, and yet you're horrified by the choices he makes and the
strategy he uses to unnaturally prolong his life. He builds into his character this complicated person.
"That scene on the boat, when he's
just looking at the men —you realize
he has no pity toward them. To him,
they're just useless debris. That's him at
his darkest."
While the film, with its new score, is
being issued on VHS and DVD without
atheatrical release, Glass anticipates a
long life for his music as aconcert work.
"I expect to be doing it for years," he
says. "I've just finished aversion of it for
my own ensemble, so when Kronos gets
tired of performing it live with me—
and they will—it'll become part of my
group's repertoire."
—Daniel Buckley
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the larger objects and sounds to eversmaller details. And the details are
where the fun is. That's the way it can
be with Arvo Part's music, and that's the
way it is with the three pieces featured
on this fine disc — ideally programmed
and performed by one of this decade's
outstanding violinists and one of the
most versatile and eloquent conductors
of the past quarter-century.
In Fratres, afascinating dialog between
violin solo and string orchestra, Part
ingeniously threads the soloist's lines
through the ensemble's while still maintaining each participant's distinct individuality. Gil Shaham's violin speaks with a
bold, powerful voice that at once challenges and matches the orchestra's own
fervent utterances. Tabula Rasa is one of
Part's more consciously minimalist
pieces — sustaining repetitive thematic
patterns and rhythms that now seem like
clichés but were refreshingly new in
1977 when the work was composed.
There are several other recordings of this
Part favorite, including Gidon Kremer's
excellent version (ECM 1275), and this
one would measure well against any of
them except for afew disturbing passages where the intonation is weirdly
and collectively "off"
Symphony 3, composed in 1971 and
dedicated to conductor Neeme Jarvi, is
amasterpiece that shows Part as he was
before the profound, mid-1970s stylistic
change that led to today's highly simplified, anti-virtuosic, spiritually motivated
style. It's a grand if not particularly
lengthy work in the Sibelius audition of
firmly grounded themes, big crescendos, and lots of brass and low strings.
Jarvi's world-class Gothenburg forces
seem to really enjoy this kind of musicmaking, and we do get the full effect of
Pares multi-layered textures and broad
washes of color.
Stereophile, February 2000

Enough has been said
about the so-called mystical nature of Part's
more recent scores —
and it's truc that he's one
of today's most honest
and masterful composers
of music that builds
from afoundation of sincere, unapologetic, religious belief. This disc's
music shows Part in a
more outward, extraverted mode — at least as
extraverted as Part ever
gets. Yet underneath still
runs some force of deeper meaning, which, if we
listen long and carefully
enough, will come to us by way of those
little details—the fun stuff that makes
Pares music so invariably rewarding.
- David Vernier

ARTHUR RUBINSTEIN
The Arthur Rubinstein Collection
Beethoven: Piano Concertos 1-5; Piano Sonatas,
Violin Sonatas, "Archduke" Trio. Brahms: Piano
Concertos 1-2, Piano Sonata 3, Piano Trios 1-3,
Piano Quartets 1-3, Piano Quintet, Violin Sonatas
1-3, selections from Opp. 76,79,118,119. Chopin:
Concertos 1-2, Mazurkas 1-51, Nocturnes 1-19,
Piano Sonatas 2-3; Preludes, Waltzes, Berceuse,
Barcarolle, short works. Dvorak: Piano Quartet
Op.87, Piano Quintet Op.81. Falla: Nights in the
Gardens of Spain, short works. Fauré: Piano Quartet
1, short works. Grieg: Piano Concerto, short works.
Liszt: Piano Concerto 1, Sonata in b, short works.
Mendelssohn: Piano Trio 1, short works. Mozart:
Piano Concertos 17,20,21-24, Piano Quartets 1-2.
Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto 2, Rhapsody on a
Theme of Paganini, short works. Ravel: Piano Trio,
short works. Saint-Saëns: Piano Concerto 2.
Schubert: Piano Trio 1, Sonata in B-flat "Wanderer
Fantasy, short works. Schumann: Piano Concerto,
Piano Trio 1, Piano Quintet Carnaval, Novelettes,
Nochetücke, Fontasies-tücke, Kreisleriana, Fantasia.
Tdmikovsky: Piano Concerto 1, Piano Trio. Other
works by: Albeniz, Chabrier, Debussy, Franck,
Gershwin, Granados, Haydn, Mompou, Poulenc,
Szymanowski, Villa-Lobos.
Arthur Rubinstein, piano; various orchestras, conductors, soloists
RCA (94 CDs). 1999. Nathaniel Johnson, reissue
prod. ADD. Tr: 106 hours
Performance *****
Sonics *** to *****

y

ears from now, The Arthur Rubinstein Collection could be remembered as avisionary tribute to one
of the century's great artists or the final,
crazed gasp of reissuing madness that
occurred at the dawn of DVD-Audio. At
the moment, Ican't help gravitating
toward the former: One simply has to be
optimistic when a major label like
RC.A/BMG pours so much effort and
money ($900,000) into asumptuously
packaged 94-CD set with a$1400 price
tag. Besides, listening to the set has given
so many pleasurable hours — its sheer
breadth is an experience comparable
only to mandatory multiple orgasms.

Reviews

Some people may like that, which is one
of many questions to ponder (when is
enough enough?) as you weigh which
Rubinstein discs you already have against
what you'll gain by buying this virtually
complete, thoroughly remastered document of Rubinstein's five-decade recording career.
Virtually complete? Indeed. This set
was compiled with the idea that leaving
anything out would make somebody,
somewhere yowl — everything Rubinstein ever issued is here. Of course, nobody stops at that anymore. Both the
Testament and Russian Revelation labels
smoked out gems from the vaults —the
former apreviously suppressed 1939 recording of Saint-Saëns' Piano Concerto
2with conductor Philippe Gaubert, the
latter a1964 live recital from Moscow
that's easily one of the great Rubinstein
performances. Not even counting what
lies in European radio archives, there's
got to be more in the vaults. Reissue
producer Nathaniel Johnson admits to
the existence of an unreleased Chopin
piano concerto that simply added nothing to the Rubinstein legacy, and there's
quite alot of material from his 1961
series of Carnegie Hall recitals that the
pianist himself was strongly against
releasing. Besides, live recordings aren't
likely to fill lots of gaps: since Rubinstein
rarely met amicrophone he didn't love,
there were few differences between his
recording and usual concert repertoire.
How much, then, did the microphone love him back? Unlike Maria
Callas and Wilhelm Furtwangler, Rubinstein wasn't aconfessional artist. One
of the most emotionally healthy individuals in the business, he even soft-pedaled the feel-sorry-for-me brand of
pathos many pianists trade in — even
when the music seemed to ask for it.
This is one of several distinctive features
of Rubinstein's Chopin, whose beloved
Barcarolle often eluded him. But he was
often remarkably spontaneous and candid before the microphone — perhaps
more so than in concert. His son, actor
John Rubinstein, says that he often feels
as if his father is speaking to him
through recordings.
Inever met the great man or even
heard him in person, but Ifeel exactly
the same way. When he played Chopin
and Brahms, there were no fine lines
between music and performer: They
simply fused, often with asense of the
music being made up on the spot. Because his interpretations seem built
from the inside out, surface details never
call attention to themselves, which gives
his playing an honesty and durability.
161
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He could be flashy, but never slick. And,
like any probing mind, Rubinstein had
different intimacies to convey through
music at all stages of his life. Therefore
there's little expressive redundancy in
repertoire that turns up three or more
times in this set.
While Rubinstein is always unmistakably himself with his unvarnished,
bell-like tone and virile bass lines, his
early years are marked by asexy recklessness and the blush of first discovery;
his middle years have abold, lionlike
technical and interpretive confidence;
and his final years are marked by more
deftly colored, even mystery-invoking
performances. While listening chronologically, I found myself thinking at
every turn, "Yes! This is when he was at
his peak!" — only to move on to the
next period and think the same thing.
More than anything, that quality justifies the comprehensiveness of this set.
At least in theory. Not all the pillars of
the Rubinstein repertoire constitute
music of bottomless depth. Though his
solo-piano repertoire is mostly beyond
reproach, Idon't need to hear him (or
anyone else) in the Grieg Piano Concerto and Saint-Saëns' Piano Concerto 2
three different times. That all three recordings of each were included is probably because few will agree on which is
the best, and partly out of consideration
of his collaborators. Rubinstein worked
with some of the best musicians of his
time, agood proportion of whom were
signed to EMI (his label in the 1920s and
'30s) and RCA/I3MG (his label from
the 1940s to his retirement in 1976).
Thus, one follows him outliving one collaborator after another, generation after
generation, from speedy Albert Coates
in the 1929 recording of Brahms' Piano
Concerto 2 (Vol.», to explosive Zubin
Mehta in the 1976 Brahms Piano Concerto 1(Vol.81, and his single recording
for London/Decca).
Rubinstein's discography is a cross
section of great performers of the 20th
century, with the possible exception of a
number of concerto outings in the
1950s and '60s with such less-than-fascinating conductors as Josef Krips, Alfred
Wallenstein, and the aging Eugene
Ormandy. That's why I'm so puzzled by
the choices made for Philips' Great
Pianists of the 20th Century series: The
second Rubinstein volume (456 958-2)
has many of these least inspiring conductors in the Grieg, Saint-Saëns, and
Schumann concertos, one assumes
because they're all in good stereo sound.
In the Saint-Saëns, Rubinstein was
never so stylish as in the 1939 outing
Stereophile, February 2000

with Gaubert (Vol.82); in the Grieg, he
was never more passionate than with
Antal Dorati in 1949 (Vol22).
More strong-minded collaborators
brought out different elements of his
personality, even in unions of dubious
compatibility. Beethoven's Piano Concerto 3with Toscanini in 1944 (Vol.14)
is typically clean and straightforward,
even if the conductor gives the pianist
far more space to be himself than he
gave Dame Myra Hess in the same
work. But 30 years later, Rubinstein
recorded the Beethoven concertos with
Daniel Barenboim (Vols.77-79), an
unashamed follower of Furtwângler's
more expansive, romantic style who
seems to inspire Rubinstein to the freer
tempo modulations that the pianist had
no doubt heard from the 19th-century
masters in the early part of his career.
From hearing his Brahms Violin Sonata
3 (Vol3) amid the now-outdated (but
quite enchanting) portamento of violinist Paul Kochanski in 1932, it would
be tempting to pronounce Rubinstein
as having come full circle. But the fact
is, one finds the flexibility of tempo of
his earlier years throughout his discography, just used with different levels of
discretion. Rubinstein seems not to
have discarded one expressive device
for another, perhaps the most obvious
expression of that being in the phenomenal 1964 Chopin Moscow recital
(Vol.62): If there's asingle evening in
which Rubinstein was everything he
was and would be, it's this. He simply
plays like agod.
Another special favorite is Vol23, in
which Rubinstein plays Fauré's Piano
Quartet 1and Schumarm's Piano Quintet Op.44, recorded in 1949 with the
great Paganini Quartet (whose recordings have never been issued on CD and
probably won't be). Rubinstein has a
way of enveloping and focusing the ensemble energy in chamber music, the
result being that, in later chambermusic outings, neither the Guarneri
Quartet nor violinist Henryk Szeryng
were ever as interesting by themselves
as they were when playing with Rubinstein; there's an unforgettable emotional generosity — not to mention remarkable blending of instruments —in
his Brahms Piano Quartets and Dvorák
Piano Quintet Op.81 with the former
(Vols. 65, 67), and the piano-trio recordings of Brahms and Schubert with
Szeryng and cellist Pierre Fournier
(Vols. 72, 73, 76).
Among concertos, some of Rubinstein's best efforts are in isolated outings
with Charles Munch (a 1952 Brahms
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It anyone is worth a94-CD boxed set, it may well be pianist Arthur Rubinstein.

Concerto 2, Vo122, that's one of Rubinstein's most exciting recordings, with
the Boston Symphony Orchestra playing as if possessed) and Carlo Maria
Giulini (a 1967 Schumann concerto,
Vol.53, with all of the philosophical
depths customary from that conductor
at his peak). Though Erich Leinsdorf
hasn't the rosiest posthumous reputation, many of Rubinstein's recordings
with him are the best in the concerto
repertoire: Their Brahms Concerto 1
(Vol.59) is more spontaneous than with
Fritz Reiner (Vo134), and more hearty
than with Mehta (Vol.81). Their Beethoven concerto cycle (Vols.57-59) bests
the occasionally flabby outing with
Krips (Vol.36) and the sometimes
labored Barenboim (Vols.77-79).
Collaborations that once seemed
fruitful, even classic, seem much the
opposite in the context of the complete
edition. Ionce rationalized his periodic
chamber-music meetings with Jascha
Heifetz as meetings of fire and ice; now
that Iknow Rubinstein better, Heifetz
seems to bully the pianist into fast tempos, especially in the 1937 Franck Violin
Sonata (Vol.7) and the early-'40s pianotrio recordings (Vol.12) with Emanuel
Stereophile, February 2000

Feuermaiui (though the early-'50s trio
recordings with Gregor Piatigorsky in
Vols. 24 and 25 are abit better). Rubinstein seems similarly inhibited with
conductor Reiner, which is not necessarily what one wants in the Rachmaninoff Concerto 2 (Vo135). Besides,
these Chicago sessions seem strangely
afflicted with an out-of-tune piano. And
though Rubinstein is widely credited
with rediscovering and resurrecting violinist Szeryng after his post-war emigration to Mexico, their Brahms Sonata
recordings seem atad clumsy, mainly
because Szeryng's tone is too fat and
unwieldy for the subtleties of chamber
music (VolA1).
Not all the music he recorded suited
Rubinstein. He needed substance and
drama: Chopin and Brahms have both,
as do the more serious efforts of Liszt
(such as the Concerto 1, Vo132), which
Rubinstein gives aspecial, long-breathed
contour that emphasizes the music's
compositional integrity. His Spanish repertoire, which included Falla and Albeniz show pieces, appealed to him in
his wilder, younger years (Vol2), though
the later recordings are strangely tepid
(Vol.18). Rubinstein found much fodder
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in Mozart's concertos, but not in the
sonatas; the concertos, in fact, are surprisingly viable in these more musicologically enlightened times, mainly
because he chose the more dramatic,
less decorative minor-key works. Also,
his tone lent itself beautifully to Mozartean surface sheen. However, the
later-in-life recordings of the Mozart
Piano Quartets (Vol.75) show Rubinstein trying to make them into chamber
concertos, which they're not.
Music in which the spiritual element
is foremost — often the case in late
Beethoven —seemed to make him uncomfortable. He was such acreature of
the earth that Debussy's and Fauré's
more abstract moments didn't appeal to
him. Even in Schubert's inward B-flat
Sonata — another surprising inclusion
in Philips' Great Pianists series — Rubinstein sounds as if he's speaking asecond language. Schubert's on-the-beat
rhythms have no spring or eloquence in
his hands, and the pathos so central to
this work is conspicuously absent. And,
the Concerto aside, Rubinstein wasn't
neurotic enough for much of Schumann. As much as one enjoys hearing
Rubinstein's distinctive tone and phrasing applied to Carnaval (Vol.51), he simply doesn't have the emotional extremes
for the piece — though his 1976 recording of the Funtasiestücke (Vol.71), with its
genial reflectiveness, has long been a
favorite. And as for his occasional Bach
outings (Vol.8), the clogged counterpoint tells you why there isn't more.
Because agood 60% of these recordings have been released on CD before,
remasterings are amajor factor in purchasing decisions. Spot checks against
previous releases reveal that the Collection
editions are all improvements except for
the 1964 Moscow recital, which has far
more focused sound on the Russian
Revelation issue (RV 10013), though it
lacks the encores included here. Those
who found RCA's application of Cello
EQ in last year's William ICapell Edition
clean but disembodied might be surprised to find what a fuller-bodied,
room-ambient sound this set consistently has. Since EMI and RCA were affiliates in the 1930s, RCA owns the metal
parts to Rubinstein's early recordings,
and they've been transferred directly
and with characteristic success by Ward
Marston, always eclipsing their overly
filtered predecessors issued by EMI.
The mid-period recordings are the majority of what has never been issued on
CD before, and the transfers —the 1952
Brahms Piano Concerto 2, for one — are
often jaw-dropping improvements over
165
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the LPs. The Beethoven concerto cycle
with Barenboim, which was strangely
sonically compromised for being recorded in 1975, sounds impressively rich now.
And the late Chopin recordings, which
were successes when transferred to CD
in 1991, are even more full and hearty,
though they're mandatory re-purchases
only for the more passionate Rubinstein
fans and audiophiles.
Making the decision even more torturous, one never knows what volumes
will be released individually, or when. les
at times like this that critics — who get
these things free or at reduced price —
feel like the luckiest people in the world.

preparation for his fourth solo record.
Each of these records contains its own
idiosyncratic merits relative to the singer's
original combo. Curiously, though, the
scorecard doesn't tally up in the expected
manner Cornell, despite having an instintly identifiable voice inexorably linked

—David Patrick Steams

rock
THEN THERE WAS ONE
CHRIS CORNELL: Euphoria Morning
A&M 06949-0412-2 (CD). 1999. Chris Cornell, Alain
Johannes, prods., engs.; Natasha Shneider, eng.
AAD? TT: 51:00
Performance ***
Sonics
JOHN POPPER: Zygote
MM 06949-0408-2 (CD). 1999. Terry Manning,
prod., eng.; John Popper, prod. AAD? TT: 61:42
Performance **
Sonics ****
MARK LANEGAN: 171 Take Care of You
Sub Pop SPCD445 (CD). 1999. Martin Feveyear,
prod., eng. MD? Tr: 33:45
Performance ****
Sonics ****

0

nce upon atime, in amusic biz
far, far away, bands formed,
recorded, toured, and eventually broke up. New bands formed in the
aftermath of the breakups, and so the
species spread. Then anew species appeared:
the Manager Due to the Managers' overwhelming desire to mate outside their
kind, yet another species rose up: the
Lead Singer Gone Solo. Soon, the end of
life as we knew it in the music biz —at
least from the standpoint of quality —
was nigh... but that's another story.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch, Seattle
grungemetal kings Soundgarden broke
up, leaving vocalist Chris Cornell (and,
no doubt, his Manager) to start putting
together his solo debut. Blues Traveler
didn't break up, but the celebrated jam
band/H.O.R.D£. tour hosts did go on
temporary hiatus (recently extended,
tragically, by bassist Bobby Sheehan's
overdose) so that singer John Popper
could make his solo bow. And psychedelic mavens The Screaming Trees seem
to have made their departure from the
scene permanent, members scattering
in diverse directions and lead lung Mark
Lanegan getting clean and sober in
Stereophile, February 2000

to the Soundgarden sound, appears to
want to break with the past as completely
as possible. The result is amixed bag. Popper aless unique stylist (if still pretty easy
to recognize), doesn't stray far from the
Blues Traveler sound and thus yields modest but ultimately fleeting pleasures. Of the
three, only Lanegan comes to his prcject
with atotally refreshing, unselfconscious attitude —an all-covers album containing virtually no Sa-eaming Trees elements to satis&longtime fans may be arisky strategy, but
it works.
Chris Cornell goes to great lengths to
ensure that Euphoria Morning comes
across as neither Soundgarden: The Adult
Years nor Soundgarden Lite. On those
counts, he succeeds. Virtually every
number is based on an acoustic arrangement that is then fleshed out and colorized by other instruments, as the
mood dictates. Worth noting: Cornell
relies heavily on co-producers Natasha
Shneider and Alain Johannes — the core
duo of Eleven — in both the songwriting and playing departments: on most
tracks, the former plays keyboards, the
latter guitar. Soundgarden's drummer,
Matt Cameron, also appears.
Highlights? There's the swirling, psychedelic waltz of the confessional
"Can't Change Me," in which Cornell
broadcasts to an unspecified "she" that
he's not ready to settle down. The jangly "Flutter Girl" also gets the thumbsup, and sports some genuinely poetic
lines ("I'm drinking dust /With tears of
rust /Tonight my tears might stain your
wings"). The title cut, arueful, downcast, acoustic guitar ballad, rings surprisingly sincere as it chronicles alove lost,
in such asetting, Cornell's transform-
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ation from macho bellower to sensitive
dude doesn't seem that improbable.
Just the same, there's enough soundalike filler on the record —too many songs
share aloping trudge of rhythm and over
familiar start-acoustic/end-electric arrangements — to su 14
1est that Cornell
needs a better editor. Another complaint is that, despite aprecision sound
that borders on the crystalline, Sweet Euphoria's relentless placement of C,ornell's
voice at the top of the mix highlights his
vocal limitations. In Soundgarden, that
voice was acrucial sonic component
weaving snakelike through the material.
Here, his operatic forays often turn thin.
Overall, however, amoderately impressive debut.
At an hour, John Popper's Zygote is
too long by 15 or 20 minutes. Still, there

are some engaging songs. "Evil in My
Chair," ahumorous slice of navel-gazing in which Popper personifies his own
sloth and bad urges ("He is watching
my TV ...flicicing ashes on my floor...
he thinks Ishouldn't be alone ..."), has
acool, laid-back vibe not unlike the Eric
Clapton of 461 Ocean Boulevard, and
sports some spiffy lead guitar from Popper. Another semi-autobiographical
number, "Miserable Bastard," gets into a
New Orleans groove, Popper wielding
his trademark frenetic harmonica and
scat-singing to great effect. And aroadhouse-styled rocker, "Tip the Domino,"
provides some appropriately hip-swiveling moments àla Blues Traveler.
On the downside, well, some of the
material is simply boring. There's a
sappy piano ballad ("Home"), arather
maudlin gospel blues ("Lunatic"), and an
excruciating seven-minute midtempo
waltz ("Fledgling") whose self-help/
inspirational message about rising above
life's barriers is undercut by a hoary
bird/nest metaphor. Summary judgment Stick with the main gig, John.
Mark Lanegan's fourth solo outing
bears the telling title Fll Take Care of You,
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Record
and pays tribute to artists who've inspired him (and whose records no
doubt helped him steer through rough
waters while jettisoning aheroin addiction). Unsurprisingly, the folk and blues
covers essayed here venture into realms
where it's always darkest just before the
dawn. The Gun Club's "Carry Home"
is devastatingly pure and direct, Jeey
Lee Pierce's lines "You'll never survive
the heat of my heart /My violent heart"
seemingly penned specifically for demon-wrestler Lanegan. The man's nicotine growl suggests only aglimmer of
hope as the acoustic guitar of exDinosaur Jr. Mike Johnson ekes out the
minimum of optimism. Soul king
Brook Benton's title song is positioned
as both alover's pledge and aself-help
oath, its noirish arrangement (guitar,
flute, piano, vibes) lending ahushed,
confessional feel. And the gospelish
country-folk of Tim Hardin's "Shiloh
Town" (upright bass, piano, fiddle),
combined with the straightforward
gospel of O.V. Wright's 'On Jesus' Program," can't help but cement the impression that Lanegan's not only offering homage, but surrendering to ahigher power as well.
Elsewhere, Lanegan covers Buck
Owens, Eddie Floyd, Tim Rose, and the
Leaving Trains
his selections never
failing to ring true. In the Hardin number he sings the words "Sing Hallelujah"
over and over, each time subtly altering
the inflection; by song's end the listener
is singing along with him, celebrating his
return from the land of the walking dead.
Bottom line: Welcome back, son, you've
made our wait worth k.
—Fred Mills
PAULA COLE BAND
Amen
Warner Bros. 47490-2 (CD). 1999. Paula Cole, prod.;
Roger Moutenot, eng. ADD? Ti': 51:19
Performance *
Sonics ****

U

pstart rock thrush Paula Cole hit
paydirt in 1996 with "Where
Have All the Cowboys Gone?"
(from This Fire), ostensibly on the
strength of its lyrics' pro-feminist irony
but actually due to how it subliminally
channeled afamiliar melody hook: the
"I want my MTV" bit from Dire Straits'
"Money for Nothing." Still, the album
was apleasant contemporary twist on
upbeat folk-rock styles, and alot better
than any of the insipid debris (Jewel,
Fiona, Meredith, Sheryl) that littered
the pop landscape in the aftermath of
Hurricane Alanis.
On Amen, however, Cole goes
straight for the heart of the MOR This
Stereopfule, February 2000

is a"band" in name only, as the players
are utterly faceless (including guest
bassist and noted Chapman Stick player
Tony Levin) and lost in asea of buffed
and polished studio sheen. To Cole's
credit, she's possessed of an impressive
voice, awinning cross between Laura
Nyro and Sarah McLachlan; it's just her
personality that's problematic. Right at
the start, Cole signals her chameleonic
intentions with "I Believe In Love," an
"uplifting" composition crammed with
every contemporary cliché imaginable:
soaring strings, chunky muted wah-wah
guitars, subtly hip-hop drums, and Cole
singing in that sort of overwrought,
operatic, post-Whitney Houston style
that makes Mariah Carey so annoying.
Not to mention Hallmark lyrics like
"My love burns bright as the sun /The
clouds may come, the clouds may go."
The tide cut is up next, this one acalculated stab at "relevance," what with its
"Is God watching over us?" theme amid
name checks for Elvis, Betty Page,
Marilyn Manson, Jack Kevorkian,
Malcolm X, Gandhi, and (ahem) O.J.
Simpson. Another string arrangement
swirls around Cole's vocal passion like
fey dancing cherubs — but what's DJ.
Premier doing in there with his scratching? Employing another modern pop
cliché, it would seem.
It's downhill from there. In the soggy
ballad "La Tonya," Cole turns into an
R&B diva in order to inhabit the persona
of an abused ghetto female dreaming of
one day getting out. Then she turns
around and, with the help of TLCs Tboz Watkins, morphs into an R&B duo
to chronicle modern-day madness (drivebys, drugs, trigger-happy cops, etc.) in the
even so :4:;;er, ethereal "Be Somebody."
Then she transmogrifies into Queen
Latifah to rap about living, dying, and the
planets rolling by in the sky in the altogether unconvincing hip-hop/loungejazz number "Rhythm of Life." Yes, that's
DJ. Premier on the wheels of tin once
again. Sense apattern developing?
The only redeeming factor in this load
of sap is that Cole, apparently adevout
Christian (most songs invoke God's name
or some variation of Biblical imagery), is
sincere in her belief that her message of
positiveness can make adifference. No
one can take that away from het But just
as her music drowns in cliché, so, too, do
her lyrics, effectively undercutting any
meaningful message. "Whether we be
cracker or /Black or brown, red, yellow,"
she offers in "God is Watching," concluding, "From the land or sky or sea /We are
family /Wake up and see."
Ouch.
—Fred Mills
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HEFNER
The Fidelity Wars
Too Pure/Beggars Banquet PURE 92CD (CD). 1999.
Mili, prod., eng. AAD? TT: 45:14
Performance ****
Sonics ****

ow can she love me if she
doesn't even love the cinema that Ilove?," muses
Hefner's Darren Hayman on "The
Hymn for the Cigarettes" — a philosophical question that could have come
from Nick Hornby's novel High Fidelity.
But on The Fidelity Wars, the Scottish trio
is alot closer to "low," combining indicrock minimalism ca 1983 (Violent
Femmes, fellow Scots Josef K) with a
pop melodidsm that makes stops at
Motown, Brian 'Wilson's bedroom, and
the corner of Bacharach and David.
Truth is, the tide can be taken literally—
this is asong cycle about an up/down relationship, acollection of spiky bed-sit
singalongs for heartbroken passive/aggressive boys. Hayman, who writes like
Elvis Costello with more warmth and less
wordiness, is great at nailing an emotional dynamic with asingle line, and his
physical descriptions (wide hips, gray
hairs, odd freckles) animate the songs as
much as the lingering pedal steel or
sprightly bass lines. He's especially adept
at mingling the poignant with the barbed,
and never more so than when he equates
the space between awoman's thighs with
"home" in asong called "May God Protect Your Home."
—Jason Cohen
LEFTOVER SALMON
The Nashville Sessions
Hollywood HR-62142-2 (CD). 1999. Randy Scruggs,
prod.; Ron Snake Reynolds, eng. AAD? TT: 58:11
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

U

sing as their model the Mavericks'
any-style, anytime eclecticism,
this bluegrass jam band has made
the disc of their careen The guest list
alone tells the story: Del McC,oury, Taj
Mahal, Béla Fleck, Sam Bush, John
Cowan, Jerry Douglas, Lucinda Williams, Waylon Jennings, and John Popper. Not to mention producer Randy
Scruggs, who deserves a significant
share of the credit for roping in the
guests, the good-to-great sonics, and,
more important, the polished, appealing
tone that pervades the entire record.
Even better, none of the guests is misused or turns in alackadaisical performance. Fleck, for example, has to
stretch on the Caribbean-flavored
"Dance On Your Head." Jennings steps
up to deliver aheartfelt, easy-going rendition of an original he's guest-vocalized
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BUDDY MILLER
Cruel Moon
HighTone HCD8111 (CD). 1999. Buddy Miller, prod.,
eng. MD? TT: 40:43
Performance ****
Sonia ****

5

teve Earle called Buddy Miller's
1995 release, Your Love and Other
Lies, "the country album of the
decade." It'll be interesting to see if Earle
updates his comment now that Miller
has raised the ante with Cruel Moon, another soulful, masterfully executed testament to the power of traditional country
fused with blues and roots-rock.
Miller and his Buddy Miller Band —
which includes his wife, Julie, a fine
vocalist in her own right — open shows
for Ernmylou Harris. Harris returns the
favor here by lending her always-perfect
harmony to the title track. Miller also
enlisted Earle, Jim Lauderdale (who cowrote acouple of the tunes), and Joy
Lynn White to help out with this, Miller's third HighTone release. Together
they give us an album that's focused on
country music like amagnifying glass in
the sun — it burns new possibilities into a
genre in desperate need of some heat.
From the opening alterna-bluegrass
ache and anger of "Does My Ring Burn
Your Finger" to the closing, swampy pop
prophecy of Pops Staples' "It's Been A
A man of many, many talents, guitarist/singer/
Change," Miller constantly moves his
songwriter Buddy Miller is also asuccess as
beam of revision over the country-music
asoloist.
palette, without athrowaway track or a
musical cliché. Lean arrangements, couon amillion times, "Are You Sure Hank
Done It This Way?" Ditto Lucinda Wil- pled with a big backbeat from bassist
Byron House and drummers John
liams on her "Lines Around Your Eyes."
Gardner and Bryan Ownings, and
Unlike most "guest" artists, who come
Miller's own economical leads and fills
into astudio, toss off their jewels, and
on guitar, are the hallmarks of the album.
get paid, Williams in this case sounds as
Whether you're hearing the fevered
if she's into it.
visions of devils and sex twist out ofJulie
For those who like their bluegrass unMiller's ominous rocker "Somewhere
tainted by any o' them thar progressive
Trouble Don't Go," the slow sorrow of
ideas, there's the opene "Midnight Blues"
Earle's "I'm Not Getting Any Better at
(with Del and Ronnie McCoury), and "Five
Alive," in which papa Earl Scruggs picks a Goodbye," or the urban-cowboy lope of
"Looking for a Heartache Like You,"
noticeably close-miked banjo lead.
Miller uses his instinctive, passionate
But The Nashville Sessions really opens
vocals to illuminate the hearts of the
ears in such ambitious originals as the
songs rather than paint them in garish
soaring harmonies and not-too-jammy
colors. It just doesn't get any better than
jam-band rock of "On the Other Side"
the beautiful contradictions and comple(with Popper) or the more sprawling,
ments of rainy-day soul and country-pop
ominous "It's Your World" (co-written
balladry of "Sometimes ICry," penned
with Randy Scruggs).
Throughout everything, the Leftover by the Millers and Lauderdale —and it
Salmon boys—Mark Vann (banjo, dobro),
might not get any better than Cruel Moon.
Is it the country album of the year, or
Vince Herman (vocals, pitars), Tye North
(bass), Drew Emil* vorils, mandolin),
even the decide? We'll let Earle and othand Jeff Sipe (drums) — move among ers speak to that, but whether it is or isn't
is probably unimportant What matters is
styles, backing guests, singing leads, and
that here is an artist —and an album—
sounding for all the world like the band no
not to miss. Twang this heartfelt and
one knew they had in 'em. At this point,
smart is hard to come by. -Michael Metzger
count me convinced.
—Robert Baird
Stereophile, February 2000
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COBRA VERDE: Nightlife
motel Room 4(CD).

1999. John Petkovic, prod.; Don
Depew, prod., eng.; Mark Klein, Sean Beavan, John
Walsh, Chris Minnillo, engs. MD? TT: 53:48
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

"I'm always getting closer to you, but
I'm one step away from myself /How
does it feel to feel?" From this final couplet of Nighties opening track, "One
Step Away from Myself," it's obvious
that this ride through John Petkovic's
opinionated, often literate psyche will
focus on personal rather than public
intrigues. (A notable exception is arerecording of his "art" rant, "Every God
for Himself.") Petkovic is the leader of
this ambitious, Cleveland-based hard
rock band, and his singing and songwriting here range from the brilliantly
layered guitar rock of "Conflict" and the
synthy, grandiose "Don't Let Me Love
You" to the more straight-ahead, buzzy
guitar stylings of "Don't Burden Me
with Your Dreams" and, finally, aWeilllike cabaret parody, "Pontius Pilate."
Echoes of Bowie and (I hate to say it)
Bono frequently fleck Peticovic's singing, while many of his characteristically
detailed, dynamically varied arrangements have adecidedly glammy
hue. Unusually well recorded for an
indie rock disc.
-Robert Baird

jazz
MICHAEL BRECKER
Time Is of the Essence
Michael Brecker, tenor sax; Pat Metheny, guitar; Larry
Goldings, organ; Elvin Jones, Bill Stewart Jeff
"Tain" Watts, drums
Verve 314 547 844-2 (CD). 1999. George Whiny,
prod.; James Farber, eng. DDD. TT: 70:01
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

iven his relatively brief discography as asolo performer, it's surprising that Michael Brecker is
considered the most emulated tenor
saxophonist among aspiring young sax
players — even in Cuba, where students
brand him one of the heavyweights.
Most of his fame came from his gig with
the Brecker Brothers, the classy fusion
band he led with brother Randy in the
'70s and early '80s, as well as his stint in
the Saturday Night Live band and his studio dates with the likes of popsters
James Taylor and Paul Simon. Yet his
albums as sole leader have been fine
recordings that showcase his Frenchroast tone, passionate playing, and
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On Time Is of the Essence, Michael Brecker hasn't gone to the dogs.

improvisational power, especially when
the roundness of his notes gives way to
shards of shrill ecstasy. Technically
superb and emotionally engaged,
Brecker blows with distinctive authority.
While overall there's not awhole lot
shaking that's out of the ordinary on his
sixth and latest CD, lime /s of the Essence
is nonetheless asolid set with astellar
band, including the front line of guitarist Pat Metheny (playing throughout
in the mildly interesting soft-toned
zone) and Hammond B-3 ace Larry
Goldings (who colors and exclaims).
Both also contribute to the rhythm section, which is firmly grounded in time
by three drummers: Elvin Jones, Jeff
"Tain" Watts, and Bill Stewart, each of
whom appears on three tracks. As
might be expected, there are the
straightahead swinging numbers, including the so-so melodic opener "Arc
of the Pendulum," and blues-infused
tunes like the tasty funk-flavored tribute to Eddie Harris, "Renaissance
Man," on which Brecker turns up the
heat and Goldings catches fire.
But the album earns its stripes on its
three slower tunes, the first two of
which are Brecker originals. The relaxed
"Half Past Late" is paced with aperfect
low-fights midnight groove and includes
Metheny's best quiet-with-zip solo;
"The Morning of This Night" is one of
those ballads guaranteed to hush the
house when performed live; and Metheny's "As IAm" captures amood of sober reflection while featuring Stewart's
creative use of drum-kit colors.
Stereophile, February 2000

Usually, the last few
tracks on over-long
CDs (those clocking
in at over 70 minutes
easily qualify) are anticlimactic duds. Yet
here, Brecker saves
the best for last. "Outrance" uses ahypnotically repeated motif as
the launching pad for
Brecker to coil out
oblique lines and
dance into areverie of
tenor-sax exhalations.
It's his best playing on
the disc, and shows off
his smarts as aleader:
He lets drumming
legend Jones open the
piece with ablast-off
roll, and punch up the
proceedings in the
middle with arousing
rumble. -Dan Ouellette

PAQUITO D'RIVERA
Tropicana Nights
Paquito D'Rivera, alto 4 soprano sax, clarinet. Big
band includes: Noah Bless, Luis Bonilla, trombones; Mike Ponella, Alejandro Odio, trumpets;
Andres Boiarsky, Manuel Valera, saxes; Oriente
Lopez, piano; Joe Santiago, bass; Ralph Irizarry,
timbales; Milton Cardona, congas
Chesky JD186 (CD). 1999. Paquito D'Rivera, David
Chesky, prods.; Barry Wolihon, eng. DDD.
TT: 49:37
Performance ****
Sonics ****1/2
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C

uban émigré Paquito D'Rivera
remains enthralled with the
music of the land he left. His previous Chesky effort, Portraits of Cuba, was
rooted in jazz. On Tropicana Nights he
offers what you might have heard had
you visited Havana's famed Tropicana,
which the leader, in his passionate, historically informative (though musically
vague) liner notes, calls "the most beautiful nightclub in the world." The club's
original incarnation closed when the
Castro regime essentially banned Havana nightlife in the late 1950s.
Tropicana Nights is an engaging program of dance music —mambos, chachas, boleros, danzones —played by a
large jazz band, with occasional solos for
color, melody rules here, underwritten
by sinuous rhythms. Vigor and authenticity inform these tunes, and the arrangements' rich textures and vivid details — cg, the wide vibrato employed by
the trumpets — signal past epochs. This
is good stuff that goes down easy.
The medium-paced danzon/cha-cha
"Cicuta Tibia" starts with a clarion
trumpet. Then the leader's dreamy alto

The new le125si The first $3299 speakers
to ever crack the Top Fire!

JosephAudio
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Record
states the theme, the saxes chat with the
brass, and there's asolid piano improvisation. (No soloists are listed — a big
goof.) "Old Miami Sax" finds D'Rivera
blowing alto over arepeated riff from his
sax partners; the guys trade robust phrases with the leader before aclimactic freefor-all. Paquito's lustrous-toned, insistently lyrical clarinet shines on the bolero
"Come Fue," which sports atelling vocal
by Lucrecia. D'Rivera's wife, Brenda Feliciano, offers an emotive "Siboney."
There are afew pieces with more
Latin-jazz edge, among them the enthusiastic title track, which has an intense
D'Rivera soprano-sax solo, and the undulating "Chucho." That track is dedicated
to pianist Chucho Valdez, who, with
D'Rivera, was afounder of the renowned
Cuban band Irakere. The classic "Mambo
Inn," another showcase for D'Rivera's
clarinet, and the driving "Mambo àla
Kenton" (the latter written by Armando
Romeu, director of the Tropicana's band
for 25 years), are also included.
The slightly distant quality of the
sound creates the feeling of being in a
massive room like the Tropicana; there's
even ahint of nostalgia to the audio, as
if what you're hearing is far away in
time. Overall, the sound is warm, with
good detail, instrumental placement,
and tonal accuracy.
-Zan Stewart
MINGUS BIG BAND
Blues &Politics
Dreyfus FDM 36603-2 (CD). 1999. Sue Mingus,
prod.; Tom Swift, Kevin Harp, Mark Fraunfelder,
engs. AAD7 Tr: 75:23
Performance ****1/2
Sonics *****

T

ribute bands — or, even worse,
big bands whose leaders are long
gone—are often pale, bloodless
ensembles desperately trying to recapture some of the deceased icon's magic.
But the Mingus Big Band, under the
direction of the bassises widow, Sue, has
consistently proven to be vital both onstage and in the studio.
Here they get alittle posthumous help
in the opening cut from the man himself,
via asnippet of Mingus narrating and
playing an unreleased improvisation, "It
Was aLonely Day in Selma, Alabama,"
from a1965 live date. This segues into
his reading/singing of "Freedom," which
is overdubbed onto anew recording of
the same tune. Near the end, the finale of
the 1965 live date returns, seamlessly
spliced in as part of aremarkably cogent
and an-active bit of studio gimmickry.
The rest of this sparkling album —the
sonics even in the opening cut are rich
and gorgeously multidimensional — is
Stereophile, February 2000
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equally compelling. Though Mingus'
more political numbers, like "Meditations
for a Pair of Wire-Cutters" and "Oh
Lord, Don't Let Them Drop That Atomic Bomb On Me," are the ostensible
focus, the lyricism and invention that
characterized all of his work infuse
everything here. The band is rich in firstcall players: trumpeters Earl Gardner
and Randy Brecker, reedmen Ronnie
Cuber and Vincent Herring, and bassists
Boris Kozlov and Ady McKee, to name
afew. But it's the arrangements, old and
new, spiced with inventive solos and lots
of genuine, old-fashioned passion for
the music, that spark this band, and
make them such aforce on the bandstand or over the laser.
-Robert Baird

material, courageous in its determination to extend the traditional parameters of what "swings," and ebullient in
its sheer joy of discovery "Visionary"?
Sure — while Summers does indeed
offer us his take on "standard" aspects
of the Monk repertoire (a gentle, belllike, solo acoustic take on "Ruby, My
Dear" and a moody "'Round Midnight" with Sting doing his thing in
Chet-Baker-via-Elvis-Costello mode),
his choice of Thelonious keepsakes is
challenging and unconventional. For
instance, there's the rarely played
"Shuffle Boil," from an obscure 1955
Savoy session chaired by the fine saxophonist-composer Gigi Gryce, in which
Monk did one of his few sideman turns
(though he also wrote the elusive
"Brake's Sake" and "Gallop's Gallop").
ANDY SUMMERS
There are also three (count 'em) three
Green Chimneys
gems from the best of Monk's
Andy Summers, electric li acoustic guitars, banjo,
Columbia sessions, Underground.
dobro; Hank Roberts, cello; Joey DeFrancesco,
Thus we get to hear Monk's only 3/4
Hammond 83; Dave Carpenter, upright 8. electric
bass; Peter Erskine, Bernie Dresel, drums
composition, the poignant "Ugly
RCA Victor 63472-2 (CD). 1999. Andy Summers,
Beauty" treated with spatial lyricism,
prod.; Eddie King, prod., eng. ItAD7 Tr: 57:35
Performance ****
while "Boo Boo's Birthday" is given a
Sonics
soft-shoe turn; it's swung lightly and
verybody talks about the music politely, with telling use of cello and
of Thelonious Monk, but no- soprano to create aharmonic backwash.
body does anything about it. Then there are the title tune, "HackenWhen "jazz" musicians do undertake sack," and "Monk's Dream," all given
one of Monk's compositions, they rarely the vamp-and-release treatment, and
journey too far afield from the usual each time through I'm impressed by
warhorses and overroasted chestnuts, how, with only afew well-placed notes,
and, even then, rarely abide by the spir- Summers gets bassist Carpenter and
it of Monk's music, instead content to drummer Erskine to swing so hard.
get out of the heads alive and begin runWhile Summers' improvs aren't parning changes as per usual. Snore.
ticularly astonishing technically, his fealSo imagine my surprise when one of ty to Monk's solo and collective aesthetthe most engaging Monk recitals to ic is dead on, even when he's giving
ever come down the pike emerges these compositions very untraditional
from the well-groomed head of ex- rhythmic interpolations. Organist Joey
Police guitarist Andy Summers. Green DeFrancesco is areal standout, and ErChimneys is a defining moment in skine's fat recorded sound and interacSummers' creative evolution as aborn- tive glee enliven things throughout, particularly in the down-home stylings and
again improviser/arranger.
Summers' jazz roots were plain to hear polyrhydirn-a-ning of "Bemsha Swing,"
in the Police, where he displayed apro- the skanky bluesiness of "Think of
pensity for chordal solos and thematic One," and the hip-hop/reggae overvariations over single-line fandangos, and tones of "Shuffle Boil."
aknowing respect for the pregnant pause,
More telling is the wide palette of
open space, and rhythmic inflection — expressive sounds Summers coaxes
qualities one would readily associate with from his old Fender ES-175, discreetly
Keith Richards, let alone Monk and Miles. mixing amplifier gain with aminimum
However, from what little I've heard of his of effects to achieve awide range of timpost-Police solo projects, the guitarist bres —a far ay from the dull, compressed
seemed to be casting about for avoice, for "dark tone" most jazz guitarists settle for.
apoint of departure from which he could And engineer/co-producer Eddie King
stake aclaim to his place in the modern- achieves a fat, detailed, nicely varied
jazz/jazz-guitar tradition without sound- soundstage for each arrangement, making like another slumming wannabe.
ing Green Chimneys one of the most inOn Green Chimneys, Summers tran- volving jazz recitals of 1999, and Andy
scends rote fusionoid gestures in a Summers' defining moment as an imrecital that is visionary in its choice of proviser and arranger.
-Chip Stern
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Physics dictates that this virtual focal point creates a
natural high-speed channel through which resonance energy will
flow The result is the relocation of the resonance energy into the
surface upon which the Audio Point"' is resting
—
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Cambridge Audio T500 tuner, $300.

ecannDricce aucio
tel:

800-663-9392

fax:

450-585-5862

PURE MUSICAL

1-877-668-4332
-
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Solid Hardwood Media & Component Cabinets

ENJOYMENT

28 SIZES AND THREAD COMBINATIONS
SOLID BRASS CONDUCTORS
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"The best we have come across..."
—The Inner Ear Report, 11/99

a
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Provides Unlimited Storage For CDs, DVDs, Video
Tapes, LPs, LaserDiscs, Cassettes & NV Components.
Doesn't Your Collection Deserve The Best? Find out just how
affordable top quality is. Request Info Kit 4& Get All The Facts...

Call: 800-895-5241

Fax: 215-258-1241

soRice
PO BOX 301-41, Perkasie, PA 18944
info@sorice.com (e-mail) http://www.sorice.com (website)

COINCIDENT

SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY
www.coincidentspeaker.com
Tel: (905) 866-6728 • fax: (905) 886-2627
Foreign distributor inquiries welcome
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The people
with the
best sound
systems
in the world
listen to
Steve Davis.
Why? Because he listens to them. Gets to
know them. Learns their musical tastes,
their priorities, their budgets.
So when Steve makes reccommendations, his customers trust
his advice. They
know they're
getting the best
equipment for
their needs. Sound
good? You bet it
does. And your system
will, too. Just
listen to
Steve.

New & Used Audio Since 1978
800-752-4018 or 540-721-4434.
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Manufacturers'

Comments

Transfiguration Temper Supreme
Editor:
Thank you very much for your review.
We are again delighted that Michael Freiner finds the Transfiguration Temper Supreme so rewarding to listen to. His description of its unique combination of tonal
neutrality, incredible detail, and low-level
resolution indeed summarize what we call
the world's most musically natural cartridge.
Se4i Yoshioka's background as agreat
music lover, concertgoer, and record collector is perhaps tinged with more idealism
than some would consider entirely commercially sensible. His personal "mission"
to let music-lovers hear more of what is in
the grooves of over 40 years' worth of
stereo records led him, almost 10 years ago,
to capitalize on the unique potential of
both the ring magnet and the yokeless
design. Bob Graham recognized this
potential in 1996, and the rest is history.
Thus Mr. Yoshioka has not "rethought"
his Temper design, but indeed refined it.
Both Tempers are based on the yokeless
ring-magnet generator, accurately placing
the moving coil within the laser-cut center of aring magnet and eliminating the
need for pole pieces or yokes. The other
cartridge discussed in the review uses a
sandwich generator, also ayokeless design. Originally developed by Philips in
the 1960s, it places the coil between two
disc magnets and is less expensive to manufacture than the ring magnet of the
Temper. This sandwich design is used in
our less expensive Transfiguration Spirit,
which shares the same Graham-sourced
silver wire found in the Temper Supreme.
At $1500 suggested retail ($1250/$1000
trade-in), the Transfiguration Spirit has
the same relaxed, neutral character as its
more expensive sibling. Now that's progress! MF has aSpirit in-house, and we
look forward to his upcoming review.
As part of Musical Surroundings' selection of musically accurate analog products,
we can offer our competitive trade-in programs for music-lovers to upgrade costeffectively to the Temper Supreme, saving
between $1000 and $1300 from its suggested retail of $3800. Please see our letter
on p270 in the October 1998 issue of
Stereophile for further explanation.
On the topic of compatible phono
stages for the Temper Supreme, we remain at the forefront of the industry in
emphasizing the importance of proper
system-matching. The Temper Supreme
works ideally in most of today's best solid-

state phono stages, such as those from Jeff
Rowland, Spectral, Krell, Mark Levinson,
and MF's own Ayre. With tube phono
stages, we recommend the Aesthetix,
Herron, Joule Electra, and Thor "straight
in," as well as the ARC Reference Phono,
Hovland, and BAT P10, which all use
transformer-coupled inputs. For other tube
units—from ARC, C-J, CAT, Jadis, etc. —
Graham Engineering is introducing a
transformer, wound with silver wire, that
will optimize performance for those
phono stages. Call or e-mail us if you have
specific questions on tonearm, phonostage, or system compatibility.
The natural reproduction of music
requires searnlessness from the deepest bass
to the highest treble, and provides highly
articulate, three-dimensional stereo soundstaging without exaggerated tonal colors or
dynamics. It should capture the soul of the
music and the performance. This is the basis
of the listening assessment in Immutable
Music's development of the Temper Supreme.
Seiji Yoshioka, Immutable Music
Garth Leerer, Musical Surroundings
Accuphase M-2000 tit P-1200
Editor:
In this season of giving and receiving we are
doubly blessed. We were fortunate to be able
to give Jonathan Scull our Accuphase M2000 for review ... and even more fortunate
to receive aterrific response from him!
Often we hear comments regarding the
cost of Accuphase gear, and when the final
analysis is in, the results always justify the
cost. So, too, with Jonathan's observations.
His conunent that "the M-2000 is built to
avery high specification" is true, but more
succinctly, all Accuphase products are built
to avery high expectation.
It's true that, when considering the finest
products from any manufacture the attention to detail and the subtlety are what
make the difference. With Accuphase, the
subtleties are just more obvious. Whether
it is the extraordinary fit and finish or the outstanding musicality, Accuphase owners truly
cherish their equipment and continually share
with us their "pride of ownership."
Thank you again for the wonderful words
of admiration for the M-2000 and P-1200.
In aworld economy focused on short-term
gains and replaceable everything, Accuphase
has earned aplace for itself as adesigner and
manufacturer of reference-quality audio
equipment that will produce beautiful music
for generations to come.
Art Manzano
Axiss Distribution
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Get It
Online!
You do enough running
around already. The last
thing you need is to
turn your search for
high-end audio/video
gear into yet another
chore. Take aseat
instead and browse
the Audio Advisor
website for the kind of
selection and information you
won't find in any walk-in store.
We feature over 1,500 of the most
in-demand, must-have audiophile
components, racks, accessories,
and more.

We don't sell the

best music systems.

Just the best you can buy

out playing it yourself!

Go to: www.audioadvisor.com/sf
Order online via our secure server.
Or cruise our site for detailed product info, then call (800) 942-0220
to talk to one of our experts.
Besides our vast product inventory,
the Audio Advisor website also features daily updates of terrific deals
on demos, "B" stock items, and
discontinued products.
For 20 years, Audio Advisor has
served over 200,000 satisfied customers in more than 100 countries.
We're the largest direct mail and
online retailer of high-end audio
gear. Visit our website or call us
and you'll see why.

photo by Harvey Edwards

Serving

Aerial •Arcam •B8,1( •BAT

New England for

Bryston •CAL •Classe •FMS

over 25 years

Lexicon •McIntosh •Marantz
Mark Levinson •Martin-Logan
Meridian •Nordost •Paradigm
Pass •Philips •Pioneer Elite •Proceed

A trio of locations:

Revel •Ratel •Runco •SharpVision
Thiel •Transparent •Vandersteen

166 Daniel Webster Hwy.

Verity Audio •VPI •Wadia

Nashua, NH 03060

No mail order sales outside
our market area, please.
Some lines not available
in all locations.

(603) 888-9777
200 Lafayette Rd. (Rte 1)

Irig

N. Hampton, NH 03862
(603) 964-8383

www.ensembleav.com

1060 Mass. Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 648-4434

Audio Advisor, Inc.

!IF!
AUDIO
ADVISOR

4717A Broadmoor SE
Kentwood,M1 49512
Phone (616) 656-9585
(800) 942-0220
FAX (616) 656-9592
wmv.audioadvisor.com/sf

(formerly Stereo Shop)

NV

ensembl
music

systems

+

home theater

M, AUDIO ADVISOR, and design are registered
trademarks of Audio Advisor, Inc.
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Where
US

dealers

interested in

to

selling Stereophik

should call (800) 446-35 63; outside the US, call
(802) 388-1280. Or fax (802) 388-1290.
ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Decatur
Southern Sound
(256) 350-1582
ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 558-1000
Opel Audio
(510) 848-2545
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 559-3797
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(323) 937-7674
Audio Video City *2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Hollywood
World Book And News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd
(626) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(831) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Napa
Napa Valley Home Theater
(707) 258-9900
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(650) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(626) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(760) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800

Sacramento
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Bernardino
Videomart
(909) 885-3191
San Diego
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
San Rafael
Kst Ok
(095) 007-2865474
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
All Systems Go
(310) 393-2800
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Scotts Valley
Home Theater Connection
(408) 438-5112
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(310) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 781-4700
Walnut Creek
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
Yorba Linda
Laser DEntertainment
(714) 693-2882
COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434
Moondance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts Audio Video
(860) 442-5314
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Buy

Stereophile

Ridgefield
Lights Camera Action
(203) 438-7000
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Fort Lauderdale
Digital Video Connection
(954) 205-5210
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Margate
GoodSounds
(954) 969-2550
Saint Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(727) 521-3011
Sarasota
Laser's Edge CD 8DVD
Exchange
(941) 922-7827
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Lilburn
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0782
Roswell
Avi Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur D alene
Audio Video Design Associates
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Chicago
Musk Direct
(312) 433-0200
Paul Heath Audio Ltd
(773) 549-8100
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Chicago Heights
Music In Motion
(708) 754-3770
Crestwood
Music In Motion
(708) 396-2000
Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830

Orland Park
Sound And Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000
Woodridge
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Synergistic Sounds
(317) 726-0243
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(765) 449-4211
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer IV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
KANSAS
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd
(913) 341-2222
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(225) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
Wilson Audio
(504) 888-8851
MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Soundstage Audio LLC
(877) 777-4434
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Stereo gVideo
(781) 648-8111

Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4703
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
East Lansing
Quantum Leap
(517) 337-8362
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(231) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Ensemble
(248) 668-1400
Superior Sight 8, Sound
(248) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MISSOURI
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Sound Decision
(406) 755-7800
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Sound Environment (The)
(402) 423-0363
Omaha
4Tech Electronics
(402) 334-9119
Sound Environment (The)
(402) 391-3842
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
NEW JERSEY
Dunellen
Home Theater Shop (The)
(732) 424-8680

Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Montclair
Cohen's
(973) 744-2399
Palisades Park
Angel Audio Tech
(201) 313-5551
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(973) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(973) 239-1799
Westfield
Soundstage
(908) 233-6155
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(732) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
SCAudio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Audio House LLC
(718) 745-2834
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Flushing
Ultra Hi-FT
(718) 461-4848
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi-Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 734-84344
Park Avenue Audio
(212)685-8101
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Vestal
Audio Classics
(607) 766-3501
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
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UNCLOG YOUR SYSTEM

Micro Purl
Analog and Digital
Interconnects
by

Alpha-Core

The makers of famous

Goei

speaker cables.
• Analog dynamics
from CD.
• Seamless
top-to-bottom
smoothness.
• Incredible detail
and 3-D imaging
• Dead silent
background.

41, 4

Soma' awe( &woe.
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Audible Illusions
Revel
Audio Research
Aerial
Mark Levinson
ProAc
Theta Digital
Avalon
Paradigm
Pass Labs
Proceed
Paradigm Reference

Fine Music &

Home Theater Systems
Electronics & Surround Processors
Krell •Audio Research •Pass •Pass-s •Theta
Wadia •Audible Illusions •Aragon •Acurus •Rega
Adcom •Jolida •Ayre •Sony ES •Pioneer Elite
Fanfare •Magnum Dynalab
Thiel •Wilson AudioSeMagnepan
akeli
•Martin Logan
Definitive Technology •Vienna Acoustics •Celestion
Tannoy •ADS •Parasound •Audio Physics

Pe#ulteutee
Stezeo qeette e7ee

Turntables & Cartridges
Basis •Rega •Immedia •Project •Benz
Grado •Sumiko •Shure

5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Atlanta,Georgia 30338

Subwoofers
•Velodyne •Definitive Technology •Audio Physics

(770)804- 8977

Flagg
Ampro •Vidikron •Pioneer Elite •Sony
Proton •Sony DSS

http://www.soundandcinema.net

VPI
Grado
Sumiko
Graham
Tara Labs
Zoethecus
Benz-Micro
McCormack
Kimber Kable
Kimber Select
Magnum Dynalab

Accessories
Harmonic Technology •Synergistic Research
Tributaries •Ocos •Audioquest •Niles •Sound Anchors
Sennheiser •Audio Points •Panamas •Sumiko •Tice

Pioneer Elite
Salamander
Faroudja
Vidikron
Marantz
Lexicon
Stewart
Aragon
Acurus
Denon
ATI

Zoethecus •Contemporary Product Design •Billy Bags
Salamander Designs •Sanus •Lovan •Plateau
We Offer Financing, Custom Design 8 Installation

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106, Tustin, CA 92780

(714) 544-7903
e-mail hifi@digitalearcorn
www.digitalearcorn

Totally different
Infinitely better

NICHOLSON',S
HI-FI

We solemnly promise
that Micro PurP`' will
out-perform any known
interconnect cable.
Irrespective of price.
Try them for 3weeks

Nashville's First Choice Since 1946
Be there to rediscover

Wednesday. February 23rd

reference level audio-

Call for more details.

-at the Tennessee premiere

of

Nicholson's 1-11 -Fi

on us, totally without

MartinLogan's newest speaker system—

115 19th Avenue South

Prodigy—at Nicholson's Hi -Fi. Descended

obligation.

Nashville, Tennessee 37203

from the incomparable Statement E2,

phone: 615.327.4312

Prodigy is advanced to breakthrough levels—

www.nicholsonshi-fi.com

1 meter pair RCA
high purity OFC copper $75
99.99% solid fine silver $127
1 meter pair XLR
high purity OFC copper $115
99.99% solid fine silver $167

from its ultra low mass electrostatic
diaphragm to its radical ForceForward" bass
alignment and compact design. Prodigy sets a
new standard for riving with sound.
Mr. Gayle Martin Sanders, president and
founder of MartinLogan and the knowledgeable staff of Nicholson's Hi -Fi will introduce

Alpha-Core, inc.
915 Pembroke St
Bridgeport, CT 06608
Tel.: 800-836-5920 (USA)
203-335-6805
Fax: 203-384-8120

http://www.alphacore.com
Email: sales@alphacore.com
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and demonstrate the revolutionary Prodigy
speaker system.

Experience MartinLogan Prodigy LIVE
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White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Morrisville
Audio Broker
(919) 467-6806
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005

TEXAS
Austin
Audio By Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Images
(972) 980-2560
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
NTT Audio Video
(713) 523-3388
Lubbock
Sound Wave (the)
(806) 792-7299
Richardson
Top Communications Services
(972) 231 -7T77

OHIO
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-T727
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Flay It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(440) 461-3707
Toledo
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300
OREGON
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound Of Music
(503) 234-5341
Uptown Audio Video
(503) 643-9904
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby's Sound 8Vision
(610) 649-7002
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Hatfield
World Wide Stereo
(215) 368-8343
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Digital Visions
(412) 561-1115
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Williamsport
Stereo Shoppe
(570) 323-9014
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Jackson
New Wave Electronics
(901) 668-6711
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233

Stereophile,

UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Springville
A8D Cellular 8Electronics
(801) 491-7698
VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Fairfax
Audio Buys
(703) 385-4464
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7647
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Seattle
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
Madison Audio
(206) 292-9262

Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News And Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910
WYOMING
Jackson
Custom Electronics
(307) 733-1600
PUERTO RICO
Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805
Rio Piedras
Stardust DOD Distributors
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870
CANADA
ALBERTA
l
r
e a
474io
(403) 244-8111
Edmonton
Audio 5.1
(403) 432-3232
Audio Plus
(780) 439-0011
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
(416) 665-0749
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
(613) 722-6902
Rexdale
Audio Empire
(416) 745-6866
Toronto
Brack Electronics
(416) 364-5002
Windsor
Live Wire Audio Ltd
(519) 979-7740
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires 1416
Ri. Martinez
54 1145851413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
617 3368 3566
BRAZIL
Blumenau Sc
Sound Image
55 47 3260676
BULGARIA
Sofia
Aries Commerce Ltd
359 2954-9469
Audio Consult
359 255 4069
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat
Parlatek
506 225 8231

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

FINLAND
Turku
Hifi Mesta Oy
3582 2504 888

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

FRANCE
Quincy-Voisin
Renaissance Sarl
331 6004 6066

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Disc-Go-Round
(413) 733-1094
Suess Electronics
(920) 733-6464

GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
49 6722 8060
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HONG KONG
National Distributor
Kowtoon Branch
852 2392 6368
Central
YK Audio Ltd
852 2524 8775
IRELAND
County Dublin
Cloney Audio
353 12888477
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Benelux
De Hifistudio
31 0591611111
De Hifiwinkel
31 0402113388
De Hifiwinkel
31 0246842091
Dumb Audio BV
31 0735112555
Hifishop (The)
31 0135443444
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Wellington
Dr Britton Ltd
64 45688 066
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
47 55 25 6214

AUDIOQUEST •
CAL. SUNK° •
KIMBE
TRIANGLE •CAMELOT •JPS LABS
REGA•GRAno •
CREEK •
AUDIOPRISi.'

TOTEM •
MAGNUM DYNAIÁB •EPOS
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •
IllUMINADONS
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY •
MSB
AUDIO ANALOGUE •ATI •BDR
BRIGHT STAR AUDIO •BILLY BAGS
PATHOS •JOLIDA •VIBRAPODS
HRS •SOLILOQUY •TARGET
HAVE •
GOLDRING •
PLATEAU •
UST

Audio0uest CV-4

MSB Link DA(
Kimber
Illuminations

PHILLIPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
62 2911 1742

Audio Analogue

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarre Audio Elite
14 96 3527026

1

Soliloquy 5.3

Rego Planet

SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hill Portier
41 22 7840050

—
"Men fros».
Single Crystal
Cables

TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sanch Electronix
868 633 1384
TURKEY
Nisantasi Istanbul
Rkd Muzik
90 2122413411
UNITED KINGDOM
Nottingham
Wollaton Audio Uk
0115 928 4147

PUC(1111 SE

JPS
umpERconDuccoq
.r.,

PORTUGAL
Amadora
Ajasom
351 214748709

Creek 4330 R

Triangle
Zephyr II

VIET NAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Audio Choice Show Room
381 112224322

Pathos Classic One

-New At Audio Waves —
(cmelot Dimon 51. Monolithic OC-? PS upgrade fork* DAC

-AUDIOWAV ES
,,,„,, ill Ulor(1,11)1Audio

800.510.4753 M-Th10-7, FriK-rue'
9-6, Sot 12-4 (
PST)
PO .
BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 107.611.3299 audiowoves000l.com

www.audioshoppercom/AudioWoves
ME de
FREE SHIPPING
NO LOCAL DEALER? CALL US
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GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Nains. Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spcndor, Roksan, Creek, Regs, Epos, ReVoic,
.111W, Dynaco, 0C-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311, e-mail
genersibinasidio@earthlink.net.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, Oracle. PowerWedge, ProAc, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Liverpoo( NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/ MC/Ambc/ Disower.
ATTENTION QUAD, KORA, ROKSAN, SPENDOR
OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service
for Quad, Kora, Roksan, Spendor, and Gradient New
ESL panels, new and rebuilt ESL-63 panels, updates,
stands, and subwoofers available! Contact Randy or
Mike Qsa), (540) 372-3711, fvc (540) 372-3713, e-mail
qsandd@aolcorn,
www.qsandd.wm.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Superex Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-4356, Sennie
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI. Noise-fighting accessories, $0.50 up;
power-line conditioners, $85 up. Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Free catalog! Virtual Mode 1 Old
Coram Road, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876,
wwtv.vimodewm, virtualmocle@worldnetatt.net.
PLACETTE AUDIO: If you have been searching for
that incredibly dear, transparent, and distortion-free
sound that you can listen to for hours on end, we have
the remote-controlled preamplifiers and volume controls that can make that possible! The exclusive use of
Vishay S-102 resistors in our 125-step attenuators and
other signal paths results in the most transparent audio
components available today at any price. From $1000
to $4000. No-risk 30-day trial. Be prepared to be
impressed! Once you hear the sparkling clarity of
Vishay resistors, you won't have anything less. (208)
342-6141, www.placetteaudio.wm.
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fix (804) 358-5300.
HIGH-END COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
PRICES: Aerial, B&W, Bryston, Classé, Dynaudio,
EAD, EgglestonWorks, Hales, Lexicon, Martin-Logan,
Meridian, Proceed, Revel, Thiel, Totem, Krell, and
other exclusive stereo and home-theater products. All
merchandise new, perfect, with full manufacturers'
warranties. Helm Music Company, (888) 519-9800.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Avalon
Acoustics, Audio Artistry, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Basis. Benz-Micro, Cabasse, Cary, Chang,
Conrad-Johnson,
Electrocompaniet,
Ensemble,
Fanfare, German Physics, Graaf, Graham, Koetsu,
Kuzma, LAT, Lehman, Magnum Dynalab, Musical
Design, Music Metre, Muse, Odeon, Onix, Pathos,
Rega, Samadhi Acoustics, Spendor, Tammy, Totem,
Transfiguration, Wheaton Triplaner, XL0, YBA,
Zoethecus, and more. Call Jahn Barnes at (303) 6913407, fax (303) 922-0522. 2341 IV Yale Ave, Englewood,
CO 80110.
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AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acunas, Aragon, Audio
Research, S&L CAL, Cambridge, EAD, Golden Tube,
JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Martin-Logan, Paradigm, Regs,
TARA, Thiel, Totem, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Excellent selection of
audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! InfiniCaps,
Hovland, Rel-Cap, SCR. Black Gate, Elisa, Nichicon,
Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills, Kiwame, etc, capacitors, resistors. All types of connectors, wires, Alps,
Noble, T1CD, Heitfred diodes, copper-foil inductors,
tubes, vibration damping sheets, isolators, Deflex panels, hospital-grade connectors, tools, accessories, free
catalog online or by post. Michael Pene; Box 526,
Inverness, CA 94937 (415) 669-7181, fax (415) 669-7558,
mperey@svn.net, www.bainbridgeneeperryaudio.
OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-FI STORE: Quicksilver,
BEL, Audio Physic, EAD, Immedia, Audio Refine
ment, Vibrapods, Lyra, Wireworld, PSE, Castle, ASC,
VansEvers, Benz-Micro, Klyne, Sound Anchors, RPM,
Surniko, ART Power Snakes, Acoustic Energy, Richard
Gray's Power Co., Audio-Technica, REL, Harmonic
Technology, YBA, Sanus, LAST, Bybee Technologies,
VP!, Needle Nectar, Herron Audio, Nitty Gritty, and
more. Used and demos available. Trade-ins welcome.
Corner Audio, (503) 643-7512, e-mail jweben@wmeraudio.
tom, www£onserauriio.com.
VMPS AUDIOPHILE SPEAKER. Dealer for entire
speaker line, including the FF1. FF3, and special ribbon
editions. Ihave the Ens on hand for audition on Long
Island, New York. My prices are absolutely the lowest
available. Please call for prices and/or literature. Big
(516) 826-3791jax (516) 826-5870.
McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRAI/ES available from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve
McCormack (the original designer), these outstanding
upgrades are available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and
ALD preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760)732-0352 or e-mail SMcAudio@aolcom.
wwtv.redsexcellenuable.com.
LEVINSON No36S/3Z $4995 OBO; Madrigal C-2
GEL cables, BO. (410) 796-5311.
BLUE CIRCLE BC3 preamp, ($3300) $2050; Clays
Da Capo cartridge, ($1895) $1050; Audio Points, $25;
Top Hat tube damper, $35; RoomTune MiniPalt $100;
Grado SR80 headphones, $50. (606) 581-3763.

RATES: Private, $1.50 per word; Commercial,
$4.75 per word, $190 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Stenrophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. PAX: (505) 9836327. ONLINE: dassifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to run in the April 2000
Sicreophile, you must submit it by February 1,
2000. Please Note: Phone-in ads are not
accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the form provided at the end of the
section. No refunds.

COLUMBUS, OHIO DEALER: Totem, Meadowlark, Reference 3A, Stanley Linear, Mordaunt-Short,
Copland, Edge, Rogue, Eagle, Monarchy, Coda/Continuum, G&D Transforms, MSB, Audio Refinement,
Cambridge, Thorens, Harmonic Technology, Audio
Magic, Music Metre, TG Audio, LAT, Black Diamond,
Chang, Salamander. Featuring the Wisdom Audio
Adrenaline. Archive Audio, (614) 237-5699. Are; Visa,
MC Discover
111 !!!!I! wwutusedrablecom !!!!!!!!!!Webuyused
cable. We sell used cables. Good Advice. !I!
AURIC ILLUMINATOR provides enhanced resolution of CDs and DVDs. Optical media are experienced
through aveil of jitter that no re-clocking buffer can
fully eliminate. Make digital sound analog! Try Auric
Illuminator, money-back guarantee. Treats 300 discs!
$39.95. (800) 565-4390, www.audience-ancom.
AUDIO NOTE, FINITE ELEMENTE, Linn. From
Italy: Synthesis Nimis integrated, SAP, Esopower line
conditioner. Imported music and more. svukluischoicecom
MUSE MODEL NINE PLAYER: Newly introduced,
capable of playing 8and 12cm versions of CD/DVDVideo and 24/961tHz Advanced Audio Disc formats.
List $3250, show demo unit $2600. "Mint," full factory
warranty. E-mail scsinc@yahoo.com.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 12XS, $4500;
Sonic Frontiers SF-1, $750; SFD-2, $1000. Mint. (212)
663-1159.
START YOUR MILLENNIUM with the best deal
among new demo: Dynaudio, B&W, JMIab, Hales,
Akin, Gershman, Totem, ProAc, PMC, Oracle,
Metronome, Krell, Pass, Meridian, Sonic Frontiers,
Classé, Bryston, YBA, Harmonic Technology, Nordost,
Siltech, etc.... Call for your needs: (888) 427-8124,
worldwide e-mail bestofdeal@aolcom.
FACTORY-DIRECT PRICES: EXOR's new interconnect and speaker cables. Also, afantastic preamp
with superb phono (see Bound for Sound, 11/96, for
glowing review). Contact physicist/designer Paul Bono
at EXOR Industries, (913) 384-0731, or e-mail
exorinceaolcorn for details.
CARY 300SELX20, USED, $3600; 805C, latest,
$6400; 2A3SE; used Pass Aleph 12, $6500; Aleph P
remote, Aleph 5; Spectron Digital One amp, $1700;
Komuro 845SE, $2900. (801) 2264018
TRANSPARENT AUDIO: Reference XI, balanced
interconnect. LOm pair. mint ($8000) $4100; Mark Levinson No380S, mint, ($6000) $4200; Mark Levinson
No360S, mint, ($6500) $4200; Mark Levinson No37,
mint, ($4000) $2200. Frank (954) 922-0505 days, (954)
454-9180 evenings.
AUDIO MATIÈRE AMPLIFIER and preamplifier,
Air Tight ATM2 amplifier (both with new tubes), and
Aerial 10T speakers with stands, all mint. Make an
offer at (207)781-2037
PASS X350 AMPLIFIER, 3 months new, $6000;
Dunlavy SC-IV/A speakers, 3 months new, $6000.
(352) 597-7606.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Audio Physic, B&W, Canary, CAT, Clearaudio,
EgglestonWorks, Gershinan, Krell, Levinson, mbl,
MIT, NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia,
Wilson, and many more high-end audio and video
components. Call for inventory list or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166 Street, Flushing, NY 11358. (718)
961-8842, fax (718) 886-9530, e-mail wesound@aolcom,
Mgh End Audio.
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LEVINSON No33H MONOBLOCKS, $11.995;
BAT VK-500, $3295; BAT VK-5i, $2195; Genesis
Digital Lens, $895; Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, $1295;
Transparent Reference, 10', balanced, $1895; Super,
1
m, balanced, $195; Monster Cable M2.4S, biwire,
$375; MIT Terminator 3Proline, 2m, balanced, $300;
3m, balanced, $350; Sonus Faber Concerto wIstands,
$1495; R.E.L. Stadium II, $1495. Offers, trades, credit
cards. (914) 216-1497
RARE NOS TUBES from Telefunlcen, Mullard,
Ampereit, Tung Sol, RCA, and WE: EL34, ECC81,
ECC82, ECC83, ECC86, ECC88, E88CC, 6550,
275A, 350B. (801) 224-1216, fax (801) 224-6059.
Message for George R. Linder of Ridgefield, NJ: Please
contact me —your check bounced!
JADISJPL-Mk.II, $2800; Pass Lab Aleph P+Aleph 0,
$5000; Threshold T-200, $2200; Artemis EOS II +
woofer, ($20,000) $9500; Krell KAS, ($35,000)
$13,800; KMA-100 monos, $2500; Bow Technologies
ZZ-1 integrated amp, ($4500) $2200; EM) Ultradisc
2000, ($2800) $1350; Levinson No26 (balanced) +
No23.5, $5500. Accuphase DIM: DC-61, $2300; DC91, $5800. Gryphon BelCanto preamp, ($5700) $2400;
NBS Statement speaker cable, 10', ($15,000) $5500.
(909) 627-3869.
THIEL CS2.3s, cherry, $3150; Goldmund SRM
monoblocks, $2750; Adcom GFP-750 preamp, $950;
Denon I)CD-1650AR CD player, $850. All above
used only 20-30 hours, all mint. (509) 326-0566, PST
GUARANTEED CONDITION. Audio amplifiers:
Genesis Stealth B200, Mondial Palladium Mk.II, Musical
Fidelity 100X, Parasound 1206, Tandberg 3009A.
Preamplifiers: Audio Research SP9 Mk.II, REFI, CAT SL1,
Reflection Audio 0M ILS. Rote! RC972. Processors: Audio
Alchemy, EAU Transports: CAL Delta, Forsell. Players:
Elite PD65. Analog: Goldmund Studio. VPI PLC. Theater
speakers: B&W, Spendor. Cables. Ask Trevor for complete
inventory: Toll-frm (877) 274-9983, oaks@voicenetaira
KRELL 650M monos, ($25,000) $16,200; Cello Audio
Palette, ($20000) $10,000. httrelioinetowitooLoomaello4sakiniyhoost
paeiruierlitml Ban, (805) 579-9111.
ALTEC 846B VALENCIA speakers (2), mint condition, walnut, high-efficiency 15" frame bass driver.
Voice of Theater horn and compression drivers, cast
aluminum sectoral horns, $1000/pair OBO. (310) 3722941 or isaibe@earthlink.net.
WADIA WT2000 TRANSPORT with $1800 P2S
upgrade; Timbre TTI DAC with $1500 balanced 20bit upgrade. Sold as pair only, $42130 with Mapleshadc
digital cable. (505) 983-8830 orjgdesigns@adcom.
SONIC FRONTIERS LINE-3 PREAMP, ($5000)
$2800, silverIbladt faceplate, like new. (281) 293-6442.
LEVINSON NO333,
klekkk32@lnomailcom.

$4995.

(604)

642-8395,

PASS LABS ALEPH 2, $3500; Pass Labs Digital One
processor, $2800; C.E.C. 11 2transport, $HOO. (425)
778-7174.
GENESIS 300, 1year old, $17,000; Wadia 860, $47501
Audio Matière Equilibre with upgrade, $4500. Call Ben,
(813) 225-8193 or (813) 254-7779.
SOUND LAB IN NEW ORLEANS! World's finest
electrostatics. Unmatched transient detail, correct tonal
balance and radiation pattern, superb imaging both onand off-axis. Authorized dealer, private auditions by
appointment only. AuilioKinesis, (504) 866-1730.
www.granireaadio.com.
ARC VT100 Mk.II, black, $3200; BAT VK-200, $1875;
Chito C-200, 5550. Plus shipping. (858) 485-2617.

DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
L A T International, Inc

has years of

experience in wire manufacturing and
has equaled the high priced brands
Sonic equivalents of the high priced

The RACKIT - System
Modular, stackable oak furniture

brands at afraction of their price L A T
demystifyies wire technology Ask for
explanation literature

for your home, office and studio
& MORE

holds all aiv formats, equipment
and more
Free mail order brochure
(please mention Stereophilel

COMPONENTS

Per Madsen Design
(800) 821-4883 • PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
www.rackittm.com

CD players - solid state and tube
Pre-amplifiers - solid state and tube
Amplifiers solid - state and tube
Integrated amplifiers
Line conditioners

OMAHA
Sell Your Gear FREE on
our Internet Site .. plus
Trade-ins & Specials
www.audio-logic.com
515-255-2134

Phono Cartridges
Speakers
& MORE

HOME THEATER
Video & Audio wire and cable
Speakers -free standing
Speakers -in wall
Line conditioners

MARTIN •
LOGAN
•Audio Research •Billy Bags
•CAL •Chiro •Definitive
Technology •Dunlavy •Grado
•Krell •Lexicon •Martin Logan
•MIT •Monster Cable •NHT
•Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •ProAc
•PSB •Rega •Santis •Synergistic
Research •Thiel •VP! •Wadia
•Wilson Audio •Z-Systems

Component stands
& MORE

ACCESSORIES
Send for a free complete catalog of all
our

Audio/video

products

that

also

includes wire and cable demystifying
literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24
hours per day. Fax 856 428 1832

WARNING !!!
lk careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

Audio-Video
L•o•s•I•c
Local Passion ... National Reparation
3702

Des

Beaver

Ave.

Moines, IA

50310

AUDIO/VIDEO CABLES AND MORE
IS A SUBSIDIARY OF

LA T INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISES, INC.
31 /PROVINCE IOWN ROAO CHERRY HA l NJ 08034

www.latinternational.com
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GRANITE AUDIO huge success at CES and
Stereophile Shows! Press raves about look and sound of
granite speakers, tube amps, cables. Mention ad, get
Model #470 continuous-crystal pure-silver cables, lm,
at CES special $350 (MSRP $950). (480) 829-8374,
INFINITY MODEL IRS loudspeakers, two-tweeter
towers, series 1; two-woofer towers, series 5; rebuilt
foam on woofers, crossover, 1500 lbs of unbelievable
sound in great shape, dark rosewood. This system last
sold for $50,000, will sell for $10,000. (516) 589-3502.
MARK LEVINSON No335 amplifier, 2 years old,
($6000) $4500; six Vortex loudspeakers, $400 apiece
OBO; other pieces, records. CDs available. (7/8)336-39/9.
WINTER CLEARANCE SALE! Totem (new): Ones,
$995; Signatures, $1295; Mites, cherry, $549. Sonic
Frontiers: Line-1 (new), $1495; Anthem Integrated-1
with phono (new), $795; CD-1 (mint), $795. Meridian:
508/24, $2795; 561, $3595. PSB: Gold-i, $1795;
Bronze, $775. Bryston: 8BTHX, SBTHX Call for
incredible deals on Conrad-Johnson's superb digital
separates!!! We feature: Conrad-Johnson, Meridian,
Aerial, PSB, Bryston, Classé Audio, and MIT Audio
Associates, (601) 898-3727
MUSE EIGHT DVD/CD transport and Musc 2%
DVD/CD processor, ($6500). Reviewed in Stereophile
4/99. Free $200 13W3/1aS digital link with purchase.
Original owner, mint with boxes. $3250. (309) 682-1233.
TRANSPARENT CABLE REFERENCE XL interconnect, 10' pair, ($8800) $3200; speaker cable, 10',
($10200) $3775. Original owner, Latest technology.
mint with boxes. (309) 682-1233.

SIMON YORKE SERIES 7turntable with arm, mint
WI WW 16.5 record cleaner, mint, $225; NBS
Statement power cords (2), new, unused, ($3000)
$1200; NBS Professional speaker cables, 12', ($2250)
$975; NBS balanced interconnects, 8', ($9000) $2500;
Audio Logic 34 DAC, mint, $1350. (973) 746-2794.
VACUUM TUBES and high-end audio in Florida!
NOS and current tubes for the audiophile, guitarist,
radio, industrial, and special purpose. Over 1500 types
available! Buy, sell, trade. High-end equipment and
accessories by: Art Audio (tube amps, prcamps, and
DACs). Silverline loudspeakers (efficient design works
great with Art Audio SE amps and others!). Amazon
turntables from Germany, Morch tonearms, Cabassc
loudspeakers from France, EarMax (world's finest
headphone amplifier). PolyCrystal equipment racks
and accessories, handbuilt Benz cartridges made in
Swirzerland. Allaerts cartridges made in Belgium, Jadis
amps and preamps. Advantage Tube Services, (954) 7240443, fax (954) 724-2886, wwiembernatiscom.
WHAT ARE YOU DOING LIERA? Buy with confidence and safety from Toys from the Attic. Our friendly and knowledgeable team will help you down your
upgrade path with either rube or solid-state, analog or
digital, dynamic or electrostatic, cables and accessories.
See our ad earlier in this issue, or visit with us at WIVIV.0a.C.0111.
CUSTOM-DESIGNED HOME STEREO speakers.
Built with quality high-end components. Speaker cabinets created to your specifications with your choice of
wood, veneer, or texture. Unique handcrafted carvings
are my specialty. My carvings add apersonal touch to
enhance the beauty of your cabinet. (906) 789-0516

SONY VPH-1270Q front-projection monitor, graphicsgrade. HDTV-capable, excellent, ($20,000) $2995;
Sharp XV-S 55U, front-projection, component input
with sgree ceiling mount, 3months old, ($4800 +$600),
$2495; Sonic Frontiers Power-3, $4295; Line-3, $2795
LN; Krell MD-10 CD transport, $2699; NBS Pro balanced interconnect, 6', $1600; Transparent Reference
speaker cable, 8', $1600. Ken, (626) 288-6112, tel./fax
MAIUGO AUDIO LAB RMX REFERENCE Ultra 2
power cords, two 13' lengths, ($945 each) $350 each.
One 6' length, ($595) $225. Original owner, mint with
boxes. (309) 682-1233_
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV1OAL preamp, hardly
used. $895; Yamaha M85 amp, 256Wpc, mint, $200;
Adcom GDA-600 DAC, mint, $300. Gem% (305) 8233835 before lOpm EST
SONY VPH-1270Q fient-projection monitor. (626)
288-6112.
MONTANA EPS SPEAKERS, mint, 6months, rave
reviews, ($8500) $5500. (818) 994-6048.
MESA BARON, ($4000) $2195; Kora Flash class-A
tube integrated, 25W, ($2400) $1295; both mint. (860)
677-7618.
MARX LEVINSON No333 amplifier, new, 5years,
factory warranty, $5800. (770)506-0080.
DUNLAVY ATHENA or SC-IVA or SC-V, TacT
Millennium. AudioPhil8@hotmaitcom.
1McCORMACK MICRO LINE DRIVE, 50Wpc, 1
year old, excellent, ($1000) $475; NAD 512 CD player
with remote, excellent, ($330) $95. Karl, (414) 571-0283

CDs, LPs, Tapes
Audio Mart Order Form
NEW RATES: Private, $1.50 per word; Commercial, $4.75 per word; $190 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks arc accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT
ONLINE: classificds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
arc due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the April 2000 Stereophik you must submit it with payment by February I, 2000. Ad material that reaches us aher deadline will appear in the next available issue.
No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
U Enclosed is payment in the amount of S
for
U Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.

words.

Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard
My card # is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

U General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

U Wanted

Employment

Copy (Please type or print attach separate sheet if necessary):

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Collections of 1000+ only. Call Lawrence
OTook PO. Box 138, Beatsville, NY 12409. Tel./froc: (914)
679-1054.
AUDIOPHILEUSA.COM —Addictive wcbsite for LP
and CD fans. We e-mail superb monthly hsts of new and
used jazz, rock, audiophile, and much more. Knowledgeable
staff, great service. We buy choice record collections. Free
monthly catalogs. Toll-free orders: (877) SPIN-LPS.

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI, commercial tube and horn speakers,
some current "high-end" Altcc, JBL, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Maranta, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
Eco, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (405) 7373312, five (405) 737-3355, e-mail SonnySound@aolcorn.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Iknon, EAD, Ember Kable, Maranta,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Spcakercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stereo
Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215)
886-2171.
Website catalog: www.too.com, e-mail
too@tstecom.
COLLECTOR BUYING OLD TUBE HI-FI and
speakers, mono/stereo, tube theater amps, horn drivers, parts, tubes, inventory, Altec, Tannoy, Quad, Eico,
McIntosh, Marantz, Scquerra FM-1, Levinson,
Rowland, Krell, Audio Research, Duntech Sovereign,
Luxman 304S. Will travel to pidt up. First or last call,
or just information, (718) 387-7316, (718) 384-4667
APOGEE DIVA, ribbon drivers for Diva wanted. (49)
7635-822177 or olaftgert@iwb.dr.

Employment
Name

Company

Street
State

184

City
Zip

TeL

Fax

SOUND CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals for hill-time sales positions in Audio/Video and
Custom Home Theater. Outgoing person to sell wide
selection of mid-high-end specialty A/V products.
Excellent growth opportunity in direct-mail/catalog
sales or custom. North Jersey/NY area. Roc resume to
(973) 334-6115 or call (800) 888-5343 x300.
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Advertiser
Advertising published In Sterrophile Ls accepted on the promo,- that the merchandise and
serners as offered are accurately described,
and are available to customers at the advertised
price. Adverting; that does not conform to
thew ienulard, or that n deceptive or misleaditg.
never lolowingly accepted. If you
encounter nonconipliansr with these standards. please were ikt John B. Gourley,
Petersen Publishing Company, 110 Fihh
Ase, New York, NY 10011.

Acoustic Research
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Alma's Hi -Fi
Alpha-Core
Ambrosia Audio
ARS Electronics
Artech Electronics
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio Line Source
Audio Nexus
Audionut.com
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Systems
Audio Plus °MUM
AudioQuest
Audio Resource
Audio-Video Logic
Audio-Video Salon

88,

2
100
20
154
180
185
168
142
156, 178
160
89
168
159
97
56
18
188
164
170, 183
162

AudioWaves
Avantgarde
A/V Ensemble
Bay Area Audio
Best Sounds
Bryston
Buzz Jensen's Sound Advise
BM Loudspeakers
Cable Company
Cambridge Audio
Cary Audio
Chesky Records
Classé Audio
Coincident
Conrad-Johnson
CSA Audio
David Lewis Audio
Davidson-Whitehall
Digital Ear
Dunlavy Audio Labs
Elusive Disc
Ensemble
Galen Carol
Goodwins High End
Harmonic Technology
HCM Audio
HeadRoom
Hi -Fi Farm
Hi -Fi Forum
Holm Audio
Impact Technology
Innovative Audio
JA Michell
Jeff Rowland Design

New York's Best High-End
Denier... in New Jersey!
Featuring...
DUNLAVY AUDIO
LABS -SCI-SCVI
Loudspeakers.
KRELL FPB Series
Amplifiers.
Todays cutting edge
for the high end
enthusiast.

181
58-59
178
160
172
68
174
23
98
176
26

Joseph Audio
JPS Labs
JS Audio
JVC Music
Kimber Kable
LAI International
Legacy Audio
Mark Levinson (Madrigal)
MBL
McIntosh
McCormack
Meridian
Mirage
Musical Surroundings
Music Direct
Mytyad
NAD
Nagra
Needle Doctor
Nicholson's Hi -Fi
Nordost
Overture
Paradigm
Paradyme
Parts Connection
Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design
Perpetual Technologies
Polk Audio
Progressive Audio
ProMusica
PS Audio
PSB
Reference Audio Video

ao

42
176
12
185
112
78
78
151
94, 106
178
172
134
74
104
110
177
148
166
78
127
142
74

ti

1

ti

Ili

En3

8

AUDIO GALLERY

when the music pleases your ears
your soul will dance

MASSACHUSETTS
HIGH-END CHOICE
WESTPORT, MA 02790
TEL. (508) 636-3400

APJFIeS •ADA •UNBAR •&LON • AMC •A/APRO •WAGON •ARCM
A1010 RESEARCH •BALANCED AUDIO •EA 11 •BASS •BENZMICRO •CAL •COL
OTRAVY •DYNAUDIO •RUM •ENERGY *FAD* FAROUCU •GRAMM •GRADO
REF •KRILL •MARANTZ •MARTINLOGAN •McCORIAMN •/4tINTOSH •NAD
NEW •PROCEED •PROTON •REL •MTN •STRAIGHTWIRE •SAM •menee
ot • TEIPEPED •WIREWORIO •110 L
,
KIPED •PLO

AO
193 BELLEVUE AVE. UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

973-744-0600

www.CSA AUDIO.com
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REL Acoustics
Revel
Rite Hite
Rotel
Rogue Audio
Siltech
Soliloquy
Sorice
Sound and Cinema
Sound by Singer
Sound City
Sound Images.
Sound Lab
Soundworks
Soundex
Star Sound Technologies
Stereo Exchange
Straight Wire
Sumiko
Synergistic Research
TARA Labs
Thiel
Thule
Tice
Toys From the Attic
Transparent Audio
Tube Store
Ultimate Stereo
Upscale Audio
Vandersteen
Wadia
VIL
WBT-USA
Wireworld

32
48
66
9
44
76
72
176
180
90-91
102
185
166
132
128
176
138, 144
62
32, 40
72, 139
28
24
40
172
140
52
162
164
150
57
187
76
25
174

iMGR
1A
dio & Video

t

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

AUDIO REFINEMENT
GRAAF'
ATMA-SPHERE*
AIR TIGHT'
MCCORMACK
PASS LABS
AUDIOCRAFT•
DISC DOCTOR
ACCUPHASE•
VERITY AUDIO*
SOUND LAB
CONRAD-JOHNSON
SONUS FABER
GALLO ACOUSTICS'.*
KOETSU
NORDOST FLATLINE•*
E.A.R.
MEADOWLARK AUDIO

1100 MAIN ROAD

HOME 11IFATE •MII,T1•110011 •HOME .117091E0N

173
80
86
118
16
183
82
38
117
10, 11
78
50
14, 34
116
114
142
46
70
152-153
180
44
109
6
170
151
156
183
64
54
122, 136
172
163
36
170

(

E

IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE WEST

SC -IVA

Index

FAX (508)

BEDIN1
CUSTOM POWER CORD CO.
BASIS
SOUND IMAGES CABLES*
GRADO
TRANSFIGURATION.
ART AUDIO
ACROTEC CABL
ODEON •
SPECTRON9
J.A.MICHELL* ,
GRAHAM..
FURNITURE EPt
TARGET, CONTOURS, OSAR. AND SALAMANDER

MANY MORE PLEASE CALL
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
** MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER

LA's Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist

•AERIAL :.:OUSTICS •0,03 •ARCAM •ARCICI •ATLANTIS
•BAS IS •BM •BENZ MICRO. BILLY BAGS •BOW TECHNOLOGIES
•CLASSÉ •CLEARAUDIO •CRESTRON •DISCOVERY •DRAPER
• OUN1AVY • REVEL • ELAN • EQUIs TECH • ESP
•FANFARE FM •FAROUDJA •FUSION DESIGNS •GOLDEN TUBE
•GOLDEN TREATER •GRADO •GRAHAM •JEFF ROWLAND
•KIMBER SEUCT •MERIDIAN •MYRYAO •PHILIPS •PIONEER
ELITE •PO« CRYSTAL •PSB •SEL •REGA •SONANCE •SONIC
FRONTIERS • STEWART • SUMIKO • THETA DIGITAL
• TOWNSHENO •TRANSPARENT CABLE • VIBRAPLANE
•VIOIKRON •WHE;.TON TRIPLANAR •Z-SYSTEMS •AND MORE

310 440 5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Mss-Fri 10-7 Sat 10 5:30
2337 RUMOR Rd, Ste. 6. Bel All, CA 90071

VISIT OUR WHISITE:

www.ambrosia.com

information 8i large selection of pre-owned electrorucs
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Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

T

Scull

his month's episode: First Things
First.
I'm on the phone with AudioPrism's Victor Tiscareno. We're talking
system basics.
"You know, Jonathan, before folks go
out there and spend $3000 on apower
cord, they could spend awhole lot less
getting the basics rightr
He makes agood point, les the right
way to cover the bases without spending afortune. The following DIY projects might cost some sweat equity, but
they're low in cost, and offer high returns on investment. So let's don our
toolbelts, and...
Live in asweet old Victorian with
spongy floors that flex like diving
boards? Can't play an LP without lunching your stylus? Get some cinderblocks
and acouple of trailer leveling jacks and
head for the basement. Build up afew
cinderblock towers under any weak
spots you've identified, heave the trailer
jacks on top, and jack it up! You might
want to add asmall block of 2x4 between the jack and the floor above to
spread the load. (Hidden benefit: Now
it'll be easier to creep to the 'fridge at
night.) Keep in mind, the jack/cinderblock/2x4 sandwich isn't meant to be a
load-bearing member; you're merely
selectively reinforcing the floor above.
This little project might cost anywhere
from $50 to afew hundred, depending
on your house's construction and layout.
Your turntable will love you.
If you've got asuspended floor over
crossbeams, as we do in our Manhattan
loft, put together astiffening platform
from 1
/"MDF. We used two panels,
4
each measuring 5' by 4', butted edge to
edge and glued, screwed, and lag-bolted
to the floor and the joists below. Paint
'em up in whatever color suits your
décor, and you're out only $30 or so for
materials. This works wonders as a
speaker-and-amp platform. In fact, I've
always wanted to do the same under
our front-end equipment racks.
A more minimalist, even less expensive approach requires you, astud finder, and ahandful of large Phillips-head
self-tapping wood screws. This is especially handy if you have equipment
racks or speakers equipped with spikes
186

on an iffy floor. Do some measuring, get
down on your knees, and, using the stud
finder, locate the joists under the flooring. Having carefully measured spiketo-spike on your audio stands, try to
match the spikes to the crossbeam pattern below.' Use apower tool to drive
in the screws so the heads are 1
/"or so
4

Dremel tool to make atrio of 1"-diameter circular depressions in the top surface
of abutcher block, then sanding them
smooth with 100 and 220 sandpaper.
Drop marbles or ball bearings into the
depressions, and you've got areasonably
sophisticated equipment shelf for about
$40. This particular Netizen suggested
painting the butcher block black (I disagree) and placing it on alightly inflated
Can't play an LP
inner tube (I agree). Place your component on the marbles or bearings and liswithout lunching
ten for improvements.
Trick Two: Make your own shelves,
your stylus?
or improve on those God gave ya. Let's
assume your square-section, hollow-leg
Get some cinderblocks
rack has thin, rather pedestrian shelves
and acouple of
made of MDF—tap one and listen to
it rattle.
trailer leveling jacks
Constrained-layer damping to the
rescue! Get thee to abuilding-supply
and head for the
outlet and pick up afew steel plates
(maybe 16 gauge) somewhat smaller
basement.
than the shelf you'll use them with.
Drill holes in their corners, then glue
above the floor. It'll be harder going into and screw the plates to the undersides of
acrossbeam, but that's what you want. your component shelves. Tap that bad
Drive as many screws into those beams boy again and you'll be surprised how
as possible. If you get three or even two nonresonant it's become. The steel plate
out of four spikes on each rack matched below even provides amodicum of RFI
up with ajoist screwhead, that'll be fine. shielding for the component above.
You can do the same with your speakers And if you're feeling really anal-retenand level them, as you can the equip- tive, run aground wire from each plate
ment racks, by adjusting screw height to your system ground.
for the spikes sitting in them. Just make
Alternatively, glue two untreated
sure you know where your speakers go shelves together. You might try metal
pites or another damping material
before you start drillie
sandwiched between. (It need not be the
A couple more low-cost setup tricks:
Trick One: I've already covered how same size as the shelf, you can just place
butcher block improves the sounds of some around the edges, or in the midaudio components — maple better than dle.) Or you can make your own audiooak, for whatever reason. And I've men- phile shelves by bonding together severtioned Symposium Rollerblocks, a al layers of 1
/"MDF, perhaps alternating
4
somewhat costly footer system using wood and MDF for maximum damping.
ball bearings in shallow, polished de- And while you're at it, fill those stands
pressions atop aluminum blocks. One with sand. (Use steam-cleaned "pool"
worthy on the Net suggests using a sand to avoid varmints and other unwelcome houseguests.) If you want more
C 2000 by Pelmets Publishing C.ompany, LLC—Vo123
mass, do what JA does and use amix of
1s102, &buoy 2000.
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1 If you've been reading "Fine Tunes," you'll have
learned about basic room/speaker interactions and
how to place audio equipment. If you missed anything,
check the "Archives" at www.stereophile.com.
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PowerDAC (pou/ar dak), n.

1. A Wadia Decoding Computer

that drives loudspeakers directly.

2. A direct connection between

the music and your speakers.

3. A breakthrough digital amplifier

covered by three US patents. 4. Simply the best sound you've ever heard.

EXPERIENCE POWERDAC AT...
LA Audio

Los Angeles, CA

Audiocom

Old Greenwich, CT

Sounds Like Music

WADIA DIGITAL CORPORATION

624 Troy Street, River Falls, WI 54022
2000

Wadia Digital Corporation

715 /426-59oo

Phoenix, AZ

www.wadia.com

et:4,111_5
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"Conquering Everest" is not on the option list
for a Sport Utility vehicle ... but it is available for
your audio system. For the cost of afew SUV extras
you can experience music from the summit of Everest.
Extreme performance speaker cable from AudioQuest!
Everest speaker cable includes everything we have ever
done right in cable design, plus: astonishing new Perfect Surface
solid Silver (PSS), spiraled Counter OctoHelix construction, third
generation SST distortion-minimizing ... and it is just plain bigger!

oudioquest
P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA Tel: 949.498.2770

Fax: 949498.5112 www.audioquest.com

1

